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Preface 

The binomial theorem is justifiably considered to be one of 

the most important theorems of the whole of analysis. For 

not only can the polynomial theorem and all the formulae which 

serve for the calculation of logarithmic and exponential quantities 

be derived from it by easy arguments, as will be shown here, but 

also as a further consequence there is the important Taylor's theorem 

which cannot be proved strictly in any way unless the binomial 

theorem is presupposed. It would hardly be an exaggeration to say 

that almost the whole of the so-called differential and integral 

calculus (higher analysis) rests on this theorem. However, the 

main theorems in every science have the characteristic that it is 

precisely their presentation that is usually surrounded with the-most 

difficulties, and this is also the case with the binomial theorem. 

It is therefore not surprising that the list of mathematicians who 

have tried to discover a completely strict proof of the theorem is 

already so long. Newton's immortal name stands at the top of the 

list. Following him - to mention only those known to me - 
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Colson, Horsley, Th. Simpson, Robertson, Sewell, Landen, Clairaut, 

Aepinus, Castillon, L'Huillier, Lagrange, Kästner, Euler, Segner, 

Scherfer, Klügel, Karsten, Busse, Pfaff, Rothe, Hindenburg, Kaussler, 

Schulz, Pasquich, Rösling, Jungius, Fischer and Krause, Crelle, 

Nordmann, and many others. 

However, grateful as we must be to so much excellent work on 

our theorem that has already been achieved by the efforts of all 

these men, there are certainly still a few things that they have left 

to later workers. I may be permitted to state here generally, and 

without mentioning anyone, what I find missing in the previous 

presentations of this theorem. 

I. First of all I think that the meaning of the theorem itself 

ti 

has been, I will not say incorrectly grasped, but at least not very 

clearly presented. 

1. Generally, if the exponent was not a positive integer, the terms 

of the binomial series have been allowed to continue to infinity. Now 

against this I must immediately say that every acceptance of an infinite 

series, as far as I see, is the acceptance of a sum of infinitely 

many quantities and every attempted calculation of the infinite, a 

true calculus infin«isimalis. Therefore if one does not want to be 

involved in such things - (and it seems as though most contemporary 

mathematicians have actually had this very commendable intention, even 

if for no better reason than the many difficulties which this calculus 

contains) - then one must also refrain altogether from the 
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acceptance and calculation of infinite series. I at least have kept 

to this rule not only in this writing but also everywhere else. 

Instead of the so-called infinitely small quantities I have also 

always made use, with the same result, of the concept of those 

quantities which can become smaller than any given quantity, or (as 

I sometimes call them to avoid monotony but less precisely) quantities 

which can become as small as desired. I hope no one will mistake the 

difference between quantities of this kind and that which is otherwise 

thought of under the name ''infinitely small'. The requirement of conceiv- 

ing a quantity (I mean a variable quantity) which can always become 

smaller than it has already been taken, and generally can become 

smaller thanany given quantity, really contains nothing that anyone 

could find objectionable. Indeed, surely everyone must realise that 

there are very often such quantities, in space as well as in time? 

On the other hand, the idea of a quantity which cannot only be assumed 

to be smaller but is really to be smaller than every quantity, not 

merely every given quantity but even every alleged, i. e. conceivable, 

quantity, is this not contradictory? Nevertheless this is the usual 

definition of the infinitely small. 

2. It is equally common to present the binomial equation as an. 

equation valid for every value of the exponent and for every kind of 

quantity consisting of two parts [1]. Nevertheless it is certain 

that this equation really only holds precisely if the exponent Is a 
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whole positive number. In every other case, if one does not want to 

accept any infinite series, its validity can only be maintained in the 

sense that the difference which holds between the two terms [2], i. e. 

n n-I 2 n-I n-r+l r (1 + x) -1- nx - n. 2x-... - n. 2 ---- rx 

can be made smaller than any given quantity, if the number of terms 

in the series is taken large enough, and even this is only true if 

x< ±1 [3]. Indeed what am I to say if the equation is applied, 

without thinking, to the case where the sum is negative and the 

2n+1 
exponent is of the form 2m , e. g. if it was supposed that, 

471 - (1 - 2) 1-2.2 - 
2.4.4 

- 
2.1.6.8 

- 
2.4.6.8.16 

- ...? 

3. In fact the inadmissableness of the equation for values of 

x> ±1 has been agreed to be much too obvious for it not to be 

acknowledged by everyone, at least subsequently and half-heartedly. 

But why only subsequently and not straight away at the outset? 

And even then, why not always in the appropriate way? For it 

is usually just said, 'the equation does not hold' (or with an even 

vaguer expression, 'it is not suitable for calculation'), 'if the terms 

of the series do not converge'. Does this not tacitly imply that 

if the terms converge then it will always be correct? However, it 
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is not always so, for if x=I and n, is positive, then the terms A271 

decrease starting from a certain term: but however far this may 

be continued the value of the series never comes as close as desired 

n to the value of (1 + x) = 2n. [4 

II. If the meaning of a proposition has not been given with 

complete precision then one can anticipate that the proofs of it 

will also be more or less mistaken. Actually all previous proofs 

for the binomial theorem must be defective because they prove too 

much. For this proposition holds, as already said, for a fractional 

or negative exponent only if x< ±1. But in which of the previous 

proofs is the least regard given to this indispensable condition? 

What good is it that the application of the proposition to the 

cases where x= or > ±1 is prohibited only afterwards, if it is not 

to be seen from the proof itself why it does not also hold in these 

cases? Could proofs possibly be correct if they do not use all the 
% 

conditions on which the truth of a proposition rests? - Thus it is 

already decided in advance that there must be some defect in every 

previous proof. We shall however just indicate briefly the most, 

important and usual defects. , 

1. The most general fault (which occurs not only in the proof of 

the binomial theorem but also often elsewhere) is to allow the 

correctness of an alleged equation to be regarded as sufficiently 

proved if it has been shown that their, ýfirst, second, and 
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generally the rth terms (where r can be as large as desired), are 

equal on both sides. This is done without investigating whether 

there may perhaps be, beyond this rth term, one or more terms which 

are unequal to each other, and whose difference can perhaps never be 

reduced as much as desired. This latter condition must necessarily 

be proved if one is to be able to say of the two expressions 

concerned that they are in some sense of the word, equal to one 

another. Only with the idea that there are infinite series, in 

which consequently there is no last term, is it understandable 

how such a clear obligation could have been renounced. But the 

consequence was, to people's great astonishment, that they found 

themselves entangled in various completely absurd assertions. For 

example the binomial formula stated that 

1ý1 
(1 + 10)-ý 1- 10 + 100 - 1000 + ... in inf., 

an assertion which is horrifying to common sense. If the series 

had always only been accepted finitely, as it should have been, 

then it would have been apparent that the binomial series: 

I-x+x2-x3 +x4- ... ±xr 

can be put equal only in a certain sense, to the true value of 

r 
(1 +x)-ý +x= 1 -x+x2-x3+x4-... ± 

+x 

,. 
a 
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i. e. if xr - 

x+ 
x can become as small as desired through the 

increase in r, i. e. if x< ±1. 

2. All those who wanted to prove the binomial theorem by proceeding 

from the general form 

(1 + X) n. A+ Bxß + Cx1 + ... 

sought to determine by proofs the nature of the quantities ß, y, ... 
A, B, C,... 

(a) A common error of which they were guilty is contained in 

the following kind of proof: 

'If (1 +x)nsA+Bxß+Cx1+ ... 
G 

then also, 

n(A + Bxß + Cxy + ... ) - (1 + x)($Bx$-1 + yCxy-1 + ... )... I 

Therefore also conversely, if one determines ß, y,... A, B, C,... 

so that the equation ý holds then also the equation O holds. ' 

Clearly this is a wrong conclusion since no logic justifies us 

deducing the affirmative and general converse of an affirmative 

proposition without proof. But if this kind of proof is analysed 

more carefully it is found ultimately to contain two such unauthorised - 

here actually false - converses. The first occurs with the proposition: 

'If 

(1 + x) n=A+ Bxß + Cx' + ... 
0 

then also, 

n(J + x) n-1 a ßBx -i +. YCx1 -1 + ....... 

From this the converse is formed and it is concluded; 'If therefore 

with a certain determination of the quantities ß, y,... A, B, C,... the 

equation) holds, then also O holds. ' This is an obviously false 

assertion since from D it is known only that, 
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(1 + x)n = Const. + Bx + Cxx + ... 

follows, where Const. is arbitrary. But also the second proposition 

is formulated: 

'If n(1 + X)n-1 = ßBx$-I + yCxx-1 + ... 
ý. 

and at the same time, 

(I + x)n =A+ Bxß + CxT + ... 
O 

then it must also be that, 

n(A + Bxß + Cxy + ... ) = (1 + x)(OBxß-] + yCxy-1 + ... )...... 
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The converse of this proposition is also formed and it is concluded, 'If 

equation 
l holds, then also 0 holds. ' Now this obviously makes the 

proof all the more uncertain. Nevertheless I do not know even a 

single mathematician whose proof of the binomial theorem (if he 

did it in this way) has gone further thh up to the determination of I a" 

the quantities ß, y,... A, B, C,... from equation 
I. All of them believe 

their task is completed although it has only been proved that a 

series which is to correspond to that of 0 has to have the form 

A+ nAx + n. . Ax + ... 
n2ý2 

But whether every series of this form, or whether only one of them, 

and for what kinds of quantities A, n and x the equation 0 is actually 

satisfied - these things must still be decided on completely different 

grounds. 

(b) Furthermore, the way the equation 
ý is usually derived from 

the equation O is not at all satisfactory. 

(a) Most people make use of the differential calculus for 

this, i. e. a calculus which, as it has been presented hitherto is 

I 





still based on the most shaky foundations; for example, on 
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the self-contradictory concepts of infinitely small quantities and 

on the assumption that even zeros can have a ratio to one another. 

The logician justifiably remarks: non entis nullae affectiones [5 ]. 

(ß) Other people artifically imitate the procedure of the 

differential calculus without calling it that, i. e. they avoid 

the word without removing the difficulties from the method. 

quantities which at first are used as divisors are eventually allowed 

to denote zero; in my opinion this can never be permitted since it 

is certainly possible to divide by every finite (i. e. actual) 

quantity, but never by a zero (i. e. by nothing). If dividing is 

, in fact nothing but seeking the quantity which, multiplied with the 

divisor, gives the dividend, then obviously no quantity can be 

conceived which multiplied with zero, i. e. taken no times, gives an 

actual something. 

(y) Again, other people want to introduce a special axiom 

into mathematics for the derivation of the equation p, or else a 

condition equivalent to it; namely, 'that which is consistent with 

all truths, is itself also true'. Though one may be glad to admit 

. this proposition I very much doubt the possibility of using it as 

a sound criterion for the discovery of new truths in some science. 

All truth is not known to us, so simply from the fact that a given 

proposition does not contradict the truths known to us, how are we 

ever to be- able to conclude with certainty that it may also not 

contradict any others? - At least in this way one could never 
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produce the objective ground of a truth, which must be done for its 

proper representation in science. 

(c) Finally there is something else to censure in this 

method. The exponents of x in the series A+ Bx0 + Cx' + ..., 
n which is to be = (1 + x), are assumed, without sufficient basis, 

to be - 1,2,3,... Indeed for justification of this assumption 

the'analogy of the powers (I + x)2, (I + x)3,... is suggested. 
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But how would it be if someone had concluded - from just this analogy - 

that the exponents of (1 + x)-2, (1 + x)-3,... had to be negative [6 17 

3. A second method of proof of the binomial theorem is based on 

Taylor's theorem. This procedure has, 

(a) already against it that Taylor's theorem is a much more 

difficult theorem and, at least as far as I understand, can only 

be strictly proved by assuming the binomial theorem. 

(b) Further on this point, for the application of Taylor's 

theorem to the binomial theorem, the first term of the development [ 7] 

of (1 + x)n -I must already be known. Now in order to prove that 

this term is nx the strictest mathematicians assume, without proof, 

that it is of the form x. f(n). I say 'without proof' because this 

cannot be deduced from Taylor's theorem which states that the 

development of f(y +F must, in general, have the form fy +Cf'y +.. [8] 
. 

ýw 

One must never forget that that development only holds in general, 

i. e. for infinitely many,, but not for all values of y. Now 

't 
since one must give to y here 
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a determinate value, namely = 1, the question arises whether this 
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may not be just such a, value for which that development is not valid? 

I am, of course, aware of the clever method by which one scholar 

has recently sought to remove this difficulty. But he works from 

the proposition, 'that no term of a series can contain the quantity 

x if the value of this series does not itself depend on x. ' This 

assertion is shown to be incorrect by the single example that for every 

integer value of x it is well known that, 

sin(2xr + c) = (2xn + cp) _ 
(2xr + cp)3 + 

(2x7r + ßp)5 
_ 1.2.3 1.2.3.4.5 

= since, 

therefore it is certainly not dependent on x although this x appears 

in every term! 

4. The attempt to determine the form of the binomial series with a 

n/ fractional or negative exponent from the consideration that (a + bim 

is some term interpolated in the geometric series 

..., (a + b)-2, (a + b)-1. (a + b)0, (a + b)1, (a + b)2,... 

already betrays its imperfection, because in this way it 
44 -is not shown 

at all how far the series for (a + b)n/m must be continued and whether 

it holds generally, or only if ä/b < ±1. 

5. The most thorough procedure is that adopted by those who first proved 

the validity of the binomial equation for wh 
le 

positive exponents 

and then sought to demonstrate, by considering the nature of those 

products whose factors are of the form, 1+ nx +, n. n 
21 . x2, + nS, 

. 
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that that equation also holds for fractional and negative exponents. 

In fact after one has learnt to avoid the hastiness which would deduce 

the equal form of two seriet'straight from their equal values, 

proofs arose on this basis of which (apart from their somewhat 

irksome length) nothing could be criticised if they were not based 

on the inadmissable idea of infinite series. If one wants to avoid 

this idea, which is as it should be, then several of the proofs 

employed there no longer hold. Series are obtained which are indeed 

equal to one another from their first term up to arbitrarily many 

terms but then they have just as many unequal terms, so that in 

order to claim the equality of their value it is necessary to show 

that the sum of the unequal terms can become smaller than any given 

quantity if one makes the number of equal terms large enough. 

Similar defects to those we have just condemned in the previous 

proofs of the binomial theorem are also perpetrated with the derivation 

of those formulae which serve for the calculation of exponential and 

logarithmic quantities. In general the series which are to express 

the values of ax and log y are assumed to continue to infinity; 

moreover use is made of the idea of infinitely small quantities, or 

quantities which at the beginning are considered as actual [9 ] and 

have been used as divisors, are allowed in the course of the 

'ý. 





calculation to take the value zero, etc. 
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In the present work - as a sample of a new way of developing 

analysis - the theorems mentioned in the title are so presented 

that, I hope, not only have the errors just condemned been avoided 

but also several other offences against good method which are 

frequently committed. As far as method is concerned I have generally 

kept to the principles set out in the Beyträge zu einer begründeteren 

Darstellung der Mathematik, First Issue 1810, Second Section, 

because I am still convinced of their correctness. None the less 

(and this I must say to avoid any misunderstanding) the fragmentary 

form of the present work does not allow those principles to be 

followed in all parts. Otherwise the exposition would have to have 

begun straight away with the first concepts and theorems of arithmetic, 

and since even this would have to be presented in ---' system `ý; äý %ýprovtf; 

quite differently from how it has previously been done, then under- 

standably this also has some influence on the presentation of the 

subsequent material. All references in this writing to concepts and 

theories which are not in current use have been avoided, and for 

this reason I hope it is sufficiently comprehensible that it may be 

useful not only as a text-book for public instruction but also 

understandable to beginners, who are not completely inexperienced, 

even without the assistance of a teacher. In this respect it 
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will nevertheless not be superfluous to note which paragraphs of 

this writing can be passed over - according to circumstances - 

either completely or at a first reading. If one merely wishes to 

be convinced of the validity of the binomial formula without at the 

same time requiring the proof that there are no other formulae for 

the representation of the developed value of (1 + x)n, then one 

can go directly from 912 to 938. If one is satisfied with the same 

thing for the formulae which serve for the calculation of logarithms 

then it is sufficient to read only No. 1 of §66. It is equally 

reasonable to omit §§O-51 initially because they simply investigate 

how a formula should be produced which would give the value of 

(a + x) n for as many x and n as possible. Generally also the 

§§6,9,11,12,31,35,36,63,67,68 can be omitted initially. Thus it 

will be seen that the kind of proof offered in this writing is not 

so very extensive as might perhaps be supposed just from the number 

of pages. The importance of the proposition of §29 will be realised 

by every expert for it will be'clear to him that the application of 

all the operations-of the differential and integral calculus to all 

equations with variable quantities is entirely based on this proposition 

0 (together with §27). 

V 

Raditsch, 5th Sep. 1815. 

J 

Bolzano. 
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Preliminary note. According to theknown rules of multiplication 

the second, third, fourth,... power of every quantity consisting of 

two or more parts, like a+b, or a+b+c+d+.. can be expanded in a 

series whose individual terms contain nothing but powers of the 

individual parts a, b, c, d, "... or products of such powers, possibly also 

multiplied by some determinate number. Thus, simply by multiplication 

we find: 

(a + b) 2= 
a2 + 2ab + b2. 

(a + b) 3. 
a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3, 

etc. 

And similarly, 

(a+b+c+d+... )2 - 
ä2 

+ 2ab + b2 + 26c + 2bc +c 
t2ad 

+ 2bd + 2cd + d2+.. 

(a+b+c+d+,.. )3 a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3 + 3a2c + 6abc-+ 3b2c + 

ac2+3bc2+c3+.. 

etc. 

This observation gives rise to the idea of whether perhaps in general 

r 





every function consisting of two or more parts of the form 
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(a+b), (a+b+c+d+.., )n, where n may be any kind of whole number, even 
n 

perhaps also a fractional, irrational or negative quantity, can be 

expanded in a series which, like the above, contains nothing but 

powers of the individual parts a, b, c, d,... or products of such 

powers, possibly also multiplied by a quantity merely dependent 

on n. This is the question with which we shall now be concerned. 

Its affirmative answer in respect of quantities consisting of two 

parts of the form (a+b) n is called the binomial theorem, and in 

respect of quantities of several parts of the form (a+b+c+d+... ) n 

it is called the polynomial theorem. 

§2. 

Definition. A sum of terms which, like that described in §1, 

contains nothing but powers of the individual quantities a, b, c, d,... 

or products of such powers possibly also multiplied by a quantity 

independent of a, b, c, d,... is called a developed function of the 

quantities a, b, c, d,... On the other hand, functions which, like (a+b)n 

contain powers of a sum of two or more of the quantities a, b, c, d,... 

and possibly even another quantity are called complex [10] 

functions of a, b', c, d,... A sum of terms which are formed according 

to a determinate law is called a series, particularly if their number 

may be increased arbitrarily. 
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Definition. The series 

1+n. x +n n-1 x2 + n. nln2. x3 + ... + nn-1 n-2 n-(r-1) r 
112123 T* 2.3r'x 

of which the first term -1 1- x0, and of those following - the number 

of which can be arbitrarily increased - each one is formed from the 

, previous one by increasing the exponent of the quantity x by I and 

multiplying the coefficient by n-(r-1) 
, where r is the exponent r 

already found, is called the binomial series belonging to the nth 

power of (1 + x)ý+Fi the binomial formula for (I+x) n. Should it be 

possible to prove that the value of this series is equal to the 

corresponding power of (I+x) under certain circumstances then we 

call the expression of this equality the binomial equation. 

§4. 

Corollary. If n is a whole (positive) number, and x likewise is 

positive then all terms in this series up to the (n+l)th, which is 

n 
; %n21 

n-nn-1) 
ýxn-xn, are positive, but each of-the following 

ones equal zero. 
I 

§5. 

Theorem. The binomial equation holds for the value of the exponent 

-. y 
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n=0, =1, =2, =3, ..., whatever x denotes, provided the series is 

not broken off while r is <n. 

Proof Under this condition, the value of the binomial series for 

n=0 as far as its terms may be continued, is obviously only 

"= 1+0+0+ ... =1, and this is just the value of the corresponding 

power of (1+x), namely the value of (I+x)0, whatever x denotes. 

For n=1, the value of the binomial series = 1+x+0+0+... -1+x and 

this is just the value of the corresponding power, i. e. the first 

power of (1+x). For n=2 the binomial series gives the value 

I+ 2x + x2 +0+..., which is exactly the value of its corresponding, 

i. e. second, power of (I+x). For n=3 the binomial series is 

=-1 + 3x + 3x2 + x3 +0+..., and this is also the value of the 

corresponding power, i. e. the third power of (l+x). Etc. 

§6. 

Note If anyone should ask how the form of this strange series 

should ever be thought of, or could have been thought of, we 

would give'him the following explanation. From particular examples' 

of multiplication it would soon become clear that a product of n 

factors of the form (I+a)(I+b)(I+c)(I+d) 
... equals the following 

sum :I+. F(a+b+c+d+... ) + (ab+ac+ad+bc+bd+cd+... ) + (ahc+abd+acd+bcd+... ) + 

r. 

r 
to " 
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(abcd+ 
... ) + ... 

i. e. that it consists of the following parts: 

(1) unity, (2) the sum of all the quantities a, b, c, d,... taken 

singly, (3) the sum of all products which can be formed from a 

combination of two of these quantities, (4) the sum of all products 

which consist of a combination of three of these quantities, etc, 

finally the (n+1)th part is the product which results from the 

combination of all the quantities. If one then investigated the 

number of the terms from which each of the sums just mentioned 

is formed, it would first of all be clear that with the first, 

i. e. with the sum of the quantities taken singly, a, b, c, d,... their 

number is =n. It would not be so obvious how large the number 

of terms is in each of the subsequent sums. But this much would 

be clear, that each one is as large as the set of combinations 

which is possible from among n quantities a, b, c, d,... first, two at 

a time, then three at a time, etc., if each of them appears in 

each combinätion only once. Now if we called the number of 

combinations taking r terms at a time (where r has to denote a 

nuri; ber <n) s R, then it can soon be seen that the number of combinations 

taking (r+1) terms at a time, S, must be arr +1 
R. In every 

combination of the quantities a, b, c, d,... for the set of those r 

at a time there appear only r of these quantities; (n-r)-of them 

are omitted. Therefore if one adds to each of these combinations 
tte 

one of4others, in turn, from the (n-r) omitted quantities then from 

each of the previous combinations (n-r) new ones are 

; 

+ 
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formed each of which has (r+1) terms. Therefore one obtains altogether 

(n-r). R combinations. Amongst these combinations, each consisting 

of (r+1) terms, several are completely equal'to one another in respect 

of their components. Indeed, a little thought shows that there are 

(r+1) equal of each kind. For it is obvious that with the rule 

of formation that has been followed each of the new combinations 

must arise in (r+1) different ways, since each of the (r+1) quantities 

of which it consists was at one time the omitted one which was added. 

Therefore the number of combinations which can be distinguished 

in respect of their components is S=r+I . R. Once this was 

recognised then the quantities a, b, c, d,... in the product 

` (1+a)(1+b)(1+c)(1+d) ... could all be put equal to one another, 

e. g. =x, then it becomes the nth power of (1+x). With this 4ssumption 

the first term of this product still always remains =1, but-, the second 

would now be the sum of as many x's as before there were quantities 

a, b, c, d,... i. e. it would be = n. x. The third term would be the 

sum of as many x2's as previously there were combinations of the. 

quantities a, b, c, d,... two at a time. By the formula S-r+i. R 

this is found to be, if R=n and r-1, s n. n21. Therefore the 

third term of the product @ 
ý. n21x2 

etc. It may be seen how one 

can continue to argue in this way and thus be able to produce the 

I 

a 
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series of §3. Hence it is also clear that this series must give 

correct results for the value of (I+x)n not only for the values of 

n mentioned in §4 but for every whole number. Nonetheless we 

intend to prove this truth specifically in the following paragraphs 

because the present consideration does not seem to us a genuinely 

scientific proof since it derives the conclusion from an alien 

concept. 

§7. 

Theorem. If the binomial equation holds for any kind of definite 

value of x and n then it also holds for x and n+1 if r is taken 

large enough. 

Proof From the assumption, for certain determinate values of x 

and n the equation: 

n n-1 2 n-1 n-2 n-(r-1) r (1 + x) a1 +nx+n. 2 .x+... +n. -2.3 ... r .x 

is valid, whatever magnitude is taken for r provided it is not taken 
.. s 

smaller than a certain quantity. Therefor e if both terms of this 

equation are multiplied by (I+x) we have: 

(1 + x)n+l 1+ nx + ... + n. n 1 
... 

n-(r-1) xr (A) 
2 

n 1 r+l n-(r-1) +x+... + ... n. 2 .x 
(B) 

If one combines the equal powers of x in the two series (A) 

and (B) which are to be added together, then a series appears in 





which the first, second, third,... terms are obviously produced in 

just the way that the first terms of the binomial formula for 

(I + x)n+l should be, namely, l+ (n+1), x + (n+1). 2. x2 ... 

But in order to see that this is also the case with each subsequent 
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term, le' p designate a whole number which is not >r. Then every 

term it the, series (A) which is identical with the series, &, is 

of the 'form n. n21... n. n 1) 
xp and every term in the series (B) 

is of the form n. 
n21 

... 
npip 2) 

xp so all terms of these two 

series can be obtained if one puts for p in these two forms 0,1,2,... 

successively. For the same value of p these two forms represent the 

two terms in the series (A) and (B) which contain the same power. 

of x, whose sum we intend to find. It gives the quantity, 

n. 
n21 

... 
np_ 

.0+n 
(p-I)). 

xp 

n. 
(n-1) n- (P-2) (n+1) 

xp 2 ... P-1 p 

(n+l). (n) (n-1) 
... 

n-(p-2). xp Z. 3p 

(n+l). (2). n31 
.. * 

n+1 - (P-1). 
xp 

P 

Now this is exactly the form which each term should possess in the 

binomial series belonging to (I+x)n+I, from which we see that the 

sum of all its terms up to the last, n. n21 
... " 

n-(rr-1). xr+l has the 

n+i form of the binomial series for (I+x). But if, as is presupposed, 
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the series in 0, therefore also 

arbitrarily beyond the term xr w 

one can also put in (A) after xr 

. But thereby the last term in the 

the series in (A) may be continued 

ithout disturbing the equation, 

the term n. n21 
... 

F+1 
. xr+l 

sum to be found will m 

n-1 n-(r-1) n-r r+l 
2 ... r 

(1 - r+l)x 

n n-1 n+I-r r+1 (n+l). 2.3 .. * r+1 'X 21 

and is therefore likewise of the form which it should be in 

n+l the binomial series for (l+x). Finally since r may be taken 

in the equation 0 as large as desired provided it is not taken 

below a certain limit then it will be the same also in the series 

now found which expresses the value of (l+x)n+l, so r+1 can be 

taken as large as desired. Accordingly the series found has, throughout, 

all the properties which are required of a binomial series for 

(l+x)n+l. 

§ 8. ' U 

Theorem The binomial equation holds for every integral, positive 

value of n, whatever x is, provided r is not taken smaller than n. 

Proof As a consequence of §5 this equation holds whatever x is, 

for n=1, n=2, etc. Therefore the same equation, by §6, also holds 

. for n= 2+1 3. And therefore by the same paragtaph also for 
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3+1 = 4, etc. This kind of argument can always be continued 

further and by repeated increase of a whole number by 1, one can 

reach every higher number. Therefore' the binomial equation holds 

for every whole number, provided r is taken appropriately. Now it 

is clear that. it is sufficient that r should not be <n. Every 

value of r, which is not <n must either =n or be >n. Now if 

r is taken =n, the last term of the series =n. n21. n32 
.., 

n-ýn-1). xn=xn: 

But the one immediately following, if it were continued, would = 

n21 
... 

n-nxn+l 
= 0, and consequently every subsequent term =0 

because they are formed by multiplication from previous terms (U). 

Therefore since all later terms are =0 the equation cannot be disturbed: 

one may include them or omit them.. 

§9. 

Note It has been proved here that the binomial equation is valid 

provided r is not taken <n. But the converse proposition that if 

r is taken <n it does not hold, does not follow from this. It 

cannot be deduced simply from the fact that the terms which are 

then left out are not each =0, for several of them taken together 

could be =0. In fact, for each determinate n, a value of x can 

be given for which the sum of several terms is of the form 

n1 n-p+l p n-1 n-p p+l n n. 2 ... px+n. 2 .... p+1. x + ... +x=0. 
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Hence it may therefore be seen that it would be a false proposition 

if one wanted to assert that the binomial series always had tobe, 

continued up to the term in xn. 

I 

§10. 

Theorem The binomial theorem holds for every whole positive 

number as exponent. 

Proof If one puts in the equation of §7, x= b/a, then a, b, 

can denote any kind of quantities and always, 

(1 + x)n a (1 + 
bn 

e1+n. 
b 

+ n. n-I. b? 
+ ... + n. 

n-1 
aa222 

a 

n- (r-1) br 
r a 

provided n is a whole positive number. Therefore also, 

nbnnn n-I n-I n-2 2 
a (1 +ý) ° (a+b) °a+n. a b+n. 2ab+... 

n-I n-(r-1). n-rýbr 
.... + n. 2 .... ra 

Therefore in this way the quantity consisting of two parts (a + b) n 

can be expanded, if n is a whole positive number, into a series 

of pure powers of the individual parts and of products of such 

I' powers, possibly multiplied by a quantity depending only on n. 

Now this is the binomial theorem for a whole positive number as 

exponent (Q1). 

§11. 
I 

Corollary Now in order to find out whether the binomial equation 
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may not perhaps hold in general, i. e. also for every negative, 

fractional and irrational exponent, suppose n is taken a -1, 

then one obtains the following: 

1-x+ x2 - x3 + ... ± xr, where in the last term the upper 

or lower sign holds according to whether r is even or odd. 

Now if the binomial equation also holds for the value n- -1, this 

series must be = (1 + x)-1. However, by the rules of division 

0+ x)-1 =1+x=I-x+ x2 - x3 + ... + lx+ x, an expression 

which is only obviously equal in value to the previous one in the 
r 

single case of x=0, since I 
x+ 

x can never be axr unless xa0. 

We therefore see from this example that the binomial equation 

does not hold for every value of n and x. 

§12. 

Corollary 2 But if x is a proper fraction, then the'notable 

circumstance occurs that the binomial series I-x+ x2 - x3 + ... ± xr 

can be brought as close to the value of (1 + x)-1 as desired 

merely by sufficiently increasing the number of its terms. For 
r r+1 

the difference between the two is = xr - ýx+ X=ý+X, which, 

if x is a proper fraction, can be made smaller than any given 

quantity if r is taken large enough. For if x< +1, then 
x will 

be - (1 + u) where u denotes a positive quantity. Now if for 

3 





a 

r+I 
example 

i+X is to be <D, then one just takes a value for 

I-1 

> 
D(I+x) 

-1 u' 

80 I 

r+I> 
D(I+x) -I 

u 

and 

(r+1)u > D(l+X) - 1, or 1+ (r+1)u > D(1+x) 
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But according to §7, (1 + u)r+l =I+ (r+l)u + (r+1). 2. 
u2 + .... + 

... >I+ (r+l)u. Therefore a fortiori (I+u)r+l > 
D(; +x). 

r+1 
Therefore 

1 
r+l a xr+l < D(1+x), and I+x<D. The proof 

(1+u) 
proceeds in almost the same way if x is negative. Therefore whenever 

x denotes a quantity which is < ±1, the binomial equation holds 

also for the value n- -1, not indeed precisely but the difference 

can be made smaller than any given quantity if r, i. e. the number of 

terms, is taken large enough. 

§13. 

Transition Now it is equally good, as far as practical calculation is 

concerned, whether an expression found'is precisely the value of a 

quantity sought or only expresses the value so closely that the 

difference can be arbitrarily reduced. So equations which are not 

perfectly precise but are nevertheless valid if it is considered that 

a quantity be added to one side which can be smaller than any given 

quantity, can also be used in science as an auxiliary means for 

discovering important truths. Thus we must also give them more 

careful attention here. Since we have an example in the previous 

paragraph of one case of the binomial equation where it does not 





0 

hold precisely, but it is valid in the sense that one considers 
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added to one term of the equation a quantity which can be smaller 

than any given quantity, then this gives rise to the supposition that 

there may be several other such cases. We therefore set ourselves 

to investigate, 'What are all the values which n and x can take 

for which the binomial equation is either perfectly precise or else 

holds if to one term a quantity is added which can be smaller than 

any given quantity? ' But somebody might believe that our above 

binomial formula (D) is perhaps not the expression which suits our 

present purpose best, i. e. that perhaps another function developed in 

powers of x could be discovered which would give the value of (l+x)n 

for many values of n and x. So we shall first discuss the 

following question: 'What is the most general form of a series 

developed in powers of x which would either be perfectly equal, or 

come as close as required, to the value of the complex function 

(l+x)n for as many values of n and x as possible? ' But by as 

many values of x as possible we intend for the present 

to understand only those which lie between zero and another (positive 

or negative) limit which is as large as possible; so that the 

equation always holds starting from a certain value of x and 

0 
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for all smaller values. For the usefulness of an equation of this 

kind rests chiefly on the values of x becoming smaller and smaller. 

However, we must first start with some lemmas. 

§14. 

jrhitrar-roosition! We choose to designate a quantity which ýt ` tVýst 

can be smaller than any given quantity by the symbols w, n, or 

something similar. 

§15. 

(t) (s) ("0 
Lemma If each of the quantities w, w, w ... w can become as small 

as desired while their (finite) number does not alter, then their 

algebraic sum or difference is also a quantity which can become as 

small as desired, i. e. 

(u (n") 
W±W±W±,,, ± W 

Proof Fok if the sum of these quantities is to be <D, where D 

denotes some finite quantity, then if there is a constant number 

n of them, each of them may be taken < 
11, 

which is possible by 
0 cv G"a 

assumption. Then certainly w±w±w±... ±w<D, even if the 

terms of this sum should all be positive, and all the more so, in 

any other case. 

I--,. 
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§16. 

Corollary Therefore also (A + w) ± (B + 
w) 

± (C + 
w) 

(r) 
± (R + w) =A±B±CR+ SZ if the number of these terms 

does not change while w, wý,... W can become as small as desired. For 

4 i) 41 
really (A+w) ± (B +w) ±(C+w)±... ± (R+w) =At B± C± ... 

±R+ (w +w+w+... + w) -A±B±C±... ±R+ ft. (§ 15) . 
0.1 W 

§17. 

Lemma Every product of a quantity which remains constant with 

another which can become smaller than any given quantity, can also 

itself become smaller than any given quantity. 'That is, A. w - Q. 

Proof For if A. w is to be <D, just take w<2 . 

§18. 

Lemma (A + w) (B + 
ýw) 

= A. B + 2. 

Proof For (A + w)(B + 
w) 

= A. B + w. B + 
w. 

A + 
w. 

w s A. B + S2 

(§17, §15) 

§19. 

Lemma 
A+w^ B+SZ. 

(4 
B+w 
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(1) 
Proof For by the rules of division, A+w-A+B. w - A. w 

(t) B2 
B+w B +B. w 

n) B. w - A. w B. w - A. w T< 
But if B. w is positive then obviously 2 

--BZ +wB 

which by §17 and §15 can become as small as desired and so this is 

B. w -A. 
w G) 

also the case with. But if B. W is negative, then 

B2 +B. 
w 

in order to make 
B. w - A. 3<D 

one first takes a value for 

B2 - B. w 

D(B2 + B. )) 
= 

D(B + 
w) 

B. w 6) 
W< 2B 2 then also <2 

B+ 

If w still- 
2 

B. 
w 

decreases then B2 + B. 
w 

increases, therefore 
B'w decreases 

(2) (4) B2 + B. w 
and certainly remains <D . Now take w<w and at the same time 

B2D 
< 2ABD , then provided D is so small that BD < 2A then also 

2A'w (A 
<2 consequently it is certain that 

B2w - AWW 
< D. 

B+ Bw B+B. w 

v 

x 

i 
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§20. 

Lemma Every positive (whole or fractional) power of a quantity 

which can become as small as desired can itself become as small 

as desired. 

Proof Let p and q be any kind of whole positive numbers (unity 

itself is not excluded) then wp/q represents any kind of positive 

(whole or fractional) power of w. Now if wp/q is to be <D, then 

take w smaller than the number Dq/p, then certainly also (if a 

smaller is multiplied by a smaller) w2 < D2q/p, consequently 

also, for just the same reason again, w3 < D3q/p etc. Hence 

it may now be seen (because p is a whole positive number) wp < Dq 

But from this it further follows that also wp/q < D. For wp/q 

cannot ever =D because otherwise wp would be found = Dq. Still 

less can Wp/q >D because otherwise one would obtain (by repeated 

multiplication as before) wp > Dq. Therefore wp/q must be < D. 

§21. 

Corollary Therefore also AWE' + B(4 wß + ... + Ri can become smaller 

p. 
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than any given quantity if w, w, 
..... 

w 
can each in themselves become 

as small as desired, and provided the exponents a, $, 
... 9 P. as 

well as the coefficients A, B, C,... R, are all positive and provided 

the number of terms does not change (§20,17,15). 

§22. 

Lemma Every product of an arbitrarily large number of proper fractions 

which all remain smaller than a given quantity can, by the increase 

of its factors, be made smaller than any given quantity. 

Proof For if all these fractions, whose number can be said to be 

r, are smaller than the given quantity x, then also their product 

is smaller than the result of putting, instead of each of them, the 

fraction x, i. e. it is <xr. But since x is a proper fraction, x 

must be =1+u, where u represents a positive quantity. Therefore 

xr = (1 + 
Ur and this will be <D as soon as one takes 

Ir>D_ 

U 

For then r. u >D-1, and I+r. u > 
D. 

However, 

(1 + u)r =1+r. u + r. -- 
. u2 + ... + ur (58) is certainly 

>1 + r. u (54). Therefore all the more certainly (I + u) r> 
D' 

consequently 
1= 

xr < D. Certainly therefore, that prnductý 
(I+u)r 

of the r fractions is <D. 

I ol 
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923. 

nn 
Lemma The quantity 

(x +)-x 
can be brought as close to 

the value nxn-I as desired by taking w small enough; n and x may 

denote whatever desired provided x is not = 0; that is, 

(x+w)n-xn=n-1 
nx +St. 

w 

Proof We presuppose for the sake of brevity that 2 is positive 

because the proof in the opposite case proceeds in almost exactly 

the same way and we use the proposition here only for the one case. 

1. For n=0 it is self-evident. 

2. Therefore secondly let n be positive and in fact = q, where 

p and q represent two whole numbers (unity itself not excluded). 

Now 

(x+W)n= (x+W)P/q axP/9(1 +X P/4 if x is not =O. 

The quantity (1 + X)p/q 
must necessarily be >1. For firstly, it 

cannot be =1 because otherwise also (I + 
X)p =1+p. X t ... a lq = 1, 

against §4. Still less can (1 +'X)p/q < it e. g. a1+u where u 

represents a positive quantity. For then it would have to be that 

l 



iy. 

ý;, ý , 
r. s . 
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10 

4 
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II (1 +p= (ý 
+ u)q 

=. However, (I + 
X)p 

is, according 
(1 + u)q 

to g4, >1, but 1q is for the same reason, <1. Therefore it is 
(1 + uý 

certain that (1 + X)p q=1+v, 
where v represents a positive quantity. 

I now claim the latter can become as small as desired if w is taken 

small enough. For if, for example, v= (1 + p/q 
-I is to become 

<D then it is only necessary that (I + p/q <I+D, or (I +p< (1 + 

i. e. (by g8), I+p. + p. 
p L. 

X12 
+ ... + (Xlp < (I + D)Q, or 

X(p 
+ p. 

p21. (_ + ... + ()p-1) < (I + D)q - I. 

Now if this relationship does not occur for a certain value of w 

then one just takes a new value w which is <w and that is 

(I+n)g-I 
< Xip 

+ p"p21"( + ... + (X)P-1) . 

Then it follows that 

X(P + P. 
ý. 

+ ... +( P-1) < (1 + D)q - 1; 

therefore all the more certainly, if one puts instead of w, the smaller 

W X(p + p.. (+... + (p-1) < (1 + D)q -I and therefore 
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(1 + 
X)p/q - 1"< D. Consequently v in the equation (I + Xp/q 

a1+ 

represents a quantity which can become smaller than every given 

quantity. Now, 

(1 + X)P 
= (l + v)q or 

1+p. X + p. . iX)2 + ... + iX)p =1+ qv + q. . v2 + ... + vq 

Therefore, 

W(p + p. 2-1. (12) + ... + (12)p-1) = v(q + q. q-'. v + ... + vQ-1) x2xx2 

But since (x + w)p/q - xp/Q = xp/Q(1 +v- 1) . xp/qv, then one 
(x + w)p/Q - xp/q p/q v obtains w=x .-_ 

P-1 W++W )P-1 Xp/j-l p+p. ý22 
x ... (x 

(q 
+ q. 

ý. 
v + ... + vq-1 

) 

The quantity inside the. brackets can come, by §21 and §19, as c1os, 

to the value q as desired if one takes w and therefore also v, small 

enough. Therefore also the value of the whole expression, by §17, 

comes as close to the value q. ýl 
as desired. 

I 
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3. Thirdly if n denotes a negative quantity then with the same 

notation as before,. 

(x+w)n= (x+w)-P/q=Xp/q(1 +w) p/q. xp/q(1 +v)-1. 

therefore, 

_w -1 
(x + W) p/q 

-x 
p/Q 

_x-(p/q}-1(p 
+p2x+... +(I 

q+q. 
g21. v + ... + vq-1 

1+ v' 

which by §19,21 comes as close as desired to the value - q. xý/q)-l 

4. Finally, if n is irrational then there is always a fraction 

(positive or negative) p/q which comes as close as required 

to n. But then it follows from the definition of the concept of an 

irrational power that the quantity ap/q gives. a value as close to 

that of an as desired if p/q is as close to-the value n as desired. 

Therefore (x + w)n = (x + w)p q+ &I and xn = xp +Q where 0,6 can 
I 

becomes as small as desired for the same x and w (merely by changing 

p/q). Therefore also in 

It 
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(x + w)n - xn (x + w)p/q - xp/q + 
S1 - St 

the term - 
WWWW 

will, by §15 and 17 be able to become as small as-desired. But 

(x + W) p/q 
- xp/Q 

W comes, by what has just been proved, as close 

to the value p/q . 
4p/cý_1 

as desired, therefore by §18 also to 

1 n-1 ( x+) n- xn n-1 } the value nx or nx . Consequently (§15) 
W- nx + 

§24. 

Corollary Therefore if x is not =0 and w can become as small as 

desired then likewise the difference (x + )n - xn can become as 

small as desired. For it is =nxn-l. w + w. Q (§17.15). 

§25. 

Lemma If in the series Axa + Bxß + Cx1 + ... + Rxp + S, 

only x changes and a is the greatest positive exponent, there is 

always a value of x for which, and for all greater values, the term 

Axa is greater than the sum of all the others (Bx$ + Cxx + ... + Rxp + S). 

Proof Since a is to be the greatest positive exponent the series 

S 



, ý. 



Bxß-a Cxy-a Rx p-a SX-a 
A+A+... +A+A, obtained by division of 

(Bxß + CxY + ... + Rxp + S) by Axa, contains only negative exponents. 

Now if the smallest of these = -u, then for every value of x which 

is >1, xu=ü is equal to or greater than each of the quantities 

xO-a, xy-a,..., xp-a, x_a. Equal, if its exponent is itself p and 

greater if it is greater. Let one of these greater ones - -p-n 

and x=I+u where u represents a positive quantity; then it is 

clear, as in §24 No. 2, that as well as 0+ u)u also (1 + u)7r > 1, 
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therefore certainly (1 + u)"+" > (I + u)µ, therefore 
I=x 11-7T < 

-11 
(1 + u)"' 1=x Furthermore, if the greatest of the coefficients 

(1 +u)u 

Ä' Ä'" '' X, A 
is =M then M. x 

u is a quantity which is equal to or 
Bxß-a CJ", Rxp-a Sx a 

greater than each of AA'..., AA and if n is 

the number of these quantities then certainly 

Bx$-a CxY-a Rxp-a Sx a 
nMx >(A+A+... +A+A 

Therefore it is only necessary to choose an x>1, and = or 

u 
>v nM , then xu or >nM, therefore I= or >nMx u, 

consequently 

N 
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1> Bxß 
+ 

Cx_ 
+ ... + 

Rxp-a 
+ 

Sx a 

AAA 

and 

Axa > (Bxß + Cx' + ... + Rxp + S). 

5 26 

Lemma If a function F(r), whose variable quantity r is only capable 

of taking integer values (positive or negative), takes for each of 

these values only a finite number of values none of which is zero, 

and it is to be possible for this function to become smaller than 

any given quantity, then this can only happen by increasing the value 

of- r beyond every given limit. 

Proof Because the value of r is always to be a whole number then 

in between any two given limits there are only a finite number of 

them, and therefore also, because F(r) takes only a determinate number 

of values for each value of r,. there are only a finite number of 

values of F(r). Therefore one of them must be the smallest, or 

else be so small that there are none smaller among them. But since, 

nevertheless, this value is not to be zero it is also not smaller 

than every given quantity, namely not-smaller than itself. Therefore 

if the values of F(r) are to be able to become smaller than any 

given quantity then this function must take smaller values than those 

which it takes inside the given limits of r, i. e. r must be taken 

outside these limits. 

I 
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Lemma If the quantities w, w in the equation A +'lw =B+W can become 

as small as desired while A and B remain unchanged then it must be 

that A-B exactly. 

Proof For if A and B were unequal there would have to be one of them, 

e. g. A, which is the greater one. Therefore A=B+D where D 

would be a constant quantity because A and B themselves are constant. 

Then also B+D+w=B+w, whence D=w-w. And accordingly c-w 

could not become smaller than any given quantity (namely not smaller 

than D), contradicting §15. 

J28 

Lemma If an equation is of the form A+ Bxß + Cxx + ... + Rxp s 

+'F3xb + exc + ... +'Rxr in which no complex function of x appears 

and among the exponents none is equal to another one on the same side 

either for all values of x or for all smaller than a certain one, 

then to each term on the one side there must be another completely 

equal one (i. e. one that has an equal exponent and coefficient) 

on the other side, i. e. the equation must be identical. 

Proof 1. First of all let it be supposed that on no side is there a 

negative exponent, but there may occur on one side a constant term U , 

then by §21 the quantity on the right-hand side of the equality 

r 

r 
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sign comes as close to the value `L as desired if x is taken small 

enough. But the quantity on the left-hand side could become, if 

there were no constant term here, smaller than any given quantity. 

The equation therefore, by §27, could not hold. We must therefore 

accept that if there is a constant term on one side there is also one 

on the other side and indeed an equal one, therefore A. Now if' 

one subtracts the two terms found equal to one another from both 

sides of the given equation and then divides by that power of x 

which now appears in the lowest of the terms on the right or 

left (and that there is such follows because all exponents are 

different from one another), then one obtains a new equation in 

which again no negative exponents can exist but on one side a 

constant appears. (One. could have done the same thing with the same 

result if in the initial equation there had been no constant quantity 

present. ) Now suppose b is that least exponent, then the new 

equation is. 

Bxß-b + CxY-b 
+ 

... + gxp-b _, g + exc-b + ... +g xr-b 

in which the term'ß is necessarily a constant. We-therefore conclude 

as before that there must be another constant term equal to this one 

on the other side. Therefore one of the exponents-ß-b, y-b,..., p-b, =0 

and then the corresponding coefficient a ý. For example, let 

ß-ba0, then ß-b and B =S . Therefore also the term B xb 



+ '1 
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on one side is completely equal to Bxß on the other side. Since 

these arguments can be continued as long as there is a term on one 

side, the correctness of the claim may be seen. 

2. But if some terms of the equation have negative exponents then 

there is among them one which has none greater than it, because 

otherwise the number of terms could not be finite. Now if one 

multiplies both sides of the equation by a positive power of x whose 

exponent is as large as this negative one, then a new equation is 

obtained in which there is no longer a negative exponent. It 

therefore holds of this one, by no. 1, that every term on one side 

corresponds completely to a term on the other side. But since the 

coefficients of the individual parts are not changed at all by the 

multiplication, and their exponents are merely increased by the same 

quantity, it follows that the terms which are now equal were also 

equal before multiplication. 

", . 
§29. 

r I, emxna Suppose a function of x, Fx, of arbitrarily many terms formed 

according to a definite rule, has the property that either for 

all x, or for all between certain limits a and b, it can become 

as small as desired merely by increasing its number of terms r. 
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r Suppose furthermore that fx denotes a second function of the same 

arbitrary number of terms which depends on the first in such a way 

that for every value of x between a and b they are related by the 

equation: 

d. 0- F(x+w) -Fx r 
W =fx+92 

where &I can become as small as desired if the same holds for w. 
r 

Then I claim that also the function fx has the property that for the 
r 

same values of x as for Fx it can become as small as desired if its 

number of terms r is taken large enough. 

Proof That the concept put forward of a function with an arbitrarily 

large number of terms, which because of this can become as small as 

desired, is not an impossibility is shown, for example, by the 

-1 following function: (1 + x) -I+x-x2+x3r - ... - x. 

For, as is clear from 912, this can become smaller than every given 

quantity for every x which lies between I and -1, merely by the 

accumulation of its terms. Also, that the assumption of such a 

relationship between two functions as is supposed in the equation, 
r, P. F(x+w) - Fx " 

W 
fx + SZ is not generally impossible is shown in §23, 

for the xn and nxn-I there are such a pair of functions since 
nn (x + W) -xs nxn-I + SZ. Now one may suppose that among all values 

which the function fx takes, for the same r, when x is given all 
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values between a and b, the greatest positive (or in case none 

are positive, the smallest negative) = fp; and the smallest positive 

(or in case there are no positive ones the greatest negative) - fq. 
rºrº 

Then the two expressions fx - fp and fq - fx will denote, for every 

value of x with the exception of p and q, two positive quantities. 

But by assumption, provided x is taken between a and b, the equation 

holds: 

(x+w) -Fx 
w =x +S2. 

Therefore the following two also certainly hold: 

r I. 
F(x+w) - Fx 

- fp = 
fx 

- fp +5Z, 
W 

and 

f -F(x+w) -Fx fq - fx qw= 

Now since, with the two exceptions mentioned for xmp or q, the' 

quantities 
ix 

- fp and fq - 
ix 

are not zero, then an w can always 

be taken small enough (without regard to its sign) that the value 
ºpºº 

of 11 is < fx - fp and at the same time also < fq - fx, since for the 

A311 

rrr 

same r and x the quantities fx, fp, fq are given. Therefore with 
rrrr 

this value of w both quantities fx - fp + S2 and fq - fx -0 are 
F(x+W) 

-Fx r 
positive, and therefore the expressions equal to them, - fp 

W rr 

and fq - 
F(x + WW - Fx 

, are positive. From the 
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determination made, 
fp, Iq 

are either both po; itive or both 

negative. In the first case it must be, according to mere value, 

fp < 
F(x +ww- Fx' 

and fq > 
F(x + w) - 

Fx 
and in the second case 

r F(x + w) - 
Fx F(x + w) Fix 

exactly conversely, fp >w and fq <w 

Therefore in each case ix is a function of such a nature that at 

one time it is >, and at another time it is <F 
(x + w) - 

Fx 

w 
whence it follows by a known theorem* that there must also exist 

a value of x, indeed one lying between p and q (therefore also a 

and b), _ for which 
fý 

= 
F(x + w) - 

Fx 
(A) 

2. If with the same x and w, r is taken ever greater, then 

it should be possible by the assumption [11] to make the value of 

Fx, as also of F(x + w), as small as desired. Hence it follows 

*Indeed in my own opinion this theorem, which belongs to the theory 

of equations, has never before been correctly proved. However, I 

believe I have been so fortunate as to have found a completely 

sound proof of it. It is already sketched out in a special paper 

and should soon be printed. [121 
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that also the function fk by this increase in r can be made as 

small as desired. For if, for example, it is to be made <D then 

one just takes r so large that (without respect to sign) Fx as well as 

P, WD F(x + w) becomes <, then certainly it must happen that 

I. F(x+w) 
-Fx 

W 
<D. 

3. Therefore the function fx, at least for the value x can 

become smaller than every given quantity by increasing r. But it is 

now very easy to prove that this is also possible for every other 

value of x, provided it lies between a and b. For example, let. a be 

such a value of x between a and b and take a second one $ , which is 

likewise between a and b and which comes as near to a as desired. 

Since the property of the function fx, that merely by increasing 

r it can become smaller than any given quantity, belongs to it for all 

values between a and b, then it must also belong to it for all values 

between a and ß (since what is between a and ß must also be between 

a and b). Therefore, as in no. 1 and 2, merely from the fact that 

the function Fix can become smaller than any given quantity for all values 

of x lying between a and b, it follows that there must also be between 
r 

a and ba value ý for which f& can become smaller than any given quantity. 
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Then for the same reason there must be a value x= between a and 

ß for which fý becomes smaller than any given quantity if r is 

sufficiently increased. But if f; can be smaller than any given 

F 
quantity then fa must be able to be so. For since the difference 

between a and ý can be made as small as desired (because it must 

always be smaller than that between a and ß), then also the values 
r 

of ft and fa must be able to come as close to one another as desired, 

since the function fx is continuous. In fact a function is said to 

be continuous if the change which occurs for a certain change in its 

argument can become smaller than any given quantity if the change 

in the, argument is taken small enough. Now first of all the equation 

F(x + w) - 
Fx 

fx+0 
W 

indicates that Fx is continuous, because F(x + w) - 
Fx = w(fx + S) 

can become smaller than any given quantity if (with the same r and x) 

w is taken small enough. But further, it follows from this that also 

fx must vary continuously. For if x changes to x+i then if 

x+i+w always lies inside a and b, 

F(x+ i +w) - F(x+ i) f(x+i) +SZ. 

Therefore f(x + i) - 
fx 

- 
F(x +i+ W) - 

Fx 
-0+ SI, which with the 

same x and r can become as small as desired merely by diminishing 
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w and i. That is, merely by diminishing w, S2 and 
6 

can be made 

as small as desired. Then for the same w, i can be so taken that 

i+w, and consequently also F(x +i+ w) - Fx becomes as small as 

desired, therefore the same applies to 
F(x +i+ w) - Fx, 

and to W rrI 

the whole quantity 
F(x +i+ ý) - Fx 

-Q+ SI. 

J30 

Problem A series developed in powers of x is to be either completely 

equal, or at least come as near as desired if the number of its 

terms is taken large enough, to the value of the complex function 

(1 + X)n for as many values of n as possible and for all x which 

lie between zero and a limit (positive or negative) which is as large 

as possible. The problem is to find certain conditions which the 

series must necessarily satisfy. 

Solution The assumption that a series developed in powers of x, 

i. e. a series of the form, Axa + Bxß + Cx' + ... + Rxp, either 

completely equals, or comes as close as desired to the value of the 

function (I + x)n is, by the argument of §8 and 12, at least possible 

in certain cases. The series occurring there are subsumed under the 

present form if one puts a-0,1, y-2 etc. A-1, B-n, 

0 
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C=n. n2' etc. One must therefore be allowed to proceed on the 

assumption that an equation of the form: 

(I + X) n= Axa + Bxß + Cx1 + ... + Rxp + i2 .... 
0 

holds for an indeterminate number of cases and therefore we now 

investigate what conditions the quantities a, ß, y,..., p, A, B, C,..., R 

must satisfy whenever the equation holds. 

1. Now if the equation 0 holds either for every value of x or 

for every value smaller than a certain value b, then if one puts 

instead of x, x+w and takes w so that x+w<b then also the 

following equation must hold: 

(1 +x+w)n-A(x+w)CL +B(x+w)+C(x+w)'+ ... + 

R(x + w) p+ S2. 

Subtraction of the two and division by w produces the third equation, 

(1 +x+w)n- (1 +x)n_A(x+w) -xa+B(x+w)ß-xß+ 
ww1. w 

(x+w)Y-xy+ 
... +R(x+w)p-xp 

Sä-92 

www 

Now let w denote a quantity which can be as small'as desired (which 

is perfectly compatible with the previous condition), then it follows 

from §23 that if one substitutes I+x for x then the quantity 
0+x+ W) n (1 + x)n 

, for every value of x which is not -1 and 

for every value of n, can come as close as desired to the quantity 

n n(1 + x)-1 if w is taken small enough. But also under this, condition, 
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whatever a, 0, y,..., p denote, and provided x is not =0, the quantities 
(x + w)a - xa (x + w) 

ß- 
xß (x + w) 

p- 
xp 

Ww , ".., come as near as 

desired to the following: ax-ý , ßxß-1, ... , px p-1 a 
. Therefore if we 

write, 

(1 +x+ w)n- (1 +x)n=n(1 
+x)n- 

I+( W) 
' w 

(x + w) xa = axa-1 +w 

(x +_ß - xß 
= ßxß-1 + w) 

GI 

. 

(x 

... 

+ w) 
P 

... 

- XP 
= 

........... 

p-1 (e) 
Px +w 

w . 

then w, 
ýw, 

w,..., 
ýw denote values which can all become as small 

as desired if w is taken small enough and we obtain by substitution 

the equation, 

SZ - SZ 
= n(1 + X)n-1 - as-1 - $Bx'-1 pRxp-1 

+ 
ýw 

-Aw-Bwý- ... Rw 

Now as a consequence of the assumption, 2= (1 + x)n - Axa - Bxß - ... - Rxý 

is a function of x which for all values of x which lie inside 0 and 

b can be made as-small as desired merely by increasing its number of 
r 

terms, therefore it is comparable with the Fx of §29 [13] . The 

r 

I 
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quantity 6 is = (1 +x+ )n - A(x + w)a - B(x + w) 
a- 

R(x +QP 
rr 

and is therefore = F(x + w) if one had put 0= Fx. Consequently 

SZ - Si F(x + w) - 
Fx 

W=w" 
The quantity w- Aw - Bw - ... - Rw consists 

of a number of terms which =r+1, but which, merely by diminishing w, 

with the same r, can become smaller than every given quantity. For 

example, if it is to be <D then one just takes w [14] so small that, 

(Q DWD () D (e) D 
w<r 

- 1'to< (r -1)A' 
w< (r - 1)B' < (r - 1)R' which by §23 

must always be possible and then certainly 
w- AW - Bw - ... .. - Rcii < D. 

Therefore this quantity can be compared with the n of §29 and consequently 

the quantity, n(1 + x)n-1 0a-1 - ßBxß-1 - .,. - pip-1, 

considered as a mere function of x can be compared with the fx of that 

paragraph. Accordingly it also holds of it that for every value of x 

which lies between 0 and b it can become as small as desired if its 

number of terms is taken sufficiently large. We can therefore write, 

nxn-1 - as-1 - ßBxß-1 - ... - pgxp-1 = 2. 

If one now multiplies this equation again by (1 + x), and puts for 

(1 + x)n the series which this function should equal by (D, then after 

simplifyingthose terms which obviously contain the same power of x, 

-J 
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a 
and noting that nS2 - (I + x)i , the following equation appears 

which must hold as a condition for the validity of the equation O: 

(n - a)Axa + (n - ß)Bxß + ... + (n - p)Rxp 

a-1 ß-1 p-1 3 
... aAx + aft + ... + pRx + 0. 

§31. 

Corollary The last but one equation of the previous paragraph was 

n(I + x) 
n-1 

= oAXa-1 + ßßxß-1 + ... + pRxp-1 + 
6. If one applies the 

arguments by which this was derived from equation 0, also to itself, 

then one gets the equation: 

n(n - 1)(1 + x) n-2 
= a(a - 1)Axa-2 + ß(ß - 1)Bx ß-2 

+... + p(p - 1)Rx pý-2 

If this is treated in the same way, it gives: 

n(n - Mn - 2)(1 + x) n-3 = (a - 1)(a - 2)Axa-3 + ß(ß - 1)(ß - 2)Bx$-3 + 

p + ... + p(p - 1)(P - 2)Rx-3 + 2. 

Etc. Hence it may be seen that the possibility of the equation O 

generally requires the possibility of the following: 

n(n - 1)(n - 2) ... (n - P)(1 + x) n-p 
° a(a - 1)(a - 2) ... (a - p)Axa P 

+ ß(ß'- 1)(ß - 2) ... (ß - p)Bxß P 

... + Pip - 1)(P - 2) ... (P - P)Rx 

+ 
SZ 

[15J 

where p can denote any kind of whole and positive number. If one now 

multiplies by (1 + x)p and puts for (I + x)n the equivalent series, 

then one obtains by use of §15,17 this generally valid condition: 



I 



n(n - 1)(n - 2) ... (n - p)(Axa + Bx$ + ... + Rxp) 

(1 + x)p a(a - 1)(a - 2) ... (a - p)Axa p 

+ ß(ß - 1)(ß - 2) ... (ß - p)Bxß p 
(p) 

+ ...... ........... 

+ p(p - 1)(P - 2) ... (p - p)Rxp p 

§32. 
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Problem To determine the form of the series Axa + Bxß + ... + Rxp 

which is to = (1 + x) n- SZ for as many n and x as possible, as far as 

this can be done from the condition c given in §30. 

Solution The equation c whose validity is a condition of the validity 

of C )already suffices for determining the nature of the exponents 

a, ß, y',..., p, as well as determining the relationship that must hold 
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between the coefficients A, B, C,..., R, for the equation O to hold 

for as many n and x as possible. 

1. Now suppose that in the equation 

a (n-a)Ax + (n-ß)Bx + ... + (n-p)Rxp = aAxa-1 + ßBXß-1 + ... + pRxp-1 + SZ 

the exponents a, ß, y,..., p are all different (which is possible 

because the terms in the series Axa + Bxß + ... + Rxp which contain 

the same power of x could be combined into one term that always remains 

in the form Axa or Bxß). Furthermore suppose one assumes that these 

terms are all arranged according to the size of their exponents 

starting from the greatest negative (in case there is such) - this 

must be possible since the number of terms is only finite. Then this 

equation has the form of the one described in §28 and therefore if it is 

to hold for all values of x which are smaller than a certain value, 

then every power of x on-one side of the equality sign corresponds 

to a completely equal one on the other side with at most the exception 

of one or more parts which can be as small as desired. Hence, first 

of all, the exponents a, ß, y,..., p of the series are =0,1,2,..., r, i. e. 

they must proceed from zero in the order of the natural numbers. 

This is because all the exponents of the terms on the right-hand side 

of the equality sign are one lower than those of the equally-many terms 

on the left-hand side, thus it would be impossible for the equation 

/ 
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to hold unless the lowest term among them, i. e. cAxa 
1, 

vanished, 

since there is nothing equal to this on the other side. But the 

coefficient A itself cannot = 0. For if one were to assume that, 

then the term Axa in the series O would really not be present at all. 

But now we understand by Axa the lowest term in this series and it 

must necesssarily have such a term since the number of terms is 

assumed to be only finite, therefore A cannot be zero. Therefore gAxa-1 

can only vanish if a=0. Hence it follows that the term (n-a)Axa on th e 

tant A ac n 
Th 

ft-h d id = f l th l i ht-h d id 
7_T 

, o . an s e n s ere ore a so on e er g an s e 

there must be a constant term which can only be the lowest, therefore 

ßBxß-1. Consequently ß-I=0, ß=1. Hence further, if n is not 

=1 then on the left-hand side the term (n-I)Bx exists. If this is to 

correspond to an equal one on the right-hand side it can only be the term 

yCxY-1, because all following ones are still higher. Therefore y-1- 1, 

i. e. Ya2. It may be seen how these arguments can always be 

continued further. However, to understand even more clearly that 

none of the exponents a, ß, y,..., p can be fractional or negative, 

one may consider the following. If there were fractional or negative 

exponents in the series 0 then onelbf them would have to come first 

in the arrangement established above, i. e. would be the smallest 

positive or largest negative. If we call this one u, then if u 
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1 
1 

were fractional then U-I would also represent a fractional exponent 

which is nevertheless smaller, and if u is negative, p-I denotes an 

even greater negative exponent. Now since on the right-hand side 

there actually appears a term with exponent p-1, there must also 

be on the left-hand side a term with a fractional or negative exponent 

which is less than p. Therefore this contradicts the assumption and 

one must assume that all exponents of the series (with the exception of 

one which can be zero) are positive and integral. Hence it now 

appears that one could not be in error if the exponents are taken 

according to the order of the natural numbers. For then none of the 

terms which actually appear can be omitted and if one term too many 

is assumed this will show itself in that its coefficient will be found 

to = 0. But a little thought also shows that the exponents of the 

series do not increase to a larger number without first having gone 

through all smaller ones. For example, if u is some exponent which 

actually occurs then there also appears in the series a term of the 

form pLxu-I, i. e. if p is not zero, a term with exponent which is one 

smaller. 

2. Now if one puts these values just found for the exponents 

and calls the last of them r (because one does not know 

how many there are), then the equation obtained above takes the 

following form: 



"w 
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nA + (n-1)Bx + (n-2)Cx2 + ... + (n-r)Rxr =B+ 2Cx 

+ 3Dx2 + ... + rRxr-t +n 

from which application of §28 obviously yields: B= nA, 

2C = (n-I)B or, C=n21"ß=n(21) A, 3D- (n-2)C or 

n-2 n. n-l. n-2 
ýýý 

D=3C=23A, .... etc. rR =In-(r-1 )IQ or 

R n-(r-1) Q_n. n-1. n-2 n-(r-1) "A. 
r23r 

3. This determination takes care of all terms on both sides cc--the equation 

with the exception of the highest (n-r)Rxr which is 

n. n-1. n-2 n-(r-1) r 
23". * r 

(n-r). A. x . Therefore if the equation 

is to be possible there must be some value of the number r 

for which this term can either be made exactly zero or. 

else smaller than any given quantity. Accordingly the form 

of the series which is to express the value of (l+x)n for 

as many values of n and x as possible - as far as this arises 

from the condition of §30 - is as follows: 

A+A. n. x + 
A. n. n21 x2 + 

A. n. n21. n32 x3 + ... 

A. n. n-1. n-2 n-(r-1) r +23... r 
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1 

§33. 

Theorem A series developed in powers of x which is either to 

give exactly the value of the complex function (l+x)n or is 

to be so close that the difference can become smaller than 

any given value for as many values of n as possible and all 

x which lie between zero and the greatest possible limit 

(positive or negative) can have no other form than that of 

the binomial series belonging to the power (l+x)n if the 

nature of its terms is to be independent of their number, 

i. e., it must be 

1+ nx + n. n21 x2 + ... + n. n-I 
... 

n-(r-1) xr 

Proof As a consequence of the previous paragraph this series 

must have the form A+A. nx + 
A. n. n-1 x2 + ... + 

A. n. n-1.... 

n-(r-1) xr 
r 

just in order to satisfy the condition of §30. But if the 

value of it, for all x between zero and some positive or negative 

limit, is either to be exactly equal to (l+x)n, or else to come as 

close to it as desired, then A must necessarily = 1. For if 

x is taken as small as desired then the value of the function 

(I+x)n, whatever n denotes, approaches the value I as much 

as desired (5§17,15). But with this assumption the value of 

the above series comes as close as desired to the value A. 

i 
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Therefore A must be =1 027). 

§34. 

Note Hence we see that the equation of §30 still does not cover 

all the conditions which a series must satisfy which is to 

be = (I+x)n for as many values of n and x as possible. For it 

is satisfied by every series of the form of §32, whatever A 

may be. But in order to be = (I+x)n A may not have many 

values but only the definite value 1. We cannot therefore 

generally deduce that a certain substitution of the values x 

and n which satisfies equation 
8 

will also hold for 0, but 

only conversely that if for certain assumed values of n and x 

equation 
8, 

or even one of the equations mentioned in §31, 

cannot be satisfied, then we certainly know that also Q cannot 

hold. Furthermore, since in the series I+ nx + n. n21 x2 + ... 

n and x everywhere only occur in integral powers then the-series 

obviously has only a single value for every determinate n and 

x. On the other hand, the function (I+x) n 
sometimes possesses. 

several values - namely,. if-n is a-fraction with an even 

denominator and what is intended to be expressed by (I+x) n is 

a quantity capable of taking opposite signs, i. e., two equal and 

opposite values. Then therefore at most one equation can be expected 

/ 





between (I+x)n and that series if by (I+x)n is to be understood a 

merely abstract quantity or if only one of its values is required. 
. 
2p+1 

Finally (1+x) 2q is well-known to be imaginary for x> -1 and 

therefore again the binomial equation cannot be valid for all 

such values of-x and n. 

§35. 

Problem To determine, merely from consideration of the conditions 

of 6530,31 in which cases it is definitely impossible to 

express the value of (l+x)n by the corresponding binomial series,, 

where it may now either be completely exact or such that the 

difference can become smaller than every given quantity. 

Solution It can be decided merely from consideration of the 

equations O and Y (§§30,31) that the binomial series can never 
tea. 

give the value of (l+x)n if x is > or even =*±1, unless at the 

same time n is either a whole positive number or zero. 

1. For, firstly let x> +1, then it is apparent that the equation 

cannot hold. For it is part'of its nature that n. n-1 
... 

000 
n-(r-1) 

. n-r. A. xr can become as small as desired (§32, No. 3). 

Now if n is not - 0, nor even any whole positive number, then it 

is first of all clear that this quantity can never completely 

vanish whatever may be put for r since none of the factors of 

which it consists: 
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n21' 
". "ý 

n- (r-1), 
n-r, A, xr can ever become zero, 

since r always denotes a whole positive number. Therefore 

n. n-1 n-(r-1) r 
2 """ r 

(n-r)Ax 
, for the same'A, n, and x is a 

function of r which can never become zero. Therefore as small 

as its value may be for some definite r, it is nevertheless 

not smaller than any quantity ; if it is to be such it must 

only be found, by 526, by taking greater and greater values of 

r. If, however, one tries to show this here then it is soon 

apparent that the-value of this function starting from a certain 

r, and for all greater ones, instead of decreasing, grows. For 

n. n-l. n-2 n-(r-1) r 
230'r 

(n-r)Ax is a product of the two factors 

n. n-1. n-2 n-(r-1) Ax r, and (n-r) each of which, starting from 23r 

a certain r, will only get larger the larger r is taken. This is 

obvious for the factor n-r = -(r-n), from where r>n it grows 

with r even if n is positive, and if it is negative it always 

grows with r. But also the factor n. n2-l. n3-2 
". " 

n-(rr-1) 
.xr .A 

grows with r. For every later.. value. of it, for example, the 

one belonging to (r+1), arises from the one before it, i. e., from 

the one belonging to r, by multiplication with n-r -(r-n). 
mex. r., A' r+1 

Now if, a) n is positive, then from where r>n and 
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> the positive quantity X ýI 
, and for all greater values, 

r(x-1) > nx+l, or rx-r > nx+l ; therefore also, because r>1 

and rx > nx, rx-nx > r+1, -and consequently 
(r+i) 

x>1. 

T Therefore every subsequent value of the factor n. n21. n32 
,.. 

.., 
n-(r-1) Ar 

r 
is greater than the preceding one. 

ß) But if n is negative and for example = -tu, where now m 

represents a positive quantity, then it is all the more obvious 

that with the same value of r as before it must be that, 

(r+m)x> 
1, if (r-)x> 

1. 
r+I 

2. Now secondly let x= +1, then the expression 

n. n-1 n-(r-1) r n. n-1 n-(r-1) 
2 """ r 

(n-r)Ax 
2 ... r 

(n-r). A. Furthermore, 

let a) n be negative, e. g. = -m,. where now m represents 

a positive quantity,;,,, then the above expression = 
(-m). 

2 
-m-I. 3 2 

... 

r 
(-m-r). A. The value of it for r+l is 

23 """"" 

-m-(r-1) -m-r 
r. r+l 

(-m-r-1)A. Therefore the quotient of the latter by 

the former, or that by which one would multiply the former to obtain 

the latter a -r-1 - 
r+l+m > 1. Therefore. every' subsequent 

r+I r+I 
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value will be greater than the preceding value, the equation 

can therefore not hold. 

ß) But in order to understand that it could not also hold in 

the case that n is positive it needsa rather more extensive 

investigation. To this end notice from §31 that the possibility 

of the equation 
& 

also requires the possibility of equation OF 

If one imagines the multiplication inlicated there actually done 

then one may understand that the highest power of x on one sides 

of the equality sign is n(n-1)(n-2) ... (n-p)Rxp and on the 

other side is p(p-1)(p-2) ... (p-p)Rxp. Therefore if the 

equation is to hold then 

(n(n-1) (n-2) 
... 

(n-p) -p (p-1) (p-2) 
... 

(p-p)Rxp 

must either be-zero or else can be made as small as desired. 

But in this expression, as we know from §31, p- some whole 

positive number r and R- n"n-I 
... 

n-(r-1) A, it is therefore 

the same as (n(n-1)(n-2) ... (n-p) - r(r-1)(r-2) ... (r-p)) )( 

n. n-1. n-2 n-(r-1) 
ýAx 

r 
23r 

and its subsequent value for r+1 is a 

(n(n-1)(n-2) ... (n-p) - (r+l)r(r-1) 
... 

(r+1-p)j ( 

n. n-I n-(r-1) n-r r+1 Ax 
2 r--- r+l 

ý-t 

t> 

fi) 
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Now if n is not a whole positive number and not zero, then it is 

obvious that no factor of these two expressions =0; one can 

therefore divide the former into the latter in order to find 

what the former must be multiplied by to obtain the latter. 

It is 

(n(n-1)(n-2) ... 
(n-p) - (r+1)r(r-1) ... (r+1-p) n-r 

In(n-1)(n-2) 
... 

(n-p) - r(r-1) ... (r-p) 
, 

'r+l. x 

For x=I therefore this factor = 

C(r+1)r(r-1) ... (r+1-p) - n(n-1) (n-2) ... (n-p)n-r 
r(r-1) ... (r-p) n(n-1) (n-2) , ... (n-p) / r+1 

If one actually works out the multiplication 'indicated of the 

factors which contain r, in the numerator as well as the denominator 

of this fraction, and arranges everything by powers of r, -then 

one obtains an expression of the following form: 

rp+2 + (-n+1+0-1-2- - (p-1))rp±l + 

rp+2 + (+1+0-1-2-... -p)'rp+l + .... 

The terms which are indicated here merely by dots contain only 

powers of r, but the coefficients of rp+I are determined by 

the known rule, as a--consequence of which the coefficient of 

the second term in the development of a product of the form 

(x+a)(x+b)(x+c) ..., must be = (a+b+c+ ... ) (§6). Therefore 

if one-actually divides the denominator into the numerator, 

the quotient, 

i 
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1+ 
(-n+1-1-2-... - (-1)-1+1+2+... + )rp+l + ... 

rp+ + (+1-1-2-... -p)rp+l 
1L 2. 

a1+ 
(-n)rp+l + ... 
p+ p+l r+ (+1-1-2-... -p)r + ... 

Now in this expression p can denote any kind of whole positive 

number, therefore also one which is larger than the positive 

n. But then in the last fraction the coefficient of the first 

term in the numerator is positive, just like the first term 

in the denominator. Since r can be taken as large as desired 

and all terms following the first, in the numerator as well 

as the denominator, clearly contain only lower powers of r, 

then r can always be taken so great that the first term in the 

numerator and denominator is greater than all the following 

ones taken together (525). For such an r, and for all greater 

ones, the value of that fraction is certainly positive, and 

p+l 
consequently, 1+ (p+)r +>1. Therefore, every 

rp + 
... 

subsequent value of the expression 

(n(n-1)(n-2) ... (n-p) - r(r-1)(r-2) ... (r-p))Rxr 

will be greater than the one before it and therefore the equation e?, 

and therefore 8 
and p, cannot possibly hold. 

3. Now if the quantities which we have considered hitherto 

Z 

" .41 
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cannot become as small as desired whenever x> or a +1, then 

they could also not do this for the values of x> or - -l. 

For they contain no other function of x than the factor xr, 

which at most changes only its sign and not its magnitude if 

x changes its sign. Therefore the binomial equation holds for 

no value of x which is > or even only = ±1, unless at the 

same time n is a whole positive number or zero. 

§36. 

Corollary On the other hand, whenever x< ±1 then the equation 

holds without exception, n may denote whatever desired, 

because the term n. n-21 
... 

n-(rr-1) (n-r)Ax r 
can then always be 

made as small as desired if r is taken large enough. For the 

term belonging to r+I, i. e. the next value of this quantity 

n. n-1 n-(r-1) n-r r+1 is 2 . "" r r+l 
(n-r-1)Ax Therefore the quotient 

of the latter by the former, or that by which one must multiply 

.x the former in order to obtain the latter, is = n-r-I 
r+I 

r+1 n 
. x. Now if, a) firstly n is positive, then as soon r+I 

as (r+1) >n and for all following values of r, r+1-n is obviously 

a proper fraction which indeed increases if r increases, but 

4. 
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always remains-< 1; therefore the product 
rr+ln 

.x is always 

somewhat smaller than the proper, fraction x. Therefore every 

subsequent 'value of the quantity n. n21 
.. ý 

nrr+l(n-r)Axr arises 

from the previous one by multiplication with a proper fraction 

which always remains smaller than x. Therefore this quantity 

can be considered as a product of which one factor (namely 

the value which it has for the greatest r which is still 

not > (n-1)) remains unchanged, while the other forms a 

product of an arbitraily large number of fractions each of 

which is < x. By §22 and §17 such a quantity can become 

smaller than any given quantity. 

ß). But secondly if n is negative, e. g., g., = -m, then 
r+l 

r+l+m which is always > 1. But a value of r can always be 
r+I 

be given, for which and for all greater values, the product of 

this improper fraction. with the proper fraction x is < 1. 

For to do this one just takes (r+1) >M, then also 

(r+l)(1-x) > mx, consequently, since 1>x, (r+I) > (r+l)x + mx 
(r+1+m) 

(r+1+m)x. Therefore 
r+1 

x is a proper fraction. But the 

larger one takes r from this value onwards, the smaller will 

be this proper fraction since one factor of it, the improper 

fraction rr+1m 
, always approaches closer to unity. Therefore 

the above arguments also hold here, or the quantity 

.. 
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n. n-1 n-r+l r 
2 . "" r 

(n-r)Ax is a product of a constant quantity with 

an arbitrarily large number of proper fractions which are all 

smaller than rr++m x. 

§37. 

Transition Now it is already decided by the foregoing that the 

binomial equation does not hold for any value of x> ±1 unless 

the exponent is zero or a whole positive number. Indeed this 

is decided simply from the condition ý. But as we have just 

seen, this equation does not say that the binomial equation 

itself would be invalid for all values of x which are < ±1. 

And this is all that it can show us. For in no case can we 

expect of it such an affirmative decision that the binomial 

equation actually holds for those values. Therefore we must now 

turn to completely different grounds to decide whether the 

binomial equation holds in all cases, and", if not, in which cases, 

when x< ±1. 

§38. 

Theorem If one multiplies together the two binomial series, 

1+ px + p' 
. x2 + ... + p'p-, 

... 
rP r-1 

xr 2 

and - 

... 
ý -1)xs l+ qx + 8-2. x2 + ... + q. q-1 
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in which p and q denote any kind of quantities, and the product 

is arranged by powers of x, then all terms of the product 

starting from the first up to the term xr or xs according to 

whether r or s is the smaller number, are identical with the 

equally many terms of the binomial series belonging to 

(l+x)p+q. 

Proof The terms of the binomial series belonging to (1+x)p+q 

starting from the first up to the term x are, by §3: 

1+ (p+q)x + (P+q) (+ -1)x2 + ... + (p+q) (P1) ... (++l )X 
. 

Therefore the equally many terms of that product should be 

identical with this if it is developed appropriately. Now it is 

very easily made clear that the first, second, third, etc., terms, 

do in fact coincide by actually doing the multiplication. But that 

this also holds of the subsequent terms up to the power xr or xs 

is made clear in the following way. 

1. If p and q denote two whole and positive numbers, then by §8: 

1+ px + p. p-I x2 + ... + p. p 
... 

+1 x* a (l+x)p 

and I+ qx + q'= 
'x2 

+ ... + q'ý 
... 

9-s +I xs a (1+x)', 
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provided r and s are not taken smaller than p and q. Therefore 

the product of these two series, which we shall call M, 

necessarily has the value = (l+x)p(l+x)q = (I+x)p+q =I+ (p+q)x 

+ (p+q) (')x2 + ... + (p+q)( ') 
+ ... + (p t+l)xt9 

because (p+q) also represents a whole positive number. This 

equality holds for every value of x, therefore also for that 

which is smaller than a certain limit. Therefore if M is 

arranged appropriately by powers of x, then §28 may be applied 

to this equation, i. e., to every term of it on the one side 

there must be an exactly equal term on the other side. Now 

if m represents some whole positive number which is not >r 

or >s and the coefficient in the product M belonging to the 

power x will be denoted by F(p, q) (because for the same m 

it can only be a function of p and q) then at least in value, 

it must be that, 

F(p, q) ° (P+4)('') ... 
P+Qm +1 

Now if m is left constant, while p and q are arbitrarily increased, 

then obviously the form of. F(p, q)_cannot change at all (i. e. 

the rule indicated in this expression for deriving the value 

of F(p, q) from p and q). For the increase in the numbers p 

and q changes nothing in the series I+ px + ..., and 
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I+ qx + ..., which constitute the factors in the product M, 

unless the number of their terms has to be increased beyond 

r and s. But since m is to be neither > r, nor > s, then 

none of the new terms which are introduced to the factors by 

the increase of p and q, have an influence on the formation 

of the coefficient of x. Naturally only those terms of the 

two factors whose exponents are equal to, or smaller than m 

have an influence. Therefore there are innumerably many values 

which can be put for p and q without disturbing the equation, 

F(p, q) = (p+q) (+cq-l) ... ( +-m±1) 
and it follows from this 

that they must be identical in respect of the quantities p 

and q. In order to understand this consequence very clearly 

let us consider the form of the two terms of this equation 

somewhat more carefully. 

The binomial coefficient 

(P+q) (P+ 
1) ... (+q +1) 

.m 

if it is developed by powers of one of two quantities p or q, 

e. g., p, gives an expression of the form Apm + Bpm-I +'Cpm-2 + 

... + Lp, where A, B, C, ..., L represent partly constant 

quantities and partly functions of q alone. But also 

F(p, q), if it is arranged by powers of p, can only be of 

the form Apm + Bpm-1 + Cpm-2 + ... + Lp, since this function 

can obviously contain no higher power of p than the mth, 

because no higher power appears in those terms of the 

factors of M from the combination of which F(p, q). xm has 
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been formed. Therefore the equation holds: 

Apm + Bpm-1 + Cpm-2 + ... + Lp a 

Apm 
+ 

Bpm-1 
+ 

Cpm-2 
+ ... + Lp, 

or (A-A)pm ++ (C-C)pm-2 + ... + (L-L)p =0 

in which one must be able to put innumerably many values for p. 

Hence it is now clear that every coefficient of a particular 

power of p must, in itself, =0 because otherwise, if some of 

these coefficients were real [161 quantities then by a known 

property of equations only a finite number of values would be 

rI 
possible for p [17J (at most m). Accordingly, A=A, B=B, 

C=C, ..., L=L. These quantities themselves, which are 

partly still functions of q can nevertheless clearly only be 

of the form, aqm + bqm-1 + ... + Iq ; and aqm + bqm-l+ ... + lq 

where now a, b,..., 1 and a, br,..., 1 denote only constant 

quantities. Now, for example, let aqm + bqm-1 + ... + lq 

represent one of the equal quantities A=A, or B=B, etc., 

and aq + bqm-1 + ... + lq the other, then always the equation 

rr 
aq + bqm-1'+ ... + Iq - aqm + bqm-1 + ... + Iq holds for 

innumerably many values of q, from which it necessarily 

r 
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follows that a-a, b-b, ..., I=1. Therefore the function 

F(p, q) is composed from p and q and certain constant 

quantities a, b,..., I, etc. in exactly the same way as 

(p+q) ( _1) 
.,. (+-m+) 

, therefore it is identical with it. 

Now since m can denote every whole positive number which is 

not >r or > s, it is clear that all terms in the product M 

of which the power is not >r or > s, are identical to the 

equally many terms in the binomial series belonging to 

(I+x)p+q if p and q denote whole positive numbers. 

2. But the same must also be the case if p and q denote any 

kind of other quantity (fractional, negative or even irrational). 

For the way one proceeds with the multiplication of the two 

series I+ px + ..., I+ qx + ..., remains the same whatever 

the letters p and q may denote. If we therefore know (from 

No. 1) that in the case in which p and q are whole positive 

numbers one obtains the coefficients of the binomial series 

belonging to ( I+x)p+q , then we can conclude from this with 

certainty that this'must also happen in every other case. 

§39. 

Note An exact equality between that product and the binomial 

series still does not follow from what has just been proved, 
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but only that both series are of the same kind up to the term 

rs which is multiplied by the smaller of the two powers x, x. 

Now of course one can take r and. s as large as desired and 

therefore one may extend the uniformity of the two series as 

f far as'iesired. But if one continues this further and for this 

purpose one takes r and s larger, then there are always a 

number of other terms with xr (or xs) whose exponents are 

higher (namely which increase up to (r+s), and these are not 
t> 

at all identical with the equally many powers of the binomial 

series belonging to (1+X)p+q. The number of these terms will 

be greater as one takes r and s greater because it will always 

equal the greater of these two numbers. Therefore, however many 

terms in the product M can correspond with the binomial series, 

at least as many also deviate from it. And if x> ±1, and n 

is not a whole positive number then the deviating terms are 

always much greater, in value, than the corresponding terms. 

Therefore in such a case the two series certainly cannot be 

said to be equal. Only in the case when x is a proper fraction 

does the special circumstance occur that the unequal terms 

always become smaller and that one can actually make the value 

of their sum as small as desired by the increase in r and s. 

This is proved in the following paragraph. 

r. 
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§40. 

Theorem The value of the product of the two series 

1+ px + P. P-l x2 + ... + p'P 
... 

P r+l xr 

and I+ qx + q' q-1 q-1 q- x2 + ... + q' 
... 

+l 
xs 

differs from the value of the series, 

+ (p+q)x+ (p+q) (1) ) X2 + ... + (P+q) i_--q___ 
22 

... (p+g t+1 > Xt ' t 

by a quantity which can be made smaller than any given 

quantity if one takes r, s, t large enough and x is a proper 

fraction. 

Proof According to §38 the product of those two series up to 

the term xr (if r denotes the smaller of the two numbers r 

and s) is identical with the binomial series last mentioned. 

But then in the product other terms follow which one may find 

if one multiplies one of the series, e. g., the first, term by 

term with those terms of the second which when combined with 

r the multiplier produce a power higher than x. To save space 

we shall denote the coefficients of the first series in order 
(2) (3) (r) 

by, l, p, p, p, ..., p, those of the second series by, 

(2) (3) (s) 
1, q, q, q, ..., q. Accordingly the terms which appear later 





on in the product are the following: 

((rgl)xr+1 + 
(rg2)xr+2 

+ ... + 
(q)xs) 

(r) (r+1) (s) 
r r+I s +(qx+qx+... +qx )px 

(r-1) 
r-1 

(r) 
r 

(s) 
s 

(2) 
2 

+(qx+qx+... +q x) px 

... 
(2) 

2 
(s) 

s 
(r) 

r 
+ (qx +qx+... +q x) px. 

The sum of these terms is the difference of the product M and 

the binomial series belonging to (1+x)p+q, if one takes in it 

t=r. Therefore if it can be shown that this sum can be made 

smaller than any given quantity by the increase in r, then 

the theorem is proved. But obviously the value of this sum is 

smaller than that which appears if one views all terms of it 

as of the same kind (e. g. as positive), and in the place of the 
(2) (3) (r) (2) (3) (s) 

different coefficients p, p, p,..., p; q, q, q, ..., q'-one 

always puts the greatest of its kind which we shall denote by 

P and Q. This gives the sum, 

QX+x+ x2 + ... + xs-r-1) 

+ PQxr+l(1 +x+ x2 + ... + x$-r ) 

+ PQxr+l(l +x+ x2 + ... + xs-r+1) 
+ 

..... 
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+ PQxr+l(1 +x+ x2 + ... + xs-1 
i 
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. r+l 1- xs-r 
1-x 

r+l I- xs-r+l I- xs-r+2 I- xs + PQx (I 
-x+1-x+... 

+1-x 

r+1 s+1 
Qx-x 1-x 

+ xr+l (r s-r+l 2+... 
+x r-1) 

_, PQ 1-x -x (1 +x+xI 

xr+l - xs+l xr+1 s-r+1 1- xr Q1-x+ PQ 
1-x 

(r -x', 1 xý 

r+l s+l r+1 s+2 s+r+2 
Qx -x +pQ r. x 

_PQx -x C18ý 
1-x1x (1 - x) 

Now if the exponent is positive, then the binomial coefficients, 

starting from a certain value of r, (namely from that for which 

r> in) always become ever smaller, the larger r is taken. But 

if the exponent is negative, they grow steadily. If we can 

therefore prove that the expression itself in the latter case 

can become as small as desired, then it is clear that it can all 

the more certainly become as small as desired in every other case. 

Now in this case, the greatest coefficient is always the last, 

therefore Pa P'=1 
... 

p-r+1 and Q- q'j 
... 

_+I. If we 22s 

substitute these values then it appears that each of the above 

three terms can become as small as desired through the increase 

in r and s, consequently by §15, this also applies to their sum. 

I 
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r+1 
_ 

s+1 
The term QX1_X can, of course, become as small as 

desired if the two parts Qxr+1 , Qxs+1 of its numerator can 

become so since the denominator I-x is a constant quantity 

r+l 
_ 

q. q-1' q-s+1 r+l (§17). Now Qx -2... sx. 
And if one 

arbitrarily increases r and s, e. g. each of them by unity, then 

the new value which this term takes arises from the previous 

one by multiplication by s+ý x-qx, a quantity which, 

starting from a certain s and for all greater ones, is a proper 

fraction which steadily approaches the value x even if q is 

negative. Therefore the term considered, by the arbitrary 

increase of r and s will be multiplied by an arbitrarily large 

number of proper fractions, which become ever smaller and can 

therefore become smaller than any given quantity (§22). The same 

thing can be shown in the same way of the term, Qxs+l a 
q"q-1 �. 2 

... 
ý 

xs+j, as also of the terms PQxs+2, PQxs+r+ý which form 

the third part of the 

r+I 
the part 

P4I-x 
can 

large enough. For it 

expression to be calculated. Finally also 

become as small as desired if r, s are taken 

is p"p-1p r+1 q"q-1 g-s+ lx r+l 
... r 2r2... s 1-x 



-., 
1 



,` 

Now if one arbitrarily increases r and s, e. g., each of them 

by 1, then the new value which this quantity takes arises from 

the previous one by multiplication by 

P-r". g-s" r+l p"s-q 
x 

r+l s+l rr s+1 

Now since if p and q are negative, i. e. if r-ý 
, 

sS are improper 

fractions, its value can come as close to unity as desired if r 

and s are taken large enough, there is a value of r and s, for 

which, and for all subsequent values, the product 
ý' x is a 

s+I 

proper fraction which becomes ever smaller but always approaches 

P rxr+ý the value x. Therefore also 
Q-x 

must be able to become as I 

small as desired if r and s are taken large enough. 

§41. 

A346 

Theorem If the binomial equation holds for two determinate 

values of the exponent, p and q, either exactly or so that the 

difference can become smaller than any given quantity, then 

it holds in just the same sense for the exponent (p+q) provided 

x remains the same and is a proper fraction. 

Proof As a consequence of the assumption, 

aý 
'ý; 

_ý 
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(P) 
(1+x)p I +px+pýý-x2+... +P' -11 

... 
Pr+I xr+ f2,2 

and (l+x)q I+ qx + q' x2 + ... + q' 
2 ... 

Q-s+l x$ 
(q) 

+9 1191 
s 

(P) (q) 
and n and n in. these equations either denote zero or a quantity 

which can be made smaller than any given quantity if r and s are 

taken larze enough. Therefore (1+x)P (1+x)4 = (l+x)P+q 

(P) 
(1 + px + ... +P'E... P. r+1 xr +)x 

_ 
(q) 

(1 + qx + ... +Q'-... ýs+ý xs + t2 )a2 

(l+px+... + p. R: l... 
xr) x (l+qx+... + q'g2 

... 
g---s+ xs) + 

r 

(p) (q) (q) (p) 
(il+x)p -2) 11 + ((1+x)' -n)a. 

The latter two quantities can, by §17, become as small as desired 

if r, s are taken large enough. But the product of those 

series can, because x is to be a proper fraction, by §40, be 

brought as close as desired, if r and s are taken large enough, 

to the value of the series: 



1 
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1+ (p+q)x + (P+q) (P+ q-') x2 + ... + (P+q) (r ) ... 22 

... (p+q r+1)xr 
' r 

(where r denotes the smaller of the two numbers r and s). 

Therefore, by §15, we can write, 

(1+x)p+q °I+ (p+q)x + (P+q) (P 
2') " x2 + ... (P+q) (P± )2 

... (P+q r+1). xr + td 
r 

2 
where S2 can become smaller than any given quantity if r is 

taken large enough. 
0�ý"1. ý" 

'ý1 , 

542 

Theorem The binomial equation also holds for every whole 

negative number as exponent, in the sense that the difference 

can become smaller than any given quantity if x is a proper 

fraction and the number of terms is taken large enough. 

Proof. This equation holds, as we have already seen in §12, 



--.,,. ý, 

1; 

r 
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for the value n= -1 in the sense that the difference can become 

smaller than ary given quantity if r is taken large enough 

and x is a proper fraction. Hence if one puts in 541 p= -1, 

q= -1, the binomial equation also holds in the same sense 

for the exponent = -2. And again if one now puts p= -2, 

q= -1, it also holds for the exponent = -3., etc. Since one 

can always continue to argue in this way and can reach every 

whole negative number by repeated addition of -1 to -1, the 

truth of the theorem is clear. 

g43. 

Theorem The binomial equation also holds for every fractional 

positive value of the exponent of the form m 
where m denotes 

a whole number, in the sense that the difference can be made 

smaller than any given quantity if one increases the number 

of terms sufficiently and x denotes a proper fraction ; it is 
1 

always assumed that by (l+x)m is to-be understood only the 

real and positive value which this expression can denote. 

Proof The value of the series, 

+1 x+ 
1 1/m-1 

x2 + ... +1 
1/m-11/m-r+l 

xr mm2m2r 
1 

which is the binomial series belonging to the power (1+x)m, 

always remains, however large r may be taken in it, 

t 
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smaller than a certain constant quantity, only if x< ±1.. 

For the coefficients of this series, 

111 /m -111 /m -1 1/m - r+ I 
MY, m2,..., m2..... r 

are all proper fractions since the first one is a proper fraction 

and each one arises from the preceding one by multiplication 

by a proper fraction of the form, 

1/m - p+l p-1 - 1/m 
pp 

Therefore suppose all terms of the series were of the same kind 

with respect to their sign, then their sum would certainly 

always be smaller than, 

r+l 
1+x+ x2 + ... + xr '1-x' 

Now if x< ±1, then xr+l is all the smaller, the larger r is 

taken. If at the same time x is positive, the value of 

1- xr+l 
x 

is obviously always <, 
-x. 

But if x is negative 

then -xr+1 is positive for every even value of r and therefore 

r+l 
X is larger than I-X 

but nevertheless always smaller 

than the value of the same quantity for some smaller even 

r, therefore always smaller than (if one puts r= 0), 

t 
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X=1. Therefore 
1IX or I are the limits which the value 

of that series never reaches however large r may be taken in it. 

If we therefore call a particular value of that series U, then 

U is a quantity which always remains smaller than 
IX 

or I. 

If the series is multiplied by itself, then the value of this 

product, by §41, if one puts p= 1/m, q= 1/m there, differs 

from the value of the series, 

22 2/m -122 2/m -1 2/m - r+1 r 1 +"x + m" 2 "x + ... + m" 2 ... r "x 

by a quantity which can be made smaller than any given quantity 

if r is taken large enough. Therefore one can write, 

222 2/m -122 2/m -I 2/m - r+l r u= + 
m 

x+ m2 x+ ... +m2... 
r 

x+ tt 

If again this equation is multiplied by 

111 /m -111 /m -11 /m - r+l 
Z 

+m x+ m2+... +m2... 
rxr 

one obtains 
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3 2.2 2/m -I 2/m - r+l x) il +m x+ ... + 
in 2 ... r x) x 

I1 1/m -1 1/m - r+I r 

..: 
By §17 the last term can become as small as desired if r is increased 

and 12 diminished sufficiently. But in the same circumstances that 
' 

product of the two series approaches as close as desired, by §41, 

to the value of the series, 

33 3/m -123 3/m -I 3/m - r+1 xr 1 +mx +m2 x+ ... +m 2r 

Therefore by §15 one has, 

333 3/m-1 23 3/m-1 3/m-r+t r3 UI+m x+ m2 x+ ... +m2 . "" rx+ 
S2 [20]. 

Since these arguments can be continually repeated, one must, because 

m is a whole positive number, be able finally to reach the following 

equation, 

mm in m/m-1 2 in m/m-I m/m-r+l rm U 1+ m x+ m2 x+ ... +2... 
r 

x+ S2 
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l; 

m 
=1+x+ Si . 

If one therefore extracts the mth power root from both terms 

of this equation and only the positive result is taken on 

both sides, 

Ua (1 +x+ n)I/m 

However, by §24, 

i/m 
(1 +x+S2)ß/m= (1 + x) + W. 

Therefore, 

1/m 11 I/m-1 21 I/m-1 I/m-r+l r (l+x) I +mx +m 2 x+ ... +m 2 ... r 
x- w 

§44. 

Theorem The binomial equation holds for any kind of fractional, 

but positive value of the exponent, in the sense that the 

difference, may be made smaller than any given quantity if the 

number of terms is increased sufficiently, if x denotes a 

f' 

I. 
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.± 

proper fraction, and if by (l+x)n/m one always means only the 

real and positive value of this expression. 

Proof Every fractional positive value can be represented in 

the form m, if n and m denote any kind of whole positive 

numbers. Now in just the same way as in §43, if one repeats 

the arguments n times instead of m times, one obtains, 

nnn n/m-1 X 
A+ n/m-1 n/m-r+l rn U1 +mx+m 2+... +m 2 ... r 

x+ n 1211 

However, U is, as shown there - (I+x)I/m + w, if one understands 

by (I+x) I/m 
only the real and positive value of the expression. 

Therefore, Un = ((I+x)1 m+ 
w)n i (l+x)n m+w (§24). 

Therefore by §15, 

n/m nn n/m-1 2n n/m-1 n/m-r+l r (l+x) 1 +mx+m 2x+... +m 2 ... rx 
+t2 
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§45. 

i_M lýýT! 1t 

Theorem' The binomial equation also holds for all fractional, 

and at the same time, negative values of the exponent, in 

the sense that the difference may become smaller than any 

given quantity if one increases the number of terms sufficiently, 

if x denotes a proper fraction, and if by (I+x) n/m is 

understood only the real and positive value which this expression 

has. 

Ob 

Proof Every fractional negative quantity can be produced by 

the algebraic sum of a whole negative quantity and a fractional 

positive quantity. For let -m be any kind of fractional negative 

quantity of the form that n, m are whole numbers then there is 

certainly a positive integral quantity a with the property that 

am > n, where consequently amn represents a positive fraction. 

But then the algebraic sum of the negative integral " quantity 

-a and this positive fraction, i. e., -a +aýnv- 11 
. Now as 

a consequence of 942 the binomial equation holds for every 

negative whole number as exponent, therefore for -a, and as a 

consequence of §44 also for every fractional positive quantity, 

therefore for am-n 
. Consequently by §41, if one puts there 

m 

p- -a, q -n 
, also for - 

n. 
mm 

,ý. 
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i. ., 
4-6 . 

Theorem The binomial equation also holds for every irrational 

value of the exponent = i, in the sense that the difference may 

become smaller than any given quantity if the number of terms 

is increased-sufficiently', if x denotes a proper fraction and 

if by (l+x)1 one understands just the real and positive value 

of this expression. 

Proof Two whole (positive or negative) numbers m and n can 

always be given with the property that the fraction n/m comes 

as close as desired to the value of the irrational quantity i. 

But then as a consequence of the concept which is connected with 

the symbol (l+x)1, also (1+x)n/m comes as close to the value 

(1+x)1 as desired. However (l+x)nl'm is, if x< ±1, by §44 or 

45, - 

aa n/m-1 2n n/m-1 n/m-r+l r +mx+m 2 x+ ... +m- 2 ,.... r 
x+ ýi. 

Therefore also (§15), 

inn n/m-1 2n n/m-1 n/m-r+l r (1+x) 1 +mx+m 2 x+ ... +tn 2 . ''. rx 
+t2. 

<, 
F 
a 

.. 
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3 
; tiiýýý` " 

a 

If one puts in this series, with constant r, i everywhgre- 

instead of n/m, then the value of each of its terms, by §17, 

will be changed by a quantity which can be made as small as 

desired merely by suitable increase in n and m. Therefore 

also the sum of these changes, whose number is r, can by §15, 

be made as small as desired. Therefore also, 

i i. i-1 2 i. i-1 i-r+l r2 (i +x) 1+ ix +2x+... +2... 
rx+n[ 

22] 

§47. 

Theorem Suppose the quantity consisting of two parts, a+b, has 

a>b in magnitude and an is possible, then the following equation 

holds for every real value of n: 

(a+b)n . an + nan-lb + n. n21 an-2b2 + ... + n. n21 
... 

n-r+1 an-rbr + n. 

Here n can be made as small as desired if r is taken large enough 

and by (a+b) n is to be understood just the real and positive 

value of this expression. 

Proof Whenever n is a whole positive number the assertion of 

this theorem holds as a consequence of §10 even without the 

.' -V. -. ' 
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I 

restriction that a should be > b. But in every other case 

this restriction is surely necessary. For (1+x)n is 

-1+n. x + n. n21 x2 + ... + n. n21 
... 

n-r+l xr + it 

only on the condition that x< ±1. Therefore if one wants to 

put b/a instead of x then b/a must be < ±1, therefore a, in 

value, must be > b. But then one obtains, 

bnn. b n. n-1. b2 n. n-1 n-r+1. br (1 + 
a) -1++22+... +2... 2r+ f2 

aa 

if by (1 + 
ä)n 

is understood just the real and positive value 

of this expression. Now if also an is possible (i. e. it is not 

the case that a is negative and n is of the form 
2211- 

where p q 

and q denote whole numbers), then multiplication of this equation 

by an gives, by 517 and 15: 

nbnn n-1 n. n-1 n-2 2 
,a 

(1 +a) =a + na b+2. a b +... , 

+ n. n-1.., n-r+1. an-rbr + 2r' 

4 

I 



I 
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i. ý 

in which instead of an(1 + 
ä)n one can write (a +. b)n if one 

understands by this just the real and positive value of this 

expression. 

548. 

ý3. ý, Gý''ät6,: ',; ý 

Corollary The equation 

(l+x)n a1+ nx + n. n21 X2 + ... + n. n2-1 
... 

n-r+1 Xr +n 

whose validity we have now proved for every value of n and for 

every x< ±1 takes the following form for a negative x and n: 

-n n. n+1 2 n. n+l. n+2 3 (1-x) 1+ nx +2x+23x+.. . 

+ n. n+1. n+2 
, 

n+r-1 xr + S2. 23r 

By means of these two formulas it can be proved that the real 

value of the expression yn, insofar as it, has one, may always 

be represlented by a series which proceeds in increasing powers 
v1 

of a quantity easily derived from y, namely y-1 or Yy--. For 

firstly, if y is positive but still < +2, one just puts 

yn (1 + (y-1))n and then (y-1) < ±1 and it can therefore replace 

the quantity x in the first of those two formulas. From this, if 

one understands by yn only the one real and positive value of 

f 

-I 
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this expression, the equation gives: 

yn -I+ n(y-1) + n. n2-1 (y-1)2 + n. n21. n-2 (y-1)3 + ... 

+ n. n-l. n-2 
ý. ý 

n-r+1 (y-1)r + Q. 23r 

If yn possesses several values then there is only one more, an 

equally large negative one, that is real. It can therefore also 

be expressed by the same series if one changes the sign of all 

the terms. Therefore if desired both values can be represented 

in one-expression: 

yn - ±1 ± n(y-1) ± n. n21 (y-1)2 + n. n2-1. n32 (y-1)3 ± ... 

+ n. n-1. n-2 n-r+1 (y-1)r t 23r 

But if y> +2, indeed even if it is only > +}, then is a 

/ -n 
proper fraction and 1- yn, therefore if one puts 

instead of x in the second formula the following equation 
y 

appears: 

yn +y_n. 
( 1) 

+ n. n+1(y-1)2 n. n+l. n+2 (Y-1)3 
1 y2 23.. 

+ n. n+l. n+2 
... 

n+r-1 (Y-1)r 
+ S2. [23] 

23r 
yr 

r 
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If yn has a double real value this can also be represented here 

as before. But if, secondly, y is negative, e. g. - -z, where 

z again denotes a positive quantity then one has (-z)n = (-1)nzn 

and zn can be expanded, by what has just been shown, in a series 

of increasing powers of (z-1) or Z-1 
, according as z< +2 or 

> +#. Now if (-z)n denotes something real, then also (-1) n zn 

and consequently (-1)n, must be real. If we therefore multiply 

all the terms of the series found for zn by the real value of 

(-1)n - (which is well known to be either +1 or -1), then one 

has also represented the value of (-z)n in a series of increasing 

powers of (z-1) or zl). 

§49. 

Transition We have seen in § 33 that the most general form 

of a series developed in powers of x which is intended to 

express the value of the function (I+x)n for as many values of 

n and x as possible is none other than the binomial series. 

By 'as many values of x as possible' is to be understood 

all those which lie between zero and a positive or negative 

.". 0 



a 



, pi; :ýý. ;. ý ý, ýý : 
'a 

limit which is as large as possible. It has finally been shown 

here that this second limit may not be greater than ±1. We have 

already mentioned in §13 the basis on which we established that 

one of those limits should be zero. However, there might also 

be cases where one wanted to calculate the value of the function 

(l+x)n for greater values of x. We shall therefore investigate 

the supplementary question, 'of what form a series developed in 

powers of x would have to be if it is to give the value of (I+x) n 

for as many values of n as possible and for all values of x which 

lie between the given limit. a and another whose difference from 

the former is as great as possible. ' 

§50. 

Problem To find the form of a series developed in powers of x 

which gives the value of (I+x)n, for as many values of n as 

possible, and for all values of x which lie between a given 

limit a and another which differs as much as possible from the 

former, either exactly or so nearly that the difference can 

become smaller than any given quantity if one takes the number 

of its terms suitably. 

Solution 1. The series should be of the form 

Axa + Bxß + Cxy + ... + Rxp 

A362 

0 

where it may be assumed that the exponents a, ß, y, *sop p all 

differ from one another and are arranged according to their 
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F` 

F 

magnitude from the greatest negative (if there is such) up to 

the greatest positive. If one now puts a+y instead of x then the 

equation for y which one obtains in this way: 

(I+a+y)n - A(a+y)a + B(a+y)ß + C(a+y)' + ... + R(a+y)o +0... 
ý'ý 

should hold starting from a certain value of y and for all smaller 

ones. However, if y< (1+a) and this is positive, (I+a+y)n is, for 

every value of n, expandable by §47 in a series of increasing powers 

of y. The same holds generally of the functions (a+y)a, (a+y)ß, 

... : (a+y)p, if a, ß, ..., p are whole positive numbers, but in 

every other case only if one puts y<a. Therefore one obtains: 

ý..... (l+a)n + n(l+a) 
n-ly + n. n-1 (l+a)n-2y2 + ... 2 

+ n. n-1 n-r+l (l+a)n-ryr 
2 ... r 

4. 
a a-1 a-1 a-2 2 a-1 a-r+l a-r r 

Aa +, Aaa y+ Aa. 2ay+... + Aa. --- 2 ... ray 

+ Baß + Bßaß-1y + B. ß. 
ß-I. 

aß-2y2 + ... 

+ B6. 
ß-1 

... 
ß-r+1.8B-ryr 

2r 

'+........... 

P P-1 P-1 p-2 2 
Ra + Rpa y+Rp. 2 .ay+... 

p-i p-r+l p-r r 
+Rp. .... ay +S2 

i- r 

'. : ý. 
:" 
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4�j 
ýl 

Yq 

where 11 can become as small as desired if one takes r large 

enough. From this, by application of §28, the following 

conditions arise for the determination of the quantities, 

a. 6, Y, .... P: A, B, C, ..., 

(1+a )n - Aa cl + Baß + CaT + ... + Rap 

" n-1 a-1 ß-1 Y-1 p-1 
n(1+a) .= 

Aaa + Bßa + Cya + ... + Rpa 

n(n-1)(I+a) 
n-2 

- Aa(a-1)aa-2 + gß(ß-1)ß-2 + CY(Y-1)aY-2 

+ ... + Rp(P-1)ap-2 

........... 

n(n-1) ... (n-r+1)(l+a)n-r - Aa(a-1) ... (a-r+1)a-r + ... + 

p-r 
... (p-r+l )a-r 

The number of these equations is (r+1), and of the quantities to 

be determined a, ß, y, ..., p; A, B, C, ..., 'R there are 2(r+I). 

Therefore half of them still remain undetermined and it is left 

to our choice to add a new condition to the previous ones 

whereby the remaining quantities would be determined. 

2. If for example we wanted to put forward, in this respect, the 

condition that the form of the series to be found is independent 

of the quantity a, then the first of these equations would 

immediately determine all the quantities a, ß, ..., p; 

A, B, C, ..., R. For if the equation, 
s 

:. 
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nn n-1 n. (n-1) n-2 n. n-1 n-r+l n-r (a+l) a+ na +2 -a + ... +2... 
r .a 

"Aaa+Baß +Cay+ ... +Rap 

is to hold for indefinitely many values of a, then (as in §38 

No. 1) every power of a on one side must correspond to an equal 

power with an equal coefficient on the other side. If e is to 

be the greatest exponent this would give n, R-I and if 

Qaq is the penultimate term, qa n-1, Q n, etc. One would obtain 

in this way the binomial series belonging to the power (l+x)n, 

only limited to n terms, therefore if the equation is to hold n 

would have to be a whole positive number. Hence the series obtained 

would only be valid if the exponent is a whole positive number. 

If it is to hold generally we must therefore drop the requirement 

that its form is independent of a. 

3. Let us therefore now try to establish another condition, 

namely that the exponents a, ß, y, ..., p are all only whole numbers, 

because the use of the series is not at all convenient with 

fractional exponents. But because this condition alone is not 

sufficient to determine (r+1) quantities we stipulate straight 

away that a, ß, Y, ... should proceed according to the order of the 

natural numbers from 0 onwards, since in this way the calculation 

I 
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of the coefficients A, B, C, ..., R works out most simply. 

The above equations then take the following form: 

(I+a)n _A+ Ba + Ca2 + ... + Rar 

n(l+a)n-1 "B+ 2Ca + 3Da2 + ... + rRar-1 

týiQ.., 
r , :; ý? 

1ý 

r 'ý . 

n(n-1)(l+a)n-2 = 1.2. C + 2.3. Da + 3.4. Ea2 + ... + (r-I)rRar-2 1241 

n(n-1)(n-2)(l+a)n-3 " 1.2.3D + 2.3.4Ea + ... + (r-2)(r-1)rRar-3 

........... 

n(n-1)(n-2) ... (n-r)(I+a) n-r 
. 1.2.3.... rR 

The last of these gives 

R n. n-l. n-2 ... n-r (l+a)n-r 
1.2.3...... r 

And this value put in the penultimate one gives Q, etc. 

4. The series which is obtained in this way for the value of 

(1+x)n has the great inconvenience that the form of each of its 

coefficients taken individually depends on the set of all of them, 

so that one may not increase (or decrease) the number of terms in 

it by a single one without at the same time changing them all. 

5. Concerning the limits which the value of y may not exceed it 

is obvious from the above procedure (No. 1) that they are -± (1+a). 

That y<± (1+a) is the one condition which is required 

(together with the positive value of (1+a))for the possibility 

of the expansion of (1+a+y)n in the series: 

I 
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(1+a)n + n(1+a)n-y + ... for every value of n. The expansion 

of the functions (a+y)a, (a+y)ß, ... in developed series is 

possible without restriction after one has put a, ß, y, ... 0,1,2,... . 

Now if these expansions hold then so does the equation and 

consequently also (D 
, because it is identical with it. Hence it 

follows that the equation 0 does not hold for any greater values 

of y. For if this were so, then for these same values- I would also 

hold, since if for some value of y, 

(1+a+y)n =A+ B(a+y) + C(a+y) 2+... 
+ R(a+y) r+n 

then also (by development of the values of (a+y)2, etc. ) 

(l+a+y)n -A+ Ba + Ca2 + ... + Rar 

+ (B + 2Ca + 3Da2 + ... + rRar-1)y 

r-2)y2 + }(2C + 2.3Da + ... + (r-1)rRa 

1.2.3... rRar r + 1.2.3... r y 

But since by virtue of the determination of the coefficients 

A, B, C, ..., R, 

A+ Ba + Cat + ... + Rar = (I+a)n 

B+ 2Ca + ... ... + rRar-1 e n(I+a) 
n-1 

etc., then one obtains by substitution: 

I 
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nn n-1 n. n1 n-2 2 (1+a+y) - (1+a) + n(1+a) y+2 (1+a) y+... 

+ n. n-I ... n-r+1 (l+a)n-r yr + i2 1.2...... r 

which would be the binomial equation, which nevertheless cannot 

hold unless y is <± (1+a), or at the same time n were a whole 

positive number. Therefore the limits for x- a+y are the two 

quantities a- (I+a) - -1 and a+1+a - 2a + 1, i. e., x must always 

be > ±1 and < ±(1 + 2a). 

451. 

Example Let aaI and the number of terms of which the series is 

to consist be only four, then for the determination of its four 

coefficients one has the equations: 

2n -A+B+C+D 

n2n-1 .B+ 2C + 3D 

n. n-1.2n-2 . 1.2C + 2.3D 

n. n-1. n-2.2n-3 . 1.2.3D 

From which 

n. n-1. n-2 n-3 Ds1.2.3 .2 

C_n. n-1 2n-3(4 - n) 1.2 

B-n. 2 n-3(4 + (n-1)(n-6)) 
2 

A 2n-3(8 - n3 - 9n2 + 32n 
6 

1 

I. 
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3 n3 - 9n2 + 32n 4+-_ 
Therefore (l+x)n a 2n-(8 -6)+n. 2 n-3 ( (n-2)(n-6)) 

x 

+ n. n-1.2n-3 
X2 + n. n-l. n-2.2n-3 X3 1.2 1.2.3 

This equation is actually exact for the values n=0, = 1, - 2, =3 

whatever x may denote. For higher values it cannot be exact because 

one has only four terms. For x=I it holds for all values of it, 

on the other hand, for other values of x which lie between ±1 and 

±(1+2a) -'±3, it only holds approximately, and indeed not very 

precisely, because it has been restricted to only four terms. Thus 

for x=2 and n= -1, it gives (1+2)-1 = 5/16, which comes fairly 

near to the true value = 1/3 ; for x=2 and n- -2 one obtains 

(1+2) -2 . 1/16 which now deviates significantly from the true 

value - 1/9, etc. 

§52 

Transition We have now therefore finished the first part of the 

investigation we undertook in §1 : whether and in what way 

a power of a quantity consisting of two parts could be expanded 

in a series developed in powers of its simple parts. There 
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.,. ý f, 

w 

still remains the investigation of whether and how this could 

happen with every quantity consisting of several parts. This 

will be dealt with briefly. 

§53. 

Theorem. Every quantity consisting of many parts, of the form 

(a +b+c+d+... )n, can be expanded exactly in a series 

developed in powers of its simple parts a, b, c, d, ... in the case 

where n denotes a whole positive number ; but in every other case 

only in the sense that the difference between the complex function 

(a +b+c+d+... ) n and the developed series can become 

smaller than any given quantity if one increases the number of 

terms sufficiently and one of the quantities, e. g., a, is 

greater than the sum of the others and at the same time an is 

possible. 

Proof. For if n is a whole positive number then whatever a and 

(b +c+d+... ) may be, by §10, (a +b+c+d+... )n can 

be expressed exactly in a series developed in powers of a and 

(b +c+d+... ). Now in this series (b +c+d+... ) always 

appears with only purely integral and positive powers, it is 

therefore generally possible to put instead of this complex 

function, certain series developed in powers of b and (c +d+... ) 

etc. Now since each of the quantities (a +b+c+d+... ). 

(b +c+d+... ), (c +d+... ), ... contains one term less 
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than its predecessor, it follows that by continuing this process 

one must finally come to a quantity consisting of two parts, in 

the expression for the development of which all complex functions 

have completely vanished. For each of the developed series is 

merely multiplied by one or more powers of simple parts (namely 

the preceding ones) whereby it does not cease to be a developed 

series. But if the exponent n is not a whole number then the 

first of the developments made here only proceeds in the case 

when an is possible, and a> (b +c+d+... ), and even then the 

developed series an + nan-I +c+d+... ) + n. n-1. an-2 
2 (b 

2 
(b+c+d+.. ) 

+ ... is not exactly equal to the function (a +b+c+d+... )n 

but only in the sense that the difference can become smaller than 

any given quantity if one takes the number of terms in the 

series large enough. Now-concerning the succeeding developments, 

namely those of (b +c+d+... ) 2 (b +c+d+3 ... ) , ..., these 

are possible by what has just been said and because in every case 

they only involve integral and positive powers, whatever the 

single quantities b, c, d, ..., might be. But the value which 

the developed functions, put in the place of the complex functions 

(b +c+d+... )2, (b +c+d+... )3, 
..., take, is exactly equal 

to, the latter, therefore the difference of the equation remains 

the same as before, i. e., it is n. 

4 
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454. 

Transition. Therefore I; it only remains to determine the general 

form which is taken by a series originating from such 

successive developments. We intend to seek this in the paragraphs 

immediately following. The generality of this investigation 

which we are now going to undertake will not be affected in the 

least (rather it may even be advantageous for the, cases where 

the terms of the given quantity of many parts proceed in powers 

of a single one of them), if we take the form of the series as: 
(1) (2)2 (3)3 (m)m (1) (2)(3) (m) 

1+ ax + ax + ax + ... + ax , where a, a, a, ... a, 

signify any kind of quantities which we denote by the numerical 

arrangement (1), (2), (3), ..., (m), in order to note conveniently 

to which power of x each of them belongs as coefficient. If the 

given quantity consisting of many parts has no such increasing 

powers of x, one need only put x-I and if its first term is 

not, as in our formula, -I then one can put (a +b+c+d+... )n 

an(I + b/a + c/a + d/a + ... ) n provided an is not impossible. If 

one develops (I + b/a + c/a + d/a + ... ) n in the form 

(1) (2) 2 (m)m 
n (1 + ax + ax + ... + ax then one obtains the development of 

(a +b+c+d+... )n if one just multiplies all the terms of 

the series by an. 
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§55. 
ýl 

Problem. A series developed in powers of x is either to be 

exactly equal to the value of the complex function 

(1) (2)2 (m)m 
n (1 + ax + ax + ,., + ax) for as many values of n as possible 

and for all values of x which lie between zero and some limit 

(positive or negative) as far from zero as possible, or else 

to come so close to this value that the difference becomes 

smaller than any given quantity if the number of terms of the 

series is sufficiently increased. The problem is to find certain 

conditions which the series must satisfy. 

0 
Solution. Let the series be 

A+ Bxß + Cxy + ... + Rxp. 

then for every value of n and x for which the equation 

'" (1) (2)2 (m)m 
nßYP (I + ax + ax + ... + ax) =A+ Bx + Cx + ... + Rx +R... Q 

holds, also the following equation must hold: 

(1) (2) 
2 

(m) 
m it aY (1 + a(x+w) + a(x+w) + ... + a(x+w) )=A+ B(x+w) + C(x+w) + 

... + R(x+w)p + S2 

provided w is so small that not only x, but also x+w, lies inside 

the limits established. If for the sake of abbreviation one writes, 

(1) (2)2 (m)m 
1+ ax + ax + ... + ax - Y, then by §10: 

(1) (2) (m) - 1+ a(x+w) + a(x+w) + ... + a(x+w)m -Y 
(1) (2) (3) 2 (m)m-1 

+w(a+2 ax +3 ax + ... +m ax )+.. . 

where the terms omitted at-the end only contain higher powers of 
I, 

x which are multiplied by certain constant quantities, i. e., not 
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dependent on w, and the numbe 
(1) (2) (3) 

2 
Therefore w( a+ 2ax + Sax + 

which, by §17,15, can become 

diminishing w. Let us denote 

r of terms does not vary with Co. 

(m)m-1 

... + max )+... is a quantity 

as small as desired just by 
2 

it by 0, then 

(1) (2) (3)2 (m)-1 
(a + 2ax + 3ax + ... + max m)+... 

w 

and the terms omitted can, for just the same reason as mentioned 

before, become as small as desired. However if one subtracts 

the first of the two equations from the other and divides by w 

one obtains, with the notation just introduced, 

2 
(Y + S2)n - Yn 

aB 
((x+w) ß- 

xß) +C 
((x+cw)Y - x1) 

www 

+". ý+R 
((x+w) o- xp) + 

S2 - i2 
ww 

2 
nn 

Now by §23 
(Y +2 )-Y 

nYn-I +w, therefore, 

2n2 '2 
(Y + 0)w Y 

nYn-1 
W+w, 

which by §17 and 18, 

n-1 
(1) (2) (3) 

2 (m)m-1 (n) 
=nY ( a+2ax+3ax + ... +max )+w 

provided w is taken small enough. But with the same condition 

the quantities: 



^1 . ,. 
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(x+w)ß - xß a ßxß-1 + 
(w) 

w 

(x+w)Y - xY Q Yxy-1 + 
(w) 

w 

(x+w)' - xP 
` PXP-1 + 

(w) 

w 

Therefore one obtains the equation : 

n- 
(1) (2) (3) 

2 
(m)m-1 

nY (a+ 2ax + 3ax + ... ..... + max ) 

(a) (Y) (P) 
ßBxß-1 + YCx1-1 + ... ..... + pRxp-1 + Bw + Cw + ..... + Rw 

+n-n 

Now it can be proved of the expression as it was shown 

of the similar expression in §30, that for every value of w 

'it can be made as small as desired merely by increasing the 

number of terms in A+ Bxß + CxY + ..... + RxP . But with the 

(B) (Y) (P) 
same number of terms, Bw + Cw + ..,.. + Rw can become 

smaller than any given quantity merely by diminishing w. 

Therefore, 

n-1 
(1) (2) (3) 

2 
(m)m-1 

0-1 Y-1 
nY (a+ 2ax + 3ax + ... + max )- Oft + yCx 

3 
+ ... +pRx p-+ S2 

If one multiplies this equation by Y and puts instead of Yn 

the series which is to be of equal value, then one finds, by 

application of §17, the following condition which the 

quantities a, ß, y, B, C, ..., R must satisfy if (D 

is to hold : 





(1) (2) (m)m-1 
ßYP A376 

n(a +2ax+,.... +max )x (A+Bx +Cx +... +Rx)- 

(1) (2)2 (m)m 
1 Y-1 1 (1 + ax + ax + ... + ax) x (ßBxý + yyCx + .. + pRxp )+t. 

N 

X56 

Problem To determine the form of the series A+ Bxa + Cx' + ..... 

+ Rxp insofar as it is possible to do so just from the condition 

of §55. 

Solution. 1. If we imagine, as in the similar problem of 

§32, that all exponents in A+ Bxa + Cx' + ... + Rx0 are different 

from one another and are arranged according to magnitude then 

the equation 6 gives, if one actually carries out the multiplication 

indicated in it and then arranges all terms by powers of x, 

the form of the equation of §28. So if this is to be valid 

for all x which are smaller than a certain value, every term 

on one side must correspond to an exactly equal one on the other 

side with at most the exception of one or more parts which can 

become as small as desired. 

2. Hence it is clear, firstly that A cannot be zero, and that 

the exponents ß, y, ..., p must progress in the order of the 

natural numbers 1,2,3, ... . For on the right-hand side of 

6 
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the equality sign there is obviously no lower term than OBxß-I 

which cannot be zero since neither B nor ß may be zero because 

in the first case the term would not be present at all, and 

in the second case it would not be of the form Bxß but of 

the form A. Therefore an equal term must correspond to this 
(1) 

on the left-hand side, and it can only be naA. Therefore 

A may not be zero. But it is quite clear, as in 432, that none 

of the exponents ß, y, ..., p could be fractional or negative. 

3. Therefore if one puts for ß, y, ..., p the numbers 1,2,3, 

..., r one obtains the equation 
8 in the following form: 

(1) (2) (3) (m)m-1 
2 

n(a + 2ax+3ax+ ... +max )x (A+Bx+Cx 

+ Dx3 + ... + Rxr) 

(1) (2) 
2 

(3)3 (m)m 
2 (1 + ax + ax + ax + ... + ax )x (B + 2Cx + 3Dx 

+ ... + rRxr-1) + i2 

from which the values of the coefficients A, B, C, D, ..., R 
(1) (2) (m) 

can be determined by a, a, ..., a and A. But in order to 

understand clearly the general rule by which each of them'is 

formed from the preceding ones, let their rule of'arrangement be 
(1) (2) (m) 

expressed in the same way as for the quantities a, a, ..., a, 

i. e. by their symbols. Therefore let the coefficient of x0, or 
(0) (1) 

A, be denoted by A, that of x', or B, by A, that of x2, or C, 

(2) 
r 

(r) 
by A, ..., that of x by A, now the above equation has the 

following appearance: 

0 
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(1) (2) (3) (m) 0 (1) (2) 
t n( a+ 2ax + 3ax2 + ... + max -1) X (A + Ax + Ax 

(3) (r) 
+ Ax3 + ... + Axr) 

(1) (2)2 (3)3 (m)m-1 
(1 + ax + ax + ax + ... + ax )x 

U) (2) (3) (r) 
r-1 (A+2Ax+3Ax+ 

... + rAx ) +n, 

Now in order to determine the coefficient of some term, e. g., 

that which belongs to xp, one may calculate all terms on 

both sides of the equality sign which give the power xP. On 

the left-hand side there is the following: 

(1) (P) (2) (p-1) (3) (p-2) (p+ l) (0) 
na A. xp + 2na. A xp + 3na A. xp + ... + (p+1)n a Ax ' 

but on the right-hand side, 

(p+l) (1) (P) (2) (p-1) (P) (1) 
(p+l) A. xP + p. aA . xP + (p+l) aA xP + ... +a AxP. 

Therefore by §28 the former sum must be exactly equal to the 

latter, whence, 

or 

(P+1) (1)(P) (2)(p-1) (3)(p-2) 
(p+1) AnaA+ 2na A+ 3na A', + ... 

(P+1)O (1)(P) (2)(p-1) (p)(1) 
+ (p+1)n aA- pa A- (p-1) aA-... -aA 

(P+1) (1)(p) (2)(p-1) (3)(p-2) 
(p+)) A- (n-p) aA+ (2n-p+l) aA+ (3n-p+2) aA 

(P) (1) (P+I)(0) 
+ ... + (pn-1) aA+ (p+I)n a A. 

This is an equation whose rule of formation is sufficiently clear by 
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inspection and by means of this rule every subsequent coefficient 
(0) 

can be calculated from all the preceding ones. But the first A 
w 

remains undetermined. 

§57. 

Note. Hindenburg, Schultz and others have indicated methods by 

which one can calculate each of these coefficients directly, 

i. e., without first having found the preceding ones. It is outside 

our original purpose to repeat these methods here. 

X58. 

Theorem If the series found in §56 is to express the value of 
(1) (2)2 (m) 

mn the complex function (1 + ax + ax + ... + ax) correctly for 
(0) 

as many values of n and x as possible, then A must be - 1. 

Proof For if one takes x ever smaller then the true value of 
(1) (m)m 

n (1 + ax + ... + ax ) approaches the value I, whatever n may 

be. But the value of the series approaches the value of its 
(0) (0) 

first term A. Therefore by §27, A must be - 1. 

§59. 

Theorem The series found in §56, through the more precise 

determination which §58 gives to it, yields the value of the complex 

(1) (2) (m)m 
n function (1 + ax + ax + ... + ax) precisely, whenever n 

--p.. -.. S. - 
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ý^4, ß`r 

denotes a whole positive number provided r is not allowed to 

b2, <-mn. On the other hand, for every other value of n it only 
(1) (2)2 (m)m 

gives the value of that function if ( ax + ax + ... + ax )< t1, 

in the sense that the difference can become smaller than any 

given quantity if one takes the number of terms large enough. 

Proof By virtue of §55 every series developed in powers of x 

which is intended to express the value of the function 

(1) (2)2 (m)m 
n 0+ ax + ax + ... + ax) for all x which are smaller than 

a certain one, must be of the form given in §56, and moreover 

by §58 the quantity A in it must be = 1. But after this two-fold 

determination there is nothing left undetermined in it, in fact 

(1) (2) (m) 
for every particular value of the quantities x, a, a, ..., a 

and n it only takes one single value. Therefore if the value of 
(1) (2) 2 (m)m 

n the function (1 + ax + ax + ... + ax ) cannot be represented 

exactly by this series in any way then it must generally be 

impossible to express its value exactly. But by §50 this must 

always be possible if n represents a whole positive number. 

Therefore the series of §53 must have the required property. 

But it is clear that if x is to remain undetermined in it, it 

is only possible if it is continued at least up to the power 
xn 

(1) (2)2 (ni)m 
n because (1 + ax + ax + ... + ax ), if one developed it by 

multiplication, would certainly go up to a. term of the form x 

S 
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(but not higher). Now if the series of §58 is to be able to be 

put equal to this development for all x which are smaller than 

a certain one, then both expressions must be identical, and 

consequently also there must be a term in the former with the 

power xmn. But it is also clear, for the same reason, that it 

could never be necessary to continue the series beyond the term 

ý 
x. For because the development by multiplication gives no 

higher powers, then also they may not appear in the series ; 

the coefficient of every such term, if it was sought, would be 

found s 0. 

2. But if n is not a whole positive number then, by §53, it is 

(1) (2)2 (m)m 
possible, under the condition that ( ax + ax + ... + ax )< t1, 

to transform that complex function into a series developed in 

powers of x which comes as close to its value as desired if the 

number of its terms is taken large enough. Therefore the series 

of §58 must also achieve this because it would not be possible 

otherwise. However, this can of course only be expected of it 

if the number of its terms is taken large enough. For because 

there is only one series that can do this it must be identical 

with that which would be found by the method of §53, i. e., 

by successive development. Now the first development gives 

0 
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(1) (2)2 (m)m 
n. n-1 

(1) (2)2 
1+ n( ax + ax + ... + ax )+2 .( ax + ax + ... 

(m)m 
2 n. n-1 n-p+1 

i1) (2)2 (m)m 
p + ax) + ... +2..... 

p .C ax + ax + ... + ax ), 

in which, if the difference between the value of this series and 

of the given function is to be made as small as desired, p must 

be able to be taken as large as desired. But if one can take 

p here as large as desired, then the highest power which appears 

in the development of this series, namely x 7P, 
can exceed every 

given limit. Consequently in the series of §58 which is identical 

with the present series one must also be able to take the number 

of terms as large as desired. 

§60 

Definition A quantity y which depends on two other quantities a and 

x, so that y- ax, is called an exponential quantity insofar as 

one regards x, at least, as variable, if not also a. The x in 

this relation is called the logarithm of y with base number 

(or basis) a. In order to indicate that x is the logarithm of 

y one usuallywrites x@ ly or log y or something similar. If, 

in the same calculation, one has logarithms with different 
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base numbers it is necessary to choose a particular method 

of notation for the logarithms referring to each particular 

base number so that they are not confused with one another, 

for if a and a are different and ax = aý = y, then also x 

and E are different, i. e., the same quantity has different 

logarithms with respect to different base numbers. Therefore 
' .M 

in such cases it might perhaps be most appropriate to indicate 

the base number which the logarithm refers to, in its designation, 

e. g., to represent the logarithm of y with respect to the basis 
(a) 

number a by ly. 

§61 

Transition Having already achieved the expansion, under definite 

conditions, of every function of the form (l+x)n, even every 
(1) (2)2 (m)m 

n function of the form (1 + ax + ax + ... + ax ), in a 

series proceeding by powers of x, this leads to the idea of 

whether the functions ax and log y may not also be expanded 

in certain series in powers of their variable quantity, the 

former x, the latter y, or even in powers of another quantity 

easily derivable from x and y. We now investigate this in 

the following. 

562. 

Lemma Suppose that by y is to be understood either 'a. merely 

abstract quantity (i. e. one which cannot take opposite signs) 

4 
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or just a positive quantity, but by yw is understood only -, the 

real and positive value of this expression, then for'all y 

which are >+1, the equation holds: 

2 
YY 

r 
+r. 

(y_ ro 

y 
but for all y which are < +2, the following holds: 

>(Y' ß)i+ (Y' 3-fL (Y->)r +n. 
r 

In these equations R and n can become as small as desired if w 

is taken sufficiently small but r, the number of terms in the 

series, sufficiently large. 

Proof 1. 'First let y>+1, then by §48 one has, for every 

value of w, the equation: 

yw s+ wýY-ý) + W. 
W+1. (y 1) 

y2 y2 
23 

yý 

+ 4). -2I. -32 + ... 
W+r-l" rr 

+n 
Y 

If one actually carries out the multiplications merely indicated 

here by the factors, W+j 
, 

w32 
, ... , 

W+(r-1) and one arranges 

everything according to powers of w, then one arrives at an 

equation of the following form : 
l 

I 



a 

H 

I 
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yw 1+ w(1) + 
1. (y-1)2 

+ 
1. ( -1)3 + ... y 

y2 
3 

r 
+ .() rr 

y 

+ Awl + Bw3 + ... + Rwr +a, 

where A, B, C, ..., R represent certain functions of the 

quantity. Hence, 

Y 
. 2'I+1. (y1ý 

+1. 
___ 1) 3 

+... +I. 
(Y-1) 

wy2 y2 
3yr 

yr 

+Aw+Bw2+ ,.. +Rw r-1 +n 
w 

I now claim that the quantity 

Aw + Bw2 + ... + Rwr-1 + 
C2 
w 

can be made as small as desired merely by diminishing w and 

increasing r. 

a) In order to see this let us first consider only the case where 

w, as well as , is a positive quantity and therefore y> +1. 
y 

In this case, if one considers the quantities (y-1) and (r-1) 

as unanalysable then throughout the series: 

1+ w(Y-1) + w(w+1) (Y-1)2 
+ ... + "-2 *-3 

w. (r-1((-1 
y2 y2 

2 *3 ''r 
yr 

there appear no subtraction signs and no negative quantities. 

Therefore also in the development of this series in powers of 

w all the terms must be positive. Therefore A, B, CO ... 9 R 
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are-all positive. Hence, furthermore, the value'of n must, always 

be positive. For if 0 were negative, i. e., if for some r the 

value of the above series were greater than yw, then by increasing 

(and not diminishing) the number of terms in this series, 

i. e., adding new positive terms, the difference could not be made 

smaller than every given quantity, as it should be by §48. 

But if all the terms in Awl + Bw3 + ... + Rwr +2 are positive, 

then it follows that if one omitted this quantity (still divided 

by w), then it must be that: 

Yw=1 Y_1 + 
1. (Y-1)2 

+ 
(Y-0 

+ 
wy2 y2 

3 
y3 yr 

Now in order to find a quantity from the other side to which 

w 
YI stands in the relationship of being the smaller, consider 

w 

the following. Each of the factors, w+1. w+2 
' 

w+l. w+2. w+3 
' """"" 23234 

w+1. m+2. w+3 w+r-1 
2 '3 '4'""r which appear in the above series is 

contained in the general form: 

W+l. W+2 W+P-l 

2g..... P 

w+l. w+2 w+p-l. l 
12 ""' p-1 p 

(1+w) 01 + W) (I + W) 
..... (1 +w). 

I 

k23 p-1 p 

if p is allowed to denote 2,3,4, ..., r successively. 

16 
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Now certainly, 

(1+w)(1 + 2)(1 + 3)... 
(1 + 

Pal) 
< (1+w)P-1, 

since the (p-1) factors of this last product are all equal to 

the greatest in the former product. But since (p-1) denotes 

a whole positive number, (I+w)p-l is, by §8, 

=I+ (P-I )w + (P-1) (2a)w2 + (P-I) (2) ( )w3 + ... 

=1+ (P-I)w (I + .w+ . w2 + ... 
) 

a series in which all terms are positive or zero 04). Therefore 

its value is certainly <I+ (p-1)w(1 + (p-2)w + 
(p-2)2(- 

W2+,,. ) 

I+ (p-1)w(1+ w)p-2, Thus all the more certainly, 

(l+ý)(I + 2)(1 + 3)..... 
(I +W 

P'1 

+ (P-I)w(l+W)P-2. 

Therefore if, in the series which expresses the value of yam, 

instead of each factor of the form, 

w+l w+2 w+ 1w1 
2.3 ... p2 p-1 p 

2 

one puts a quantity of the form 
1+ (p-lpw(l+`, ')p 

, then the 

value of the series must necessarily be > yW even if the SI 

there is omitted. For this latter quantity can, by §48 for 

constant y and w, become smaller than any given quantity merely 

by increasing r, therefore also smaller than one of the positive 

quantities added here which has a definite value for the same 

y and w. Therefore 
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yw<1+wl+W"(1+w) 
.yz y2 

w (y-1)3 
+33 (1+2w(l+w)) 

y 
(Y-t )4 +4 ý- (1+3w(l+w)2) + ..... 

y 

"+ 
(y-1) r 

(1+(r-1)w(l+w)r-2). 
y 

+ 
(y-1) 

+w 
(y-1)2 

+w 
(y-1)3 

+ ..... +w 
(y-1) 

y2 y2 
3 

y3 
r 

yr 

w2 (y-1) 2+ 2w 2 (Y-1) 3 
(i+W) + 

3W2 (ýº-1) 4 
(l+w)2 + ... 2334 

Yyy 

+ r-]. 
w2 

(y-1)r (1+W) r-2 
rr 

y 

The last series here, which contains the factor w2 is certainly 

smaller than the following one which arises from it if instead 

of the fractions 2.2 ,3 , ..., 
r-I one puts unity throughout, 

± ý2 
1) 2+ 

W2 
3 

(1+w) + C2 
)4 (1+w)2 + ... 

Yyy 

w 
. 
(( _1) 

r 
ý1+wýr-2 [25] 

r 
y 
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W2 (1 + 
)(l+w) 

+0 +w) 
2+... 

+ 
(Y-1)r-2 (l+w)r-2 ý. 

y2 y y2 yr-2 

Now the series inside the brackets is a geometric progression 

whose ratio is "(l+w). Therefore if one takes w so small 

e 
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that the product of (1+w) with the proper fraction still 

remains a proper fraction, then for this value and for all 

smaller values the series will be decreasing and its value 

I- (y-1)r-1(i+W)r-1 
always remains, however large 

y 

r may be taken, <Iy 
1- 

(Y-1) O+w) 1- w(y-I ) 
y 

Therefore always, 

<1)+L 
(y-1) 2+L (y )3+... 

+I (Y-1) 
wy2 

y2 
3 

y3 r yr 

+ W(Y-1)2 [26] 

y- wy(y-1) 

And previously, 

=1 >)+11+)+... +! 
(Y-1) r 

wy2 y2 
3 

y3 r 
yr . 

Here therefore we have two limits between which the value of 

w 
the function always remains enclosed. Their difference 

-(y71)2 
, can, as may be seen from the proof of 419, become 

y- wy(y-1) 

smaller than any given quantity if w is taken small enough. 

Therefore the true value of 

ý-- 
m --ý +1 -ý---- + -ý-ý- +". "+ -- +n 

wy2 y2 
3yr 

yr 

ß). Now let y always be positive but y< +1 although > 



S 

.e 

.r 

1 

ui 
'ýY p r 
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Accordingly now represents a negative quantity, but because 

y>}, the following equation still holds: 

_ (y-_) + (y-12 +1 (y-_)3 + ... +! -I) 
y2 3- r yr y 

+ Aw + Bw2 + ... + RWr-1 +n, 
w 

However, for every y which is >I and at the same time < 1, 

there is a quantity z which satisfies the equation 
Y z-1 

yz 

and at the same time is > +1. For this it is necessary only 

to take z-2I then z is positive and > 1. Therefore, also 

the following equation holds: 

zw -1s (z-I) 
+1 

(z-I)2 
+1 

(z-1)3 
+ ... +1 

(z-I)r 
3 

z3 
r 

zr z2 z 

+ Aw + Bw2 + ... + Rwr- I+-, 

in which, by what has already been proved, the quantity 

Aw + Bw2 + ... + Rwr-I +- can become as small as desired 

merely by increasing r and diminishing w. In particular this 

2 
also holds of-the part Aw + Bw + .. + Rwr-ý. But if we 

compare this with Aw + B4)2 + ... + Rwr-I then it is soon clear 

that the coefficients A, B, ..., R are composed in exactly the 

same way from the quantity ZZ1 as the coefficients 

A, B, ..., R are composed from the quantity [27]. Now since 
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z-1 and are equal to one another in value, and since, as zy 
3 

noted in a), the individual parts z-1 (z-1) 2 (z-1) 
z 

zz 

... 
(z r)r from which A, B, ..., R are composed, are all positive 

zIII 

and are combined only by additions, while in A, B, ..., R there 

35 
appear some negative terms like ' 1, )9( 1) 

, ... and yyy 

some positive terms like 
(y 2)2 (Y-1 

... , then 
yyy 

it follows undeniably that the total value of Aw + Bw2 + ... 

+ Rwr_ý must be smaller than that of Aw + Bw2 + ... + Rwr-I. Now 

if the latter, however large r may be taken, always remains 

w(z-t)2 
_ 

w(Y-1)2 <z- wz(z-1) 272 -y+ wy(y-t) 
then all the more certainly, 

2 
Aw + Bw2 + .... + Rwr-1 must always remain <2 w(y-1) 

2y -y+ wy (y- t) 

however large r is taken. Therefore if Aw + Bw2 + ... + Rwr-t + 

is to become smaller than some given quantity D one first takes 

w so small that 2 
w(y-I)2 < D/2 and for every value 

2y -y+ wy(y-I) 
of r, Aw + 

Bw2 
+ ... + Rwr-I remains < D/2. Therefore if one 

1 
now takes r so large that i2 < then 

w<2 

11 
, and 



k'. 
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Aw + Bw2 + ... + RWr-l +w is certainly < D, as was required. 

Therefore not only for every y> +1, but also for every y> +1 

the following equation is correct: 

3 ý3- rr wy22 y y, y 

provided w is positive. 

y). Finally it is easily shown that it is also correct if w 

is negative. For since y 
_w 

I_ýII, 
and since 

y 

the factor , if w is taken as small as desired, approaches 
y 

as close to unity as desired, then Y-0 
-ww 

But from the previous work it is seen that the value 

w 
of 

', however small w may be taken, remains within 

certain finite limits. For the value of the series, 

1) 
+I 

(Y-1) 
+ 

!. 1)3 
+ ... +I1! , which comes as 

y2 y2 
3yr 

yr 

near to it as desired if one takes r sufficiently large, is 

obviously smaller than the value of the geometric progression, 

±! ±(± 
y3) 

+± 
(y-r)r in which all 

yyyy 

terms are taken positive. Now the ratio of this progression, 
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is a proper fraction, therefore its value is always smaller 
y 

"w'i 
than a certain finite quantity ; therefore by §17, ß"0 

-n 

and consequently by §16: 

-w y2 y2 
3yr 

yr 

2. Now the proof of the second formula has no more difficulties. 

For all values of y which are < +2,1/y denotes a quantity 

which is > +}. Now since, by No. 1, y), w10 
ý---- 

-n 

I/y 
- n, then 

I/Yw I 
can be developed by the 

formula of No. 1 if one puts I/y instead of y. But by this 

) is changed into (1-y) and one obtains 
y 

'--.! -(t1-y) + 2(1-y)2 + 3(1-y)3 + ... + 
r(1-y)r) 

-n 

or, what amounts to the same, 

I- (y-1) - 
2(y-1)2 

+ 
3(y-1)3 

- ... f 
r(y-1)r 

- ý. 

S 
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§63. 

Corollary. For a negative value of the quantity yw the numerator 

w 
of the fraction approaches the value -2 as much as 

desired, while its denominator w becomes as small as desired, 

w 
from which it is clear that Y becomes greater than any 

given quantity if w is steadily diminished ; therefore it is 

not representable by any formula which would be similar to that 

of §62. But if y itself is negative then it depends on the 

nature of w whether yW 
-I can be developed in a way similar 

to that of §62. If it is of the form 2n/m, i. e., a fraction 

with even numerator, then (-y)w (+y)w and therefore everything 

holds of this case which has just been shown true of 
(+y)w 

W 
But if w is of the form (2n+1)/m, then it depends on the nature 

of the denominator m. If m is also odd, then (-y)w is negative 

and consequently y) 
W1 grows without limit. If, moreover, 

m is even, then (-y)w, and consequently also _ (y 
w-I, 

is 

imaginary. 

§64. 

Problem. To investigate whether, and in what way, the exponential 

quantity ax can be expanded in a series of powers of x whenever 
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a is positive and by ax is understood only the real and positive 

value of this expression. 

Solution 1. By §48 one of the following two equations holds for 

every value of x according as a< +2 or > +1 : either 

or 

'x x-1 2 x-1 x-2 3 
a1+ x(a-1) + x. 2 . (a-1 )+x. 

2. -3* (a-1) + ... 

x-1 x-2 x-r+l. (a-1)r + n, + x. 2"3 . "" r 

(a-1)2 x+l x+2 (a-1) 3 
ä-I++x. x21 

2+x. 233+... 
aa 

+ x. x+1 x+2 
. ý. 

x+r-1 (a-1) r 
23rr+ 

a 

Now if one actually carries out the multiplication that is merely 

indicated here by the factors x-1' x-2ý 
.. ýý 

x-r+l' 
or 23r 

x+1 x+2 x+r-1 
293'" '' r. and then one combines all quantities 

which contain the same power of x into one term, one obtains 

from the two equations what was desired, a series proceeding 

by powers of x, which comes as near to the value of the function 

ax as desired if r, i. e., the number of its terms, is taken 

large enough. Therefore from this the possibility of such a 

series for every value of x is made clear, only it would be 

7ý 
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difficult to discover in this way the rule of formation for 

the coefficients of its terms. We therefore look for this 

in another way. 

2. The series which is obtained from the development of one 

of the two equations above would obviously have the first term 

- 1, and the subsequent terms would only have purely positive 

and integral powers of x. But someone could consider that the 

form derivable from those two equations is perhaps not the only 

one which a series proceeding by powers of x must have in 

order to be either completely equal, or to come as close as 

desired, to the value of ax for as many values (viz., as we now 

know, for all values) of x. So we shall assume that 

Axa + Bxß + Cx1 + ... + Rx' is the most general form which such 

a series must possess, i. e., for all values of x, 

ax = Axa + Bx5 + Cxy + ... + Rxp +n..... 0 

if one increases the number of terms in this series sufficiently. 

Therefore also it must be that: 

ax+w a A(x+w)a + B(x+w)ß + ... + C(x+w)1 + ... + R(x+w)o + n. 

Consequently, by subtraction and division by w: 

x aw-1 (x+w)a- xa1ý+ B(x+w)ß- xßr +r 

f` 

a- A( 
w)(w)... 

+ R((x+w)p xp +' 
S2-S2 

ww 



j 

i 
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The quantity 
aww_I 

, by §63, approaches as close as desired, 
"iif 

w is taken small enough, a certain constant value which, according 

as a is <+2 or> + 1, is given as accurately as desired, if r 

is taken large enough, by either the series: 

(a-1) - 
2(a-1)2 

+ 
3(a-1)3 

- ... ±r (a-1)r, 

or the series: 

(a-1) 
+t 

(a-I)2 
+1 

(a-I)3 
+ . ýý +1 

(a-i)r 
a223 -' -rr 

aaa 

We 

shall denote this value briefly, because it depends on a, 

aw_1 
(a) 

by `u and put w- 
?L+w. Under the same condition that w 

can be taken as small as desired, by §23 we also have: 

(x+w)a- xa axa-1 + 
(a) 

w' 

(x+w)ß- xß = ßxß-1 + 
(W) 

03 
..................... 

(x+w) P- 
xP 

a 
P-1 

+ 
(w)ý 

w 
Px 

Therefore we obtain the equation: 

ax %L - Aaxa-1 + BBxß-1 + ... + Rpxp-1 

X(a) 
(a) (B) (P) 

, -ýl -a w+Aw +B w+... +Rw + 1281 

As for the similar expression in §30 it-can be shown here that 

can be made as small as desired merely by the increase 
w 

in the number of terms in the series Axa + Bxß + ... + Rxp. 

lk 



.ýý 

4 

0 
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But then with the same number of terms, merely by diminishing 

(a) (ß) (P) 
X(a) w, the sum Aw+Bw+... +Rw-aw can become smaller 

than any given quantity (§17,15). Therefore, 

+2 aX ü, - Aaxa-1 + Bßxß-1 + ... + Rpxp-1 
(2) 

and if one puts instead of ax the series which is equal to this 

value, then by applying 517,15 again : 

Axa + Bxa + Cx' + ... + Rxp 

aAxa-1 + ßBxß-1 + YýxY-1 + ... + pRxp-1 
(3) 

+n..... 

Since this equation must hold as a necessary condition for the 

validity of the equation0, §28 can be applied to it and it 

may be found, by similar arguments as were used in §32, that 

aa0, ß=1, y=2, ...., p= some whole number r which is one 

smaller than the number of terms in the series. Furthermore, 

B=UA, C-AD 
jk1A, 

... Rs 
24A 

And with 2 2.3 r 2.3.. r 

these determinations, all terms of the equation are accounted for 

r+] r 
up to the highest ZCRxC = 2.3Ax . But it is easy to see that 

this difference, which if the equation is to hold must be able 

to become as small as desired, does actually have this property. 

r+2 r+l 
For every subsequent value of it, itr+2 r+l arises from the 
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r+l r 
value immediately preceding, 2- r, 

by multiplication by 

Now since for the same U and x, r can be as large as ' r+I 
desired, then from the value when (r+1) >ux and for all greater 

values, 
r+ý is a proper fraction which becomes ever smaller. 

Therefore every subsequent value of that difference is produced 

from the preceding value by multiplication with a proper fraction 

which becomes ever smaller, therefore this difference itself 

will certainly become as small as desired if r is taken large 

enough. Consequently the form of the series Axa + Bx8 + ... + Rxp, 

which is required by the condition is the following: 

22 33 urr 
A+AUx+AU x +A2(x + ... +Ax 1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3... r 

Here A still remains completely undetermined. But the equation O 

requires that A-1, for otherwise it would be impossible for 

every value of x that : 

22rr 
ax =A+ AZCx + 

A1.2x 
+ ... + 1.2.3 

x+ fl 
... r 

I 

For if one takes x-w, ax approaches unity ; but the series 

rxr 
A+ AUx + ... +A 1,3.. r 

+ n, for the same r, approaches 

the value A as close as desired. Therefore by 627 it must be 

that A-1. From this determination our series now appears 

as follows: 

I 



4 
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22 3x3 44rr 
1+ Z(�x +++ 

ýx 
+ ... + 1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3.4 1.2.3.. r 

Therefore nothing remains undetermined in its form, so we find 

that there is only a single form for a series proceeding by 

powers of x, if it is to be exactly equal, or as close as 

desired, to the value of ax for every x. Now since by No. 1 

such a series is in fact possible, it must be the one found 

and therefore for every value of x: 

2233rr 
ax "1+ux++ 

7'ý X+... + 
%l x+ t2 

1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3.. r 

provided one takes r sufficiently large. 

§65. 

Corollary If ever ax is intended to denote a quantity capable 

of taking opposite signs, then the two real values which it 

may have (if x is of the form p/2n) are, as is well-known, 

equal in magnitude and differ only in sign. Hence one may 

represent them both by the formula: 

x u2X2 3X3 74 r Xr ± 1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3.. r 

But if a is a quantity capable of taking opposite signs and 

therefore of being negative, then it is known that ax can only 

be something real if x is not of the form 22+1 but is 

I 
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2n 

either = 2n/2m or 
2n+1 

However, (-a)2m is, of course, 2m+1 ' 
2n 2n+1 2n+1 

(+a)2m and (-a)2m+1 (+a)2m+1, therefore the value of aX 

even in these cases, i. e., all the real values of ax that can 

be expressed, can be represented in a series proceeding by 

powers of x. 

666 

Problem To investigate whether, and in what way, the function 

(a) 
ly is expandable in a series of powers of y or else of a 

quantity easily derivable from y 1297, if by a is understood a 

quantity which is either merely abstract or only positive, and 

by-every power of it is understood only the real and positive 

value. 

(a) 
Solution 1) If we write for abbreviation ly - x, then 

x a-y. and consequently whatever w denotes, 

awx 
w and 

(awx-1). x a y' wx w 

Now if w is allowed to denote a quantity which can become as small 

as desired, then for the same x, wx is also such a quantity. 

awx-1 Therefore merely by diminishing w, 
wx 

can be brought as 

near as desired to a certain constant quantity, which we have 
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iý 

already denoted by U in §64, it is therefore s ZG + i2. But 

under the same condition, also -ý , according as y< +2 

or >+1, is either 

(Y-I) -2 +3(Y_I)3- ... tr(Y_I)r+t2, 

or 
p' 

2 
+ 

2Y 
pj3 

++ 

3 

r2 
... 

++ i(r 
ry 

We therefore obtain the equation, 

(Y-i) - 
1(Y-1)2 

+ 3(Y-1)3 - ... + 
r(y-i)r 

+ n, 

x(7, ß+Q) or 

+ 
\2 

+3 'ß-y 
2'y j) 

3r'+ 
t2 C\ 

;' 

i 

Therefore by application of §17,15: 

x ((Y-l) - Z(Y_1)2 + 
+-')3 

- ... t 
r(Y_, 

)r) + 

if y< +2, or 

C23r4 .ý/ 
x -ü ('+2 (1ý1-) +3+... +rý TY) +n ý 

if y>+. 
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c ý, ý. 

(a) 
Here therefore we already have what was required, xIy 

expressed by a series of increasing powers, not indeed of y 

itself, but of a quantity easily derivable from it, namely 

either (y-1) or 
(. L) 

2. Now there is only the question of whether it may not be 
(a) 

possible to represent Iy in another way, namely by a series 

of increasing powers of the quantity y itself, or of an 

expression derived from it which is even simpler than 

(y-1), 
(. L) . For this purpose let z be such a quantity that 

(a)x 
=Iy can be expressed in increasing powers of z, and 

suppose, 

x- Aza + Bzß + ... + Rzp +0...,... 0 

If this equation is to hold for all z which are smaller than 

a certain one, then it must also hold if one puts z+w instead of 

z", whereby x may be transformed to x+W . Therefore, 

x+w- A(z+w)°` + B(z+w)ß + ... + R(z+w)p + 0, 

or by subtraction and division by w, if the notation of H30, 

55 and 64 is introduced, 

a Aza-t + ßBzß-1 + ... + PRzP-1 
s (a) ßßi (P) ' 

+Aw+Bw+... +Rw+ 
n- 

w 

It can be shown in exactly the same way as in the paragraphs just 

mentioned that the quantity, 
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(a) (8) (P) 
taw +Bw + .., +Rw 

w 

can become as small as desired merely by increasing the number 

of terms and diminishing w. We therefore have, 

2 
-- 

aAza-1 + ßBz0-1 + ... + pRzp-1 + f2. 
W 

Now if z is to be some quantity derived from y, conversely y can 

be considered as a function of z and therefore we can write 

y- fz. The simpler the nature of the function fz that is 

assumed the simpler also will be the way z is derived from x. 

But if ax -y- fz then also, it must be that: 

x+w a= f(z+w). 

x+w x ax+w - ax 
w f(z+w) - fz 

This gives a-a f(z+w) - fz, and xa-1 fz 
a 

therefore aw -12f (z+w) - fz 
+w- from which by application 

w wf z 

of 6517,15: 

w_f(z+w) - fz 13 
wfz+W. wU 

Therefore the following equation must hold: 

f(z+w) - fz Ia 
aAza-] + ßßz ß-I 

+ ... + pRzp-I +3 i2..... ZCfz 

as an indispensable condition for the validity of the equation C). 

lb 
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It cannot be decided from this condition how fz must be 

constituted but it can, nevertheless, be decided how it may 

not be constituted, since for every form of the function fz for 

which even 6 does not hold, then also 0 does not hold, but 

not conversely. 

a) We see from this, first of all, that y- fz is not -z 

itself, also it is not sa mere multiple of z, e. g., nz. For 

if we take fz = nz then 

f(z+w) - fz IaI 
Uf z Zlz 

Therefore it would have to be that, 

+ n, ul ýz a-1 + ßBz 
ß-1 

+ ... + pRz 
p-1 

3 

z 
4 

or 1- aAUz + ßBilz + ... + pRUz + nr aßp 

which by §28 is impossible because it would presuppose that 

a-0, A-1, B-0, C-0, ..., R=0, i. e., that one has in 

mind no function of z at all but merely a constant quantity. 

ß) We shall now take for fz the form m+nz, as being the 

simplest of those functions which are more complicated than nz. 

Then one finds f(z+ra) 
W 

fz' In 
ufz Zý(m+nz) and therefore it 

3 
must be that, U(m+nz) aAza-1 + OBzß-1 + ... + pRzp-ý + n, 

or 

n- aAmUza-1 + 8Bm'zß-1 + ... + pRm Uzp-1 

4 
+ aAn%(, za + ßBn2(zß + ... + pRnuzp + 9" 

This condition gives, by arguments like thoseof 632 the following 

determinations: a-1,0 - 2, y-3, ..., "p - some whole 

number r, then 
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n nA n2 2nB n3 
... m 2t 2m 2r2% 3m 3m314 

... R_ 
(r-1) n=+ nr 

rm r 
r, 

Therefore one obtains the form, 

nz 
_ 

n2z2 n3z3 
_ 

nrzr 
m 7' 2m2%ß 3m3U 

... 
rm 

ru' 

or since z= 
Y-m 

, the following: 
n 

1 (z IV-MN r3_ r C) 

rCml m J) 
C) 

3m 

Now here the quantity n itself has been completely cancelled out 

and now the equation 8 leaves it completely undetermined how 

m is to be taken. It also cannot be decided from the equation 

alone, whether and for what values of y the above series in 

(a) 
fact yields the value of I y. Only for other reasons, e. g., 

from the fact that for yam the series gives the value of 
(a) 

Im equal to zero, can it be concluded that m must be - 1, 

because only the logarithm of I can be - 0. But it follows 

simply from the proof which we gave in No. 1 that the series 

holds only for values of y which are < +2, and it holds for 

these without exception. 

y) Finally, if we take as the simplest of fractional functions 

fz -n pZ 
, or, because this form can always be brought 

lb 
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to 
n +I .z, 

fz - +nz 9 then we obtain, 

f(z+c) - fz Is -n 
2 

L) 2Cz U(m+nz) +w 

Therefore it must be that: 

3 
-n Az a-1 + ßBzß-1 :. + ... + pRzp-1 +ý u (m+nz ) .. a 

or 

aAm uza-1 + 8Bm Ztz0-1 + ... + pRm ZCzp-1 

4 
+ aAnZCza + ßBn2ýzß + ... + pRnl(p + S2. 

This gives the determinations: 

a'1,0-2, y-3, ... ,p-r, 

then A_nB_ An 
+ n2 2Bn n3 = mu 

= 2m 2m2ý' 
C 

3m 3m3u 
, ... 

r 
... R 

(r_ n=+n Therefore the form of the 
rm 

ru 
(a) 

series which should express the value of Iy is: 

nz 
22 33 rr 

mu 
+n2z-nz+nz ... tr, 

2m ZC 3m ZC rm ZG 

1 -my or because z- ny , it is: 

J (my) +i my-I 
3++ 

Cmy_I Cý - 
1 my 1J 

+ Cýmy1 
but it may be How m is to be taken cannot be learnt from 

I 
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(a) 
learnt from the fact that for y- 1/m the value of 1 1/m 4x 

found from the series - 0, from which it may be seen that 1/m 

must - 1, and m-1. But it is proved in No. 1 that this series 

only holds for values of y> +}, and for these values it holds 

without exception. 

3. Therefore (y-1) and 
(ZJ_are 

the two simplest functions of 
(a) 

y which have the property that the value of the function Iy 

can be expressed by a series of their increasing powers. But 

it is in no way said here that there may not be some other 

more complicated functions which also possess this property. 

For example, if one puts, y- fz - 
m+nz 

or = 
I+mz 

then one 
p+qz n+pz 

(a) 
would again obtain a formula for Iy which proceeds in 

powers of z- and and by arguments like those in ß and y) 

it would be found that m-1, n-1, p- -1, etc. 

§67. 

Corollary It can now also be decided whether, and in which 
(a) 

cases, the function Iy is representable by a series of 

increasing powers of a quantity derivable from y, if y is negative. 

For as is known, (-a)X, whenever it is real and negative, 

-(+a)x, if one now understands by (+a)x, when this expression 

possesses a double real value, only the positive one. Now since 
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§66 shows how the quantity x can be represented by a series 

of increasing powers of a quantity derived from the positive y, 

then because every derivation from +y is also a derivation 

from -y, one has, in the very same formula given by §66, 

expressed the value of x by y, even if the latter is negative. 

But, as already said, this is only true if ys ax is real, i. e., 

in the case of a negative a and a rational x provided the latter 

has the form 2q. 

§68. 

Note It is clear from §66 that for any two abstract or positive 

values a and y there is an x for which the equation y- ax 

holds. That is, every abstract or positive quantity has a 

possible logarithm in every system of which the base number 

is itself an abstract or positive quantity. And likewise it 

is clear from §64 that to every real logarithm in such a 

system there is also a corresponding real quantity. On the 

other hand, if one wanted to take a negative quantity, -a, for 

the basis of the system then first of all it is certain that 

neither for all positive nor for all negative quantities would 

there be a corresponding logarithm. Not for all positive 

quantities, because for all values of y, which are of the form 

II 

(+a)2n+I , obviously no x is possible for which (-a) x=y- 
(+a) 2n+I " 





k 

Also not for all negative quantities, since for all y which 

are of the form -1 
(+a)Zn , no value of x can be given which 

makes (-a)x = 
(+a-)) 2n . Another inconvenience would be that 

there would not be a real y corresponding to every real x. 

For whenever x were of the form 2n+1 
2m ,y would be imaginary. 

This would give rise to a third inconvenience in all cases 

p where one did not know the value of the logarithm x exactly, 

but only approximately and one had to conclude from it whether 

there was ay corresponding to it and what kind of y it was. 

No certain information could be found out about it if the 

value of x is represented sometimes by the form 2n+1 
, and 

sometimes by 2n+1 
according to whether the approximation is 

2m+1 

broken off earlier or later. From the former one would suppose 

that y was imaginary and from the latter that it was real. 

From all this it may now be seen that the quantity which is 

adopted for the base number of a system of logarithms must only 

be a positive or rather a merely abstract number. Then to every 

conceivable abstract or positive quantity there will be a real 

logarithm, and conversely to every logarithm a real quantity. 

For negative quantities there can, of course, be no logarithm. 

A410 

But they are not needed since the use of logarithms chiefly 
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.:;. 

rests on using them to transform multiplications and divisions 

into additions and subtractions, and raising to powers and 

extracting roots into multiplications and divisions, and all 

these things are possible when the quantities which have been 

taken for these operations are negative since this circumstance 

does not change the value but at most only the sign of the 

result - always provided that it is real. 

§69. 

Transition The uses just mentioned for a list of precisely 

calculated logarithms make desirable the discovery of certain 

formulae by means of which one could work out the logarithm 

corresponding to each number, for some base-number, more 

conveniently than by the formulae of §66. Since the form of 

these formulae turns out most simply if the quantity 'l, (, could 

be put equal to unity this gives rise to the conjecture that a 

logarithmic system for which a base number is adopted so that 

would be found - 1, would generally be the easiest to 

calculate with. We must first of all investigate whether such 

a base-number is in fact possible. 

§70. 

Problem To investigate whether there is a quantity a 

* 
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L~jLýisýýi,. 

with the property that in the equation aW -I= U+((5 ý, 
the quantity 

w 
% is s1, i. e. that the value of the expression aw -I approaches 

w 
as close to the value I as desired if w is taken as small as 

desired. 

Solution. Suppose there were such a quantity and it was a, 

then because generally, 

ax =1+, kx + 262x2 + 203x3 ++ 
1.2 1.2.3 

ZGrxr + 
1.2.3.. r 

I 

064), for this special case where U is to be -1, 

x x2 x3 xr a1+x+1.2 + 1.2: 3 

and consequently, if one puts x-I the value of a itself is 

1II 
a1+1+1.2 + 1.2.3 +" '° + 1.2.3.. r 

+ 

Now first of all it is certain that this series expresses a 

real finite quantity since its value not only always remains 

finite, but even approaches a certain constant quantity as close 

as desired provided it is continued far enough. The former is 

easily made clear because 

II1+1+1.2 
+ 1.2.3 + .... + 1.2.3.. r 

obviously always remains <I+I+Is3. But in order to understand the 

latter as well, let us put the value of the series, if it is continued 

only up to a certain definite term - 1,2,3 ,-R, then 
... r 

R<3 and if the series is now continued further, as far as desired, 
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then its increase 

S1+1 +0 
000 0+ 

1.2.3.. r(r+l) 1.2.3... r(r+1) (r+2) 

'r, 

I 
1.2.3.. r r+l .. (r+s 

is undeniably smaller, than the value of the geometric series: 

II+. 0.. 
+1 

1.2.3.. r(-r'+--IT 
+ 1.2.3... r r+] 

2 
1.2.3.... r r+1 S 

which arises from the former if instead of the factors (r+2), (r+3),... 

(r+s) in the denominators, one puts the smaller (r+1) throughout. 

But the value of this latter series is, however far it is 

continued, always <11 1.2.3.. r r+l I-I 
r+1 

a quantity which by increasing r can be made smaller I. 2.3... r. r 

than any given D. So all the more certainly the series 

I+I+ 
1I + 10I + 0000 + 1.2'3.. r can be 

.22.3 

continued so far that its increase for every further continuation 

remains smaller than any given quantity. But it follows from this 

that there would l3ave to exist a certain constant giantity which 

this series steadily approaches and to which it can come so near 

that the difference is smaller than any given quantity. And 

from any particular value of the series - R, one also incidentally 

learns, what this quantity is (though not exactly), since it 

can only differ from R by something that is <D. We shall denote 

the value of this constant quantity once and for all by e. Therefore 

the following equation holds: 

S 



4 

4 
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e°1+1+ 112 + 112 3 +... + 1.213... r 
+ S2 

. 

Now since for every real quantity the following equation holds 

(§64): 

Xt 
? 

X2 urxr t 
a=1+ kX + 

1.2 
+ 

1.2.3 
+0,0. 

,+I. 

2.3.. r 
+ 

fl 

then the same holds also for e and therefore, if we designate 

by 6 the value that U takes when e is put for a, 

. r. i. ' : fir ýd .t ... ýatý_ 

22 63X3 ar xr2 ex-1+x +X++.... + + 1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3... r 

therefore also if one puts x-1, 

ý2 ý3 ýr 2 
e1++ X02 + 1.23 + ..... + ß. 2.3.. r 

+ Sý. 

If we now compare with this expression the one adopted above, 

111+ý 
e1+I+1.2 + 1.2.3 +" 000 

then it is clear that the constant quantity (S, has to be equal to 

unit . For if it were >1 then also 

ý3 r 
1++1: 2 + 1.2.3 + ..... + 1.2.3., r 

+ 

must necessarily be >I+1+1,2 + 1.2.3 + "0"" + 1,2,3.,, r 
+ rj 

and in the opposite case it will necessarily be found that the former 

is smaller than the latter. Therefore it is now proved that there 

must actually exist a quantity, i. e. e=I+I+ 112 + 112.3 + ""ý 

+1+c, for which the function e-1 ($ +ýWý comes as 1.2.3.. r 

near to the value 1 as desired if w is taken as small as desired. 
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§71. 

Definition. A logarithmic system for which the quantity e 

of §70 is taken as base number is called a natural system, the 

logarithms themselves are called natural logarithms, otherwise 

also called hyperbolic logarithms. We shall denote them by 
(e) 

1. 

§72. 

Corollary. Therefore with reference to natural logarithms, 

if one takes a-e in the formula of §64, 

x x2 x3 xr el+X+1.2 + 1.2.3 +""'+1.2.3.. 
r 

+ ý- ' 

is a formula by means of which, for every given natural logarithm - x, 

the number corresponding to it a ex can be calculated conveniently 

enough. For if one has calculated the value of the series only 
r 

up to the term x 
1.2.3 

(where r denotes a definite number), 
... r 

then the increase which can occur for every further continuation 
r+I r+2 

xx 
1.2.3... r(r+1) 

+ 1.2.3... r r+l)(r+2 
+"" 

r+s 
+x 1.2.3... r(r+1).. (r+s) 

rr xxx 
< 1.2.3... r r+I) 1-11.2.3.... r 

r+ I 

r 
Therefore if r is so large that 1.2X3.. r 0 r, i. e. the value 

X 

7 l' 

" Iýj 
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of the term with which one breaks off the calculation multiplied 

by x/r, turns out <D, then one also knows that the value of 

ax calculated from this piece of the series can deviate from its 

true value only by something that is <D. Now since the terms 

of the series from where r is >x onwards, steadily decrease, 

and since the fraction, by multiplication with which every subsequent 

term arises from the preceding term, becomes constantly smaller, 

then however large x should become, one will soon reach a value 
r 

of xX<D. But conversely if the natural 1.2.3... r r 
logarithm -x corresponding to the given number sy is to be 

calculated, then §66 offers us, if we put U.. =1 there, the formulae: 

(e) 
1y I(Y-1)2 +3. (Y-1)3 - ...... +r (Y-1)r + 

if y< +2, and 

(e) (Y-1) 
+ 

(-1)2 
+L. +.... +I. 

1) 
+ I, 

1yy 
y2 

3 
y3 r yr 

if y>J. These two formulae are very inconvenient to use in several 

cases - (the former whenever y is very small or very near to +2, 

the latter whenever y is very large or very near to +J) - since 

then their terms decrease only very slowly. This makes the 

following problem necessary. 
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§73. 

Problem. To give convenient formulae by means of_which the 

natural logarithms of every whole, fractional or even irrational, 

non-negative number can be calculated. 

Solution. 1. It is merely necessary to find some formulae 

which could be conveniently used for the calculation of the natural 

logarithms of all prime numbers. For once these have been calculated 

the logarithms of all other quantities which are not negative 

can be derived from them with little effort. 

a) The logarithms of the whole numbers which are not prime 

numbers but are products of such are found by simple 

addition of the logarithms of their factors, 

b) Fractional quantities which are nevertheless rational 

. can be brought to the form m/n in which m, n denote two 

whole numbers, therefore their logarithms can be found 

from a) by a simple subtraction of the logarithm of n 

from that of the number m. 

c) The logarithms of irrational quantities which are of the 

form (m/n)p where m, n denote whole numbers and p is 

any kind of real quantity, are given by a simple multiplication 

of the logarithm of m/n (found by b)) by p. 

d) Finally if the irrational quantity =i is of any kind, 

then there are, provided it is positive, two positive 

% numbers m, n such that the fraction m/n comes as close 
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to i as desired. Therefore also the logarithm of m/n, 

determined by b), comes as near to the logarithm of i as 

desired. 

2. Since the logarithm of I is a0 then the smallest prime number 

whose logarithm is to be looked for -2. This could always be 

calculated conveniently enough from the formula: 

(e) (y-1) 
+ 

(y_1)2 
+1 

(y_1)3 
+ ... + -ý + iL 

1ysy 
y2 

3 
y3 r yr 

since in this case it becomes the following: 

(e) 
12+ ()2+ 1 

0(x)3+ ()4+.... +r . (fi)r+ S1 
, 

Since one has here a series which decreases more quickly than 

a geometric series with ratio 1, it can be decided in just the 

same way as in §72 how large the difference can be, at most, 

, 
between the true value of the logarithm to be found and the 

value which is obtained if the series is broken off at its 

rth term. For the calculation of the natural logarithm of 3 

the formula would give the following series: 

1' 

(1) 
3-3+ x(3)2 +3 (2 )3 +4 . (2 )4 +.... + 

r 
. (2 )r + 11 

which decreases still more slowly, etc. 

I 
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3. On the other hand, from the formula 

(e) 
Iy- (y-3) - I(y-I)2 +3 (y-1)3 - .... 

±r (y-ý)r + rl 

which holds for y< +2, if one takes y- 1+z, the following is 

obtained: 

(1) 
l+z z- z2 +1 

3_ 141r ( )_ 3. z 4. z +.... ±r,. z +51, 

and this must hold for every z<11. Therefore also for just , 

the same value of z the following formula holds: 

(e) 
213141rl 1 (1-z) - -z - iz -3z-4. z-.... -r. z+ 

Therefore by subtraction also the following holds: 

(e) I+z 13151 2n+1 2 

I 
(1-z) -2(z+3 . z3 +5 . z5 + +2n+1 "z+i) 

whete 2n+1 denotes an odd number. Now u can denote every 

conceivable quantity, provided it is positive, so ü+, is always 

<+1, and can therefore be put in the place of z. But then 

I+z 
will -u and one obtains: I-z 

(e) U-11 u-1)3 1 u-1 
51 

u-1 
2n+1 

Iu-2 u+l +3: u+l 
+5 '(u+j) +.... + 2n+1 ' (u+l) + fl) 

.a formula which already decreases, notably quicker than the 

previous one if L ---"is a sufficiently small fraction. At 
U+I 

least for the calculation of the logarithms of 2 and 3 it 

may be found convenient enough. For if u-2, u+ 
u-, - 3ý, for 

u-3, ü+ý - j, therefore the former series decreases more quickly 



4 

0 
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than a geometric series with ratio 1/9, the latter decreases 

more quickly than a geometric series with ratio }. But for 

larger numbers the fraction u -1 will be too large., 
U+j 

4. Now in order to arrive at a formula which would also be 

r`w r. 

applicable to larger numbers, at least prime numbers, one may 

note that whenever u denotes a prime number, u-1 and u+l are 

certainly not such numbers. For if u is a prime number which 

is larger than 2, u must be odd and accordingly u-1, u+1 are 

certainly even and therefore are divisible, at least, by the 

number 2. It is equally clear that the factors into which the 

two numbers u-1, ü+l are divisible must be < u. Therefore if 

one proceeds with the calculation of the logarithms of the 

prime numbers in their natural order, then the logarithms of the 

factors-of u-l, u+l would already have been calculated before one 

came to the calculation of the logarithm of u. Therefore 
(e) (e) 

by no. 1 a) the logarithms I (u-1) and I (u+1) can be regarded 
(e) 

as already known for the calculation of I u; therefore also 
(e) (e) (e) 

1 (u-1) +I (u+1) aI (u2-1). But by the formula of no. 3 the 

logarithm of every quantity which is not much >1, can easily 
2 

be calculated. For example, such a quantity is u 

u2 -1 

provided u is considerably >1 and it is all the more so the 
(e) 

u2 larger u is. Therefore also I(2) is to be considered as 
u-1 (e) 

a quantity which can be calculated. But if I (u2 - 1) and 

1% 
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(e) 
u2 

(e) 
2 (e)ý 

I(2) are known then so also is I (u ) and therefore I u. 
u-I 

For, 

(e) 
u2 

(e) 
2 

(e) 
2 (e) (e) 

2 (2)=1 (u )-1 (u - 1) a 21 u-1 (u - 1) 
u-1 
(e) (e) 

u2 
(e) 

2 Therefore Iu-(12+I (u - 1) ). 
u-1 

2 
In fact if we put 2u 

into the formula of no. 3 in the place 
U-1 

of the u that is there, or 
-+z, 

then z- and we z 2u2 -1 
therefore obtain the formula: 

(e) W (e) 

1uI (u-I) +I (u+I) 
2 / 

1_ 1 ý3 

_i2 
)+ +2 

2u 1 

(2U2'. 

1 2u I 

t111r + 
r 2u2 - i/ 

This series obviously decreases all the quicker the larger the 

prime number u which is to be calculated. Already for u-5 

i. e. for the next prime number which has to be calculated 

after 2 and 3,2 1/49 and therefore the series. 
2u -1 

decreases more rapidly than a geometric series whose ratio 

_ (1/49)2 = 1/2,401. With larger numbers the rate of decrease 

is even greater. 

974. 
I 

Problem. If the natural logarithms are already calculated, 
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to calculate the logarithms of every other system which has a positive 

or abstract base number and also to calculate the number corresponding 

in this system to every given logarithm. 

Solution 1. Let the base number of the system be a, let y 

be some number and x the logarithm corresponding to it, therefore 

y= ax. Now if the natural logarithms of all positive or abstract 
(e) 

quantities are already calculated then one knows ia as well 
(e) (e) 

as 1 y. Let the former 1a=a, then a-ea and 

therefore y= ax - eax and so ax is the natural logarithm of y, 
(e) (e) (e) 

ax -Iy, therefore x-_, i. e. one obtains the 
a (e) 

1a 

logarithms of every other system from the natural logarithms 

just by dividing the latter by the natural logarithm of the base 

number of that system. 

2.. In order to find the quantity corresponding to a given 

logarithm one may remember from §64 that generally, 

22 ,3x3 , ur xr, ymax°1+ Q(x +UX++.. 0 0+ 
+ SL 

1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3.. r 

w_ (a) 
in which the quantity v.. -aw1+w, either 

(a-1) - I(a-1)2 +1. (a-I)3 -.... +r . (a-1)r + l1 

or - (a-1ý + 1(a-1ý2 +1" ýa-1ý3 +.... +-" (a-. )r + r2.. 
aa3ara 
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according to whether a is <+2 or > +J. Hence by comparison with 
(e) 

§72 Umust be -Ia (§27). Therefore if the natural logarithms 
(e) 

of every non-negative quantity are known, then also Ia is known 

and therefore the number y corresponding to the given logarithm 

x can be calculated by means of the formula: 

x 
(e) (e) 

22 
(e) 

33 
(e) 

rr y-a-1+ (la)x + (Ja) x+ (1a) x +.... + (1a) x+ 11 
1.2 1.2.3 1.2.3. r 

(e) 
However large x and la may be, from the term where r has become 

(e) 
> x(la) onwards, this series decreases more rapidly than a geometric 

(e) 
series whose ratio is the proper fraction x(la). From this fact 

r 
it can be estimated, just as in §72, how, far one has approximated 

to the true value of y if one took the value of the series up 
(e) 

rr to the term (la) x for y itself. ' 
I. 2.3.. r 

§75. 

Concluding note. In the whole of this work we have deliberately 

said nothing about the case where one of the quantities in the 

calculation, e. g. the quantity which is to be raised to a power, 

or the exponent itself, has become imaginary. Just'as also in 
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§67 we have not mentioned at all the case when a negative quantity`" 
is to be"raised to a power with an irrational exponent, e. g;, ` 

�3 
(-2). These are subjects which we could not deal with thoroughly 

until various concepts had first been clarified more carefully 

than hitherto. First the concept of imaginary expressions, then 

that of the irrationality of a quantity, that of the mathematical 

opposite L30] and finally also that of the raising of a quantity 

to a power, must have been clearly developed if one wants to 

decide the above questions thoroughly. Now since in the present 

work we have decided to proceed everywhere only from concepts 

which are already known and common, and to avoid all the more 

difficult innovations, those investigations could have no place 

here. But we look forward to publishing our opinion on the subjects 

just mentioned at a later time if this present work is received 

favourably. 
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Misprints 

Through the fault of the proof-reader there remain a 

number of mis-prints in sheets 2-7. The corrections are 

given here with the request that they are inserted before 

the book is read. 

End of translation- the mis-prints have not been 

translated although their German text is included. They have 

been used to amenithe text appropriately. There are several 

mis-prints which were not included in Bolzano's list; we 

have indicated these in the Notes. 

t' 
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ýý, , 

Notes 

[1] That is, a quantity consisting of two terms such as l+x 

or a+b. Compare the use of the same expression in J1 and p47. 

[2] Often the two sides of an equation are called its terms 

(Glieder ). 

[3] Inequalities are always used by Bolzano as applying to 

the magnitudes or modulus of each side. Thus 'x< + 1' 

meansjxj< l and on p. 47 x> -1 means in modern usage 

x .( -1. There was no standard symbol at this time for 

absolute value or modulus. 

[4] Bolzano's error here seems inexplicable. 

[5] There are no relationships between zero entities. 

[6] Bolzano evidently means 'the exponents of the expansions of 

(l+x)-2 (l+x)-3 
... '. , , 

[7] Throughout the paper 'Entwicklung' and 'entwickelt' are 

translated 'development' and'developed' respectively. A 

'developed function' is given a technical definition in 12. 

The word 'Auflösung' is translated 'expansion' and is used 

in a more general sense, compare J50, no. 5. ff52 53. 

[8] Misprint: original text had w fy instead of W fly. 

[9] Bolzano sometimes uses 'actual' (wirklich) in the sense of 

'non-zero'. See also p. XI, A) 
. 
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ý. 

;f, 

[101 German 'komplexe Funktionen' here obviously has nothing 

to do with the modern sense. 

[11] This refers to the assumption in the statement of the Lemma 

r od p. 29. 

E12ý The theorem referred to, the intermediate value theorem, 

duly appears with its proof at J15 in Bolzano's paper 

'Rein analytischer Beweis.... ' 

[131 Misprint: on-inal text has §23 instead of c29. 

141 Misprint: originalltext has ý instead of G. 
ih (3) () 

[15] Misprint: original text has .2 instead of 

[16](. German 'reelle', the sense here is 'actual' or 'non-zero'; 

there was at this time no construction or definition of 

the modern notion of real number. 

[17] Misprint: original text has m instead of p. 

[18] Original text has for this line 

Q xr+l-xs+l + PQ r- xr+l- PQ xs+2- xs-r+2 
1 -x- 1-x 

which is corrected in Bolzano's list of Misprints to: 

Q xr+l - xs+l + PQ rxi+l - PQ xs+2 -x 
s+r+l 

1- x 1- x 1- x 
We have corrected the final fraction again changing xs+r+l 

to 
xs+r+2 and 1-x to (1 - x)2. 

C191 Misprint: original text has final power xr instead of xs. 
r3 [20] Misprint: original text has$linstead of ýi 

. 

[21] Misprint: original text has -S"I instead of +ýI. 

x 
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[22] Mis-print: in the original text the second term of the 

right-hand side, +i. x, is omitted. 

L23] Mis-print: in the original text the powers of y in the 

denominators are omitted. 

[24] Mis-print: original text has 'a' and 'a2' missing and 

the 'a' is missing from the next line. 

251 Mis-print: the original text has the power of y in the 

denominator of the final term missing, and in the fol- 

lowing line the corresponding power r-2 is missing. 

[26] Mis-print: the orig final text has the power r of (y-1) 

missing. 

[27] Mis-print: the sequences A, B, C,...., R and 

in the conclusion of this sentence are the other way 

round in the original text. 

[28] Mis-print: the original text has Boxy-1 instead of B(3x 

[29] Mis-print: in the original text this 'y' and the previous 

one appear as 'x'. 

(30] That is, the concept of taking opposite signs. 
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Preface 

There are two propositions in the theory of equations 

of which it could still be said, until recently, that a 

completely correct proof was unknown. One is the proposition: 

that between every two values of the unknown quantity, which 

give results of opposite sign, there must always lie at least 

one real root of the equation. The other is: that every 

algebraic rational integral function of one variable quantity 

can be divided into real factors of first or second degree. 

After several unsuccessful attempts at proving the'latter 

proposition by D'Alembert, Euler, de Foncenex, Lagrange, 

Laplace, Kltgel and others, finally Gauss 

qI 
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enblidd Sp r. Gaup tin paar 23eroci(e geficPert, bit ,. 
= 

faum niei)r ehvad 3u mün(d)en üi, rig (affen bürGten, % 

C56 befcf cntte unb gray bic(er vortrc; ffidje (3ctcdpt, .ýi 
fdjon in bem ýaf)re 1799 mit einem Oeroci(e far Die= ' t', 
fen Cafe *j, bcr aber ncc ten von ifjm (cfbff ein;. Ze. 
(tanbenen '15eEfer I)atte, bap cr bie rein anatnti fd e' 
3afjrl; eit auf eine geometrifc! e 3etrad tung '` 
grünbet:. seine 3: 0ep neuefien Zero e ife 

aber finb aucý on bie(em Z'efj(er ganb fret) ; inbem 
bit trig onometrifd)en Wunctionen, bit in 

% bem fetten vorrommen, in einer rein anat»tifLtenZc= 
'. e' beutung au(ge fapt werben lönnen unb foUen. 

3; 

U 

Mer anbere Zae, befjcn roir oben ermäfjnt, ne= 
fjört amar eben . nid)t bu benjenigen Zäeen, ' meide 
baC Wacjbeuren ber Ge(efjrten biAer auf eine gan3 
vorbügticFje Seife befd)äftißet ljätten. nýývijäjen 
fini, en mir bode, bad fitatijematiter von großem 2Cn. 
Fehen fie mit biefem t. aee be fait, unb fäjon vc r"" 

*) Deinonstratio nova T l: corcma*ti"s, ' om- 
nein functionein algebraicamrationa- 

1 
t- 

]em'integram unlius variabilisn fac- 
tores reales priini vel, secuudi gra- 
dusresolvi posse. Ileltustadii, 4°. 1799. 

% 
") De nonsträtio 

ova alters etc., unbDe- 

" ""monstratio'nova tertia; ; begbe vom244fe 

. 

0 
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supplied, last year, two proofs which hardly leave anything 

to be desired. Indeed, this outstanding scholar had already 

presented us with a proof of this proposition in 1799*, 

but it had, as he admitted, the defect that it proved a 

purely analytic truth on the basis of a geometrical 

consideration. But his two most recent proofs** are quite 

free of this defect; the trigonometric functions which 
0 

occur in them can, and must, be understood in a purely 

analytical sense. 

The other proposition which we mentioned above is 

not one which has concerned scholars so far to any great 

extent. Nevertheless, we do find mathematicians of great 

repute concerned with the proposition and already 

*Demonstratio nova Theorematis, omnem functionem algebraicam 

rationalem integram unius variabilis in factores reales 

primi vel secundi gradus resolvi posse. Helmstadii. 

40 1799. 

** Demonstratio nova altera etc., and Demonstratio nova 

tertia: both 1816. 

.4 
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different kinds of proof have been attempted. To be 

convinced of this one need only compare the various 

treatments of the proposition which have been given by, 

for example, Kästner*, Clairaut**, Lacroix***, 

Metternich+, Klügelte, Lagrange+++' Rosling ++ 
, and 

several others. 

However, a more careful examination very soon shows 

that none of these proofs can be viewed as adequate. 

i 

* Anfangsgründe der Analysis endlicher Grössen. 3rd 

ed. f316 

** Elemens d'Algebre. 5th ed. Supplemens. Chap I 

no. 16. 

*** Ele"mens d'Algebre. 7th ed. 

+ In his translation'of the above work of Lacroix. 

Mainz. 1811.9211. 

++ In his Mathematisches Wörterbuch Vol. 2, p. 447 ff. 

+++ 
Traite de la resolution des equations numeriques 

de tous les degres. Paris. 1808 

++++ Grundlehren von den Formen, Differenzen, Differentialien 

und Integralien der Functionen. I Teil. f49. 
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I. The most common kind of proof depends on a truth 

borrowed from geometry, namely, that every continuous 

line of simple curvature of which the ordinates are first 

positive and then negative (or conversely), must 

necessarily intersect the x-axis somewhere at a point 

that lies in between those ordinates. There is certainly 

no objection against the correctness, nor indeed against 

the obviousness of this geometrical proposition. But 

it is equally clear that it is an intolerable offence 

against correct method to derive truths of pure (or 

general) mathematics (i. e. arithmetic, algebra, analysis) 

from considerations which belong to a merely applied 

(or special) part, namely geometry. Indeed, have we 

not felt and recognised for a long time the incongruity 

of such 4CraßaaLt ei. c ä%? 
o YEvoc £1]? Have we not 

already avoided this whenever possible in hundreds of 

other cases and regarded this avoidance as a merit? * 

So if we wish to be consistent must we not try and do 

the same here? - For in fact, if one considers that 

* The papers of Prof. Gauss quoted before provide an example. 
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the proofs of the science should not merely be confirmations 

(Gewissmachungen), but rather justifications (Begründungen), 

i. e. presentations of the objective reason for the truth 

concerned, then it is self-evident that the strictly 
4- 

scientific proof, or the objective reason, of a truth 

which holds equally for all quantities, whether in space 

or not, cannot. possibly lie in a truth which holds merely 

for quantities which are in space. On this view it may, 

on the contrary, be seen that such a geometrical proof 

is, in this as in most cases, really circular. For while 

the geometrical truth to which we refer is, (as we have 

already said), extremely evident and therefore needs no 

proof in the sense of confirmation, it none the less needs 

justification. For its component concepts are obviously 

so combined that one cannot hesitate for a moment to say 

that it is not one of those simple truths which are called 

basic propositions (Grundsätze), or basic truths, because 

they are only the rý ound for other truths and never themselves 

consequences. On the contrary, it is a theorem or consequent-r 

truth(Folgewahrheit), i. e. such a truth that has its basis 

in certain other truths and therefore, in the science, it 
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must be proved by a derivation from these other truths. * 

Consider now the objective reason why a line in the above- 

mentioned circumstances intersects the x-axis. Everyone 

will, no doubt, see very soon that this reason lies in 

nothing other than that general truth, as a result of 

which every continuous function of x which is positive 

for one value of x, and negative for another, must be 
I 

zero for some intermediate value of x. And this is just 

the truth which is to-be proved. It is therefore quite 

wrong to have allowed the latter to be derived from the 

former (as happens in the kind of proof we are examining). 

Rather, conversely, the former must be derived from the 

latter if we wish to represent the truths in the science 

in the same way as they are connected to each other in 

their objective coherence. 

II. No less objectionable is the proof which some have 

constructed from the concept of the continuity of a 

function with the inclusion of the concepts of time and 

Compare on all this my Beyträge zu einer begründeteren 

Darstellung der Mathematik 1st issue Prague 1810. 

Section II jJ2,10,20,21, where the logical concepts, 

which I have assumed here as known, are developed further. 

I 
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motion. "If two functions fx and cx, " they say, "vary 

according to the law of continuity and if for x= o(, 

fa< cpa , but for x=ß, f I3 > cp 3, then there must 

be some value u, lying between a and f for which fu - c? u. 

For if one imagines that the variable quantity x in both 

these functions gradually takes all values between 

pt and ß, and the same value is always taken by them 

both at the same moments, then at the beginning of this 

continuous change in x, fx < px, and at the end, fx >px. 

But since both functions, by virtue of their continuity, 

must first go through all intermediate values before 

they can reach a higher value, there must be some 

intermediate values before they can reach a higher value, 

there must be some intermediate moment at which they 

are both equal to one another. " - This is further 

illustrated by the example of the motion of two bodies, 

of which one is initially behind the other and later 

ahead of the other. It necessarily follows that at one 

time it must have been going beside the other. 

No one will deny that the concepts of time and motion 

are just as foreign to general mathematics as that of 

space. Nevertheless, if these two concepts were only 

introduced here for the sake of clarification we would 

have nothing against them. For we are in no way 
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party to such exaggerated purism, that demands, in order 

to keep the science free. from everything alien, that in 

its exposition one can never use an expression borrowed 

from another field, even if only in a metaphorical sense 

and with the purpose of describing a fact more briefly 

and clearly than could be done by a strictly literal-, 

description: nor even if it is just to avoid the jarring 

of the constant repetition of the same word, or so as 

to remember, by the mere name given to a thing, an 

example which would serve to confirm the assertion. 

Thus it may be noted that we do not regard examples 

and applications as detracting in the least from the 

perfection of a scientific exposition. On the other hand, 

we strictly require only this: that examples never be 

put forward instead of proofs and that the essence 

(Wesenheit) of a deduction never be based on the merely 

metaphorical use of phrases or on their related ideas, 

so that the deduction itself would become void as soon 

as these were changed. 

In accord with these views, the inclusion of the concept 

of time in the above proof may still perhaps be excused, 
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because no conclusion is based on phrases which contain ý 

it, which would not also hold without it. But in no 

way can the last illustration about the motion of a 

body be viewed as anything more than a mere example 

which does not prove the proposition but rather is only 

to be proved by it. 

a) So let us drop this example and examine the rest 

of the reasoning. Let us first notice that this is 

based on an incorrect concept of continuity. According 

to a correct definition, the expression that a function 

fx varies according to the law of continuity for all 

values of x inside or outside certain limits* means 

just that, if x is some such value the difference 

f(x + w) - fx can be made smaller than any given 

*There are functions which vary continuously for all 

values of their root, e. g. ocx +gx [2] 
. But there 

are others which are continuous only for values of 

their root inside or outside certain limits. Thus 

x+ (1-x) -x is cor}tinuous only for values of 

x <+ 1 or >+ 2 but not for values between +1 and +2. 

p 
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`iioraut*, fctzung DeS eat eö fetbit beveifcn 
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I, iit, bu 

bcijcn Zerveife man iljn hier anro; nDen roiü. Zenn 

'" wcnn lI ir$cnb eine broifdjert fx unb f(x +p x) lie= 

gcnbe ßiröpc bebeutet; fo ill bit Zet)auptung, NO 

ea irgenb einen 3roifdýen o unb +i liegenben 3ertt) 

von n gebe, für roe1c cn f (x +nA x) =M ift, 

nur ein befonbercr Zaü on bet allgemeinen 
' Tßat vt)cit, ' baa, wenn fx< 4) x unb 

f (x +A x) >0 (x +0 x) ill, e6 irgenb einen 
mittleren'Jertf x+n "A x geben müije, für roeldjen 

(x +nQ x) ill. 2lud bit$ 
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quantity provided w can be taken as small as we 

please [3] 
. With the notation I introduced in 

114 of Der Binomische Lehrsatz etc. (Prague, 1816) 

this is, f(x +w)= fx + Cl. But, as assumed in this 

proof, the continuous function is one which never 

reaches a higher value without first going through 

all lower values, i. e. f(x +nL x) can take every 

value between fx and f(x + Ax) as n takes arbitrary 

values between 0 and 1. That is certainly a very 

true assertion, but it cannot be viewed as a 

definition of the concept of continuity: it is 

rather a theorem about continuity. Indeed, it is 

a theorem which can only be proved on the assumption 

of the proposition which here it was desired to 

prove by the theorem. For if M is some quantity 

between fx and f(x + Ax), then the assertion that 

there is a value of n between 0 and 1 for which 

f(x + nix) =M is only a special case of the general 

truth that if fx < cpx, and f (x + Ax) >c (x+ £ x) , 

then there must be some intermediate value x+n Ax 

for which, f (x + ntx) = 4)(x +n Ax). The first I' 

, assertion comes from this general truth in the case 
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when the function (p x has constant value M. 

b) But even supposing one could prove this proposition 

in another way the proof which we are examining would 

have yet another error. From the fact that fa > cpa 

and fß<q (3 it would only follow that, if u was 

some value lying between oc and A for which Tu is > coo( 

but <CP`3 , then fx becomes equal to pu in going from 

f of to fß, i. e. for some x lying between oc and 

fx = cP u. But whether this happens for just the same 

value of x which = u, i. e. (because u can be any arbitrary 

value lying between a and ý which makes qu > c' oC and 

< (pß) whether there is some value of x lying between o( 

andß for which both functions fx and qx are equal to 

one another, this would still not follow. 

c) The deceptiveness of the whole proof rests mainly 

on the inclusion of the concept of time. For if this 

were omitted it would be seen straight away that the proof 

was nothing but a repetition in different words of the 

proposition to be proved. For to say that the function 

fx, before it passes from the state of being smaller 

than qx to that of being greater, must first go through ' 

the state of being equal to T x, is to say, without 

ý. 

ýýý ýý' 
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the concept of time, that among the values that fx 

takes if. one puts in every value of x between Of and 

( there is one that makes fx = Cp x. This is exactly 

the proposition to be proved. 

III. Others prove our proposition on the basis of the 

following (either quite without proof or just supported 

by some examples borrowed from geometry): "Every 

variable quantity can pass from a positive state to 

a negative'one only through the state of being zero 

or infinity. " Now since the value of an equation 

cannot be infinitely large for any finite value of the 

root, they conclude that any transition here must occur 

through zero. - 

a) If we wish to detach from the above proposition the 

metaphorical idea of a transition, which contains the 

concept of a change in time and sace, thereby also 

omitting the senseless expression of a state of non- 

existence [4] 
, then we eventually arrive at the following 

proposition: "If a variable 'quantity which depends on 

agother quantity x is positive for x= ct , and negative 

for x-ß, there is always a value of x lying between 

A 
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a and (3 for which the quantity is zero or one for 

which it is infinite. " Now everyone surely perceives 

that such a compound assertion is not a basic truth 

but would have to be proved, and that its proof could 

hardly be easier than the very proposition which we 

wish to establish. 

b) Indeed, a closer examination shows that the 

assertion is fundamentally identical with the proposition. 

For it must not be forgotten that this assertion is 

actually true only if it refers to quantities which 

vary continuously. Thus for example, the function 

x+ (x-2) (x+l) is positive for x= +2 and negative 

for x= -1, yet because it does not vary within these 

limits according to the law of continuity there is no 

value of x between 2 and -1 for which the function is 

zero or infinite. However, if we confine the assertion 

simply to quantities which vary continuously we must 

" 
also exclude those functions which become infinite for 

a certain value of their root. For a function such as 
a 

b -x , does not actually vary continuously for all 

values of x, but only for all values which are ) or 

0 
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< b. For the function does not have any determinate 

value when x=b, but it becomes what is called infinitely 

great. So it cannot be said that the values which it takes 

for x. = b +w, all of which are determinate, can come as 

close as desired to the alue it has for x=b. And this 

is a part of the concept of continuity (II. a). Now let 

us add the concept of continuity to the above assertion 

while omitting the case of the function becoming infinite. 

It then becomes, word for word, the original proposition 

we had to prove: namely that every continuously variable 

function of x which is positive for x= oc, and negative 

for x=9, must be zero for some value between a and A. 

IV. In some works the following conclusion may be found: 

"Because fx is positive for x=a and negative for x=P. 

there must be between a and , two quantities a and b 

at which the transition from the positive values to the 

negative values of fx takes place, so that between a and b 

no more values of x occur for which fx would still be posi- 

tive or negative. " Etc. - This error scarcely needs refuting 

and would not be introduced here if it did not serve 

to prove how unclear are the concepts of 
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even some reputable mathematicians on this subject. It is 

well enough known that between any two nearby values of an 

independent variable, such as the root x of a function, 

there are always infinitely many intermediate values. 

And in the same way that there is no last x for a continuous 

function which makes it positive, and no first x which 

makes it negative, so there are no numbers a and b as 

here described! - 

V. The failure of these attempts to prove directly the 

proposition with which we are concerned, leads to the idea 

of deriving it from the second proposition which we 

mentioned at the beginning, namely from the divisibility of 

every function into certain factors. There is also no 

doubt, that if the latter is conceded, the former can be 

concluded from it. But the fact is that such a derivation 

could not be called a strictly scientific justification, 

in that the second proposition clearly expresses a much 

more complex truth than the first. The second can therefore 

certainly be based on the first, but not conversely, the 

first on the second. No one has really succeeded yet in 

proving the second without presupposing the first. With 

regard to the proofs, the unacceptability of which Gauss 

has already. shown in his paper of 1799, it is because 
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they have already been shown to be unacceptable that it 

is unnecessary to investigate whether or not they are 

based on our present proposition. The proof of Laplace*, 

likewise, has its faults which we need not point out 

here because it is explicitly based on our present 

proposition. And in the same way, we need pay no regard 

to the first proof of Gauss because it relies on 

geometrical considerations. Moreover, it would be easy 

to show that even in that proof our proposition is implicitly 

accepted, in that the geometrical considerations which are 

employed in it are quite similar to those which we mentioned 

in I. - So it all depends on the Demonstratio nova altera 

and tertia of Gauss. The former refers explicitly to our 

proposition, when it presupposes on p. 30: aequationem 

ordinis imparis certo solubilem esse [5] 
. An assertion 

which is well known to be nothing but an easy consequence 

of our proposition. It is not so obvious that the Demonstratio 

nova tertia depends on our proposition. It is based among 

other things on the following theorem: If a function 

* In the Journal de 1'ecole normale, or also in the Lacroix, 

Traite du Calcul differentiel et'integral. T. Z. no. 162, 

163. 
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remains positive for all values of its variable quantity 

x which lie between p( and ß, then its integral taken 

from x=a to x=ß has a positive value. Now in the 

proof given by Lagrange* for this theorem no explicit 

reference to our proposition is to be found. However, 

this proof of Lagrange still has a gap. It is required 
f 

that the quantity i be taken sufficiently small that, 

f(x+i) - fx 
- f1 

f'x + f' (x+i) + f' (x+2i) ++ f' (x+(n-1)i) 

i n 

where the product i. n is to remain equal to a given quantity 

and the well known notation f'x represcnts the first derived 

function of fx. Now the question arises here whether it 

is possible to satisfy this requirement? However small one 

takes i, so as to diminish the difference 
f(x+i) - fx 

- f'x 

the divisor of the right-hand side, n, must be taken that 

much greater if i. n is to remain constant. Now also the 

* Lecons sur le Calcul des. fonctions. Nouvelle Edition 

Paris 1806 Lec. 9 p. 89 
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gets ber gegebenen Mröfe gfeicj bleiben föx. ' Mun 
vermel ret jid) mar au4 bit rYunge ber Gticber inbeni 
3ä1,1a : ob aber bie(e. Fßermchrung ben 3af, fer ;n eben 
tern 2ert)ä(tniije, mit ber Tcnner mä411, vergrö fe, 
te, ob fid ber 2i3ertfj brS ganbzn rude b äurd bit 
43erminberung von i, nidlt vie(tcidýt eben fo (tarf 
cber nod) jtärter verminbere' a(C ber 2fu6brµd 
f(x+i)-fc ," 
-- - t'x , baG iß ncdj bu er veifen. Col 

1' 

tiefe eücfe nun auGgefiiüt werben; fo wirb bieil oo4t 
nur burd) Veru fung auf unfern gegenwärtigen Zatj 
gefcb4, en Yönnen; ba wir un6 fron beu b: m Teror 

eine6 mit bie fem 2a G5 tangef d) en verroanbten, ob. 
gteicij viel einfaderen iehrfaf c6 *) auf ihn beiiehen 

muten. 

Co mangeifjaft alto jinb alte bi61erigen Vetv: i(e 
beb Cates, bet auf bem Zitel biefcr 2[bhanbtung ga 
nannt ig: Zerjenige nun, ben ids. 1 iee ber lReur" 
theitung ber (JtIet)rten vortege, entOätt, wie id) mir 
fd)mei4)(e, nid)t eine bto-e (9 e mi ýma c) ung, fon" 
tern bit objective 29 egrünbung ber au berocifenben 
: ißai rfjeit; b. h. er iii e4, t u iijenf4, f tli4,. *}) 

Mäymlic, beg Catch § 29 in ter Xbyanbtun3: 'be 
r 

binomifcEje 2%4rfab u f. n. 

+*) Zoc4 erwarte man nicbt, NO fcb ticr etwa (den 
alit Jiegaln befolge, bie in bell l3 eptragen 
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set of terms in the numerator increases, but whether 

this increase in the numerator grows in proportion with 

the denominator or whether the value of the whole fraction 

is decreased by the decrease in i, by as much as, or by 

more than, 'the expression 
f(x+ii - fx 

- f'x - this is yet 

to be shown. Now if this gap is to be filled, it can 

surely only be done with reference to our present 

proposition, since we had to refer to the latter for the, 

proof of the theorem, which although much simpler is related 

to this one of Lagrange. 

Thus all the proofs so far of the proposition which 

forms the title of this paper are defective. Now the one 

which. I put forward here for the judgement of scholars 

contains, I flatter myself, not a mere confirmation, but 

the objective justification of the truth to be proved, i. e. 

" it is strictly scientific. ** 

* Namely the proposition J29 in the paper: Der Binomische 

Lehrsatz etc. 

** Yet it is not to be expected that I comply here with all 

the rules which I myself set out in the Beyträge zu einer 

begründeteren etc. (Pt. II) for the construction of a 

strictly scientific exposition. For though I am completely 

i 
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ý: r olgenbF6 ig tint turbe Uiber(iýt bed Oange8, 
C' en er nimmt. -4 

3`ßi 
. die au beroci`enbe 3tiiafjrt)eit, bad 3tnif enben broetý 

iertt)cn x unb ß, bit ein entgegengefe teb ejultat 
t'i'gero, ähren, jebt, r3eit roenig; tcnb eine reeire %Mur3ei Lies 

ge, beruhet offenbar auf jener altgemeineren, 
a, roenn äroeD stetige gunctionen von x, fx unb c x, r 

non foidýer ejdýattenlýeit jinb, bad für x= x, fa<q, a, 
ur. .= aber fß > pß aue f sat, aüemat L irgenb 

t. dein imifc en x unb 11 liegenber Dcrth on x vort)an= 
"'''den febn müre, fürr roe[djen fx _ e roirb. 2lücin 

wenn f x< cQ cti i; fo ist vermöge bed E$efeüeb ber 
i etetigfeit and) nod) f(a+i) <9 (x +i), nenn man 

'inur i Itein genug annimmt. Zie -i genf dj aft 
,, bei 

Su einer begrünbeterell U. { tv. (II, Vtij. ) 
für bit isonftruction eine32 e cb tmif fe nf d) af is 
ti4en üiortragA von mit fe[biI aufgefe! tt roor: 
ben finb. Zenn bin id) glcidb loon ber Nid)tigtcit 
tiefer Jegetn nods immer roUtommcn über; euget ; 
(o fit body eine genaue R3cfeigung berfeibcn nur 

ý" tort atcia müglii, wo man ben £iortrag einer 
3illcn f(bait von ihren er (t cn Cäticn unb kies 

griffen anfangt; nid)t aber tort, tro man nur ei" 
:: " ,ý ni3e gehren bcr fc(ben, týerauýgeyobcn auu, bem Zug 
ý. ý" (ammen4ange be ea: º3en , abhanbctt ; mit tie fc& tt:: 

1ýier gc jd, ic t. liefe icmer°ung i(t benn, mie fidj 
iý 

, t+on fetbii berjici, t, auch auf 'bit 2tbeanbfung übe r 
'. 'den binomi fe en Zet)v fa ýu begicycn. 
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The following is a short sunmiary of the method adopted. 

The truth to be proved, that between any two values CC 

and ß which give results of opposite sign there always lies 

at least one real root, clearly rests on the more general 

truth, that, if two continuous functions of x, fx and 4>x, 

have the property that for x- oc ,f oc <Ta, and for 

x= (3 ,fß> cf p, there must always be some value of 

x lying between oC and P for which fx = Cfx. However, 

if fa< c'o( , then by the law of continuity it is possible 

that f (cc +i) < CQ (o(+i) , if i is taken small enough. 

The property of being smaller therefore belongs to the 

convinced of the correctness of these rules, to follow 

them precisely is only possible when one begins the 

exposition of a science from its first propositions and 

concepts. But not where one is only dealing with some 

theories taken out of the context of the whole. This 

observation obviously also applies to the paper on the 

binomial theorem. 

i 
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beb it it I net ft »n alto Pömmt bet wuncticn, boll 
i, bit bet? fudDrucf f(a+i) barftcUt, für alle wer. 
the non i bu , bit f(cincr fiab, aid ein genvif jer. 
Mcidjiuo: )1 fömmt bieje Cigenpaft ifjr nidýt fur a 11 It 
3ertI)e von i ohne Qinfdjrdniung au; na ntent(id) 
nidjt für ein i, bao =ß-a märe ; inbem fß fdjon 
> (P ,9 

iii. 9iun gift bet 2eýrfao, bag fo oft 
eine gemiije Qigen(d)a ftM allen Giertfjcn einer 'oers 
änberlid)en C3rö fe i, bit ficiner aid ein gegebener finb, 
sunb body niýt allen überIaupt 3ufömmt : fo 

i 'gibt e6 jeber3eit irgenb einen gröp to n S3erth n; 
on bem behauptet werben Tann, bas alle i, bit < it 

finb, bit Cigcnfdjaft M be(ii en. Ziir bieten Vert( 
Loon i feib(k tann nun f (x "+" u) nid)t < (p (a + u) 

, 
fqn ; melt ý n(t nad) bent 63e(etae bet Ctetigteit audj 
nods f(a+u+w) <qý(sc+n+w) rollre, menu man 
w nur ficht genug ann, itJme. Unb folgtic märe e& 

' nid; t mater, bag it bet gröote von ben 3ertfjen ill, 
von metdjen bik-Ze1; auptung gift, bao alle unter ihm 
fte ebbe 2iertl)e von i, f (x + i) c( c (a + i) madden ;. 
fontcrn it +w mare ein nod grip f crer Wcrtý , von. 
bent baijeibe gift. Rod) tuenigcr aber rann S 

f (x + u) >c (a + u) fevn; inbem font cud) 
1"(x-i-it --&, ) > N(x+u--w) fein müj3tc, wenn 
man w Vein genug nimmt; unb folgtic märe el nidjt 
maýr e NO fur alte Vcrtl, e von i, tic < it finb, 

'f (a + i) < cp (ýc + i) (zP. Coo mup Benn alto 
f (re+u) = (P (a+a) fe»n; b. f. Jeb gibt Linen am!, 
# en a unb A Iiegenbcn 23trth bon "x, näýmlid) 
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function of i represented by the expression f(o(+i), for 

all values smaller than a certain value. Nevertheless this 

property does not hold for all values of i without 

restriction, namely not for an i which is =ß-a, for 

fß is already > CP P. Now the theorem holds that 

whenever a certain property M belongs to all values of a 

variable quantity i which are smaller than a given value, 

and yet not for all values in general, then there is always 

some greatest value u, for which it can be asserted that all 

i which are <u possess the property M. For this value of 

i itself f (o( +u) cannot be < cp (a +u) because then by the 

law of continuity f (a +u+ (j) < cq (oc +u+ w) if w were taken 

small enough. And consequently it would not be true that u 

is the greatest of the values for which the assertion holds 

that all lower values of i make f ((X +i) < cp ( o(+i) ; for u+ W 

would be a still greater value for which this holds. But 

still less can it be that f( m+u) >p (a +u) , for then also 

f (o( +u- L) >p (oc +u- w) would be true if Co is taken 

sufficiently small, and consequently it would not be true 

that for all values of i which are <u, f (oc +i)<4(o(+i ). So there- 

fore it must be that f(«+4 _ q'(a +u), i. e. there is a value 
I 

of x lying between a and P, namely o(+u, for which the 
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=; Z+u, für troetc en bie gunctionen fx unb cpx eine 
ý ; caber gleidj mcrben. (d hanbeit fide nur nods um 

ben &eroeib beb erivä1 nten ee I) rfaýe6. " Zie fen 
`; ert ei ftn wir nun, inbem wir Beigen, bap jene' ere 

te von i, uon melden behauptet werben Tann, bag 
. hatte ! feineren bit Gigenfdta ft N be fifyn, unb jene, 

on benen fide bieg nid)t mehr bcf aupten iä5!, eilt= 

, vanber fo nahe gebradjt merben können, aId man nur 
immer tviU; moraud fide für Zebcn, ber'einen ridgy. 

t tigen Zegriff von 6rö is e hat, ergibt, bag ber 6e= ; 

, anfe eines i, roeld)e8 bad gr15 to bcrjenigen iji, bon 
!. benea eft werben mag,, 

. 
baf3 ' alle unter ihm fies 

;:: ýenbe bit c5igenfdjaft M bejioen, ber 6eDanife einer 
reeaen b. ý. to irLi dý en 6r6 ft feta. 

R3evor id) nod) biefe 2iorrcbe fc Ue5e, mögen 
mir ein Cßefcäntniß unb eine Fitte erlaubt fcen, 

'tottde fid) nic1t bloß auf biefe gegenroärtige, 
%fonbern auf meine fäntmttidjen, auc , fo Jott lui1T, 

" ,a fün ftigen Cefjriften begicfjen. 

CcI on aus bem 3enigen , fo bi6 t) er erfd)iee 
VI 'nen i ft, vorne mfid) aber auS jenem Orunbriffe einer 
O; neuen Bogif,, ben We erde Pie fcrung bcr 25e v. 
kx träge au einer begrünbeteren Zar. jtefs 

Jung ber Mathematif in ifjrer elmeVten Zftýs, 
i. #eilung unter ber Ui6erf4jrift :. über biemat I) es 
utatifd e 0etlobe, Liefert,. fonnte ein aufineres 
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functions fx and cp x are equal to one another. It is now 

only a question of the proof of the theorem mentioned. This 

we prove by showing that those values of i for which it can 

be asserted that all smaller values possess property M and 

those of which this cannot be asserted can be brought as near 

cne another as desired. Whence it follows for everyone who 

has a correct concept of quantity, that the idea of an i, 

which is the greatest one of which it can be said that all 

below it possess property M, is the idea of a real, i. e. 

actual, quantity. 

Before I finish this preface I may be allowed to make a 

confession and a request which apply not only to the present, 

but to all my writings, also, Godwilling, to my future ones. 

A careful reader could already have gathered from the few 

writings which have appeared so far, but particularly from that 

outline of a new logic which is supplied in the first issue of 

Beyträge zu einer begründeteren Darstellinq der Mathematik in 

its second section, headed, '[ber the mathematische Methode', 
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(amen icier entnehmen, bad icfj gemif'e uniidjtcn 1. 
ge, bie, werben fie anberb nid, t alb burdjau6 unrid): 
tig befunben werben, eine gän3lid)e ttm (}at, ; 
tung after rein apriorifd)en ; if fen: 

bG aften bur Wofge boben müIIen. Zen gr tea fd) 

" unb midýtig(ten Z eit hie fer 2(nfidýten habe idj be= 
Veit6 burd) eii fo fange Seit unb mit fo vieler 

" Unbefangenheit geprüfet; bas e6 troll( nid)t mehr au 
frühe ill, wenn ids jeft etroa6 lauter baton 3u fpre* 
dien tuagt. (96 fönnen aber 2fnfid)ten, tuclýe bah 
gan3e (gebiet einer Ober mefjrercr Birten f of tcn 
umf alTen , auf eine boppelte ? frt befannt gemac t tucrs 
ben; inbem man fie ent; neber auf einma t unb im 
$ufam: nenhange., obcr auc(j teeit eife unb in ein= 
beinen 2(bhanbtungen vorträgt. die er fi e 2(rt i(i 
bi6fjer berg weitem bie gemöfjniic jIIe gcinefen ; unb 0 
oljne 3cueifet auc1 bet Geg, ben Zeber einfd)lagen 

". muß, bem c6 nur barum au tun it, um in ber 
für3eiten seit au grof em 2tnfef en bets bent gelehrten 

" Zheite feiner , deitgenoljen au gelangen. Uür bit 
23ervoatommnun3 bet . ixen fdja ften aber bäud)t 
mir bit 3weýte 323erfal)rungeart viel 3uträgt4er 
gu fevn ; unb 3mar, au6 fotgenben (6rünben : 

(i rtIi d), tvci( her. Entpeder ber neuen 2(nfid)ten auf 
biefe 2(rt ni, "t roýniger ß3e fahr tauft, fictj 3u übereilen 
inbem bet ti, eit/v: i(e Vortrag "feiner tcinungen ifjm 

geftattet, feine (MItirung über §)uncte, worüber er 
anfangs nod) felbft im 3roeifet fleht, auf eine fpätere 

, feit jrt. n. rf4ieben; au6' ben ýeurtfjeitungen aber, 
bit 
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that I hold certain views which, if they'are not found to be 

completely incorrect, must lead to'a complete reorganisation 

in all pureapriori sciences. The greatest and most important 

part of these views I have already examined for such a long 

time and with so much impartiality, that it i8 not premature 

for me to venture to speak more openly about them. Views 

which embrace the whole domain of one or more sciences can 

be made known in two ways. They can either be stated once in 

a connected form or partially in single papers. The first 

way is, up till now, by far the most usual, and it is 

without doubt the way any one must adopt if he just wants to 

achieve in the shortest time a reputation among the learned 

section of his contemporaries. But for the perfection of 

the sciences, I regard the second procedure to be much more 

advantageous for the following reasons: 

Firstly, because in this way the discoverer of new views runs 

much less danger of being rushed. For the partial presentation 

of his opinions allows him to postpone to a later time his 

explanation of points on which he was initially in doubt 

himself. He can learn from the criticisms which work 

4 
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"ble bag 1c on ý. ý'orgetracýene erfährt, au fernen ," iinb "ý r4 
nia'n e& unrirfjtig Gegebene not au berid)tigen. ice! 
! . 
' 
.. 3me tý ten6 tagt fid) be» einer foid)en bio +' 
' 

4 ) 
Imeife vor fid ge1)enben ent fa(tung feiner Unfit, 

., 
ihei 

` Prüfung berfeiben von den aud) eine weit ftrengerc 
r feite ber Le fer erwarten. Denn teer mit einem fcfjon 

1;, toüenbeten ýý; ýeme auftritt, bietet ber 2(ufinertfam: . ,%- 11 
e ieit un fereb 6Jei(tc8 auf einmaht eine äu roe 2fn8al)t j el 

ý heuer 23e4auptungen bar, a! ö baß an offen wäre, mir 
;;; werben jebe berfelben : nit eben ber (5ienauigfeit prü= `" i 
r;. fen, alb rocnn fie uni ein3cln vorgelegt werben märe. 'º` 

. ewer einen voifänbigen 2ejrbe2riR liefert, 8eigt, 
Id 

" 
!, 

Vic. cber foU menigftenö Geigen, mit aud) auC feinen a bs =; i' 
'` weienben 2crbcrfä cn fid) jene 23al i eiten bit .. 11 

ter ge funbe ! 2enfcfjenuerftanb mit untäugbarer Ci= 
ýý d)er1)eit ertennt, 1)er(eiten fa(fen. (Jcrabe biefeG aber 

;; röhnt und-. mit jenen 33orberf. Fen au6, unb madjt, 
bap roir fie ifjm viel unbebcntli4 cr Bugeben werben, 

`: aIb menn er fie ein3etn aufgegellt, unb und in 3roei=' 
" fel gets jjen fjätte, ob unD in toic fern fie fidj mit allem 

='i "Atibrigen, roa6 für uni Baljnccit ill, vertragen. 
y ýnbiid) i(t mofj( auc niýt du läurnen, bao fd)on 

.I 
ber blope Zfnblicl einc6 bi cb lei big en 2u dj e 6, F 

bad ein noajtänbigeb CVjtem biefer Ober jener Sifen= 
fc aft ner jpridjt , und eine urt von 2. f djtung ein fIöpe, 

r. "bevor tvir e3 nods gefefen haben. (S-rtbeden tvir nun 'r 
betut -gelen felbfi einen geroifjen 3ujammenljang in 

ýF: '-kex Zet)aup ungen beffeiben; at bad Gebäube bed 
mengs 
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already published receives, and still correct some things 

which had been incorrect. 

Secondly, with such a serial development of his views, he. can 

also expect a far stricter examination on the part of the 

reader. For whoever presents an already completed system, 

offers for our attention all at once, a larger number of 

new assertions than we could hope anyone to examine with as 

much care as if they had been presented singly. Whoever 

supplies a complete theory, shows, or at least, should 

show, how those truths which common sense knows with 

undeniable certainty can be derived from his unusual premises. 

But this reconcilec us to those premises straight away and we 

concede to them much more rapidly than if he had presented 

them singly and had allowed us to be in doubt as to whether, 

and to what extent, they agree with the rest of what we hold 

to be true. Finally, it is surely not to be denied that the 

mere sight of a large, thick book which promises a complete 

system of this or that science, instils us with a kind of 

reverence before we have even read it. Now if we discover, 

through reading it, a certain coherence in the assertions, if 

the structure of human knowledge which is sketched out here 

I 
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, 
'. mcpfd)(idjen. 3ifen6, bag man und ! fier im Cs3runbf 

. rife bar1cUt, e: ne ge fäaige gorm ; ill aUeb" angelegt 
nad) Maý unb , iah( unb 5Vmmetrie: fo 

roirb unfer 
ltrtOei( bej! od cn; fo fangen wir fe(bjt an 3u roünf4 en, 
! jierenblid)müd)tcbod)jened ein3ig rid)tigeZD-- 
ji c m, bad roir fo fange fdjon ge fud)t, vorijanben fen ! 

I llnb bat Oeringf e, maG erfolgt, ill, bap roir un8 
". ", einbiiacn, um beg bemerftert 3ufammentjangeb roiüen 

f }ehe und ()öýf enG (SineG non Zeýbem fret, entroe. 
ber bad ßianae an3unc)men, ober bag Gan3e au ner: 
werfen; rodhrenb bod) in ber Z at roeber bad Cline, 
nod) bag 2fnbere ge`f chcn fot! te ! 

'. 1 

Zieß oljn5, efä1)r waren bit t ünbe, 
*aub 

tnel' 
elfen id) fd)on im , sal)re zgo4 be fdjto f, in feiner Bi fen. 
fdja ft je mit Der Sperauý. », gabe eines no 19 Ild nbigen 
2 e0 rbu d)6 an3u1an3cn; fonbern in jebcr mei, 
ne non ben gerobt)n[idjen abroeidjenbe Scgrine nur 
er(i in ein3eIncn 2(bDanblungen befannt au mac en. 
Unb, nenn tiefe nac oieifältiger gerid)tigung bev 

einem Zbeite bey ublicurn 23e»fati gefunben 1 aben, 

. 
bann erg foI an bit 2fuefertigung gander CvI1eme 
gebadjt'erben, tnirb anberö nidjt bieg feetere Me, 
fdjsft bcr Zob unbern du übertaijen gebieten. 

2c1 fing benn meine fdiri ftij1eterifdje iaufbaljn 
mit einer bit 5-Tt at t) ematiE Betre fenben Zfbfjanbs 
rung an, unb trug unter bem Zitet: Zetra d) tu ri: 

gen über einige C egenganbe ber eta 

" men: 

" 
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has a pleasing form, if everything is laid out according 

to size and number and symmetry, then our judgement is 

affected and we even begin to wish that here, at last, might 

be that single correct system which we have sought for so 

long. And the least that occurs is that because of the 

coherence observed, we imagine that we are only free to 

either accept or reject the entire system, when in fact 

neither the one nor the other should happen! 

These were the main reasons for which I decided in 1804 

not to begin in any science with the publication of a complete 

text-book, but to first make known these unusual concepts of 

mine in single papers. And if, after much correction, these 

have found favour with a part of the public, only then should 

the preparation of an entire system be considered. That is, 

unless death does not oblige us to leave this latter task to 

others. 

I began my written output with a paper concerning mathematics 

under the title, Betrachtungen fiber einige Gegenstände der 

H 
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m, e ntargeomettie (cJ3rag, bei' a. artEý, rgo4), ý 

iw i" ue511 meI rcren anbern 2tnjicýton , eint neue E) e o. " ""; `r ie bet Tarnbeten nur *). einige Zaljrc 1, iers 
Qicf fate ids ben Qnt jdjluý, meine gefamt ten in 
bag ß3cbiet ber Tt at t) e in atiF gc rigen 2f n fid ten : ºý 

': unter bem Bitei : 23 egträg ea u einer begrü ns. 
ý'. r. betereit Zar(1eltung ber flatl) r ematif, A. , Iieferun3ft eije i)erau63ugcben. 2fQein gteidj bit er' 

%ji e biefcr Lieferungen ()rag, beq G. iibtmamt, 
. 'ti8Lo I atte bets a(Ter Zid ti feit if; cýSnhatte4 bat; "' 

ltnglücf ," in einigen gelehrten 3eitIdjrt f ten. gar nidjt, 
in anbern nur fel)r oberf(: id)(idj ange3eigt unb beurs 
tI eilt au rocrben. Z it i nbtf)igte mid), bit 2fort fe1 ung 

4; bie fer Zegtrdge auf eine fpätere Zeit Sit ner(d)ieben, '. 

,,, unb mittteriveite erif au ver(uchcn, ob eG mir niýt It. 
s. nieacid)t getdnye, mid) burl) bit ýerauggabe einiger 

, 
1! 

2(b()anb(ungen , wcldje burd) ifjren Zitel geeigneter i'. 

wären, 2fu finert jam! cit äu erregen, bet gelehrten Seit ' .. I 
.,, et, vad be(annter Su madjen. Su biefem 3ºvecte er, 

" jdjien 
;; 

*) iero ZNcoric turfte * cnigffcng bei boppetten 
Urn(iantc megcn 2(u finert{amEcit verbienen : ergs I " 
li cfº weil fie bie tin3iJ, c il, 1ber man boch feinen ät . 
e fenbarcn ! Bchtcr nadj"; uºrei jcn vernwc to ; bann 

11. , weit bet gri$ tc jc4t Iebenbc Cieontctcr Wranrrcid, A,, p.! 
iegenbre in ber acbnten 21033be (einer 

`'. ` Elemeas de Geometrie. Paris. I813, ge1vig gani 
unab: )d t ig ton mir, auf eben tiefc1be2(njid)t ber 

" '" $i.: 1e uer faxen i ft. 
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Elementargeometrie, (Prague C. Barth 1804). In this I put 

forward, as well as several other views, a new theory of 

parallels. * Some years later I resolved to publish all my 

views in the area of mathematics in serial form under the 

title, Beyträge zu einer begründeteren Darstellung der 

Mathematik. But the first of these issues, (Prague, C. 

Widtmann 1810) had the misfortune, with all the importance 

of its contents, of not even being announced and reviewed 

in some learned journals, and in others only very superficially. 

This forced me to postpone the continuation of these 

contributions to a later time and meanwhile just to attempt 

to make myself better known to the learned world by 

publishing some papers which, by their titles, would be 

more suited to arouse attention. For this purpose there 

* This theory might deserve attention for at least two reasons: 

firstly, because it is the only one in which no obvious 

error has been detected; then because the greatest living 

French geometer Legendre hit upon just the same view of 

things quite independently of me in the tenth edition of 

his Elemens de Geometrie, Paris, 1813. 
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appeared in 1816, the paper already mentioned, Der binomische 

Lehrsatz etc. (Prague, Enders) My wish is that the present 

paper should also serve this purpose; besides, its publication 

was necessary because in that earlier paper I already referred 

to the proposition proved here. Some other papers are also 

written out ready for printing, e. g. one with the following 

title, Die drey Probleme der Rectification, der Complanation 

und der Cubirung, ohne Betrachtung des unendlich Kleinen, ohne 

die annahmen des Archimedes und ohne irgend eine nicht streng 

erweisliche Voraussetzung gelöst. These still await their 

publisher. [6] 

If I should continue this way, which seems to me the 

most advantageous, then the only favour of the public for which 

I must ask is that this single paper be not overlooked on account 

of its small extent, but rather examined with all possible 

strictness and the results of this examination made known 

publicly. So that what is perhaps unclear may be clearly 

explained and what is quite incorrect will be retracted. The 

sooner truth and correctness gain general assent, the better. 

a 
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§1 

Convention [7] Suppose that for a series of quantities 

the special case does not occur that all the terms after a 

certain term are zero, as happens for example in the binomial 

series after the (n+l)th term for every positive integer exponent 

n. Then it is obvious that the value of this series, that is 

the quantity resulting from summing its terms, cannot always 

remain the same if the set of terms is arbitrarily increased. 

On the contrary, this value must certainly change every time 

the number of terms is increased by a single one which is 

not zero. Hence the value of a series depends not only on 

the rule which determines the construction of the individual 

terms but also on their number. So the value represents 

a variable quantity even though the form and magnitude of 

the individual terms remain unchanged. With this in mind, we 

denote a function of x, which consists of an arbitrarily 

long series of terms and whose value therefore depends, 

I 

A 

I 
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(r) r 
apart from x, on the number of terms, r, by F(x) or Fx. 

r 2, 
So for example, A+ Bx + Cx2 + ... + Rx =Fx, and on the 

r r"s (r. s) 
other hand A+ Bx + Cx2 + ... + Rx + ... +Sx -F x 

§2. 

1st Lemma. The change in value, i. e. the increase or decrease 

in value, which occurs in a series by increasing its number of 

terms by a definite set, (e. g. by one) can be, according to 

circumstances, a constant quantity (if, namely, the terms of 

the series are all equal) but also may be variable. In the 

latter case, the change may be a quantity which increases for 

a while and decreases for a while, or one which increases or 

decreases steadily. Thus the change in the series 

1+1+1+1+... 

if it is increased by one term is a constant quantity. The 

change in the series 
23 

a+ae+ae +ae +... 

by the increase of one term is a variable quantity, provided 
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e is not = 1. It becomes ever larger if e> *1, and ever smaller 

if e <±l [3]. 

g3. 

2nd Lemma. If the change (increase or decrease) in a series 

due to the increase in its set of terms by a definite number 

(e. g. one) always remaining the same or even always increases - 

and if in both cases it retains the same sign - then it is clear 

that the value of this series will become greater than any 

given quantity if it is continued far enough. For suppose the 

growth in the series by the increase of every n terms is - or 

>d and it is required to make the series larger than a given 

value D. Then one peed only take a whole number r which is - 

or > D/d and extend the series by r. n terms thereby obtaining 

an increase which is 

or > (r. d= or > (D/d) .d- D) . 
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c4. 

3rd Lemma. But there are also series whose value, however 

far they may be continued, never exceeds a certain quantity. Of 

this kind is the series, 

a-a+a-a+... 

whose value, however far it is continued, is always either 0 

or a and therefore never exceeds a. 

i5. 

4th Lemma. Particularly interesting among such series is 

the class of those series having the property that the change 

in value (increase or decrease) due to any further continuation 

of terms, always remains smaller than a certain quantity, which 

itself can be taken as small as desired provided the series 

has been continued far eno9gh beforehand. That there are such 

series is proved not only by those whose terms after a certain 

point are all zero (and which therefore really have no 

continuation after this term and are no more capable of changing 

value than the binomial series of fl), but also of this kind 

are all series in which the terms decrease at the same rate, 
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or faster than, the terms of geometric progression with ratio 

a proper fraction. For the value of the geometric series, 

a+ ae + ae2 + ... + aer 

is well known to be = a. i 
-e 

And if this series is 

extended by s terms, then the increase is 

f's : +2 r. s r+s - r+i 
ae + ae + ae + ... + ae = ae .1- es 

1-e 

Now if e< ±1 and r is taken sufficiently large, then this 

increase remains smaller than any given quantity, however 

large s becomes. For because es always remains < ±1 then 
s =+` 

"i_e is obviously always smaller than ae r} 1? ae 
e 

But this latter can be made smaller than any given quantity 

by increasing r, because the value it takes for the next 

larger value of r is just the previous result multiplied by 

e, a constant proper fraction. (See Der binomische Lehrsatz 

J22). Therefore every geometric progression whose ratio 
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is a proper fraction can be continued so far that the increase 

caused by every further continuation must remain smaller than 

some given quantity. So much more must this hold for series 

whose terms decrease more rapidly than those of a decreasing 

geometric progression. 

i6. 

5th Lemma. If the values of the sums of the first n, 

n+l, n+2, ..., n+r terms of a series like those of fS are 

denoted (fl) respectively by F 
x, 

F 
x, F' x, ..., 

Fr 
x, 

then we regard the quantities 

123n n+f 
Fz, F X, F x, ..., F x, ..., F x, ... 

as a new series (called the series of sums of the previous 

one). The assumption has been made in this of the special 

n 
property that the difference between its nth term Fx and 

every later term Fx (no matter how far from that nth 

term), stays smaller than any given quantity if n has been 

taken large enough in the first place. This difference is 

the increase to the original series by the continuation 

beyond the nth term, and this increase can remain, by 
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assumption, as small as desired if n has been taken large 

enough in the first place. 

c7. 

Theorem. If a series of quantities 

3i3 IN n. r 
F x, F x, F x, ..., F x, ..., F x, ... 

has the property that the difference between its nth term Fx 

n+r 
and every later one F x, however far from the former this is, 

remains smaller than any given quantity if n has been taken 

large enough, then there is always a certain constant quantity 

. and indeed only one, which the terms of this series approach 

and to which they can come as near as desired if the series 

is continued far enough. 

Proof. That such a series as the theorem describes is 

possible is clear from 76. The hypothesis that there is the 

quantity X which the terms of this series approach as close 

as desired through ever further continuation certainly 

contains nothing impossible provided it is not assumed that 

this quantity be unique and invariable. For if it is 
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nodj (o. " tleine gegebene G3röi; e cl nidýt überfd)reitet i 
jo" (ud)e man nur in ber gegebenen' Dtei1)e ein (blieb 

Fx on bet cfd)affen eit aus, bad jebed folgenbe l*a 
von i1j"in 'um weniger ald 'f cl ver fc icben fep. '- (2in 

. ...:: s r.. .,.., ..::. ; ....: , ... ;.. - .:;: t ! f0! 4 C6 Fx mu5 eß nad) ber -3orauefe{iung, geben, 
rn 

sdj jage nun , bet mertfj bon Fx fev von_ bem waI I 

" ten Ticrtbe' ber C3röge X h6 j1enS um ±J verfdjies 
ben. Menn wenn man bcD einerlei) n, r nadj 
ibeiieben vergrö f ert, fa muf ber Unterfd)ieb 

X -- Fx =±w fo Itein werben tonnen, a16 man 
"_a nf"r. 

nur immer tnia. Mer Unterfd)ieb Fx - Fx bleibt 

,. "",,.. ".: ". aber 

:iYý ý" "" f .ý. " 'r '' ý" ý"' .ýZr 
T". ' . fir.:. 

.^ 
.;. 

. i, 

0 

0 
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1 q. 

a quantity which can vary then it can, of course, always be 

n 
taken so that it is suitably near the term Fx with which it 

is being compared - even exactly the same as it. But the assumption 

of an invariable quantity with this property of proximity to the 

terms of our series contains no impossibility because with this 

assumption it is possible to determine the quantity as 

accurately as desired. For suppose it is required to determine 

X so accurately that the difference from the true value of X 

does not exceed a small given quantity d. Then one simply 

n looks in the given series for a term Fx with the property 
nrr 

that every term Fx following it has a difference less than 

n ±d. There must be such an Fx by assumption. I now say the 

u 
value of Fx differs from the true value of X by at most ±d.. 

For if r is increased arbitrarily, with the same n, the 

n*r difference X-Fx=tw can be made as small as desired, 

but the difference Fx- Ft 
x always remains < -d, 

I 



37 
iý 

, agier jeber3eit; fa 'groo niait audj r-ttefjme, .ýd. , 
? Mfo mud audj ber'Untergieb 

F 
' } - . x)--(Fx-Fx)", . t, " 

%jeO, 
ftpe*rSeit <t (41 + w) nerbitiben. '-Da aber bcrf: (be 

einertep n eine be jt ä nb ige O3röjie ijt, w bage' 
alten burefj aie 23crgröoerung von r fo f(ein gemadjt z : merben fann, old man nur immer roUi : fo mud 

q 

. 
1- Fx = Ober <f1 fon. Zenn mare eg ttý 

; 

Yr ö6e r unb E. Z. =± ýi +c" y8 -i)s6 fennte un. ý "'iý ý 
{,; mögticfj bad Zcrfjältnip d+eG d"+ w, b. ij. e<w 

letief en, roenn man w immer meijr verE(einert. 
zer tvaijre 1ertfj on Xi ft at(o on bem SZertfje, 
'n ßt1 
ben bad (Blieb Fx ijat, f 6ten8 um (t ctrfd)ieben 
unb [dot jid) baijer, ba man d nac 5elicben ticin 

` 'tännebmen Tann, fo genau, a(S man nur imme r 
. tvia, be! "fimmen. &S Mbt aifo eine reeIIe Orbs º, 

X: Ie, ber fid) bie Gtieber bcr von und be (prod enen 
8ttifje- fo feijr, afg man nur immer miü, nä1 ern, 
roenn man fie roeit genug fortfetýt. 2(ber nur eine 
einEige, bergleid)cn (tboc gibt eb. Zenn nä()men 

j 

lrir an, boo e8 nebp X. nod) eine anbre be )i d it. 
`b ge Wröpe Y gibe , ber fid) bie (itiebcr bet g? ci1 e art{ S 

rte. ', fo fci)r, aid man -nur immer tui1I, " näfjern, wenn 

.. man fie roeitgenu8 forte(0t: fo mü6"ttn bieünterf#be 
; .. ý 

F+f Fx=w, unbY - Fx=wfofteintverbei "" `ji 
ýý; fönnen, af8 man nur immer triff, roenn män r grog """" iý 

.4 
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f 

however large r is taken. Therefore the difference, 

n n. r n n"e x-Fx= (X -F X) - (F x-F X) 

must always remain <±(d + w). But since for the same n this is 

a constant quantity and W can be made as small as required 

by increasing r, then X-Fx must be = or c ±d. For if it 

were greater and e. g. = ±(d+e) it would be impossible for 

the relation d+e < d+ ba, i. e. etW, to hold if W is 

further reduced. The true value of X therefore differs from 

the value which the term Fx has, by at most d, and can thus 

be determined as accurately as required since d can be made 

arbitrarily small. There is therefore a real quantity which 

the terms of the series approach as closely as desired if it is 

continued far enough. But there is only one such quantity. 

For suppose that besides X there is another constant quantity 

Y which the terms of the series approach as close as desired 

" n+r 
if it is continued far enough, then the differences X-Fx-W 

n+ L 
and Y-Fx can be made as small as desired if r is 



33 

genug roctben tieoie. "Zafjctbe müOtf alto audj boil 
" t: tiV 

ifjrem eigenen Unterfd)iebc, b. ý. uön X-Y= 
', gelten; tuefýeo wenn X unb Ybe (t änbige Orb. 

fen fen foa: n, unmögtid) ill, faut man nicht Xy x" 
tiorau6jetýt. ý, 

Ztninertung. Denn mart ben Vertr) b; ti 
C53rö5e X auf bit 2Crt, tie e6 im vorigen §. gefdei 
ben, näfjm14 bitrdj irgenb eines ber 6(ieber fclb(t, 
äu8 metäjen bit gegebcrºe Mibe pfammengejeet ift, { 

&u beftimmen fudjt: fo wirb man, tvenn anbcr, bit "ýý 
". GL4t-Lter biefer -leihe nidjt, anäu fangen von einem geit 31 

tvilfen, cinanber alte gteicfj fine, X niemafjtb gans 
genau bel1immen.. Stan biitbe ficj aber, hierau6 su 
fdj(ieiicn, bati bit ß3rö5, e X aaentafjt irration -ag 

Dn mülfe. Menn wenn uni; 3. . bit Reibe 
-' O, IjO, IIjO, IIIjO, IIIIj.. " 

(niet je bie fummatorifd)e ber geomctrifc en 
"IIII 

100IA100 09 10000 

i(t) vorgelegt märe : fo ire bit ß3röge, ber ficj ihre 
(Btieber fo feDr, alb man nur immer iuitt, nähern, 
#einedrtjegi irratiotiat, Tonbern ber 23rud) 1-. Zar- 

9 
eu3 »ätjntildj, bag eine CSröpe fief) auf eine m 
g9 

. 
to if je ý 92 e$e niet genau beftimmen täf t, fol. 

Ort 

0 

0 
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taken large enough. Therefore this also holds for their own 

difference, i. e. for X-Y=W-w, which, if X and Y are 

constant quantities, is impossible unless one assumes X-Y. 

J 

f8 

Remark. If one tries to determine the value of the quantity 

X in the way described in the previous paragraph, namely through 

one of the terms from which the given series is composed, then 

one will never determine X completely accurately unless the 

terms of this series from some point on are all equal. But one 

must beware of concluding from this that the quantity X is always 

irrational. For if we consider the series 

0.1; 0.11; 
) 
0.111; 0.1111; ... 

(which is the series of sums of the geometrical progression 

1/10; 1/100; 1/1000; 1/10000;..... ) 

then the quantity which the terms approach as close as desired 

is not irrational but the fraction 1/9. So from the fact that 

a quantity cannot be determined accurately in a certain way, it 

does not follow that it cannot be completely determined 
f 

.4 

N 



'gtt"noäý ; nidjt, NO fie "; auf feinem anber_, tiUuig 
'' . ý;, «ýýýu. ," 'sb al foirrationa[. feq. ";; ."ý. - 

r 
.; 

93 It fa0. - Benn at`o irgcnb eine gegebene aieihe 
. 4, 

>; öri' bec 23efdja ffenheit ill , baii jebe6. ein3elne ihrer 
. 

t. gticber enbti d), bie crdnberung aber ,' bit fie 
tt"rý eine aud) nod) fo ivcit getriebene z)ort fetung 

irfajrt, ! ̀feiner aid jebe gegebene ßröi3e au ldat, " 
t oba(b man nur bit ? fn3afjt ifjrer bigiyrigen 6fieber .r 
ý'rop genug genommen ijat: 

. 
fo gibt coP jebctaeit eine! , "f 

0n6; r auý nur eine bc(tänbige Gröi3e, tvetdjer 
crtfj biefer Rei))c fo naljc tritt, aid man nur "' ' 

, immer sofa, inenit man fie rreit genüg fortfeot: 
fzenn eine fold c teifje il't"'von ber ? frt ber §: 5 W' -' 
jdýriebenen , unb folytidý bilbcn bit 3crt fj e, ' 

"roei. , 
ýd e 'tic Cumme if rer n, n+I, rý.. (S3fieber crýieigt; 
tint teige, rote bie ber §§. 6 unb 7*)""I 

; 4ljne3 auch bit §. 7 ermiefene Qigenfdjaft Sur '". 
- 

' 2C n nt e r! unS. Man glaube ja ni4jt, bad in 

; dein obigen CZa(pe §. q bit 23ebingung , �b a0Die 
jßerdnberung (aus Ober ? [bnai)e), roeld)e 
#, bie &eihe burdj lebe Wortfeoung er' 
'ilfd§rt, -! (einer aid jebe'gegebene Gr3Pe 

3.. 14 

0 

0 

4--.. 
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'. in any other way, and is therefore irrational. 

ý9 
\ 

Lemma. If therefore some given series has the property 

that every single term is finite but the change, which it 

undergoes on every further continuation, is smaller than any 

given quantity, provided only that the number of terms 

taken in the first place is large enough, then there is 

always one and only one constant quantity which comes as 

close to the value of this series as desired if it is 

continued far enough. For such a series is of the kind 

described in 15, and hence the values which are the sums of 

the n, n+l, n+2, ... terms, form a series like those of 16 

and 17: therefore also such a series has the property 

proved in 17. 

19 10 

Remark. It is not tö be thought that in the above 

proposition of £9 the condition, 'that the change, (increase 

or decrease) which the series undergoes on every continuation 

must remain smaller than any given quantity if it has 



N 

üffe"blei ben rönnen, wenn m do fie not. 4 

.,, hin fc, on weit genug fortgefe(jt hat, ' -. "; 
über f Cürg fett; unb bas ber Zat vietleiýt mit einer grö= ",. } 

. 
feren 2Wgemeinýeit aucf fo 4u6gebrüdt werben iönn= 
te: �3enn bit (htieber einer ReU e burcd 

�ib re'Vortfetung ftet6 19einer unb fo '' 

�Uiein &u roerben vermögen, ale man nur 
�immer milt; fo gibt e6 jebeSmal)t aud) 

�eine bejtänbige G5röfe, ber fid) bet t 

�ýertfj ber ýReibe bep il)rer'Zortfeeung 

�fo fefjr, a16 man nur immer milt, na. 
',, b ert. "' ziere -2eijauptung mürbe gteid fotgenbe8 
'. $cýg(piet roiberiegen. tie ß3lieber ber 9teiije ;ý 

lönnsn fo ! fein roerben, ale man nur immer min; 
unb bodj i(i e6 eine au6 ben eigen`ýja(ten ber gIei dý= 
feitigen 0 1)perbet befannte (aber audj au6 rein 
etrit. )metijfien 23etra: ijtungen fjerteitbarc) 93a5rfjeit, 
baß biefer Oeihe i3ertfj gröger, alb Lebe gegcbene 
$röýe ya »erben vermag, wenn man re weit gene; 
fortfct. 

§. I!. 

" -M orerinnerung. 'Zn ttnter fuc1 ungen ber 

angeroanbten TZathematit erci3net fidj 6fter8 Der aU, 
bap man von einer veränberlidjen Cirö0e x 

i' u f3Drt, e8 tomme alien i0ren wertoen, be fIt 
net 

t 

0 

0 
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been continued far enough beforehand', is superfluous and 

that the proposition could perhaps be expressed with greater 

generality; 'If it is possible to make the terms of a 

series when continued ever smaller and as small as desired, 

then there is always a constant quantity which the value of 

the series, when continued, approaches as near as desired. ' 

This assertion would be contradicted immediately by the 

following example. The terms of the series 

1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + ... 
` 

can be made as small as desired and yet it is a well known 

truth, from the properties of a rectangular hyperbola, (but 

also derivable from purely arithmetic considerations) that the 

value of this series can become greater than any given 

quantity if it is continued far enough. 

c ii. 

' Preliminary note. In investigations of applied mathematics 

the case often arises that one learns that a definite property 

M belongs to all values of a variable quantity x which are 



, qtr "a15 tin geroiffer ü (inb, ý'e1ne bclinitntfe CTigenl 
"fta ft M ju ; offne 5u gfeiýer geit. ga erf ihren, bap 

" bfe(e (gigerfic a ft 3erthen, bit "gröer fins "ati; ' u, 
nidjt met)r sutomme. Zn fo4, n &gen Tann 'ed 

t0tid t nod) mane eb u, bad >ui ft, geben, von 
bem e6 gleidjer seife role on u gift, bap afCe unter 

'ºý ifjri f e! )enbe ßertije Von x bie eigenf ijait Il bejiýen, 
I "ja bfef e eigenfcf aft rann of tfftidjt a1Ienxoýne" 

uana fj me 3ufommen. Venn man bagcgen nur 
nod) bieg line erfäfjrt, baf ninicýt alten X. 
überijaupt eigen feil: fo wirb man and bet 
Ocreinigung non bfefen beteben 2fngaben nun fc on 
bercdýtiget fen Su* f4 ffcpen, ed gebe eine Sell 
oiffe Griot U, roeldje bie grötIte berjes 

4nigen if, con beuen ed roahr fern rann, 

"' 'Dap' alte fteineren x bit Ligen(d)aft 1N 
"{ ti e ji e n. Zfe fco be »ci fet Der "fotgenbe geýr[a§. 

`.. 

.Lehr fat. 
., cnn tint C2igen f , aft Ili nie6t 

aI tc n ! ertt cn einer veränberlid; cn (Moe xr MOV " 
aber aI1en, bit f1 einer finD, a(tin gemi(jer u, 
bufömmt: fo gibt e6 allemal)t eine Gröyt U, tvct e 
bit grö6tt berjenigen i. 9, ' non benen befjauptet teer! 
ben tann, bap ai c lieinercn s"bie aigen fjz ft bi Gel 

Zee ." 

. ,".. ,",. , ýý ; f:. - .; : fit ": 
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smaller than a certain u, without at the same time knowing 

whether this property does or does not belong to all values 

which are greater than u. In such a case there may perhaps 

be some 
ü that is >u for which, in the same way as it 

holds for u, all values of x lower [than ü] possess property 

M. This property M may even belong to all values of x without 

exception. But if this is known, that M does not belong to all 

x in general, then by combining these two conditions it will be 

correct to conclude: there is a certain quantity U which is the 

greatest of those for which it is true that all smaller values 

of x possess property M. This is proved in the föllowing 

theorem. 

j12. 

Theorem. If a property M does not belong to all values of a 

variable x but does belong to all values which are smaller than 

a certain u, then there is always a quantity U which is the 

greatest of those of which it can be asserted that all smaller 

x have property M. 

.. 
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r 

11 

a 

_fde to eid. i. seit bit (sigtn fd)aftM von aL- 
- 

ten xA bit 11 einer fing a16 u, unb gecicijtvoljt ni4t 
on allen überbauet gift; fo gibt eb fid)er ir, 

ienb eine 6irö feV. = n. +D (lvobev D etwaG po fi. 

- tineb vor(teUt) von ber fidj behaupten täýt, baf if 
nidjt allen x, bit <V=u+D finb, bulonime. 
Venn ids baffer bit Zrage aufwerfe ,ob Al mote t 

. 
alten x, bit<u+D finb, bufomme? 

i: nb ben erponeuten ni bet ttbnung nad) , erg o, 
bann i, bann 2, bann u. f ro. bcbcuten cafe: 
fo bin id) geroiý, bad man bit er ft e meiner großen 

mir wirb verneinen niüffeit. Zenn bit era-, 

ge, ob 31 tooýt allen x, bit <u+ 
ll finb, aus 
na 

fomme, - i(i einerlei) mit bcr, ob 11 allen x, bit 

u+D finb, autumme ;i eldýee nad) ber moraui= i 

teeurig du tvrncinen fit. (13 Pömmt nur barauf an, 
ob man mir aud) aUe fotgenbcn Zragen, tvcldýe 
en! jiefjen, inbem ids ni nacfj unb nac% immer gröber 
anferse, verneinen wirb. Zoüte biefcb ber Zoll fegn ; 
fo' i11 einlcuc tenb , bag ufc. i b (t ber gröl to bcr Der, 
the i(i, von metdjen bit 3efjauptung gift, bail aUe 
x, bie itciner a1J er finb, bit (2iý; enfdjaft D1 befi: 

" 
ten. Zcnn gäbe e& nod) einen gröpcren b. S3. u+d; 

", b. 1). gälte bit 'Oeijauptung, baß aud) nod) alle x, " 
;. bie u+c: finb, bie eigenfdja ft IN Daben : (o ig 

" beds o enbar, ýbaý wenn ids m groß genug annCbmt; 
" u+ 

41 

0 

0 
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Proof. 1. Because the property M holds for all x 

smaller than u but not for all x in general there is some 

quantity V=u+D (where D represents something positive) 

for which it can be said that M does not belong to all x which 

are <V=u+D. If I then ask the question, whether M 

belongs to all x which are <u+ D/2m where the exponent 

m is first 0, then 1, then 2, then 3 etc.: I am sure the 

first of my questions will have to be denied. For the 

question whether M belongs to all x which are <u+ D/2° is 

the same as whether M belongs to all x which are <u+D 

which is denied by assumption. So it is a matter of whether 

all the succeeding questions as m is put larger and larger 

will be denied. Should this be the case, it is clear that 

u itself is the greatest value for which the assertion 

holds that all smaller x have property M. For if there were 

a greater, e. g. u+d, the assertion would hold that all x 

which are <u+d have the property M, but then it is 

clear that if I take m large enough, u+ D/2m will at 
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einmafji = Ober < it +d tvirb unb ff csU4 

. ýttüpt, wenn M allen x, 'die < u+cl find, ̂ bus 

cmmt, a(jelbc dud) alien, bit 
""< 

u+- (inb, All 

'locomen; a! fo fjätte mit bieje Wray nid)t verneint, 
gnbern bejaict werben mü(jen. Qü iii barer erroies 

Itt: fen , 
bas ed, in biejem gaffe (roo man mir afle obig 

: 
"f"-geii 3rctc, en verneint) eine genoiTfe (Briöft-U (n i mfid) ,' 

ü jci:; ý) gebe, roefdje bie. grö; ýte bcrienigen ill; )non 

l benen bit 09etpauptung gift, baff alle unter i5r Ile, 
lento x bit Cigenfd a ft M be(it; en. 

Mirb mir bagegcn bit oblige wrage einmaDt 

} '; beja fj e t, unb if m ber bef immte Sertfj beg (Yr= 
%ponenten , ben bem man Fie mir a de r1 bejahet (ni 
'dann aud) x bebcuten; aber, foie mir gefcfjrn, nicht ", 

o) : fo meiolcj nün, bap bit (igenfd)a(i31 aaen x,, 

bit <u+D flub, aber fdjon nid t mel r allen, bit 

4ýa +'D flub, bufomme. cr Untergieb 
2m"' 

bmifdjen u+D urb u+D ill aber =D 2M-1 `m 2° 

denn id) baser mit tiefem miebcr, tvie vorfjin mit 
~, 

" Dem Unterjdjiebe D ver fare; 
, 
b. (), menn id) bit 

- rage au fcver(e, ob 1! i roofjt aUen x, 'big 4' 
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1, w 

one time be = or <u+d, and consequently if M belongs to all 

x which are <u+d, it also belongs to all x which are -4- u+ D/2m, 

therefore we would not have denied this question b'üt must have 

affirmed it. Thus it is proved that in this case (when all the 

above questions are denied) there is a certain quantity U (namely 

u itself) which is the greatest for which the assertion holds 

that all x below it possess the property M. 

2. However, if one of the above questions is affirmed and 

m is the definite value of the exponent for which it is first 

affirmed (m can be 1 but, as we have seen, not 0), then I now 

know that the property M belongs to all x which are <u+ D/2m 

but not to all x which are <u+ D/2m-l. But the difference 

1 
between u+ D/2m and u+ D/2m is - D/2m. If I therefore 

do the same with this as before with the difference D, i. e. 

I ask the question whether M belongs to all x which are 

1. 
I ýe 

I 
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<u+n -t-- -2-. ." finb, Aufomme; unb. fjier bere 

erponenten n er(t o, baut a, bann 2, u. f tu. bee 
beuten Iaifle: fo bin id) abermahi gewiß, bag mann 
mir roenigilenb bie er fe bitfer f ragen wirb verneinen 
mü(jen. Menn fragen , ob AI alien x, bit 

u+D+2 
+o finb, 'utomme, neigt eben 

jo vier, ah fragen, ob M aUen . c, bit < u+ 
D 
2 m. 

finb, eigen Pý i ma& man fd)on vorfjin verneinet 
bitte. eoITte man aber aud)aUe meine fotgenben 
Vragen verneinen, fo groß id) aud) n na4 unb na4 

inacje: fa mürbe, roie norbin, enccUen, u+D 

es ýt r ...; 
2nl 

(eta jener gröpte Z3ertf , Ober bah U, on tveidjem 
pie 23e1)auptung gilt, bas ade unter ifjm f ehenbe x 
bit aigcn f4 aft 31 befi en. 

1irb mir bagcgen tine biefer Wragcn beja, 

)et , unb ge fd)ieht bieg peril bel) betu bejtimmten 

I iBerthe u: fo roeig ids nun, bap M allen x, bit 

F., '< u+D+D finb, 3utomme, aber Pox 

rt it met r aUen, bie < a± 
D+D 

rnb. 

0 
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U+ D/21° + D/2m+n and here the exponent n is first 0, then 

1, then 2, etc: then I am again sure that at least the first 

question will have to be denied. For to ask whether M 

belongs to all x which are <u+ D/2m + D/2m+O is just the 

same as to ask whether M belongs to all x which are .<u+ D/2 M-1 

which had already been denied. But if all my succeeding 

questions are denied as I make n larger and larger, then as 

before u+ D/2m is that greatest value, or the U, for which 

the assertion holds that all x below it possess the property 

M. 

3. However, if one of these questions is affirmed and 

this happens first for the definite value n, then I now know 

M belongs to all x which are <u+ D/2m + D/2m+n but not 

to all x which are <u+ D/2m + D/2m+r -1. The 
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I 

difference between these two quantities is D/2m+n and I 

repeat with this as before with D/2m, etc. 

4. If I continue this way as long as desired it may 

be seen that the result that I finally obtain must be one 

of two things. 

a) I find a value of the form u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + 

D/2m+n+... 
+r 

which is the greatest for which the assertion 

holds that all x below it possess a property M. This 

happens in the case when the questions whether M belongs to 

all x which are 

<u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + D/2m+n+... +r+s 

are denied for every value of s. 

b) I find that M belongs, to all x which are 

"< u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + D/2m+n+... +r 

but not to all x which are 
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nie ti fo müate b! e brb 
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" Ot, 

<u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + D/2m+n... +r-1 

Here I am always free to make the number of terms in these 

two quantities even greater through new questions. 

5. Now if the first case occurs the truth of the 

theorem is already proved. In the second case it may be 

noticed that the quantity 

u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + D/2m+n... +r 

represents a series whose. number of terms I can increase 

arbitrarily and which belongs to the class described in f5. 

Because, according as in, n, ..., r are either all -1, or some 

are greater than 1, it decreases at the same rate, or more 

rapidly than, a geometric progression whose ratio is the 

proper fraction ý. From this it follows that it has the 

property of 99, i. e. there is a certain constant quantity 

which it can. approach as near as desired if the set of its 

terms is sufficiently increased. Let this quantity be U; then I 

claim the property M holds for all x which are < U. For if 

it did not hold for some x that is < U, e. g. for U-S, then 

the quantity 

u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + D/2m+n+... +r, 
�'. 

must always keep the distances from U because for all 

0 
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x that are smaller than it, the property M should apply. 

For every x that is 

=u+ D/2m + D/22 +n + ... + D/2m+n+... +r 
-W, 

however small [) is, possesses the property M. On the other 

hand, M does not belong to the x=U-9, therefore, 

U- S>u+ D/2m + D/2 t.. + D/2m+n+... +r 
-W 

or 

U- [u + D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + D/2m+n+... +r ]7-W 

Hence the difference between U and the series cannot be made 

as small as desired, since s-W cannot be made smaller than 

any given quantity. - But just as little can M hold for all 

x which are <U+C. For the value of the series 

u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + D/2m+n ... +r-1 

can be brought as close to the value of the series 

u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + ... + D/2m+n+... +r 

as desired because the difference between the two is only 

m+n+... +r D/2 . Further, because the value of the latter series 

can be brought as close as desired to U, so also can the 

," 

I 
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value of the first series come as close to U as desired. 

Therefore 

u+ D/2m + D/2m+n + D/2m+n+... +r-1 

can certainly become <U + E. But now by assumption M does 

m m+n +n+... r-1 . not hold for all x which are 4u+ D/2 + D/2 +... + 2m 

so much less therefore does M hold for all x which are <U+E. 

Therefore U is the greatest value for which the assertion holds 

that all x below it possess the property M. 

i 

913. 

1st Remark. The last theorem is of the greatest importance 

and is used in all areas of mathematics, as much in analysis 

as in the applied parts, in geometry, chronometry and mechanics. 

Not infrequently in the past this false proposition has served 

instead: 'If a property M holds not for all x but for all 

smaller than a certain value, then there is always some greatest 

x to which the property M belongs'. This I say is false in 

consequence of the theorem just proved. For if there is some 

0 
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quantity U which is the greatest of those of which it can be 

said that all x below them have property M then there is no 

greatest x to which this property belongs provided x is 

either a freely or a continuously variable quantity. For 

-it is well known that for a quantity that varies freely or 

according to the law of continuity there is never a 
, 
greatest 

value that is smaller than a certain limit U, because 

however close it may be to this limit it can always be brought 

closer. - In order to illustrate this by an example, 

consider a rectangular hyperbola and take one of its asymptotes 

as the x-axis and take the origin, not at the centre c, but 

at another point a on this asymptote which is at a distance 

D from c. Now let us define the direction ac as the positive 

x-axis and the direction ab which is the perpendicular ordinate 

at a as the positive y-axis. Then every x-coordinate which is 

smaller than a certain one, say smaller than D/2, has the property 

that its corresponding ordinate is positive. However, this 

property (M) will not hold for all positive x-coordinates, 

namely not for those which are greater than D. Now is there 

0 
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eine cgröpte 2f6fciiffe, -einen grölten. Serti) von x; 
tve(djem bic (Sigenfd)aft M auiümmt? Seinebroeg, i 
ivo(j( aber gibt ci; ein U, b. fj. eine 2tbfciije, roadie 
bie g0ote unter benjenigen ijt, von bencn gefacgt roer" 
ben Tann, bas alle ftcineren a! fie po fitive , Jrbina. 
ten haben, b. ii. bit C-igenfd)aft M be`iocn. Ziefc 
2ft(ciffe nä[Jrtid) if + D. 

§. i4" 

2.2f nmerfung. G6 bürfte Zemanb biet. 
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fait werben fönnen: �(53äbe ce fein größteb U, von 

�rottd)em bit 3e1)auptung gilt, baj aae unter item 

- �ftcfjcnbe x bie eicgcnfd)aft AI befiüen.: fo Würbe 

-�man u immer gröfer. unb gr6fer, unb 
�alfo fo groll, a16 man nur immer miff, nehmen 
�lcnnen, * unb fotstid) mühte 31 von aItenxohne 
�IC u6na 1) in e Belten. " --- 2[üein bie6 wäre ein 
fel)r f: hier15a fter Cd)tug, inbem er fide auf Den hill= 

,i. fdjmeiaenb angenommenen Zbcrfaü Piiben mürbe: 
�baf eine Gil: 4fc; bic immer gröfer unb 
�gröber genommen tuerben fann, alb 
�man fie fd)on genommen (Ja t, fo grof 

1` �ocrben fönne, alb man nur immer 

.. roi1i.; j - sie fiifcfi biefe6. fen. be'm ifet :_ 23: bit 

" 

öclannte tcihc +x+$ . +' ..... , bcren i 
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f". tann 
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-ý 

here a greatest x-coordinate, or a greatest value of x, to 

which the property M belongs? In no way, but there is 
" 

certainly a U, i. e. an x-coordinate which is the greatest 

among those of which it can be said that all smaller than 

it have positive ordinates, i. e. possess the property M. 

This x-coordinate is +D. 

14. 

2nd Remark. Perhaps someone might have the idea that 

the proof of the theorem in 112 could have been accomplished 

quite briefly in the following way: 'If there were no 

greatest U of which the assertion holds that all x below 

it possess the property M, one would always be able to take u 

greater and greater and so as great as one desired and 

consequently M must hold for all x without exception. ' - 

However, this would be a very mistaken conclusion because it 

is based on the concealed assumption: 'that a quantity that 

can always be taken greater than it already is can become as 

great as desired. " - How false this is may be shown, for 

example, by the well known series Z+ä+8+..., whose value 

. 
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i 

can always be made greater than it already is and nevertheless 

always remains <1! - We would not even mention such an easily 

discernible error if it did not happen from time to time 

that mathematicians are guilty of it - as one was only 

recently in his 'complete theory of parallels'. 

gis 

Theorem. If two functions of x, fx and cpx vary according 

to the law of continuity either for all values of x or just for 

all which lie between « and ß and if fa<C oc and f A> c'ß 

then there is always a certain value of x between of and (3 for 

which fx -(ox. 

Proof. We must remember that in this theorem the values 

of the functions fx and CP x are to be compared with one 

another simply in their absolute values, i. e. without regard to 

signs or as though they were quantities incapable of being of 

opposite signs. But the signs which of and f3 have are 

important. 

I. i. Firstly assume 
Ithat 

a and ß are both positive and 

I 
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djcn (a fen, alb man nur immer mill, f (a+w) - fx= f, 

14 

unb T (cc + e) - ßa =-, Lt ýahcr fý 

p (a + w) r (I + c) = epee' fa+ dZ SZ. 
2(ücin cu --- f« gtcidjt nad) bet f3oramfc§ung, it, 

. gent einer pojitiuen (330fe von unncrºinbertid)em Mrs 
tt)e A. `Zttfo lit 
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ý? ('ý±w) -- f(a+ =. A+SZ-52,, 
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h. wenn min bem w einen' fefjr ttcinen Gert1 er' 
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t. 

that (without loss of generality) ß is the greater of the 

two, so 
P=«+i, 

where i denotes a positive quantity. Now 

because fa< cQ «, if ca) denotes a positive quantity which 

can be taken as small as desired, then also f(a +W For 

because fx, (9x vary continuously for all x between oc and 

and a+w lies between (x and p whenever W<i, then 

f(«+ w) -f e< and cQ (a t+ w) - qa must be able to be 

made as small as desired if w is taken small enough. Hence 

if l2 and fZ' denote quantities which can be made as small as 

desired, f (a +w)-fa= fl, and Cp («+w)-(O3 S1' . 

Hence, 

q(«+CJ ) -f( a+L') _e« - f« 
But qoe - fa equals, by assumption, some positive quantity of 

constant value A. Therefore, 

C? (a +w)- f( of + w) =A+ f' -n, 

which remains positive if C. and C2' are taken small enough, i. e. 

if w is given a very small value, and this also holds for all 

smaller values. Therefore for all values of w which are less 

than a certain one it can be asserted that the two functions 

f(a+ ta) and cQ (a+ (i ) stand in the relation of smaller 
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crcn e en. 
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, 
ji h Zebcidpen wir "bieje (Sigenfd)aft ber 

ticränberlidyn (Dröpe a; burd) 11l; fo Eünnen mir fa. 

p gen, - bas alte w, bit t(einer aib ein gemife6 finb, 
ie' (2igenjd)a ft M be jiýcn. , Zap 'aber bie(e ' aigeni , 

. 
fdjsýt glcidjraohi nidýt aIte, n 9crthcn non w oufom. 

, -me, nat)mcnt(id) nid)t bem 9XertOe w=i; ill bar., 
cud liar, weit f (« + i) =fß nad) ber Qoraud(es 
Lung nidýt tiietr <, fonbern >c (cc + i) =m 
ii. " 3u folge bed Ujrfabei; §. j! 2 mu5 to baf)er eine. I- d 
gemipe Jtb eU geben, toeiýe bic gröfte unter bens 
eni en ill, von benen fid) betauten Iä t bap aUe 

/.: w bit <U jinb, bie (igcnf aft III 
. 
an fide tragen. 

2. Unb biefc6 U mup innerljatbo unb. i 
liegen. Zenn eg fann er (t Iid nicht = . i. fepn; 
intern bieg bicr= , 

bap jcbc8 f (L + w) <.. <p (cc + w) 
xlep 

, fo oft w eb müge übrigcnb betu rU, cr'' .. 
4 

:. Ucrthe 
,i ands 

_ 
nod) fo nahe lomuun. 

_ ., I 
Mein - 

I gana auf bie je(be ? ht, roie mir fo" eben . ermic- 
fen, bao bit ZorauS(etpng fa<« hie Woge 

(a-i° < (p (a+w) nad) fid) bicht, - fo üaib. man 

". nur w i? tein. genug nimmt, 1t (ids au) bart4un, 

"Da 
aue ber, : f(a+i) >c (a+i), 

bit 'else f (a+i--w) r ýp(«+i -- w) fliejt, fog 
barb man nur w t(ein genug nimmt.. 2Lo ii eG nid)t 
tvahr, bao bie pO Wunctioncn fx unb cpx für aUe 

, 
2BertE e von x, bit <a+i finb, . in bell) 23aI); itt. 

t" uiljc brr ticineren, (Sröbeýou einer gröýcrcn jtet en. " -" 'ý 
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quantity to larger. Let us designate this property of the 

variable w by M. Then we can say that all W that are 

smaller than a certain value possess the property M. But 

nevertheless it is clear that this property M does not belong 

to all values of w, namely not for the value c=i, 

because f( o( + i) =f which by assumption is not < but 

( oc + i) = cQ P. Consequently the theorem of §12 

gives, a certain U which is the greatest of those for which 

it can be asserted that all W which are <U have the property 

M. 

2. This U must lie between 0 and i. For firstly it 

cannot be =i because this would mean f ((x +w)<c p( a+ w) , 

whenever W<i, and however near it comes to the value i. But 

in exactly the same way that we have just proved that from the 

assumption fa < c? o( the consequence f (a + w) <c (a +w) 

may be drawn if c) is taken small enough, so one can also prove 

that from the assumption f( o( + i) > Cp( a+ i), the consequence 

f(a+i- w) cp ( (X +i- W) follows if C) is taken small 

enough. Therefore is it not true that the two functions fx and 

epx stand in the relation of smaller to greater for all values of 

x which are <a+i. - Secondly, still less can it be the case 



font ýaudý i cinec ber ¢rttý¢ t, bn w wäre', bie 
<U `inb, " unb bauet auc f(n+i) < q, (rc +i) 
fein müßt, trag bcr 11"torau6jcoung W 2ct)rfatc6 
gerabcau roi5crfpridjt. 2l'tfo Liegt U, ba es bod) PC. 
fit iv irr, fidjcr bmif*º: o unb i, unb fotgtidj «+ U 
imijd)en d unb ß. 

3. & frägt fic nun, in tne(6)eri 'erfjältnifje 
bit unction; n ix unb ox für beiz 2r, rU x=a+U 
5u eirs: tber i1e5m ? Ln rann 3uförber fr nid)t 

"f (x+ U) < .. 
(x+ L') fern; bean bicjet gibe audj 

f (cc+U+w) < Q(x+U+w), wenn man w! (ein 
i genug annäE; : re ; 'uno fo! gtidj wäre x+U nid)t bcc 

.gröptz -£ßert1 , "von been befjauptct roerbcn rann, 
bäh aUe üntct i4ni te; enbe x bie' Gigenfd)aft DI 

" fjabcu. -- " (Eben fa roenig Pane ' "b tv c tý tent; 
f (cc + U) >Q (a + U) fevn'; weit ' bieg auc 
f (a +U --ý w) >p (ce +U --= w) gabt, fobalb 
man w riur Item genug nimmt; unb a(f'o märe gegen 
öie 20rausfzeung biceigcngaft M nicti von allen r, 
bie unter a+U gc4cn, tvabr. e bleibt Benn al(o 
nidji, arbercS übrig, aib bag f (u+U) =c? («+U) 
fett; " unb fotgiidý ift ermiej: tr; bad eb einen 8mijdjen 
a unb ß licgenbcr. Siertb von x, *näE inlid a+U 
gibt, für rocld)en fx = cx roirb. 

Zeifcibe . 2ctveiG if audj auf ten Zalt ans 
tvenbbar; tvenn a unb gbe rib eneativ finb ; 

" fo batb' ihn nur unter w, "i unb'U n e»g a ti oe Urößen 
Vers 

ice . "ý ýý"' ,. 

,I 
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that U>i because then i would be one of the values of 

W which are < U, and hence also f( (x + i) t cp( o( + i) , 

which directly contradicts the assumption of the theorem. 

Therefore, since is is positive, U surely lies between 0 and i 

and consequently Oc +U lies between a and 

3. It may now be asked what relation holds between fx and 

q )x for the value x= oc+ U? In the first place, it cannot 

be that f( (x + U) < CQ ( ac + U) , for this would also give 

f(a+U+w)< cQ («+U+w) if cj is taken small enough 

and so a+U would not be the greatest value for which it can 

be asserted that all x below it have the property M. -. Just as 

little, secondly, can it be that f( o+ U) > (a + U), 

because this would also give f( oc +U-w)>C? ( oc +U-w 

if c is taken small enough and would therefore be against the 

assumption that the property M is preserved for all x which are 

below a+U. There therefore remains nothing else than that 

f(a+ U) = cý (a+ U) , and so it is proved that there is a 

value of x lying between oc and ß, namely u+ U, for which 

fx = fix. 

II. The same proof is also applicable to the case when 

oc and are both negative-if one takes CO, i and U as_ 
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'i? verjýefjet; inbein a+w, a+i, a+U , (, +U--=w 
ýz bann g(ciýfa(!. 5 C3r6pen 3roi(d)cn a unb ß norjteUen. 

"ý 

III. Zit a=o unb pp0fitiv, fo nefjnie 
man nur aud) i (=# , w, Uo itiv; unb iR 13 
n ' 

S" 
' " w;. g"g ativ, aucfj biefe negativ : fo roitb fiý brr Zes A _ ; L 

eid I. roörriiU,, 
(J, 

anroenben to en. 
( ; ý IV'. '! cnn enbfic ja unb 8 von entgege na 

4 
,g it bi f üt t 2f b i i i l c5g e je 0 er (we r t, un eO g e t g l ) 

' ý. Z. a negativ , unb 8 po`itiv i(t: fo fast bit Dori 
au51'e%ung bed 2efjrfat2c in 25etreif ber Ctetigfeit ber 

unctionen fx. unb x, bad bie(e ' tetigteit fix) 
.6 ip ý 

9`1 auf alle VertI e von x erl ' e, bit, roenn fie n em ' 
rgativ ý a, unb men po fitio, <f firb. ' 

,, . ý ertl x=O I) i linter bte(en li Benn audý ber ý) egr f en. 
an unterfuci e aifo bad Terfj i(tnip, wc(4 e, f. -.. 

*ünb cx für x=o Fjaben. Zit f(o)=cp (o), fo 
bcr 2iýrfaý fcýon von felbil ermicfen. Zft aber 

f (o) >p (o) ; fo liegt, meit fa< (pa fort foU, 
icaci? 1II. mifcýen o unb a; ill enblid) f(o) < (o), ýY 

roi en o unb ein 92ert für mei4ien fx .x 
ý- wirb. 21Ij'o gibt ed, in jebent Waae einen aroif cn x 
-4 unb ß lie enben Bertfj on x, ber fx `= cx 
{` madjt. 

§"t6. ' !! 
'.. 2(nmerfung. ZaO eg nur einen ein, " 

" . ti ri ge tt Sert non x gebe, per fx= cp'x mac t,. "' . 
f` _ 
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0 

negative quantities, because then in the same way c K+ W, 

a+i, a+U, o t+ U -c) represent quantities between 

cc and ß. 

III. If a=0 and (3 is positive then just take i (= ß) 

w, U positive, and if (3 is negative take these others 

negative and the proof I. can be used word for word. 

IV. Finally, if oc and ß are of opposite sign and (without 

loss of generality) e. g. oc is negative and P positive, 

then the assumption of the theorem in respect of the continuity 

of the functions fx and c? x states that this continuity refers 

to all values of x which, if negative, are <c , and, if 

positive are < (ý [3] Then among these is the value 

x=0. One therefore investigates what relationship holds 

between f (O) and c(0) . If f (O) =q (O) then the theorem 

is already proved. But if f (O) > cp (0) , then since f v(< cQa we 

have by III. a value, between 0 and a, and if f (O) < (0) 

a value between 0 and ß, for which fx s c? x. Therefore in 

every case there is a value of x between o< and 0 which 

makes fx - (? x. 

§16 

Remark. It is in no way claimed here that there is only 

a single value of x which makes fx a x. Namely, if 
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wirb fjiemit ßcinebtvegb bet)auptet. Henn näfjmiid 
f cr Cca, unb f (a . E. U) (x. U) ; fo mur aroar 

0 a(Ccrbingdf(x+U+ci. )> c(. % TI+w) fern, roenn 
.j man w Ptein genug nimmt; D. e. bie zunction f x, bit 

vorhin ft ei ncr roar, ale q) x, " muff barb barauf, 
itadýbent bebe tinanber gtei d) geworben `inb, 
größer at (Px werben. 2(nein bets immer gröl 
fierer 2ermet)rung von w ill eb troohf. mögtid), bas 
man, bevor a+ U+ a) nod) r gemaciýt roorben 
ill , auf'. S crthe Pommt, bie fx aberma tj t Z< gx 
geben. Zn einem folcijen 'aalte mud e8, wie uns 
mittelbar and unferm 2ef rfaüe folgt, nebst Uno Cr) 
3m et)anbete am)en a unb ß tiegenbe Sertfje 
von x geben, roetdje fx = ,ox tnacfjen. Zenn 

ri e6 fett f(x+U+x) . <'(a+ U+x); fo mufi 
e6, roeii vorfjin f(n+U+e, )fd)on> qp(a+U+ rr war, a, ri(den a. +U+w unb a+U+x. 'b. I). 
Cud) 3tvif4 eil a unb P, einen . 

9crti) von x geben, 
" roorur fx = g)x ißt; unb eben fo, meil roieber 

f(a+i) ober fti> (nßijt, aud)' 3mi`bjýn a+ U+ x 

,'. u'tb j no .: b einen Sertt) von brr fx= (p'c 
mad)t. 2Cuf biete ? lrt err eaet, bail bie 9erthe von 
x, meide fx=9, x madjen, übert)aupt immer 
nad)' einer ungeraben Sabi DorDanben fe)n 

" tnü f jen. 
- 

179 

It ýr ja at. Zebe gunction von ber Worm 
ºmoc '" '" a+bx+cx : "i- ... +p1, in meld)er 
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, ý, 

f CC < 4)O and f( oc + U) =(a+ U) we must indeed have 

f (a +U+ W) > CP (a +U+ w) if w is taken small 

enough, i. e. the function fx which before was smaller than 

qx must, after they are equal to one another, soon become 

greater than c x. However, with ever greater increase in 

W it is certainly possible that before a+U+W is 

made =0, there is a value for which again fx <qx. 

In such a case, it follows directly from our theorem, that 

there must be two other values of x apart from U, between 

a and ß which make fx =qx. For if f( oc +U +)() < cý (a +U+ x) 

then because f(a+U+ w) was already > cc ( of +U+ w) , 

there must be a value of x between a+U+w and a+U+ )( , 

i. e. between o(and for which fx = CQx. And in the same 

way, because f( cx + i) , or f (3 , is again '> there 

is also a value of x between a+U +'X. and (3 which makes 

fx = CQx. In this way it becomes clear that there must in 

general always be an odd number of values of x which make 

fx =4X. 

J17 

Theorem. Every function of the form a '+ bxx + cxn +... + pxr, 
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in which m, n,..., r designate whole positive exponents, is a 

quantity which varies according to the law of continuity for 

all values of x. 

Proof. If x changes to x+ Co the change in the function 

is clearly 

=b[ (x+ w) ' - xm ] +c i(x + W) n 
- xn ]+ 

... +p [(x+ W) r- xr3 

a quantity for which it can easily be shown that it can be made 

as'small as desired if 0 is taken small enough. For by the 

binomial theorem, whose validity for whole positive powers 

( f8 of Der bino m. Lehrs. ) is independent of the investigations 

with which the present paper is concerned, this quantity is 

' 
mbxm-1 + m. m21 bxm-2W+ ... +btwm-1 

+ ncxn-1 + n. 
n2lcxn-2 w+... +c W n-l 

w 

+ ...... . ..... ...... . ... . .... 

+ rpxr-1 +r. r21 pxr-2w + ... +p wr-1 

The set of terms, of which the factor contained in the brackets 

" consists, is known to be always finite and independent of the 

i 

ýý ,. 
1. 
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ber (ßrüfen x unb w unabf ängig; unb ba 
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biefe überall nur in pofitI er Jotena er= 
fdpinen; 'fo i(t ber ? 33ertfj "jebc3 ein,; einen 6Sliebed, 
folglicj aud) beb next Xw5brude6 für jeben Zcrth 
on x unb v), (dud) für x= o), immer nur 

enbIi dj. Orb aber bei cinerlcn x, w verflei= 

" nert ; fo ncymen bit Glieber, in beu nw vors 
tömmt, ab, ro i1, renb bit übrigen - unge inbert blei= 
ben. Se3eidjnen roir alfo burdj S. bie C33röpe, bit 
Ijeraublömmt, nenn man bit Vertfje, bie alle ein, 
ae(nen Oliebcr bei; 2fu6brudca für ein 

, 
be f immteb 

Z. für co anncfjnten , fo au cinanber 
. abbirt, 

a13 ot, fie affe einerlep Zordeid)cn Fatten": fo ift 
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baffe(be <<) Ipt, get i5 nie t> 
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"bcrjenige 
_ 
aber, 

ben er für icbeZ !ieinereo, " annimmt, fidjcr 
< S. Oerlangt man baker, bap bit Zeränberung, 

in n 
roetd)e bit gunctii n a+ bx+cx+.. + px 

erf il)rt, < 1) audfatIe; fo nehme man nur ein 
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values of the quantities x and W. Since these occur only 

with positive powers the value of every single term, and 

consequently the whole expression, for every value of x 

(also for x= 0) is always finite. But if for the same 

x, the value of W is diminished, then the terms in which W 

appears decrease, while the others remain unchanged. Let us 

therefore designate by S the quantity arrived at by putting 

i 
a definite value, say W, for W in all the single terms of 

the expression, then summing as if they all had the same 

sign. Then the actual value this expression has for the 
i 

same W is certainly not > S, but that which it takes for 

every smaller W is surely < S. Hence if it is required to 

make the change which the function a+ bxm + cxn + ... + pxr 

undergoes,, < D then take an w that is <w and also 

< D/S. Then C4. S, and even more so the product of W with 

a quantity which is < S, must be < D. 

S18. 

Theorem. If a function of the form 
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,.. +pY+q ý; dormýx-kax +], x +. 
, in"z e1djer a eine ganbe pofitive 3aE)I bcbcufct; fur T �e 

4" =c einen po fitive'n, für x= is aber einen .. t at i yen Uerth annimmt: Ufo I)at bit 5(3feicjung "'" 
n n-l n-2 

x+ ax + bx -t" ... + px + (I =o 

" 

ý&. tcenigjiena eine reeIie aurbeIe bit, sroifcfcn. a ;" e liegt. ' .. " ; 

e-ro eii. Senn a unb R GeObe tinerlet 
ý; 3 orjeidýen fjaben (betýbe entroebcr po`tiv oben nti , ,) 

: ": 
"rý'gativ 

, 
finb);. fo if ed tlar, 

, bas eben biefelben 
M, Gfieber..., ber aunction, tve[cf e für x=a. ojitiv 

pbber negativ werben, bieO 3eid)en audj für N= IQ, 
P unb fur. bie fdmmttid)en Serti)e von x, '. bie"amiý 

,;. 
jdjen a unb ß" liegen, beýalten. S3irb nun ber" 

Z%SBert§ ber Wunction für x =, a }'oritiv, ' für x=# " 
ýý 

ber negativ; 
" 

fo fann bieg nur bather rühren, , roeil 4 
ie ii Curnme bet poIitiven ß3tiebcr in iýr fr x 

ygröer, für, x ft aber fIciner, a1 bit ber. ," 
l , 'negativen ausfiUt. 2lber bit summe jener fomol , , f6 biefer ill von ber Worm """ z 

<lý"J r uI .a 
"t 

" aý+Lx + cx +... +px 
t 

bei; i7', " b. fj. eine jtetige aunction. ' Zc cidj, 

.; cnen rotr _alfo 
bit tine burdj q'x, bit anbere burcj 

, 
fx fo muO e8, ' weil fx unb fß > Tý 

inen mif cn nb unb d i ß rg e cn na §. 15 
geegenen Bertij von x geben', flit roei1jtn fx =gx "' 
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xn + axn-1 + bxn-2 + px + q, 

in which n denotes a whole positive number, is positive for x-a 

and negative for x=ß then the equation 

xn +a xn- 
l+b 

xn- 
2+... 

+ px +q=0 

has at least one real root lying between oC and P. 

Proof. 1. If oc and ý both have the same sign (either 

both positive or both negative) then it is clear that just 

the same terms of the . function which are positive or negative 

for x=a keep this sign also for xß and for all values 

" 

. of x which lie in between oc and suppose now the value of 

the function is positive for x=a but negative for xaß. 

This change can only arise because the sum of the positive 

terms in it turn out greater than that of the negative ones 

for x cc but smaller than that of the negative ones for x 

But the sum of the former, as well as of the latter, is of the 

form 

m 
a+ bx + cxn + ... + pxr 

of j 17, i. e. a continuous function. Let us therefore designate 

the one by x and the other by fx. Then because fa<c? oc , e. 

and fß> c(3 , by S15 there must be some value of x lying 

in between a and (j for which fx - C? x. But for this value 

1ý 



wirb.. für bieten 'ertij 'wirb abet rx (PXe 
b. i): -bit gegebene , Zunction au 94i alto, ift biejer 
Bert J eine 13ur3c1 ber (Meld)uns 
~ 

n-t 

ýc -t ax i+ lax =t- .:. + px + cj = o, 

2. CZinb aber a'unb jq entgegengefetýt; 
fo betradjte man ben Tiertb, ben bie gegebene 
gunction für x=o annimmt. 211 bicfer 92u11; 
fo ißt von fclbg ervicf, n, bas bit erºvähnte (Mei= 

14 ung eine reelle, ami f en a unb ß tiegenbe fur. - 
aft habe ; 'näf)nilid) x=o. Zit aber bie ter mertb 
(bie Jri e (1) po fit iv; (o weiß man jesjt, baß 
bie gegebene Ziunctiou für x=o'ojitiv, für x=ý 
aber negativ werbe; unb mei( bicfetben C3lieber, vet, 
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fx - 4x, i. e. the given function, is zero, therefore this 

value is a root of the equation 

xn +a xn-1 + bxn-2 + ... + px +q=O 

2. But if o and ß are of opposite sign, consider the 

value the given function takes for x=0. If this is zero, 

then this already shows that the given equation has a real 

root lying between oc and namely x=0. But if this 

value (the quantity q) is positive then it is now known that 

the given function is positive for x=0 but negative for x=ß 

and because the same terms which are positive or negative 

for x=ß retain these signs also for all values lying between 

"0 and ß one can prove, through the same arguments as in no. 1, 

that there must be a value of x lying between 0 and ß which 

makes the function zero. Finally, if q is negative, then what 

we have just said holds if oc is put instead of (3 
. Now 

since a value lying between 0 and ( or between 0 and oc also 

lies between w and A, if they are of opposite sign, then 

the truth of our theorem is proved for every case. 
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Notes 

E1] 'crossing to another kind' A similar phrase occurs in 

Aristotle's Posterior Analytics 75a38 : 'One cannot, 

therefore, prove by crossing from another kind - e. g. 

something geometrical by arithmetic. ' (p. 13 of the trans- 

lation by J. Barnes, Clarendon Press, 1973). 

[2] Probably a mis-print for c K+ t3 x, the form Bolzano takes for 

a linear function in DP, XXII. 

[3] There was no standard symbol at this time for absolute value 

or modulus. Bolzano always regards inequalities as applying 

to magnitudes of each side regardless of sign. Thus x> -l 

in Bolzano's usage would be expressed today by x <-l. 

[4] A similar verbal shift occurs in the German from 'den Zustand 
" 

des Nuilseyns' ('the state of being zero') to 'eines Zustandes 

des Nichtvorhandenseyns' ('the state of non-existence' - in 

the sense of being lacking or absent). 

[5] An equation of odd degree is certainly soluble. 

[b] The paper quoted was published later in 1817 in Leipzig. One 

of the others referred to must have been Versuch einer 

Begründung der Lehre von den drey Dimensionen des Raumes, 

published in 1845 but according to its Preface already written 

in 1815. 

I 

[7] Literally 'arbitrary proposition', referring to the introduction 

in this paragraph of a notation for series. 
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The Three Problems of Rectification, Complanation 

and Cubature solved without consideration of the 

infinitely small, without the hypotheses of Archi- 

medes and without any assumption which is not 

strictly provable. 

This is also being presented for the scrutiny of 

all mathematicians as a sample of a complete re- 

organisation of the science of space. 

By 

Bernard Bolzano 

Priest, Doctor of Philosophy, Professor 
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Leipzig 1817 
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Preface 

The rectification of curved lines, the complanation of surfaces 

and the cubature of solids are three main problems with the solu- 

tion of which elementary geometry is just as concerned as higher 

-geometry. However, although the solutions for these three problems 

are easy and general, especially those which have been found 

more recently, there has been a great lack until now of strict 

and really scientific proofs of their correctness, at least in 

respect of the first two. 

In this connection it is striking that in the oldest text- 

book of geometry, in which we still admire the unsurpassed rigour, 

the Elements of Euclid, in spite of having such a great collec- 

tion of propositions, there is not a single one which determines 

anything about the length of a curved line or the area of a curved 

surface. Can this silence be explained in any other way than 

that the profound author of this work realised that the few proposi- 

tions which he allowed himself to include in his system without 

4w 
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proof (under the name of axioms) are completely insufficient for 

working out the quantitative relationship which holds between 

straight and curved lines or surfaces? 

Therefore later geometers (from whom, it could be said, the 

spirit of rigour has increasingly departed) solved individual 

problems in this area only by taking the liberty of increasing 

the number of geometrical axioms and adding some new ones. But it 

is worth noticing that the first person who ventured to do this, 

the excellent Archimedes, introduced his new axioms with only 

the weaker term hypotheses, *. 

Essentially these were the following four: 

I. Every curved line is longer than the straight line lying 

between the same end-points. 

II. Of two curved lines which are both concave on one side 

the enclosing one is longer than the enclosed one. [1] 

III. If a curved and a plane surface have the same boundaries 

the former is greater than the latter. 

IV. Of two curved surfaces which are both concave on one side 

the enclosing one is greater than the enclosed one. 

One of the axioms of Euclid had always been found objectionable 

* Aaävw ýý raus [2] 
, he said. Also they are entitled simply Tw6V; #, %[3). 

lb 
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and its acceptance had been resisted throughout the centuries 

because everyone felt that this proposition, although certain 

and clear, was not a proper axiom, i. e. was not the sort of pro4 

position which allows of no further ground for its truth*. It 

could not be much clearer concerning those new hypotheses of Arch- 

imedes that they certainly do not deserve the position at the 

top of the system as genuine axioms, but at best [they are] the 

sort of proposition to which one particularly wishes to draw 

attention because they have been used although their proofs have 

not yet been found. In fact we can see from the history of geo- 

metry that people have always sought [to do] one of these two 

things: either first to justify those üno9E0ecs[3] of Archimedes 

by a proper proof, or to derive the theorems which had been based 

on them in another way. However, while there was no overall 

viewpoint, and only the magnitude of some particular lines and 

surfaces had been derived (and this was more through certain 

fortunate techniques than by a generally applicable method), and 

while people had no idea of the general relationships which hold 

between the equations for the nature of a line, surface or solid 

and the expressions for their magnitude it was almost impossible 

to discover the unique, objective, or truly scientific, proofs, 

* Concerning this concept-of an axiom compare the Beyträge zu einer 

hegründeteren Darstellung der Mathematik. Erste Lieferung. 
Prague 1810 pp. 59-95. 
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even for those solutions which were already actually known. 

It was left to the age of the most important discoveries in 

the field of mathematics, namely the age of the invention of the 

differential and integral calculus, to make these remarkable rela- 

tionships known. The length of any line is 
Jfc'+ 

dy1+ dz' 

-7 1 the area of any surface 
JIdxdYJl 

+ (dz +(dzl''the volume of any 
J (dx) d y) 

solid 
Jffdxddz: 

where of course and z refer to the three per- 

pendicular co-ordinates of these spatial things. Now since the 

most general way of determining the nature of a spatial thing 

is to state certain equations between co-ordinates and since, as 

soon as these are given, the derivation of its magnitude by the 

formulae just quoted is a purely analytic procedure*, 

*A purely analytic (also purely arithmetic, or algabraic) pro- 

cedure is one by which a certain function is derived from one or 

more other functions through certain changes and combinations which 

are expressed by a rule completely independent of the nature of the 

designated quantities. Thus for example the way the function (l+x)n 

is derived from (l+x) is a purely analytic procedure, for (l+x)n is 

obtained from (l+x) by making certain changes and combinations in 

the latter which are given by a rule which is completely indepen- 

dent of the nature of the auantity denoted by (l+x). Eoual. ly, every- 

one who understands differential and integral calculus knows that, 

for example, the expression 
Sdxt+ 

dy + dz'' designates a function 

which can be derived from the two given functions y*fx and z=fx 

by rules which do not depend at all on the nature of the quantities 
designated by these expressions. Moreover, it must also be known 

to everyone that these rules can by expressed in such a way that 

the concept of the infinitely small (which might perhaps usually be 

associated with the designations dx,: dy, dz,... ) is completely 

avoided. I therefore hope that no one will object that in this 

work we have tacitly assumed the concept of infinitely small quantities 

because we have used expressions of the form d º, jydx etc. 
dx J 
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then the latter really express the three most general theorems 

that can ever be stated about rectification, complanation and 

cubäture. Therefore if these three formulae were to have been 

properly demonstrated then all problems which could appear in 

this three-fold domain would be solved at one go geometrically. 

and there would merely remain, in individual cases, a problem 

to'solve in analysis concerning the integration of the expressions 

found. 

Furthermore, if those three propositions really are the most 

general ones, then without first having properly derived them from 

their objective ground no other theorem about the measurement 

of individual lines, 
"surfaces and solids can be correctly 

proved. This is because the nature of a truly scientific proof 

requires that the more specific proposition is always proved 

from the more general*. In fact I claim that none of the proofs 

known so far of those three general propositions is truly scient- 

ific. However, since I intend soon (in a special work) to give detail- 

ed criticism of all the defects of our previous systems of geometry,. 

I may be permitted for the proof of my present claim to put for- 

* On this see the previously mentioned Beytrige p. 102ff. 
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ward just enough to show it is not inconceivable; but as for the 

other things to refer to this forthcoming book. 

I shall first distinguish the two problems of rectification 

and complanation from that of cubature. 

All those geometers who, like the inventors of the infin- 

itesimal calculus, or in more recent times like Johann Schultz, 

make use of the concept of the infinitely small, can never avoid 

the suspicion of contradiction in the concept it self*, nor can 

they adequately answer the following question. Why does the 

length of an infinitely small arc only coincide with the length 

of that straight line which goes through the ordinates which 

bound it if it has the direction of the chord or tangent, but 

not If it goes through the ordinates at some other kind of angle.? 

Of course, they do accept a difference between the piece of arc 

and its thord but claim that in respect of length it is an infin- 

itely small Quantity of the second order, while the difference 

between the arc and another straight line can amount to an infin- 

itely small quantity of the first order. Now where is the proof 

-" of these claims? Or perhaps judgements which are so very com- 

* See Der Binomische Lehrsatz etc. Prague 1816, Pr'-face p. IV 
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pound are to be viewed as genuine basic truths (Grundwahrheiten)*? 

Those who define the infinitely small as an absolute noth- 

ing have first of all to deal with the objection of how nothings 

can have a ratio to one another. Suppose they replied to this 

that expressions like dx do not designate the ratio of the dif- 
dy 

ferences Lx, Ay which have become nothing, but only the re- 

lationship in which the way Ax vanishes stands to the ww Ley 

vanishes[43. Then as before I ask again here, why do only arcs 

and chords have the relation of eouality to one another in their 

vanishing, but not other lines, e. g. the arc and the increment 

of the abscissa? - What can be more arbitrary than the following 

argument which is none the less to be found in the work of several 

mathematicians? (For example, Langsdorf in his Einleitung in das 

Studium der Elementargeometrie, Algebra, etc. Manheim and Heidel- 

berg 1814, Elemente der höhern Geometrie h10, ill; also with 

du Bourguet in Traits elementaires du Calcul differentiel et 

du Calcul integral, independans de touter notions de auantitese 

infinitesimals et de limites, Paris 1810, P. II 1529,1532,1534. ) 

* Concerning these refer to the work already mentioned, Beytrige p. 87ff. 
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'The arc As and its chord Lx2+ Qy2 are different only as long 

as they have not both become zero, therefore in this latter case 

one has, in complete strictness, ds =1+ dv. .' 
Could one not 

Tx dx'r 

maintain in just the same way that also ds = dx, or ds = 17 From 
dx 

the fact that two quantities vanish at the same time it does not 

follow at all that the relationship of the manner of their 

vanishing is equal in both, or to express this better, that the 

relationship of these quantities can come as near as desired to 

the rel3tionshipof equality-if they are taken sufficiently small. 

Of course, those people remain free from such errors who 

have avoided all concepts of the infinitely small and all ratios 

of zero, and combined the method of limits and Taylor's theorem 

as it is done more or less distinctively by Lagrange, Pasquich, 

Grüson,, Buzengeiger, Bohnenberger, Crelle and others. However, 

these all resort explicitly to the so-called axioms of Archimedes. 

See for example Lagrange, Theorie des fonctions analytinues, Art 136, 

137. Or by the same author, Lecons sur le calcul des fonctions 

Nouv. Edit. Lec. 9: or in Pasquich Anfangsgründe einer neuen_Expon- 

entialrechnung in Hindenburg Archiv, Part 8 1798 p. 419; or Crelle 

Versuch einer Darstellung der Rechnung mit veränderlichen Grössen 

Vol.! Göttingen 1813; and there are others. 
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" But perhaps these formerly unproven hypotheses of Archimedes 

have already been sufficiently proved by the efforts of modern 

geometers? Actually the eulogy of 'perfect strictness' has 

been conferred on first one, and then anothe; of their attempts; 

nevertheless this appears to have been only for the sake of being 

able to refer to them with all the more justification. The proverb 

applies here: homines quod volunt, credunt[5]. 

Legendre, whose proof has been said to be the most thorough, 

proceeds in the tenth edition of his very admirable, Elements 

de Geometrie, Paris 1813 p. 115,244 with just the same error to 

which E. G. Fischer has drawn some attention (in his Untersuchung 

über den eigentlichen Sinn der höhern Analysis, Berlin 1808). If 

the enclosed line (he says) is not shorter than all the enclosing 

lines there must be, among the latter, one which is shorter than 

all the rest and either as long as, or shorter than, the enclosed 

line. Two claims are contained in this proposition. One of them, 

namely, 'if the enclosed line is not shorter than all the enclosing 

lines then among the latter there must exist one which is as 

long as, or still shorter than, the enclosed line' is, of course, 

indubitable. It is an identical, and therefore (like all analytic 
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propositions) also a useless proposition*. It is all the easier 

to pass over the second claim which here, maybe intentionally 

or by accident, is incorporated into the former, 'if the enclosed 

line is not shorter than all the enclosing lines there must be, 

among the latter, one which is shorter than all the rest'. I absol- 

utely do not see what connection holds between the premiss and 

the conclusion of this claim, or what kind of major premiss it 

must have been which the author has had in mind with this enthy- 

meme[6]. If he thought, 'that among all quantities of a certain 

kind (here, therefore, among all lines which enclose another) one 

must be the smallest', this would obviously have been a wrong idea 

which he himself immediately contradicts in what follows; the pre- 

miss would also then have been added superfluously. However, the 

objectionable nature of the whole judgement is very clear as soon 

as it is remembered that its subject (the hypothesis, 'if the 

enclosed line is not shorter than all the enclosing lines') is 

something impossible. Something true can never be predicated of 

an impossibility and therefore judgements whose subject contains 

an impossibility should never be put forward in science. For examplc, 

it would be just as foolish to make the judgements, if all angles 

in a triangle are right angles, then it is equilateral, two sides 

of it are parallel etc. In any case it could already be seen that 

the author's proof must be mistaken from the fact that the con- 

dition, whizh is indispensable to the truth of the proposition, 

that the enclosed line is concave on one side, is mentioned but 

*See Beyträge p. 81. 
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9 

not in fact used*. 

A significant number of other geometers assume, sometimes 

tacitly sometimes explicitly, the false proposition: If one of 

two lines (also surfaces) lies closer, with respect to all its 

points, to a certain third line then it also comes closer with 

respect to its length (for the surfaces, with respect to their 

area). Thus Lorenz (in his Elementen der Mathematik, 2nd ed. 

Leipzig 1793 Partl 5209), Lacroix (in his Anfangsgründe der Geo- 

metrie translated by Hahn, Berlin 1806, J152,5270), Ide (in his 

Anfangsgründe der reinen Mathematik, Berlin 1803, Part 2 i9, 

fl58, jl59, '261), Thiebaut (in his Grundrisse der reinen Mathematik 

2nd ed. Göttingen 1809, p. 277,387), Pasguich (in his Anfangs- 

gründe der gesamten theoretischen Mathematik, Vienna 1812 2nd 

V ol. j306,861) and many others. 'Nevertheless Kästner had already 

drawn attention to this clearly false claim (Anfangsgründe der 

Geometrie Prop. 41 Cor. X). 

Others say, 'Two lines (and equally two surfaces) come closer 

to one another in length the more points they have in common with 

one another. ' Ki gel says this in his Mathematische Wörterbuch 1st 

Vol. Art. Bogen p. 343, Art. Compianation p. 512; and there are 

other examples. 

* Compare Beyträge pp. 106-110 
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This, and the previous proposition, can at best only be 

defended as true if they are understood to be about lines or 

surfaces which are concave only on one side. But it may also 

be seen that with this restriction they cannot hold as axioms 

but are rather very remote consequences. For how compound is 

is the concept, 'concave on one side', how many words are needed 

for the definition of just this single concept: - What seems to 

have escaped the attention of geometers so far is that all these 

propositions still do not suffice if it is a matter of calculating 

the curves of double curvature. The axioms 
of"Archimedes, as well 

as the propositions which have been suggested instead of them, 

are at best applicable to lines which lie completely in one and 

the same plane, because it is only to sudslines that the concept 

of curving on one side, (which belongs indispensably to their 

truth) can be applied. But, as is well known, theeare also lines 

of double curvatureand these have a length which it must be pos- 

sible to calculate. I now ask anyone how they intend to modify 

the above propositions so that they will extend to lines of this sort? 

Here it would have been decidedly better (instead of all 

those earlier propositions) to have set out only the following 

two: 

I. For the rectification of lines the proposition: The 

relation of the length of an arc curved according to the law of 

I 

I 
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continuity (whether simple or double) to its chord comes as close 

A, s desired to equality if the arc is taken as small as desited. 

II. For the complanation of surfaces the similar proposition: 

The relation of the area of a surface curved according to the 

law of continuity which is enclosed by a plane, to the area of 

this bounding plane, comes as near to the relation of equality 

as desired if the surface is taken as small as desired*. 

However, these two propositions could not possibly be valid 

as axioms because they obviously consist of compound concepts, 

and axioms can only be found among the class of those propositions 

of which the subject, predicate and copula are absolutely simple 

concepts. But in order to be able to prove one of the latter, 

* The condition 'according to the law of continuity' is essential 

in these two propositions. For if a"cusp occurs somewhere in 

the line'then an arc in which this cusp lies has a ratio to 

its chord that never comes as close to the ratio 1: 1 as desired 

if the arc is taken arbitrarily small. The same holds for a 

surface which is not curved according to the law of continuity 

but'goes somewhere into a cusp or sharpness; the former, for 

example, would be the curved surface of a, cone at its vertex; 

the latter, the case where the curved surface meets its base. 
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or even one of the above propositions properly (i. e. from its 

objective ground), the method of calculating lines and surfaces 

in general must necessarily be presupposed as already known. 

Therefore exactly the converse is the case: instead of being 

allowed to use the Archimedean, or similar, propositions for the 

derivation of the formulae for rectification and complanation 

one must, in a truly scientific account, derive the correct- 

ness of the former from the latter. So the us ual presentation 

of these two theorems of geometry can suite correctly be rejected 

as being circular. 

The problems of the quadrature of plane. surfaces and the 

cubature of solids have been more fortunate. For the proofs 

which Lagrange and others have offered here are at least not 

circular. The reason why it was easier with these two problems 

was this. Every plane surface, even if bounded by a curved line, 

can very easily be bounded by two other rectilinear surfaces of 

which one represents a whole of which the one with a curved line 

is only a part so that the former is greater than th e latter. 

Thus one devises some law of formation for these two rectilinear 

surfaces (which is always easy to arrange) by which they can be 

brought as near to one another as desired. (For example, one 

may take inscribed and circumscribed polygons whose sides can 

i 
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be made as small as desired. ) Then one calculates the quantity 

which these areas are approaching so that the difference can be 

made as small as desired, then this quantity is the area of the 

surface bounded by curved lines that was sought. A similar thing 

can be done with solids. There is, however, no such relationship 

for curved lines or curved surfaces which can neither be considered 

as parts of straight lines or of plane surfaces, nor divided into 

such things. Here therefore the method of limits is not applicable, 

instead a completely different method must be adopted if one none 

the less wishes to obtain a quantitative comparison between 

curved lines or surfaces and straight lines or plane surfaces. 

However, if we say that this method of quadrature and 

cubature just mentioned is better than that of rectification and 

complanation, we still cannot really describe them as free from 

error and scientific. For a little thought shows thatthe truths 

to be proved are not derived, by the method of limits, in the 

way they should be in a truly scientific proof - from the concepts 

of the thesis itself - but only through certain associated con- 

cepts that have been brought in here quite fortuitously (per aliena 

et remota). Anybody should realise that those infinitely many 

regular polygons circumscribed around a Circle and inscribed 

within it are completely alien objects if one wishes to find not 

their area but that of the circle itself. 
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So in the end all three problems concerning the measurement 

of spatial objects are, in a scientific respect, still as good 

as unsolved. 

The present work now offers a method which, I believe, meets 

the demands of science in the most complete way and is also 

short and easy. In order to understand it, nothing is presupposed 

but a knowledge of Taylor's theorem. 

To give the reader some idea of the nature of this method 

as quickly as possible we intend to explain it here briefly in 

application to a particular case. The following work will pre- 

sent it in its greatest generality and in combination with several 

other new concepts. 

Therefore the length of a line is to be calculated which is 

of simple curvature and which lies in the same plane as its ortho- 

gonal co-ordinate system. The equation given for this curved 

line is y= fx and the length to be found, of the piece that 

belongs to abscissa x, equals Fx. While x increases by Lex the 

length increases by a Quantity F(x+Ax) - Fx, which by Taylor's 

theorem is ZxrdFx + Ox. d2Fx +,... 1. This quantity obviously Ldx 2 dx1 J 
depends not on the nature of the curve up to x but only on that 
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piece of arc which is above the piece of abscissa Ax. Now since 

this piece of arc is determined solely by the ordinates which belong 

to the abscissae which do not lie outside the limits x and x+Gx, 

it follows that the function F(x +Ax) - Fx depends only on the 

values which fx takes for all values of its argument which do not 

lie outside x and x+ Ax. Or, what amounts to the same thing, 

F(x +Ix) - Fx is determined merely by the values which f(x+mAx) 

takes for every conceivable proper fraction m including 0 and 1. 

Furthermore, if a new x-axis is taken which runs parallel with the 

first so all values of y are increased or decreased by an equal 

quantity d while x remains unchanged, then again nothing can change 

in the nature of the function Fx, nor in F(x +dx) - Fx, because the 

same piece of arc still belongs to the same x. This shows that for 

the determination of the function F(x +ex) - Fx the absolute 

magnitude of the values which f(x + mdx) takes, for all conceivable 

proper fractions m including 0 and 1, are not necessary. Merely 

the statement of the values of the differences f(x + mbx) -d is 

sufficient. If we now consider for different values of Ax that 

the quantity x, and therefore the quantity y, is constant, then 

we can take the arbitrary constant d= y=fx and it may be said 

that the function F(x + x) - Fx must be determinable merely through 

all the values which f(x + mAx) - fx takes for all conceivable 

proper fractions m including 0 and 1. Finally, if in two or more 
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sp 

curves the increase in the abscissa Ax stands in one and the 

same ratio to that of the ordinate = f(x +Ax) - fx, i. e. if the 

quotient f(x +Ax) - fx for these lines is equal in magnitude, 
Ax 

and if further, the quotients f(x + mdx) - fx where m is any 
mtlx 

kind of proper fraction, are of equal magnitude.. then the arcs 

belonging to Ax in these lines must be similar to one another. 

F rom the theory of similarity it is provable that also the lengths 

of these arcs = F(x +/ x) - Fx and Ax have an equal ratio through- 

out, i. e. also the quotient F(x +1x) - Fx is equal for all these 
Ax 

lines. Therefore we finally find that the function F(x +Ax) - Fx 
Ax 

is determinable merely through the values which f(x +m dx) - fx 
mdx 

yields for every conceivable proper fraction m including 0 

and 1. For as long as the latter quantities all remain unchanged 

then also the quantity F(x + Ax) - Fx remains the same (by what 
Lex 

has just been shown) however the absolute values of dx, fx, Fx etc. 

change. Since all these assertions hold however small Ox is 

taken, and since then the value of F(x +L x) - Fx approaches 
Ax 

as close as desired to the value dFx , and also the quantity 
dx 

expressed by f(x + max) - fx approaches as close as desired to the 
MAX 
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value dfx , it is clear that also the quantity into which 
dx 

F (x +A x) - Fx goes for 6x =0 [7], i. e. dFx, must be deter- 
4x dx 

minable from the quantity into which the function f(x + max) - fx 

max 
goes for Lex = 0, i. e. dfx. Assuming this let y= Tx [8] denote 

dx 
the equation for some other line and let 'x be its length. Then 

Fx and ýx denote things of the same kind, namely lengths of 

lines, and since it is known that the complete nature of a line, 

therefore also. its length, is determined by its equation then there 

is without doubt some correspönding law by which for all lines 

the functions Fx and Jx can be derived from the functions fx and 

q )x. But we have proved that the functions dFx and dcix are deter- 
dx dx 

mined merely by the values of the functions dfx and dTx so that 
dx dx 

they are completely independent of their intrinsic nature. Now 

since dFx and dtx are derived from Fx and $x by the same law, 
dx dx 

and dfx and dux are derived from fx and px by the same law, it 
dx dx 

follows that the determination of dFx from the value of dfx and 
dx dx 

the determination of dux. from the value of dTx occurs by the 
dx dx 

same law. Therefore if for some definite value of x the quantity 

I 

I 
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dfx = dTA then the determining pieces of the functions dFx and 
dx dx dx 
dx are completely equal to one another and therefore they them- 
dx 
selves certainly are, i. e. dFx"must be constructed from dfx just 

dx dx 
as dfx is constructed from dq)x. Now if we let y= qx denote the 

dx dx 
equation of a straight line, then we know how to find ý x, and so 

also d'x, and thereby we also get to know dFx. For a straight line 
dx dx 

the function I )x is, of course, of the form 0(+ Ax and then Ix 

is =x l+ß , therefore d$x = l+ß . But if 'x is =a+ ßx , then 
dx 

d therefore dix =1 +(d4xand therefore also dFx = 
dx dx dx 

+ rdfxl =1+ rX12, the well-known formula for the length 
ldx / ldx/ 

of a line of simple curvature. 

With this derivation we have obviously used no concept of 

the infinitely small, no calculations with zeros, nothing similar 

to the axioms of Archimedes and generally no assumption of a 

kind that would not certainly be provable earlier than the theorem 

which was to be -proved. Only with one assumption could anyone 

take offence: that the lengths of similar lines are in proportion 
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to the lengths of other lines determined from them in a similar 

L. It might be thought that this could only be strictly proved 

if one could already calculate the lengths of lines or that it 

could only be proved through the division of a line into infinitely 

small pieces which are regarded as straight. But this is not so, 

Instead this proposition is an easy consequence from the concept 

of similarity as this is shown (with several other consequences) 

in the work itself §30. 

Thus the reader should now have obtained some idea of the 

I method, which makes its appearance here for the first time, and 

which can be applied not only to the three geometrical objects 

mentioned in the title of this work but also to others. In J10 

there appears an example of its application to mechanics and 

by this means two important theorems are proved which could never 

be properly proved up till now. 

Wo one should fear the small amount of effort which must 

be made in order to be more thoroughly acquainted with this 

method and the other new concepts which are put forward in this 

present work so that they will be in a position to make a thorough 

judgement on its value or lack of value: Also everyone who is 

convinced, by appropriate consideration, of the correctness of 

our views should promote them (according to his means) so as to 

being them to general recognition. If the merit of a discovery is 
40 
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lost through the double suspicion that it may only be the desire [9] 

to say something new and perhaps mostly a pure accident, then in 

contrast the participation in the spread and defence of a dis- 

covery made by someone else has a more unambiguous merit. It is 

more certain that one is convinced of the correctness of the 

discovery through an impartial consideration, and that one has 

taken over its dissemination only out of a love for the truth. 
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11. 

Preamble. It often happens in geometry and mechanics that the 

magnitude and nature of an unknown function, for all values of its 

arguments x, y, ... however small, are known to depend only on the 

values taken by one or more other functions f (mx, ny, ... ) 

f(mx, ny, ... ), ... if one puts for m, n,... in them all values not 

lying outside 0 and 1 (i. e. every conceivable proper fraction including 

0 and 1. In order to explain this by an example, let Ft be the 

unknown function which expresses the distance which a particle moving 

in a straight line covers in time t; let ft be another function which 

expresses the speed of the particle at the end of each time t. If t 

increases by 0t then it is easy to see that the distance described 

in At depends only on the set of all those speeds which occur 

inside the time L t. Now the function f(t + m, & t) gives these speeds 

if one puts for m every conceivable proper fraction including 0 and 1. 

On the otherhand, F(t +A t) - Ft expresses the distance covered. 

Therefore it can be asserted that F(t + A. t) -Ft, or if preferred 

F(t +p t) - Ft, is a function which depends only on the values which 
At 

the function f(t +mA t) takes if one puts for .m in it all values 

I 
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lying not outside 0 and 1. This assertion holds however small t 

becomes, and therefore by imagining that with the same t only 0t 

changes, one can view 
F(t +Q t) - Ft 

as a function ofdt =x 

and equally f(t +mA t) as a function merely of m At = mx. From this 

it is clear that the relationship just mentioned of these two functions 

to one another is an example that confirms the correctness of the above 

claim in the simplest case where there is only one of the variable 

quantities x, y, ... Other examples appear subsequently. But to 

consider this example further, if one wanted to put the increase 

Qt=0, then if the function 
F(t + t) - Ft had been expanded 

by Taylor's theorem as follows: 
dFt +4t. dL Ft + ..... it would dt 2 dt 

always retain a real value, namely dFt, and f(t + mA t) would go 
dt 

into ft. But whether the relationship existing before still holds, i. e.. 

whether dFt depends purely on the value of ft could not be deduced 
dt 

directly, at least from mechanical grounds. For now the grounds from 

which one would have deduced this previously would no longer be 

applicable because if At is put =0 no motion occurs inside this L1 t, 

and consequently also no distance is described and there is no speed, 

therefore the above arguments cannot be used any more. Nevertheless 

for another reason it is certain that the fact does still hold in this 

case, it even holds generally, 'that every (continuous) function 

N 
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F(x, y,... ) which is determined for all values of its arguments 

x, y,..., however small, merely by the values which certain other 

functions f(mx, ny, ... ), fmx, ny, ... ), . take if one puts for 

m, n,.. every conceivable proper fraction including 0 and 1, is also 

still determinable f rom these functions alone when x, y, . have 

all become zero'. This truth, which is of crucial importance for 

the determination of the nature of F(x, y,.. ), as we shall get to 

know in more detail, is an easy consequence from purely analytic 

grounds, as shown now in the following paragraphs. 

J2. 

Theorem. Suppose that the function fx varies by the law of 

continuity either for all values of x or at least for all those 

values of x which approach as close as desired to a. Further, suppose 

it is known about the quantity X that it is derivable from the values 

of fx for the values of x just mentioned in such a way that the rule 

of this derivation (that it is the intrinsic nature of the function of 

fx which = X), may perhaps vary for every different value of fx but 

always according to the law of continuity so that the variation from 

X can be made smaller than every given quantity if the variation in fx 

is made small enough. Then I claim that the relationship of being 

determinable of X and fx must also hold for x=a, i. e. the value which 

X takes for x=a is independent of the nature of the function fx and 

determinable merely from the value which it takes for x-a. 

Proof. It will be proved that the value of the quantity X at 

x-a depends not on the intrinsic nature of the function fx but only 

I 
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on its value at x=a if we prove that it remains unchanged, however 

the nature of the function fx varies, provided its value for x=a, i. e. 

fa, remains the same. For this purpose let f'x be another form of the 

function fx but such that f'a = fa. Let the value of X at f'x be X' 

and the values which X andX'take for x=a be A and A'. By the 

given continuity of the functions fx and f'x for all x which are as 

close to a as desired it may be asserted that the values fx and f'x 

come as close as desired to the values fa and f'a if x approaches a 

as close as desired. By virtue of the kind of continuity which 

holds for the changes in the quantity x the values at fx and f'x, 

namely X and X', must, under the same condition, come as close as 

desired to A and A'. Therefore if quantities which can be smaller 

than any given ones are denoted by n,,..., one has, X=A+ I1 

and X' = A' + CY 
. But since fa = f'a the values of fx and f'x come 

as near one another as desired, and since, as long as x has not become 

equal to a, the quantity X should depend merely on the values of the 

functions fx or f'x without respect to their intrinsic nature, then 

also X and X' must come as close to one another as desired, or 

X X' + ii", 
... Therefore also A+ SZ = A' + f1: + Cl" 

, from 

which since A and A' can be constant while rl , rY , Cl' become as 

small as desired (by 127 of Der Binomische Lehrsatz) it must be the 

case that A- A'. 

j3. 

-a 

Theorem. Suppose the functions fx, fx, fx, ...., which may form 

a finite or infinite set, vary according to the law of continuity either 

for all x or for those values of x which are as close as desired to a. 
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Suppose further that the quantity X is known to be derivable for the 

values of x just mentioned from the the values of the functions fx, rx, 

F x, ..., in such a way that the rule of this derivation varies for each 

different value of fx, fx, fx, ... but always according to the law of 

continuity in such a way that the change in X can be made smaller than 

every given quantity if the changes in fx, ix, fx, ... are made small 

enough. Then I claim that the relationship of X being determinable 

from the values of fx, fx, fx, ... must also hold for x=a, i. e. the 

value of X isnot dependent on the intrinsic nature of the functions fx, 

fx, fx, ..., but only on the values which they take for x=a. 

Proof. Suppose firstly that the functions fx, fx, fx, ... are 

completely independent of one another and one of them, e. g. fx, is 

allowed to vary while all the rest remain unchanged. Then from §2 

(which now applies) it is clear that the quantity X is determinable not 

only for values of x which are as close to a as desired, but also for 

the value x=a, independently of the nature of the function fx and 

merely from the value which it has in that case. Therefore this also 

holds for the functions fx, fx, fx, .. whether they form a finite or 

infinite set; that is, the quantityX depends, for x=a, not on the 

intrinsic nature of any one of these functions but merely on the values 

which they take for x=a. But the same must also hold in the case when 

these functions are dependent on one another. For a quantity which can 

be determined from certain other ones if they are independent of one 

another, must also be able to be determined from them (indeed perhaps 

from even fewer) if some of them are already determined from the others. 
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f4. 

Note Perhaps someone wonders whether it may not be contradictory 

to determine a quantity (like the X here) through certain other 

quantities (namely the values of fx, ix, lx,.. ) if it is admitted that 

this latter set is itself possibly infinite and consequently not 

determinable. However, some thought will dispel this doubt. A 

quantity, or generally even some object, does not cease to be 

determinate or determinable because there are infinitely many 

quantities, or generally objects, necessary to determine it, provided 

there is some rule given, or even a finite set of rules, by means of 

which they can all be determined. There is nothing impossible in the 

idea that a rule may'determine infinitely many objects. Each line, 

surface and solid provides an example of this. For it is well known 

that each of these spatial objects contains infinitely many points and 

these must all be determined if the object itself is to be said to be 

determined. Nevertheless no one doubts that such spatial objects can 

be determined and often the statement of only a few points, and one or 

more laws from which the others are to be found, is sufficient for 

their complete determination. Thus, for example, a straight line will 

be determined by the mere statement of its two end-points and by a 

single law (see below § 15). Of course, for the determination of a 

fact one really requires the complete determination of its ground. 

Now if this consists of an infinite set of objects it appears as though 

it were not determinable. But in fact only the set of its parts is not 

determinable, not it itself, provided there is some law that determines 

each individual ground from these parts. 

? 5, 

Theorem. Suppose the functions fx, fx, Tx, 
.., of which there 
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there may again be a finite or infinite number, vary by the law 

of continuity either for all x or for those values of x which approach 

as close to zero as desired. Suppose also that the quantity X, for 

all values of x just mentioned, is known to be determinable from all 

those values which the functions f(mx), f(mx), f(mx), ..., take if 

one puts for m in them every conceivable proper fraction including 0 

and 1, and moreover, the law of continuity as described in j3 holds. 

Then I claim that also the value of X at x=0 is determinable merely 

by those values which the functions f(mx), f(mx), f(mx), ..., take 

... . for x=0, i. e. f(0), f (O) , 
72(0), 

Proof Each of the functions f (mx) ,f (mx) ,f (mx) , ... gives, 

if one puts for m in it every conceivable proper fraction, an 

infinite set of functions of x which differ, as x changes, only by 

a constant quantity. And if the functions fx, ix, fx, ... vary 

continuously for all values of x which approach zero as close as 

desired then also the functions represented by f(mx), f(mx), f(mx),... 

in which m designates some proper fraction, 0 or 1, are continuously 

variable for the same values of x. Therefore the case of the previous 

paragraph holds here and X is a quantity which, for every non-zero 

x, however small, is determined by the values which certain functions 

(actually infinitely many) take for these values of X. Therefore etc. 

¢6. 

Theorem. Suppose the functions f(x, y,... ), f(x, y,.. ),... vary 

according to the law of continuity however small the arguments x, y,... 
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I may be taken. Suppose furthermore that the function F(x, y,.. ) is 

also known to vary continuously for the values of x, y,... mentioned 

but always depends merely on the values which the functions f(mx, ny.. ), 

f(mx, ny,.. ), ... take, if one lets m, n,... in them denote all 

conceivable proper fractions including 0 and 1. Then I claim that 

also that quantity into which the function F(x, y,.. ) goes for x-0, 

y=0, ... i. e. F(0,0,.. ), depends only on the values taken by the 

functions f(mx, ny,.. ), f(mx, ny,... ),. .. for x=0, y=0. .. i. e. 

on f(0,0,.. ), i(0,0... ), . 

Proof If we regard only one of the quantities x, y,..., e. g. 

x, as variable then f(mx, ny,.. ), f(mx, ny,.. ), ... appear as functions 

of x alone, and F(x, y,... )which is then also a function of x alone, 

is a quantity like the X described in S5, and therefore the value 

which it takes for x=0 depends only on the values which the functions 

f(mx, ny,.. ), f(mx, ny.. ),.. take for x=O. Now since the same holds 

for y, it is clear that if one regards the x, y,... all as variable at 

the same time, the value of the function F(x, y,... ) for x=0, y=0, ... 

i. e. F(0,0,.. ), can depend on nothing but the values which the functions 

f(mx, ny,.. ), f(mx, ny,... ), ... take for x =O, y=0,.. i. e. on 

f(O, O, .. ), 1(0,0,. 
. ), .... 

j7. 

Corollary Now suppose one knows the following about two functions 

F(x, y,.... ) and j(x, y,.. ). Firstly, that both are derivable by one 

and the same rule (although unknown to us) merely from the values taken 

by certain other functions of the form f(mx, ny,.. ), f(mx, ny,.. ),.... 

and cp(mx, ny, if m, n,... are taken in them to 

denote all conceivable proper fractions including 0 and 1. Secondly, 

lb 
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that the former as well as the latter vary according to the law of 

continuity however small x, y,... are. Thirdly and finally, the values 

taken by the functions f(mx, ny, ... ) and tp(mx, ny,... ); and 

f(mx, ny,... ) and ý(mx, ny,.. ),.. for x=0, y=0,... are pairwise 

equal, namely f(0,0,... ) _ (O, O,. . ), f (O, O, .. )= cP (O, O, .. ) ... . 

Then I claim that the quantities F(0,0,... ) and (0, O,.. ) are not 

only equal but both are composed in the same way from their respective 

functions, the former from f(0,0,... ), f(O, 0,... ), .. the latter from 

cp(0,0,... ), For it is proved in 16 that F(0,0,.. ) 

is derivable from the values, f(0,0... ), and -J(O, O, ... ) 

is derivable from the values p(0,0,.. ), But in 

consequence of the assumption there is some corresponding law 

according to which F(x, y,... ) can be derived from the values represented 

by f(mx, ny,... ), f(mx, ny,.. ),.. and dj(x, y,.. ) can be derived from 

the values of q (mx, ny,.. ), äp(mx, ny,.. ),. so also the law by which 

F(0,0,.. ) is derivable from f(0,0,. ) and ! (0,0,.. ),.. and the law by 

which 1)(0,0,.. ) is derivable from p(O, O,.. ), 

must be expressible in a corresponding way. For these latter functions 

are derived from the former in a corresponding way, namely by taking 

x=0, y=0, ... in both. Moreover since the quantities f(0,0,.. ) and 

cp(0,0,. ), f(0,0,.. ) and ý (O, O,.. ) etc. are equal in value to one 

another it may be seen that the quantities F(0,0,.. ) and cD(0,0,... ) 

have completely identical determining pieces. Therefore not only must 

the values be equal F(0,0,.. ) _ (0,0,.. ) but also F(0,0,... ) must be 

composed from f(0,0,.. ), f(0,0,. ),... in just the same way as 

J5 (O, O,... ) is composed from ' (0,0,.. ) , 
ý(O, O,... ) ,.... 
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i8. 

Corollary Suppose therefore that of the functions F(x, y,... ) 

and 4(x, y,... ) one, e. g. cji(x, y,... ) is known to us, and we would 

also know F(0,0, .... ). Now if also c (mx, ny,... ), cQ (mx, ny,. . ), 

... were given, then we could, from comparison of ý (0,0,... ) with 

(00,0, .. ), CP(0,0,.. ),. get to know themanner in which 1)(0,0,.. ) 

is composed from Q(0,0,... ), (0,0,... ),... and since F (0,0,... ) 

is composed in the same way from f(0,0,... ), f(0,0,... ),.... , 
then also F(0,0,.... ) could be found. 

c9. 

Problem To show how the previous propositions can often be used 

for the determination of an unknown function. 

Solution. l. If-in a function F(x, y,... ) of one or more variable 

quantities x, y,... these cannot be taken as small as desired, at least 

there will be increases of x, y,. . i. e. 6 x, 4 y,.... which can be 

taken as small as desired. If one now calculates with these then by 

considering the x, y,... to be the-same and only the Ax, Ay,... to 

vary arbitrarily, the function turns into a function of A x, A y,... 

Therefore it will be comparable with the F(x, y,... ) of J6 where A x, 

p y,... here denote quantities like the x, y,.... in J6, which can be 

taken as small as desired. 

2. Now if it is to be possible to determine the unknown nature of 

the function F(x, y,.. ) then at least some one or more functions of 

x, y,.... must be given by which it is determined in some way. If it 

depends merely on the values which these functions take for values 

of x, y,... which are equally great, or which stand in some other 
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relationship, then F(x, y,... ) is properly to be considered as a 

function of these values. The determination of its nature occurs in 

the usual way. The second case, which is the only appropriate one 

here, is if F(x, y,... ) is not determined by any single value which 

those functions have, but rather by all the values which they take if 

one puts in for x, y,.. all values lying between 0 and x, y,... 

3. By Taylor's well-known theorem* we have in this case: 

F(x+ Q x, y+ 1 y,... ) = F(x. Y..... ) + 
4x. d`F(xiyr.. ) 

+ dx 

+ Qy. d&F(x, y,.. ) + 6x3 . d"' F(x, Y,.. ) + 
dy 2 dx' 

+ Ox 1 y. d" F(x, y... ) + 4y: . dtI F(x, y,.. ) + ... 
dxy dy a- 

Therefore, that part of the increase of F(x, y,... ) which contains 

" 
*I denote here, following du Bourguet, by 

d F(x, y,... ) 
dx 

d9 F(x, y,... ), d"5F(x, y,... ), the functions derived from F(x, y,.. ) 
dy dx dy 

by the known rules of differentiation either only in respect of x or y 

alone or in respect of x and y together and differentiating once or 

several times as often as divided by dx, dy,... It hardly needs 

mentioning that the derivation of these functions from F(x, y,... ) is a 

purely algebraic procedure which can be achieved without any consider- 

ation of the infinitely small. or anything similar. But with regard to 

Taylor's theorem mentioned here I do not wish to conceal that I do not 

allow it quite in the sense and generality in which it is usually 

presented. Since I cannot develop my ideas on this further at this 

point I have kept to the rule of using the proposition only under such 

restriction, and in such a way, as I believe I am able to justify my 

own concepts - which I shall do in due course. 

1% 
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all the Ax, Ay.... as factors is of the following form: 

, 6x Ay... 
r d" F(x, y,... )+... ., _P where the terms merely L dxy 

indicated after the + sign all contain one or more of the quantities 

Ax, D y,... as factors. 

4. Now if F(x, y,.. ) depends only on the values taken by certain 

functions of x, y,. . for all values of their arguments lying between 

0 and x, y,... , then it can always be shown that the quantity P 

depends only on the values which these functions (and possibly even 

simpler ones) take if one puts for 0 x, A y,... in them all 

values lying between 0 and 6x, Ay,.... 

S. Again, if one considers (as in §1) that for the same x, y,.. 

only Zx, Ay,... change, then these functions are really only 

functions of Ax, Ay,.... We shall denote them by f( L x, d y, ... ), 

,..... ý,... fc AX, Ay 

6. These functions stand in the same relationship to the quantity P 

as the f(xy,... ), f(x, y,. . ), ... of J6 stand to the function 

F(x, y,... ) which occurs there. Namely as F(x, y,.. ) there depends 

only on the values which the functions f(mx, ny,.. ) f(mx, ny,... ),... 

take if for m, n,.. . one puts every conceivable proper fraction, so 

also P depends only on the values which the functions f(m A x, nAy,. J, 

f(m s x, n, & y,... ),.... take if one lets m, n,... denote every 

conceivable proper fraction. 

7. The same also holds of the quantity P d"I F(x, y,... ) + .... 
, Ax L1y dxdy 

and hence the value into which it goes for Lex=O, Ay=O, .. i. e. the 

function 
dxýF(xy,. ') must depend merely on the values of 
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f(m Ax, n Ay, 
.. ), f(m Ax, n Ay,... ),... for Ax=O, Ay =0,..., 

i. e. on f(0,0,... ), f(O, O,... ), .... 

B. The function F(x, y,... ) has a certain meaning; it is to 

determine the magnitude of a certain object (which depends on the 

quantities x, y,... ). Now if we consider the whole class (Gattung) of 

those objects, whose magnitudes F(x, y,... ) can be determined in the 

same way, i. e. by some common rule by certain appropriate functions 

f (m Le x, n Ay,... ), i (m 6 x, n Le y.... ), 
... , then perhaps one of 

them can be found, possibly the simplest, whose magnitude ' (x, y,... ) 

is a known function of x, y,... With this one also knows the 

functions 47 (m A x, nA '(m ox,. nDy,.... ) , ... from 

xy 
which the quantity dxdy =d dy(x, 

y) belonging to (x, y,... ) 

is derivable in the same way as p can be derived from f(m A x, 
dxdy 

n &y,... ), f(m 0x, n&y,... ).... 

9. If this is found one needs nothing but to arbitrarily determine 

the constant quantities in cp ( 
.6x, 

Ay,... ), ( Ax, Qy,.. ), 

to make 1 (0,0,.. ) = f(O, O,.... ); ý(O, O,... ) f(O, O,... ), etc. 

d"-5 '' (x, y,.. ) d"3 F(x, Y,.. ) 
Then also in ý7 not only is 

dxdy dxdy 

in value, but the latter function is composed in the same way from the 

quantities f(0,0,... ), f(0,0,... ),... as 
d" (x, Y.... ) 

dy 

is formed from the quantities (? (00,.. ), Now 

since one knows (x, y,... ) and q' ( Ax, Ay, ... ) ,i p-( &x, Aye-0,... 

and j(O, O,... ), so also dxdy' 
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rule which is sufficient for the derivation of P from f( Lex, n y,.. ), 

Ax, Ay, .. ) as well as for TT from cp ( Ax, Ay,... ), 

gip( Q x, i y, .. ).. Thus, for example, there is a common rule by 

which the two functions 11+ 4x' and 1+ 49x' are derivable 

from the two functions x1 and x}, namely, that one first finds the 

derivative of the given function with respect to x, then square this, 

add one and take the square root of the sum. But taken individually 

there are several ways of deriving each of these two functions from 

its original function which do not work for the other. For example, 

for 1+ 4x1 from x'', multiply the given function by 4, add one and 

take the square root of the sum; but 1+ 49x1 cannot be derived from 

x* in this way. Moreover, it is not necessary to know that rule of 

derivation of the functions F and ' from their appropriate f, f,.. 

and q, ý,.. but it is sufficient to know that there exists one. 

The great usefulness of the above proposition is based on this fact. 

for without knowing the nature of a certain function one can often 

deduce from other circumstances that it must be derivable from one or -more 

given functions by the same rule by which another known function 

is derivable from one or more likewise known functions cp ,c,... 

Then by £9 F is determined from c' , cp , ... f, f,... and cý . if 

anyone wishes to compare this procedure with that:, by which one 

calculates the fourth proportional from three given quantities, we have 

nothing against it. If our method is called a kind of higher rule of 

three which happens to achieve for higher mathematics what holds 

everywhere for the elementary, namely that a pair of functions F and 

are derivable f rom one or more pairs of others f and 9, f and ', 
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etc. by an equal rule, we are justified in accepting this, providing 

there is some common concept under which we can bring the relationship 

of dependency of F on f, f,... as well as that of c) on 4', 4' ,.... 

For example it could be that Ft and t denote two functions of time 

t which, for every t, give the distance travelled in each time by a 

particle moving in a straight line, while ft and Opt could denote the 

velocities corresponding to each t. Then it is certain that the 

nature of the functions Ft and (It must be derivable from those of 

ft and c pt by some corresponding rule. For there can always be given 

a particular rule by which the distance can be calculated from the 

velocity if the latter is constant (when ft - c) and a particular 

rule if the velocity increases in equal ratio with the time (when 

ft = ct) and many other rules for other cases. Nevertheless, 

becauseFt, It, all have in common that they are expressions for the 

distance covered and all of ft, 4' t,... are expressions for the 

velocities achieved, and because the distance is determined by the 

velocities which have occurred during the motion, there must also 

necessarily be a general rule by which all the Ft, ? t,.. are 

derivable from their corresponding ft, cpt,... This however is 

only the first condition required for the application of our method 

to an object. Secondly, it is required that the quantities P and T1, 

derived in the same way from F(x, y,.. ) and '(x, y,. ) depend only on 

the values which certain functions f(m A x, nAy,. ) and ((m L1 x, 

n Ay,... ); 1(m Ax, nL\y.... ) and cp - (m L1 x, nAy, .. ) etc. take 

if one puts for m, n,... all conceivable proper fractions including 

O and 1. The meaning of this requirement is self-evident. But an 

example where it is satisfied is the one just given. For here P, or 

I 
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that part of the increase in the function F(x, y,.. ) which contains 

all A x, 8 y, ... as factors, is the complete increase itself, 

namely F (t + L1, t) - Ft = 
At. dFt 

+At 
d'Fi 

+ ..... therefore it 
dt 2 ctt 

is the distance which the particle moves in L t. Now it has 

already been noted in J1 that this distance depends only on the 

velocities which occur during the time of its movement, that is, 

only on the values taken by the function f(t +m -A t) if one puts 

for m every conceivable proper fraction inluding 0 and 1. The same 
i 

therefore holds of the even simpler function 
P_ dit 

+ 
Qt. d ft 

+ .. t dt 2 dt 

Since this relationship holds for every value of A t, however small, 

it follows from 16 that it also holds for A t--O, i. e. that quantity 

s 
into which 

dit 
+Qt 

ddtft 
+ ... goes for 6t=O, namely 

dit 

depends only, on the value which f(t +mA t) takes for A t=O, i. e. 

on ft. In just the same way 
d 

ätt also depends only on the value of 
, 

cpt. Therefore, if for some value of t, ft = (Ft then 
ätt 

is 

composed from ft in the same way as 
d dtt 

is composed from 4) t. 
d 

Now thereis at least onemotion for which we know the velocity as well 

as the distance, i. e. C)t as well as ' t, namely uniform motion 

in which the veolicity ft - some constant quantity c, and the distance 

described 4t is = ct. Therefore if we take c so that ft = cp't-cthen 

ätt 
can be derived from ft just as 

d ät 
can be derived from ept - c. 

dFt 
However, 

ddtt 
= 

d(dt, 
= c. Therefore Tt-must also = ft and 

consequently Ft -f (ft) which is the known theorem about 

lb 
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the relationship of distance to velocity for every kind of motion. 

If, on the other hand, one wanted to understand by ft and q' t the 

forces which are acting on the particle in the time t then the first 

condition that Ft and ýt are derivable from ft and cQ t by the same 

rule would still hold, but the second would no longer hold. For 

the distance P described in 6t is not only dependent on the forces 

acting on the particle in the interval &t, but also on those which 

had acted earlier. But if we now designate by Ft and 't the 

velocities, so that we are looking for the relationship in which the 

velocity and force stand to one another for any motion in 
.a 

straight 

line, then again both conditions hold. For that increase in the 

velocity during pt, i. e. F(t +L t) - Ft = pt. 
dFt Ltl d2 =t 
dt ý2 dt 

+ ... certainly depends only on the forces which act during t t. Our 

method can therefore be applied here. It may easily be proved that 

if the force acts uniformly the velocity must increase as the time. 

If we therefore put the force Qt =a constant quantity p then we 

know the function t, i. e. it equals pt. We thus obtain, as before, 

d ätt 
= p, and 

dFt 
= ft, or, Ft = 

5(ft) 
which is the known formula. 

Thus we see here two main theorems of mechanics proved without needing 

any consideration of the infinitely small which was still regarded 

only recently as indispensable! Just as little have we needed to 

resort to the artificial axiom which La grange, Pasquich and others 

bring in here, 'that of two causes which act through an equal time 

but of which one exceeds the other in magnitude at each individual 
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moment, an unequal effect must be produced, in fact a greater effect 

from the one that is always greater. ' This is a proposition which 

has the greatest similarity with the second Archimedean axiom 

concerning the length of an enclosed line (Preface p. IV) 103 

especially in the form which the modern writers have given to it. 

But the latter can be viewed as an axiom just as little as the former. 

Its compound nature already shows that it is a theorem which must 

be proved and if this is to be done it cannot be otherwise than by 

assuming those two formulas by means of which one calculates every 

effect of its cause is a given function of time. - These few things 

are perhaps sufficient to draw attention to the fruitfulness of our 

method. In conclusion therefore we just say a few words about what 

is distinctive in the method. For if a theorem should suffice to 

demonstrate truths which one is not able to prove without it then it 

must contain some combination of concepts not attempted before, 

briefly, something distinctive. Wherein then does this lie with our 

method? I say it is this, that one derives the nature of a function 

day... F(x, Y,... ) 
(namely, not from the nature of one or more 

quantities,. but from the nature of an infinite set of quantities, 

namely the values which f (m L1 x, nty, ... ) , 
1(m A x, n Ay,... ),.. 

take if one puts for m, n,.. every conceivable proper fraction. But 

this does not happen here by attempting a calculation of that which 

is in itself infinite and consequently incalculable. Neither does it 
ýcý.... ) 

occur by viewing the expression to be found 
d F(x. Y.... 

dxdy... as a 

function of all those quantities' which form an infinite set. For this 

would also be an attempted calculation of the infinite because a 

It 
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function of infinitely many quantities would also necessarily have to 

be viewed as composed from infinitely many parts. Rather the whole 

situation is transformed merely by the observation that the nature 

.... ) , of the function to be found 
dxy..... 

dxF(x. 
Y depends only on the 

values of those quantities into which the functions f(m A x, n, & y,.. ), 

f(m A x, nLy,.. ),.. go for Ax = 0, Ley = 0, .... and that 

therefore if these values are equal to one another for several 

functionsof the same kind, 
d«y". F(x, y.... ), d"3... (? (x, y,. ... ), 

dxdy.... dxdy..... 

namely, f(0,0,.. ) =C P(0,0,... ); f(O, O, . .)= c) (0,0,.... ). the 

dxý... dxy... ý, (x. y,... ) 
determining pieces of the functions 

F(x, y,... ) , 
dxdy.... dxdy 

equal one another, therefore the functions themselves must also be 

identical. Therefore one only needs to know the manner of composition 
xy... 

of one of them, e. g. 
dX: y:.: "ý from its corresponding dxdy 

cp(O, O,.... ), cQ (0,0,. .. ), in order to deduce the-manner of 

composition of every other 
d dxäy.... ) from its f(0,0,... ) 

1(0,0,.... ) and thereby the nature of F(x, y..... ) itself. 

J11 
. 

Definitions. A spatial object*, at every point of which, 

beginning at a certain distance and for all smaller distances, there 

is at least one and at most only a finite set of points as 

neighbours, is called a line in general (Fig. 1-7). 

*A spatial object is in general every system (every totality)of 

points (which may form a finite or infinite set). 
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2. A spatial object of which every part which can be viewed as a line 

according to the definition just given, has at least one point in common 

with the remaining part which then likewise must be viewed as a line, is 

called an absolutely connected line. (Fig. 2- 7). 

3. A spatial object of which every point, beginning from a certain 

distance and for all smaller distances, has at most two neighbours 

is called a simple line (Fig. 4,6,7). 

4. A spatial object of which every point, beginning from a certain 

distance and for all smaller distances, has an even number of 

neighbours, and thereby no point whose distance from others is greater 

than a given distance, is called a self-returning or closed line (Fig. 

3,4,7). 

5. If this number is everywhere only two then it is a simple self- 

returning line (Fig. 4 and 7). 

6. On the other hand, a line in which there are points which, 

beginning from a certain distance and for all smaller distnaces, have 

only one neigh bour, is called a bounded line (Fig. 2,5,6). 

7. Those points in it (e. g. e, e1 are called boundary- (or end-) 

points, the others (e. g. m, m) are internal points. 

8. If the latter each have only two neighbours the line is called 

a simple, bounded line (Fig. 6). 

J12. 

Note. it is not necessary to have these definitions in mind 

(nor some other definitions which follow), in order to judge and under- 

stand the theory appearing here. Nevertheless it seems useful to me to 

give them a place here, even if it only gives a small indication of the 

nature of that complete re-organisation of geometry at which I have 

worked for years but have so far communicated very little to the public. 

Having now mentioned these definitions I must add something by way of 
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explanation and justification. Obviously, at each point, e. g. in, of 

every line (Fig. 1) there is no next point, i. e. no point that is so 

near to it that another could not be said to be even nearer to it. 

Rather, at every point ma certain distance can be found, e. g. mr, 

for which and for all smaller distances, e. g. mr', mr", mr"', .. it 

can be asserted that there are points in the line which have this 

distance from in. However, this property of lines also belongs to 

every surface and every solid, and is therefore as it were, the higher 

concept (genus proximum) which comprehends all these three kinds of 

extension. But what belongs exclusively to the line (the differentia 

s ecifica is that for every single distance e. g. mr', mr", mr"' ,... 

only a finite set of points are found as neighbours, e. g. for mr 

three, for mr' one, for mr" two. For with the surface and the solid 

this is different: in the former at each point there is a complete 

line of points and in the latter even a complete surface of points 

which have the same distance from the given point. Of course, in a 

line there can sometimes be single points like c (Fig 7), which for 

a certain distance cr have a complete line segment rs full of 

neighbouring points. But even then there will always be a small 

distance e. g. co, for which, and for all smaller distances, only a 

finite set of neighbours is to be found. Moreover, according to this 

definition a whole consisting of several disconnected branches, like 

Fig. 1, bears the name 'a line' which is suited to the geometric use 

of language. But if something is to be called just a single absolutely 

connected line then to the foregoing must be added the characteristic 

mentioned in the second definition above. Now with some thought, and by 

comparison with the figures, one will hopefully see the meaning of this 

definition and the following ones, as well as their correspondence with 
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the use of language. It may be that someone finds it objectionable 

that in consequence of this definition I allow the line to arise from 

the mere composition of points. I remind such a person that such an 

idea would only be an error if either, (a) the line was viewed as a 

sum of points in the arithmetic meaning of this word, and it was 

therefore forgotten that for a line (as for every spatial object) 

one looks not only at a set of points but also at the way they are 

put together; or (b) it is thought that a merely finite set of 

points may be sufficient for a line, since in fact every line 

requires infinitely many; or (c) it is thought that of the points 

of the line each one, I do not know in what way, must border 

directly on the next one, because otherwise there would remain 

an empty space between two of them. But these are errors which 

our definition contradicts instead of sanctioning. * Another 

* The individual things of which another thing consists or is 

composed are usually called its parts or its components. According 

to our definition one may therefore assert that every line 

contains points as its parts, and similarly from the definitions 

that appear later that every surface contains points and lines, 

and every solid contains points, lines and surfaces as components. 

That might be a fresh offence to the ear of the geometer, but this 

is only because he is accustomed to using the word 'part' in a 

narrower sense, i. e. the things a, b, c, ... which constitute the 

thing M are only called parts of it if one considers in them a 

property which they possess in common with M, i. e. if they are of 

the same kind as M. But is it useful to employ this word in so 

narrow a sense? Should one not rather distinguish similar and 
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objection which is easily anticipated is that all the propositions 

which I have put forward here as definitions are basically only 

theorems. Because it is obvious that the terms, line, self- 

returning line boundary point and so on, refer, according to their 

inherent meaning, to completely different concepts from those which 

I attributed to them in ill. So e. g. the name 'line' (Yea, r& .I) 

undeniably refers to a spatial object that can be described by the 

motion of a material point or particle. Boundary point in a line is, 

according to the etymology of the word, a point by which the motion 

which is necessary for thedescription of the line is bounded, i. e. 

from which it must be either begun or ended. A self- returning line 

is, from the original meaning of this expression, a line which is 

described by the motion of a particle which returns again to the 

point of its departure. And so on. I admit all this, but reply 

that in a science it is well known that one has to look not at the 

original meaning of a word but only at that which is meant by it, 

and must be meant if it is to belong to this science. Now for 

reasons which I have already indicated in 1804 in the Preface to 

Betrachtungen über einige Gegenstände der Elementargeometrie it is 

undeniable that no concepts belong to the science of space which 

include the concepts of motion. Therefore, if the words 

dissimilar parts and require the condition just mentioned only of 

the former? - Just as one makes no objection, for example, to saying 
'body and soul constitute the two components of human beings', so 

one should not find fault if someone calls points components of a 

line in just the same sense of the word. Of course they are only 

dissimilar components of the line and not similar ones. 
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line, boundary point, self-returning line, etc. are to be used in the 

science of space they must not be taken in their first and original 

meaning any more than e. g. the words intersection, centre of gravity, 

etc., but in a proper meaning from which the concept of motion (as well 

as all other alien concepts) is removed or should be removed. The 

purely geometric and the mechanical concepts of one and the same word 

are therefore no less to be distinguished than the arithmetic and 

geometric meanings of the words 'square', 'cube', etc. These are 

concepts which usually have the same range, but not the same content 

(i. e. not the same components); they are in fact interchangeable 

concepts. For example, the mechanical concept of a spatial object 

that can be described by the motion of a particle and the purely 

geometric concept which we put forward above (g 1l, No. 2) under 

the name of an absolutely connected line, are actually two inter- 

changeable concepts. In the science of space however, one pays no 

regard at all to the mechanical meaning of such words, it is only in 

mechanics that it is shown which mechanical properties can be applied 

to these geometrical objects. And this shows the reason why they 

were given these names. For example, the concept of centre of gravity 

which several geometers have already accepted in their science is 

defined in geometry so thatthe concept of weight, contained in the 

original meaning of the word, is completely avoided. But in mechanics 

it must be shown what mechanical property this geometrical point 

possesses which explains how it comes to be called a centre of gravity. 
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Similarly it is only in mechanics that we must prove that that spatial 

object defined by us under the name of a line can actually be 

described by the motion of a particle, and that the other spatial 

object which above we called a self-returning line has the property 

that a particle describing it finally returns to the same place 

from which it began. * And so on. Perhaps it would not be 

superfluous if we give a small example so as to clarify to our 

readers to some extent how mechanics achieves all this. Let us 

therefore show how mechanics proves the theorem that every particle, 

if the cause of its motion does not change, describes a straight line. 

From this proposition, in combination with some others, can 

subsequently be derived the correct theorem that every particle, 

however it moves, describes a line in general. The spatial object that 

f 

* The usual definition of a line, through the motion of a point 

(or particle ), could also have been seen to be objectionable 

from the fact that there are generally several ways in which one 

and the same line can be described (with a simple line at least 

two but with a self-returning line, infinitely many because one 

can start from each of its points). Now if the concept of a line 

were nothing other than the concept of that which arises from the 

motion of a particle then the line which is described by th e motion 

of a particle f rom a to b would be different, as a concept, from 

that described when the particle goes through just the same points as 

before only in the reverse order from b to a. Then one really would 

have two lines in mind which completely contradicts the meaning which 

the geometer connects with the word 'line'. For he certainly 

recognises in this case only one single line, and hence it clearly 

follows that the describing of the line does not belong to the 

geometer's concept of the line. 
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contains all points which the particle occupies in time t will be 

denoted by S, and that which includes all the points occupied during 

the interval 8 will be denoted by E. Then it is certain that S 

and 2 are things which are completely determined by the given 

position of the particle at the beginning of the times t and 6, by the 

time intervals and by the given cause of the motion, i. e. the velocity 

of the particle. Now if this velocity does not alter at any time then 

I say that the determining pieces of S and E are similar to one 

another. For the positions m and n in which the particle is at the 

beginning of the times t and 0 are, like all points, similar to one 

another. The same thing also holds of the times t and 0 because all 

time intervals are similar to one another. But also no difference can 

be alleged in the relationship in which the positions m and n stand to 

the times t and 0 or to the velocities of the particles provided the 

latter remain unchanged. Accordingly, all determining pieces of S and 

are similar to one another. Now we have proved in the Betracht- 

ungen etc. Pt. IJ 17 that if the determining pieces of two 

things are similar to one another then also the things themselves must 

be similar to one another. Therefore S and 2 are similar to one 

another. This similarity holds in whatever relationship the times t 

and 9 stand to one another. So for example the time 8 can be 

part of t, in which case 2 must also be a part of S because the 

positions which the particle occupies during 6 are then included among 

the positions which it occupies during t. From this it follows that S 

is a spatial object of such a nature that every part of it, 2, 

is similar to the whole. From which again it follows that it is nothing 

other than a straight line, because as geometers know, there is no other 

spatial object of which every part is similar to the whole. 

13. 

Definition. A spatial object is called a determinate 
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or determinable object if the totality of its points is either 

actually determined or is determinable from a certain number of given 

points by means of a finite set of rules. 

14. 

Note It is known that if only two points are given in some 

way, e. g. directly or (as it is often said) through intuition, an 

. 
infinite set of otherpoints can be determined (namely all those which 

lie with the former on a straight line) by a mere statement of the 

ratio of their distances from the given points to the distance of 

these two from one another, therefore by mere rules (or by general 

concepts). If three points are given of which none is already 

determined by its relationship to the other two (i. e. three points 

which do not lie in the same line) then a still greater set of points 

can be determined (namely all which lie in the plane of the three 

given points) by a mere description of the ratio of the existing 

distances, therefore by mere concepts. Finally, if four points 

are given, of which none is already determined by its relationship 

to the other three (i. e. four points which do not lie in the same 

plane) then every possible fifth point, wherever it lies, can be 

determined by a description of the ratio of its four distances to the 

distances which the four given points have to one another; therefore 

by mere rules. With these truths in mind, I hope everybody will 

understand the expression in our above definition 'to be determinable 

from a certain number of given points by mere rules'. That is, the 

points which must be given so as to be able to determine all the other 

points of a spatial object, by what has just been said, need only be 

very few in number, at most four. But the rules which must be known 
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in order to determine all the other points from the given points often 

need to be very numerous. In fact when the object contains an infinite 

set of points (as is the case with all lines, surfaces and solids) then 

if every point requires a special rule for its determination one 

would have to comprehend an infinite set of rules, i. e. the object would 

be as good as indeterminable. If then it is to be determinable either 

all its points must be determined by one and the same rule, or it 

must at least be divisible into a finite set of parts of which each 

part can be determined by a single rule. It is assumed here that an 

infinite set of points can be determined by a single rule, and this is 

always possible. For example, by the short rule, 'consider all 

points which have two given distances from two given points', an 

infinite set of points is determined which form a complete circle 

whose axis is ab [11] 
. Moreover, it is self-evident that the 

magnitude of spatial objects which are not determinable cannot be 

calculated. They will therefore not be considered subsequently in this 

work. If an example of such a spatial object is required there is the 

concept applied by many geometers for the supposed purpose of 

calculating curves, i. e. the concept of a 'broken line which is 

composed of infinitely many, infinitely small, straight lines'. 

Such a line is, as an indeterminable object, already clearly 

incapable of having its length calculated, much less could it be used 

for the calculation of the lengths of other lines. 

f15. 

Definition. The straight line (Gerade) contained between the 
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points a and b is the name of a spatial object which contains a and 

b and all the points which lie between them, i. e. all those which, 

from a, are in the same direction as b, and from b, are in the same 

direction as a, and does not contain any other points. 

f 16. 

Theorem. The straight line is a line and in fact a determinable 

line. 

Proof. It is easy to show that the criterion required in £11 

belongs to this spatial object and consequently it is a line. The 

rule by which all its points can be determined is already stated in 

f 15, therefore this spatial object is also a 
. 
determinable line. 

j 17. 

Problem. To give the most appropriate method by which every 

determinable line can be determined from a sufficient number of given 

points. 

Solution. Every point m (Fig. 8) is determinable most conven- 

iently from four given points if three of them e. g. b, c, d are so 

related to the fourth that the three directions ab, ac, ad are mutually 

perpendicular. -Then the three distances from a to the feet of the 

perpendiculars from the point m to these directions, namely ap, aq (=po), 

ar (=om), are given. Suppose then that these perpendiculars are drawn 

to the three directions ab, ac, ad (which are called axes) from all 

the points of the line to be determined (their distances from a are 

called abscissae or ordinates). Now. if the co-ordinates for m are 

represented by x, y, z; and for another point n by x +Ax, y+Qy, 

z+0z, then the symbols A x, L y, Liz, cannot all denote zero 

otherwise n would be the same point as in. But the distance mit is = 

Ax'' + A? + Azi .=u, a quantity which, by ill, for every m 
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must be able to take all values less than a definite limit. From this 

it follows that for every x, y, z, there are A x, A y, a z, as 

small as desired, i. e. that x, y, z, insofar as they vary at all vary 

by the law of continuity. Now since, by what has just been said, one 

of these variables, e. g. z, necessarily varies and must take infinitely 

many values, then at most the following cases can arise: a) infinitely 

many different z belong to one y and one x, b) infinitely many z and y 

belong to one x, c) only a finite number of values of z belong to one y 

and only a finite number of y belong to one x. In fact all three cases 

are possible with a line, as the mere example of the straight line shows. 

For with aline which is parallel to the z axis one has the first case, 

with one that is not parallel to the z axis but is perpendicular to the 

x-axis, the second case, and with any other position, the third case. 

Finally with a broken line which is composed of three such straight 

lines all three cases exist at once. We must now consider each of 

these separately: 

1. In the first case it is easy to see there cannot be infinitely 

many pairs of x and y to each of which there are infinitely many z. One 

of the following two cases must hold: by the infinitely many z which 

belong to the same x and y is to be understood either all z which lie 

between some definite limits or only certain z which have to be 

determined by a particular rule. 

a) The first case would give infinitely many neighbours, for a 

definite distance, at every point m, because from the infinitely many 

"Ax, 0 y, infinitely many corresponding pairs can be produced for each 

of which there is az which with them makes Qx'' + pys + Qz'' _ 

a definite quantity u. 

b) In the second case it depends on whether by the infinitely many x 

or y is to be understood all values contained between definite limits or 
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only certain values. The first would be the same case as a) except 

that instead of z one now has x or y. There now therefore remains the 

second case. If the quantities A x, i y, A z, in fact had infinitel_,, 

many values but these were'not all lying between certain limits they 

can give to the expression Ax' + Ey' + 6-z", by their various 

combinations, infinitely many, but not all values less than a given 

quantity as it should be for a line. Therefore there can only be a 

finite set of x and y for every pair of which the quantity z must have 

infinitely many values, in fact all values between definite limits, 

e. g. a and a+b, then between a+b+c and a+b+c+d, etc. If the line is 

to be a determinate line we must be given these limits. Hence it may 

be seen that the line which one had in mind in the first case is a 

straight line or a collection of several straight lines which all 

lie parallel to the z axis. 

2. In the second of the cases considered above, it can be proved, 

in a similar way as in the first case, that there may again only be a 

finite number of x's to each of which belong infinitely many y and z. 

Assuming this, and as at every m there can only be a finite number of 

neighbours, therefo re'only a finite number of y+ Ay and z+ i z, for 

a definite u, it follows that there must be such a relationship of 

dependence between the quantities of y+by and z+Qz that there 

is only a finite number of corresponding Qy and Az for which 

, ay` +Ae=u, i. e. for every y+ Ay there is only a finite 

number of z+ Liz and therefore also for every y only a finite number 

of z. Therefore for every value of y there must be some rule that 

restricts the corresponding z co-ordinate so that it takes only a finite 

number of definite values. But since there are infinitely many of the 

values which y takes it is clear that the line would not be determinable 
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if for every value of y one required a particular rule for the 

determination of the corresponding z. Therefore for several, indeed 

for all values of y lying between given limits the corresponding value 

of z must be determinable by some single rule. In other words, we 

must be given a finite set of equations of the form z= fy and 

moreover it must be stated within which limits of y each of them is to 

be used for determining z. It is also clear that the line which is now 

in mind lies in one or more planes perpendicular to the x axis. 

3. Finally in the third case it can be shown in a similar way that 

the line is only determinable if one or n pairs of equations of the 

form y= fx and z= ix are given, and moreover, it is stated within 

which limits of x each of these pairs is to be used for determining 

y and z. The line which one has in mind in this case, is, or at least 

can be, one of those called lines of double curvature (courbes ä double 

courbure). 

f18 

Note. It is normally said that every line can be determined by a 

pair of equations of the form y= fx and z= ix. This is not quite 

correctly stated. The proposition certainly does not hold for 

indeterminable lines. But even if a line is determinable, and 

determinable through a single pair of equations, one does not always 

want the totality of all points which are determinable through these 

two equations if every value is taken for x, but only to have some 

piece of the line. This happens, for example, if one considers the 

three sides of a triangle where one obviously does not imagine the 

three straight lines produced indefinitely. Therefore so as to be 

I 
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able to assert of such lines that they are determined by a pair of 

equations one must at least add that the equations are only meant for 

those values of x which lie between certain limits x=a and x= a+b, 

etc. Further, since there can also be lines whose individual parts 

proceed according to completely different rules, as in the case with 

the example just mentioned of the perimeter of a triangle, one must 

add that often more than one pair of equations are required. Thus 

one finally arrives at what was said in the previous paragraph. 

l' 19 

Definition. The length of a line is a quantity which is derivable 

from the nature of the line, with respect to a given distance E, 

according to a rule such that if the length for a certain piece of 

line =1 and for another piece =, then for the whole which 

consists of these two pieces together the length is =1+?. . 

J20 

Note. Everything new is apt to meet opposition just because it 

is still unusual. The present definition can hardly expect any better 

fate. I can already anticipate certain objections which will be brought 

against it, so I shall mention them and answer them briefly straight 

away. Firstly, it might surprise some people that I distinguish here 

the concept of distance from that of length since these are usually 

regarded as the same. That this distinction is well-founded and that 

the concept of distance is much simpler than that of length can be 

inferred from the fact that for every system of two points there is a 

distance without needing to consider them connected by a line, let alone 
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a straight line. Further, it might appear that my definition is not 

based on the essence of the concept but only on a fortuitous 

property, because in order to arrive at the concept of the length of 

a line it does not really seem necessary to consider it as a whole 

consisting of several parts. To this I reply that the concept of 

length certainly contains that of a quantity. But since all 

quantities have to be either extensive or intensive surely no one 

will deny that length is to be counted as a quantity of the first 

kind. Now quantities are extensive when their parts are all located 

outside one another. Thus one never thinks of the length of a line 

withoutthinking of it as a whole consisting of parts. This 

therefore is the first characteristic (the genus) in the concept of 

length. Now could the second characteristic (the differentia 

specifica) be anything but this: that one has to consider such a 

quantity for each part that the quantity of the whole, if it is 

determined by exactly the same rule, is equal to the sum of the 

quantities of the individual parts? Of course, it might be further 

objected that such a definition of the concept of length, instead 

of revealing the concept, already assumes it as known. Because it 

must already be known what length is if it is desired to add the 

lengths of two pieces and compare them with the whole. If this 

objection is valid, then for the same reason many other definitions 

which everyone acknowledges to be correct would have to be rejected. 

For example, the definition of difference, "that it is that quantity 

which added to the subtrahendus produces the minuendus'. For it 

would be said that in order to test, by this definition, whether a 

certain quantity is a difference one would already have to possess this 

concept. However, just as this objection would here be false (without 

already having the concept of difference one can find it with certainty 

by deductions straight from this definition), so also without already 
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knowing the lengths of the lines ab, bc, ac one can determine these 

quantities merely from the definition that length ab + length be s 

length ac, and knowing that these three quantities are all to be 

derivable from the nature of the line by one and the same rule. 

Now, of course, all this only proves that the characteristics 

accepted in our definition of the concept are characteristic, i. e. 

that they belong exclusively to the length of a line. But from 

this it still does not follow that they are the actual components 

of the concept to be defined any more than the concept 'of a figure 

whose angle sum is 180 0, is the concept of a triangle although this 

characteristic belongs exclusively to the triangle. It is however 

undeniable that in the concept of length there is the concept of 

quantity and indeed that of an extensive quantity, i. e. a whole 

consisting of several parts. Now anyone would find it hard to mention 

a characteristic which would be simpler than theone which we have 

given, which could be added (as differentia specifica). to the concept 

of a whole (as genus proximum) to produce a concept of equal range 

with that of length. But logic teaches us that when there are 

several combinations of different characteristics of a kind that the 

concept each produces belongs exclusively to one and the same object, 

the one which is the simplest of them is suited for the definition 

of the object. If, after all that has been said here (albeit briefly) 

someone is still not able to convince himself of the correctness of 

this definition then I remind him that it is enough for our theory if 

he will allow the present paragraph only as a theorem. Now whoever 

could not do this - to be willing to admit that the length of every 

line is equal to the sum of the lengths of its individual parts? 
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21. 

Theorem. Lines which are geometrically equal are also of 

equal length. 

Proof. As a consequence of the definition of $19 the length of 

a line is a certain quantity which is derivable from the nature of 

the line, with respect to a given distance E, according to a law which 

holds equally for all lines. Now if two lines are geometrically equal, 

i. e. are of such a nature that every two corresponding points in the 

one have exactly the same distance from one another as in the'other, 

then everything that can be perceived in these lines by comparison of 

them with a given distance E must be the same for both lines. 

Therefore slso the length, which is something determined by one and 

the same law from the sum of these characteristics in both lines, must 

be found to be the same in the one as in the other. 

j 22. 

Note. I have called geometrically equal what otherwise used to be 

called equal and similar, or according to an even older use of language, 

congruent. The unsuitability of the latter term is clear from the 

fact that spatial objects which have both similarity as well as 

equality nevertheless do not always have that property which the word 

'congruence' originally indicated and for the designation of which it 

would be reasonable to retain the word. I mean the property by which 

spatial objects are capable of becoming positions for one and the same 

material object (understood at different times). Thus, to repeat an 

example already given by Kant, the left glove can be completely equal 

and similar to the right one and yet will not fit on both hands. Of 

course the theory of congruence in this meaning of the, word has 

hitherto hardly been worked out at all. What Robert Simson (in his 

/ 
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Elementis Euclidis Glasgow 1756) or Legendre (in his E16mens de 

Geometrie) provides for it is still very little. But in a complete 

system of geometry a section must be given to this theory and its 

results will be sufficiently interesting. At least the word 

'congruence' would thus be allowed the meaning established by 

ordinary use because it would necessarily have this meaning in that 

section of geometry. As for the expression 'similar and equal', 

first of all it is unsatisfactory to denote a single concept by 

combining two words. Then also there must be added (in thought) a 

restriction to the word 'equal', i. e. 'merely with respect to 

quantity' which is a rather forced ellipsis! - As a consequence 

of the use of language which prevails in ordinary life (which, as far 

as it goes, should also be respected in the sciences), the word 

'equality' denotes the coincidence of all characteristics which are 

perceived through comparison of two things in themselves. Therefore 

it seems to me necessary to add 'geometrical' to this word because 

in geometry one understands it of the coincidence merely of all those 

characteristics which are perceivable through comparison with a 

certain distance. But the concept of similarity I define as Wolf and 

others have already done as the equality of the intrinsic 

characteristics of two things, i. e. those characteristics which can 

be recognised in a thing in itself without comparing it with something 

outside it (as for example a given distance would be). 

f 23. 

Theorem Straight lines in which the end-points are as far apart 

in the-one as in the other are also of equal length. 

Proof The straight line is well known to be completely 

determined by its end-points. Therefore those straight lines 
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whose end-points are at equal distances from one another have determin- 

ing pieces which are geometrically equal. Therefore they themselves 

are geometrically equal and hence, as a consequence of g21, their 

lengths must also be equal. 

f 24 

Corollary On the other hand, straight lines of which the end- 

points in one are not as far apart as in the other are of unequal 

length. In, fact, the one whose end-points are nearer one another is of 

less length, as it is usually said, it is shorter. For if the distance 

cd (Fig. 9) is further than the distance ab, then inside the line cd 

a point ß can be specified whose distance from c is equal to the 

distance ab. Consequently the line cd can be considered as u whole 

whose constituent parts are the two lines c (3 and (3 d. Now since 

each of these must have a certain length, but the length of cý by 

23 is equal to length ab so the length of cd must necessarily be 

greater than the length of ab. 

§25 

Note Distances in themselves possess no magnitude, [123 they 

are either equal or unequal and in the latter case, either wider or 

narrower. Insofar as the determinate distance between two points 

contains the ground for the possibility of the straight line between 

those two points, of which the length is a definite magnitude, one also 

attributes a magnitude to distance itself. But accordingly this is 

only an intensive quantity and it must be expressed by the same 

numbers by which one expresses the length of the straight line. It can 

be seen that distance is not an extensive quantity from the fact that 

it does not consist of any parts. For it can certainly be asserted 

of the line between a and b that it is composed of the two lines ac and 

4 cb, but it cannot be said of the distance between a and b that it is 

It 
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composed of the two distances ac and cb. 

£ 26. 

Theorem Suppose the directions ba and bc; cb and cd; dc and de; 

ed and ef; etc. (Fig. 10) are, in each pair, opposite to each other, 

and the distances ab = be = cd = de = ef, etc; and finally if the 

number of points a, b, c, d, e, f, .. - n+l or the number of lines 

ab, bc, cd, de, ef, .. =n, then the length of the line of - nx, 

where x represents the length of ab. 

Proof By virtue of the assumption that the directions ba and 

bc; cb and cd; etc are opposite to one another in pairs, the straight 

lines ab, bc, ... each lie completely outside each other but all in 

the straight line of of which they are integral parts. Therefore as 

a consequence of the definition of 119, 

length of = length ab + length be + .... 

Because the distances ab = be = ...., then the lengths of all these 

lines are, by £23, equal to one another. But the number of them is 

n, therefore the length of of = nx, if x is the length of ab. 

f 27. 

Corollary 1. If, conversely, the length of the straight line 

of =1 is given, then one can find the length of the piece ab for which 

which x=1A. 

J28. 

Corollary 2. If the integral parts of the line ah (Fig. 11) 

are the following: 

1. m lines ab, bc, cd, .... which are equal in length to the line 

aý=x; 

2. then a piece de which contains n lines of which each is r 

i. e. r of them are as long as aý( J27); 
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3. then a piece of which contains s lines each of which is 
t'x etc. 

then the length of ah, 1= (m +n+s+,.... )x 

rt 

29 

Note From the foregoing it may be seen that the length of a 

straight line can always be specified by comparison with the length of 

another line. But it does not matter which line is chosen for the 

measuring unit of this comparison. One can, for example, choose that 

straight line whose end-points have the distance E. If we let the 

length of this straight line be denoted by 1, then the lengths of all 

other lines can be represented by definite magnitudes with respect to 

that length adopted as the unit. 

J30 

Theorem Lengths of lines which are similar to one another are 

in proportion to the lengths of other lines determined from them in a 

similar way. 

Proof 1. In this proposition it is first assumed that there are 

lines which are similar to one another and in fact such that differ in 

their magnitudes. This truth, as generally the whole theory of the 

possibility of similar spatial objects which are geometrically 

unequal, is based on three simple propositions: that all points, all 

directions and all distances are similar to one another. These three 

propositions and several others whose proofs were not known to me in 

1804 when I published the Betrachtungen über einigeGegenstände der 

Elementargeometrie, arise very easily, on my present view, from a 

correct definition of the concept of space. Namely, from the definition 

that space is the possibility of position and position is that relationship 

among the things of appearance which contains the 

I 
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ground for why they act in this or that temporal relationship to one 

another. Without being able to develop this further at present it is 

enough if it is agreed that the three propositions of the'similarity 

of all points, directions and distances are certainly much simpler 

than those of the possibility of similar lines, surfaces and solids. 

For it will already follow from this that the former can justifiably 

be assumed for the proof of the latter; with their assumption this 

proof is very easy. For let the re exist some one of these spatial 

objects, e. g. a line, and let there also be given some point A in it 

through which there are three mutually perpendicular directions, and 

also some distance E. Then, provided the spatial object is not 

indeterminable, all the points of it, therefore the whole object, 

can be determined by merely specifying its, relationships to the 

given five pieces (therefore by mere concepts). Now consider some 

other point a and through it likewise three mutually perpendicular 

directions together with a certain distance e different from E. 

Then because all points, directions and distances are similar to one 

another, there will be, for the point a, the three directions through 

it and the distance e, a spatial object which has exactly the same 

relations to the pieces mentioned as the previous one had to its pieces. 

These two spatial objects are therefore similar to one another, but on 

account of the different distances E and e they are geometrically 

unequal. 

2. Secondly, that in similar lines the lengths are in proportion to 

the lengths of other lines derived from them in a similar way, follows 

from the concept of similarity itself. For lines which are derived from 

other similar ones in a similar way must themselves necessarily be 

similar objects (because their determining pieces are similar to one 

2 
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another). Therefore every intrinsic characteristic of one of these 

objects must also be found in the other. But among these intrinsic 

characteristics belongs the relationship in which the length of these 

lines stands to the lengths of those from which they are derived 

because lengths can always be compared with lengths. Therefore this 

relationship must be the same in both cases. 

E 31. 

Note The foregoing theorem is so necessary and fundamental to 

the theory of rectification which will be presented here that it would 

be a crucial defect if it could not be proved earlier and quite 

independently. Nevertheless, the usual proof of this theorem (by 

dividing the line into infinitely small parts which are then viewed 

as straight lines) assumes a truth only provable from the theory of 

rectification. (Namely that the ratio of the length of an arc to the 

length of its chord can come as close to 1: 1 as desired by taking the 

arc itself as small as desired. ) However, this usual proof is 

objectionable in any case and the proposition is not provable in any 

other way than in the way in which we have just done it, when it 

appears as an easy consequence of the concept of similarity. In this 

circumstance I may be allowed to recount how one of the greatest 

living geometers confirms these views of mine in a very striking way. 

In the often-mentioned Betrachtungen etc., and therefore already in 1804, 

I had put forward the theory of similarity as well as several new 

views in a way which corresponds exactly to the presentation here and 

I derived from them, among other consequences, a proper theory of 

". parallels. This little work was reviewed, not unkindly, in the 
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academic journals and was recommended to the public for further 

examination. Nevertheless, for very understandable reasons no 

general attention was aroused and the work was gradually completely 

forgotten. So it was gratifying to find the famous French geometer 

Legendre who, as is well known, had tried in vain to establish a 

sound theory of parallels in a different way, finally in his tenth 

edition of the 2lemens de Geometrie of the year 1813 had come to the 

sam views which I had put forward nine years earlier and had even 

derived quite similar consequences from them. (Compare his Note II 

p. 280-286, with f 16ff and especially i27 of the first part of my 

Betrachtungen). It is certain that my small work never came to the 

notice of the French scholar, so this coincidence of my ideas with his 

is all the more noteworthy and indeed the ideas of both of us with 

those older ones of Leibniz and Wolf (see the latter's Elem Arithm. 

127, his Elem. Geom,. his Ontol. P. I. Sec III, Ch. I f201 ff. ) 

If several people come to the same view, without one being caused 

to do so by any of the others, will it not be very probable that it 

is correct? 

132. 

Problem. To find the length of every determinable line if the 

sufficient number of-equations for its determination (referred to 

rectangular co-ordinates) are given, as well as the distance E to which 

the expression for this length is to be referred. 

Solution, VWe intend to take the most general case straight away 

and to show how to calculate the length of those lines which, as 

considered in j17 No. 3, can be of double curvature. Then everyone 

will know how to apply the method which we use here for the far 

I 
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simpler cases of No. 1 and 2. Also we need only show how to 

calculate the length of a piece of the line such that for all the points 

the same pair of equations y= fx and z= ix holds. For if one 

knows the lengths of all such pieces then by § 19 their sum gives 

the length of the whole line. 

2. Therefore for all values of'abscissa x which do not lie outside 

the boundaries a and a+b let the pair of--equations y= fx and z= ix 

hold. 

3. Now to find the length of the piece of line belonging to 

s. 11 these values of x we consider the length 1 of a variable part 

of it, in fact of that which contains all points of the line from 

abscissa x=a up to a certain one which we shall not determine more 

precisely than that it should lie betwen a and a+b, and which we 

denote simply by x. 

4. This length is obviously also a variable quantity, because if 

x increases, e. g. by the piece L1 x, (keeping inside the limits 

mentioned) a certain part is also added to the line, namely that 

which contains all points f rom the abscissa x up to the abscissa 

x+Ax. Moreover, by virtue of the definition of J19,1 depends 

only on the nature of the curved line itself, and in fact only on the 

nature of the part of it lying between the abscissa a and x, and on 

the distance E. Now since this nature of the line is determined by 

the two equations y= fx and z= fx and the constant§ E and a, one 

can also say that I is a function of x which must be determinable from 

the nature of the functions fx. and fx and the constants E and a. We 

shall denote this by Fx. 

5. if x increases by Q x, then the increase in 1 or Fx, namely 

F(x +Q x) - Fx is a quantity which, on geometrical grounds, is 
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dependent on E as well as on the nature of merely that piece of the 

line that belongs to the piece of abscissa d x, therefore merely on 

the values taken by the co-ordinates y=f (x +Q x) and 

z= f(x +Q x) for all values of the abscissa which do not lie 

outside the boundaries % and X+Ax. Or, what amounts to the 

same thing, F(x +A x) - Fx depends only on the values which the 

functions f (x +mA x) and i (x +m Ox) take if one puts for m every 

conceivable proper fraction together with 0 and 1. Furthermore, if 

a new x-axis is taken which is parallel to the previous one all y 

and z are increased or decreased by equal amounts d and e while x 

remains unchanged. Therefore nothing should change in the nature of 

the function Fx, nor therefore in F(x + Lex) - Fx, because the same 

piece of arc still always belongs to the same x. From this it 

follows that for the determination of the function F(x +Q x) -Fx 

it is not even necessary to have the absolute size of the values 

which f (x +m Ax) and ! (x +mQ x) take if one puts for m every 

conceivable proper fraction together with 0 and 1. Instead, the 

mere statement of the values of the differences f(x +m Ax) -d 

and f(x +mE x) - e, suffices. If we now regard the quantity x, and 

therefore also y and z, as constant for different values of A x, then 

it is permitted to put the arbitrary constants d and e equal to the 

values fx and fx. Hence it follows that the function F(x + Ax) - Fx 

is determined merely from all the values which the functions f(x + max) 

- fx and f(x +mi x) - 
ix take if one puts for m every conceivable 

proper fraction together with 0 and 1. Finally, consider two or more 

curves in which the increase in abscissa Ax stands in exactly the 

same ratio to the increase in the ordinates - f(x +i x) - fx 

and f(x +L x) - fx, i. e. for which the quotients f(x + L1 x) - fx 
X 

and 
f(x +Q x) fx 

have the same magnitude and further, that all 

, It 
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L 
quotients representable by 

f(x +mmx x) - fx 
and 

f(x +mA x) - 
ix 

M, & x 

as m is every kind of proper fraction, are always of equal magnitude, 

then the pieces of arc belonging to ix are similar to each other, 

and it follows from J30 that the lengths of these pieces of arc 

a F(x +A x) - Fx, have the same ratio to the length of .x which 

is similarly situated in each case, i. e. that the quotients 

F(x +A x) - Fx for all these lines are of equal size. Finally, 
Ax 

F(x +& x) - Fx 
we gather from this that the function 

'Ax 
is 

determinable merely through the values which the functions 

f (x +mQ x) - fx f (x +mQ x) - fx 
and x 

take, if one puts for in 
mpxm 

every conceivable proper fraction together with 0 and 1. As long as 

the latter quantities all remain unchanged however the absolute 

values of Ax, fx, Fx, etc. vary, then so also (by what has just been 

said) the quantity 
F(x +" x) - Fx 

will remain unchanged. 

6. Now let Y7 = CQ x and = -q >x denote the equations for 

another. 
[kind of] line for which the other quantities are also a and 

E. Let its length = x. Therefore Fx and Ix denote things of the 

same kind, namely lengths of lines, and since according to No. 4 Fx 

and 
ýx must be determinable for the same a and E, merely from the 

nature of the functions fx, ix and cpx, cox, then without doubt 

there is some general law by which for all lines the functions Fx and 

cI x are derivable from the nature of fx, ix and (px, ) x. But 

according to No. 5 the functions F(x +Q x) - Fx 
and 

t 
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ij>(x +A x) -x will be determined by the values which the Ax 

functions 
f (x +mp x) - fx 

I 
1(x +mA x) - ix and 

m Ax m Ax 

p(x +m Ox) - Cpx ap(x +m4x) - )x 
MAX m Ax 

take if one puts for 

m every conceivable proper fraction, together with 0 and 1. 

Therefore this determination proceeds according to some rule which 

is the same for all lines. For these functions are derived from the 

previous ones (i. e. the former from Fx, cjýx and the latter from fx, 

c x; fx, x) by a rule which is the same for both cases. 

7. Now since, as is clear from J17, the functions fx and fx, 

Qx and qx must be continuous, then the values of 
f(x +md x) - fx 

max 

and 
f(x + mm 

Q 
x) - fx 

can come as close as desired to the values 
x 

dfx and dfx, and the values of 4' (x +mA x) -x and 
dx dx mAx 

Y(x + MA x) -x can come as close as desired to the values 
mAx 

d c? x and d'x if Ax is taken small enough. Finally, since at 
dx dx 

least for certain lines, e. g. for straight lines, the function F2 x 

is also continuous and therefore 
f(x + AX) x can approach 

the value of 
dd' x 

as close as desired, it follows that the same 

must also be the case with the function Fx. Therefore now all 

conditions of £9 are present. So if for some x one has the equations 

dfx =dqx and dfx = fix, then the functions dFx and dx 
dx dx dx dx dx dx 

must both be composed in the same way, the former from the values of 

4fx dfx d cp xd CQ x. 
and dx , the latter from the values of dx and dx 

I 
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8. Now suppose C? x and cp x denote the equations for a 

straight line and are therefore of the form oc + Ox and Y+ S x. 

For such a line x is also known to us and in fact = 

(1+ ßý + (x - a) . Therefore 
d c? x_Id'x=S 

and 
d 

dxx =l+L+ S` = fi+ (d dx )Z 
+\ 41 

dx la 

9. Hence also the way in which 
dFx 

must be composed from 

dfy 
and 

dfx 
is made clear. Namely, it must be 

dFx 
_ dx dx dx 

1+ 
Idx/ + 

(df 1 
from which, according to the known 

rules of integral 

ccalculus, 

the function Fx itself can be found, 

provided the constants to be added are determined by reference to the 

conditions of No. 3. 

§33. 

Note It may be seen that this solution is based on no other 

assumptions than the following: 

1. That the length of every piece of a line depends on the nature 

merely of this one piece and on the given distance E by which the 

line is measured, and in no way on the nature of the bounding parts. 

2. That there must be some equal rule for all lines, according to 

which their length can be derived from the nature of those functions 

which determine the nature of the line; 

3. That this rule is certainly of a'kind that if the length of a 

certain piece has been found by it and =1, and that of another piece 

=X, the length of the whole must be found to be =1+i.; 

4. That the lengths of similar lines are in proportion to the 

lengths of other lines determined from them in a similar way; and 

finally: 
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S. That the method of 19 is correct. 

The first three assumptions are much too obvious to be objectionable 

to anyone. Also the fourth assumption will be admitted by anyone 

who has carefully considered the content of JJ3O and 31. Thus it 

all depends on the method of §9. So whoever is suitably 

convinced of the correctness of this method will, I hope, not 

withold his approval of the theory of rectification just presented. 

§34 

Note 2. If through the point m of a line, which belongs 

to abscissa xa (straight) tangent is drawn to the line, then as 

a consequence of the theory of lines of contact the two 

equations y=m+t "5 and 
Sn+"t hold for 

this straight line, where t, y, k are its three co-ordinates 

from the same origin and in the same directions as x, y, z; 

dy/dx and dz/dx are two constant coefficients for a fixed value 

of x, and m and n are also certain constant quantities; namely 

m=y- 
.x 

and n=z- 
ý'x [13] 

. If we compare these 

expressions with those of § 32 No. 8, y= oc+ P x, =Y+Sx, 

where it is found ß= dy/dx, S dz/dx, then we discover that 

the straight line, whose length helps us for the calculation of the 

length of every other line is parallel with the tangent through m 

if it is taken on the same co-ordinates. Indeed this line, if o( 

and Y are determined suitably (and this determination is arbitrary), 

goes through the point m itself and therefore is identical with this 

tangent. This fact seems to be the true cause of why the tangent 

It 
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and the so called characteristic triangle have been used with such 

good effect for the calculation of curved lines. From the two 

equations for the tangent y=m+ 
L"t 

and =n+-ý it 

follows that it approaches the curved line in the points lying 

immediately around m more closely than every other conceivable 

straight line through in. From this it used to be concluded 

that also the length of the tangent, for these smallest values of 

Q x, comes closer than that of every other straight line to the 

length of the curved line. Now since the increase in length of the 
2 dý"ý 

ýI1 
tangent for + Ax is = Ox 1+ (dx + 

()2 

J 
while the increase in length of the curved line, by Taylor's 

formula is F (x +A x) - Fx =Qx. 
ýEx 

+ ....... it used to be 
dx 

"%i 
concluded that 

äX 
must be = 

Cl + 
(d2)j ( )+ The 

conclusion was correct but the proper 
\basis 

on which it rests is 

only given in J32. For merely from the fact that a certain line 

comes closer than another one in all its op ints to a given line, it 

in no way follows that its length comes closer to the length of the 

given one. 

J35.1 

Definitions 1. A spatial object at each point of which, beginning 

from a certain distance and for all smaller distances, there is at least 

one and at most only a-finite set of separate lines full of points is 

called a surface in general (Fig 13 - 19). 

2. A spatial object, of which every part which can be viewed by 

the previous definition as a surface has at least one line in common 
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with the other parts, which must likewise be viewed as surfaces, is 

called a single absolutely connected surface (Fig. 14 - 19). ` 

3. A spatial object every point of which, starting from a certain 

distance and for all smaller distances, has only one simple line full 

of points near to it is called a simple surface (Fig. 16,18 and 19). 

4. A spatial object at every point of which, starting from a certain 

distance and for all smaller distances, has completely self-returning 

lines as neighbours and thereby no points whose distance from others 

is greater than a given one is called a self-returning or closed 

surface (Fig. 15 and 16). 

5. If these lines are simple then it is a simple closed surface 

(Fig. 16). 

6. On the other hand, a surface in which there are points which, 

starting from a certain distance and for all smaller distances has 

only bounded lines as its neighbours is called a bounded surface 

(Fig. 17 - 19). 

7. Those points themselves are called boundary points of the 

surface (e. g. e, e,.. ). The others are inner points (e. g. m, m,.. ). 

8. If these latter each have, from a certain distance downwards, only 

one simple line [of points] as neighbours then it is a 
, 
simple bounded 

surface (Fig. 18 and 19). 

36 . 

Note. Whoever has understood the definitions of ' 11 should find 

hardly any difficulty in the present ones. At each of the points of a 

surface, e. g. m (Fig. 13), there is-of course no next one. But if one 

considers all the points which have a given distance, e. g. mr, from m, 

then there is an infinite set of them so that in fact taken together they 

form one or even perhaps several complete lines e. g. rr', r" r"', rIVr',... 
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In fact in many surfaces (e. g. in a hemi-sphere enclosed by 

a plane) with certain of their points (here with the centre) and for a 

certain distance (that of the radius), there can even be a whole surface 

of points. But then a smaller distance can always be taken of which it 

holds that starting from this one and for all smaller distances there 

are only one or several separate lines as neighbours. The other 

definitions of this paragraph can-be elucidated further by the diagrams 

adjoined. Fig. 13 is a surface consisting of two disconnected 

pieces. In Fig. 14 A and B can be considered a pair of planes and 

C and Da pair of cylinders. The lines mn, m'n', m"n", are then 

that which combines these different surfaces into a single surface. 

Fig. 15 represents the three surfaces of a cylinder, a cone and a 

sphere. And so on. 

937. 

r 

Definition The plane of the points a, b, c is that spatial 

object which contains all those points (and no others) which can 

be determined by their relations (i. e. by their distances) to the 

three non-collinear points a, b, c. 

1 538. 

Theorem The plane is a surface. 

Proof It is easy to show that every point of the spatial object 

described in 137 has, for every distance, a whole line of points (in 

fact a circle) as neighbours ( 335). 

J39, 
N 

Definition A point is, said to be enclosed by a line on a 

surface if. it lies in the surface so that it is impossible to imagine 

a connected line between it and a second point whose distance from it is 
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as large as desired so that the line remains, throughout its whole 

course, in the given surface (or in another of which the former is a 

part) without having a single point in common with the given line 

(Fig. 19) . 

40. 

Note It can be shown that only a self-returning line can 

enclose a point on a surface, and also that a point i is enclosed 

if - with at most a finite number of exceptions - every plane 

containing it has a line of intersection with the surface in which 

both lie of such a kind that in the two pieces into which it is 

divided by i there are an odd number of points of intersection of 

it with the given line. If on the other hand this number is even or 

zero as is the case with the point a then it is not enclosed but 

lies outside. 

F41. 

Definition By the surface figure nrstn (Fig. 19) we understand 

the spatial object which contains, together with the self-returning 

line nrstn also all those points which are enclosed by it, where 

they are thought of as lying in a certain surface. The enclosing line 

nrstn is called the boundary of this surface figure. 

42. 

Note It can be proved that the spatial object described in 41 

is a surface, and likewise that all points of this surface and 

consequently the surface itself, are determined as soon as the surface 

in which the enclosing line lies and the line itself are given. 

j 43. 

Problem To specify the most appropriate method by which every 

determinable surface can be determined from a sufficient number of 

" 
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given points. 

Solution Considerations, which are similar in all respects to those 

we put forward in §17, show here that to one of the three coordinates 

there must belong infinitely many values of the two others or at 

least of one other. For otherwise there would not be, at every 

point m (Fig. 13), a complete line full of neighbours as the 

definition of §35 requires, because it is necessary for this that in 

the equation Ax" + Ay' +Qz=u, for the same u, 

infinitely many values if not of all, or least of two of the three 

quantities 0 x, L y, I z, are possible. Therefore at most two 

cases can arise here, either a) for one x there are infinitely many 

y and for one y infinitely many z, or b) for one x there are 

infinitely many y but for one y only one or a finite set of z. The 

example of the plane surface shows that these two cases are possible: 

the first case occurs if it is perpendicular to the axis of x, and 

the second case if it intersects the axes of x, y, z obliquely. 

1. In the first case it can be shown in a similar way to F 17 

No. l that the set of x may only be finite. Assuming this it is 

clear that for the same y there must be not only certain values of z 

but all values contained between definite limits. Of course, if one 

considers the point m as an inner point ( £35), then it must have 

self-returning lines for neighbours for all values of u lying below a 

certain limit e. Now it is provable from the proposition of E40 that 

this is impossible if there are not also points of this line in the 

direction of the ordinate. But these points are always at a 

distance 6z from m therefore dz-u must be appropriate to all 

values below e. For every y therefore the ordinate z has not only 

infinitely many values but all values contained between certain limits. 

But as may easily be conceived if the surface is to be determinate 
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the limits mentioned must not only be finite in number but also given. 

We shall denote this boundary value of z belonging to each y by z', 

then for every y there are infinitely many z' and it is clear, as in 

17 no. 2, that for*the determination of them one or several 

equations of the form z' = ''y must be given and at the same time it 

must also be shown within which values of y each of them holds. The 

equation z' = qy must, as is obvious, give an even number of values 

of z' and if one orders these from the greatest positive to the 

greatest negative (or conversely) then the first and second, the third 

and fourth, in general the (2n+1)th and (2n+2)th, are two corresponding limits 

inside which values of z are to be taken. On the other hand, inside 

the second and third, the fourth and fifth, in general the 2nth and 

(2n+1)th there should be no values of z. Moreover the surface which 

one has in mind in this first case is a mere plane surface and its 

equations which are of the form z' =tpy are at the same time the 

equations for its boundary lines. 

2. In the second case, for every x there are to be infinitely many 

y but for every y only a finite number of z. Here it can first be 

shown in a similar way to; 17 no. 1, that x as well as y must possess 

not only infinitely many values but all values contained between 

definite limits. Thus for every value of the one, e. g. x, the 

infinitely many values of the other y must be contained inside certain 

given limits if the surface is to be determinable. If we denote this 

I 

boundary value of y belonging to each x by y' then one or more 

equations of the form y' _ V'. x must be given and it must be stated for 

what values of x each of them holds. Then, because for each fixed x 

and y there is only a finite number of z there must be given one or 

several equations of the form z= f(x, y) and it must be 
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stated for what values of x and y each of them are applicable. 

44. 

Note It is usually just said that every surface can be 

determined by an equation of the form z= f'(x, y). But from what 

has just been said it may be seen that this is even less correctly 

stated than the statement which we objected to in J18. If one 

tries to determine the surface, e. g. of some triangle, that has an 

oblique position with respect to the axes, then the insufficiency of 

the usual method will be seen and the necessity of our addition to 

it, especially the equation y' =' x. 

S45. 

Definition The area of a surface is a quantity which is 

derivable from the nature of the surface, with respect to a given 

distance E, by a rule such that if the area for a certain piece of 

surface is represented by s and for another piece by cf then for 

the piece that contains both together it must be represented by 

s+a. 

S46. 

Theorem Surfaces which are geometrically equal are also of 

equal area. 

Proof This proposition is completely similar to that of § 21 

and is proved in the same way. 

47. 

Theorem If the area of a parallelogram which has sides of length 

a and b is represented by the quantity N, then the area of another 

parallelogram, with the same angles, which has sides of length x and 
.y 

must be represented by the quantity 
ab 
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Proof The quantity X, by which the area of the second 

parallelogram is to be represented must double if one of the 

quantities x or y itself doubles. For it is easily proved that the 

area of a parallelogram one of whose sides = 2x, the other =y can 

be considered as a whole whose integral parts are two parallelograms 

with the same angles which have the sides x and y. But these are 

geometrically equal so by 46 also have equal areas. Therefore 

by the definition of F45 the area of the whole =x+x= 2x. 

Hence it now follows that the areas of equiangular parallelograms 

in which only the side x changes are in proportion to the length of 

this side. Since in this case the area always merely depends on 

the length of this side, one can say that it is a function of x, 

and in fact a function Fx'such that 2Fx = F2x. But analysis shows 

that such a function can only be of the form Ax. Now if both sides 

of the parallelogram vary its area must be a homogeneous function 

of x and y and therefore of the form Cxy. But if x=a and y=b 

the Cxy must be = N. Therefore C= N/ab and the required area - 

Na 
ab 

148, 
Note It will be seen from these few examples how, using our 

concepts, we happen to reach exactly the same results as are obtained 

on the usual view - in particular how we come to the theorem that the 

area of a triangle whose three sides are x, y, z= 

J (x+y+z) (x+y-z) (x+z-y) (y+z-x) 
. We will refer to this 

4 

subsequently. 

J49. 

Theorem Areas of surfaces which are similar to one 

1% 
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another are in proportion to the areas of other surfaces derived from 

them in a similar way. 

Proof This proposition corresponds exactly with f30 and is 

proved in the same way. 

c 50 

Problem To find the area of any determinable surface if the 

sufficient number of equations (with respect to rectangular co-ordin- 

ates) for its determination are given, together with the distance E 

to which the area is referred. 

Solution 1. It will be sufficient to show the calculation of 

surfaces like those considered in J43 no. 
ý2 because it is easy to 

apply the method occurring here to the simpler case of no. 1 which 

contains only the plane surfaces. Also we need only show how to 

calculate the area of those pieces of surface for which the one 

equation z= f(x, y) holds, and for which the determination of the 

boundary values of y at each x the same auxiliary equation 

y' = jx holds. For if one knows the area of each such piece then 

by the definition of 145 the sum of all such pieces gives the area 

of the whole surface. 

2. Accordingly, let the equation z= f(x, y) hold for all values of 

x which are not outside the limits a and a+b, and for all y which are 

not outside the limiting values determined by the equation y' = x. 

3. Now in order to find the area of the piece of surface belonging 

to all these values of x, y, z we consider firstly the area s of a 

variable part,, in fact of that which is obtained if one takes the 

following values for x and y; (a) for x, all from a to one which we 

do not determine any more closely than that it is < a+b and which 

we call simply x, (b) for, each of these x all y which )are 

greater than the smaller of every pair of limiting values which the 

equation y' = tpx determines, and ß) smaller than a certain value 
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which we call simply y and is only determined in that it is to be 

smaller than the greater limiting value belonging to the last x which 

the equation y' _ 'x gives. 

4. This area s is also obviously a variable quantity in that if x 

increases by Ax and y by 0y then a certain part is also added to 

that piece of surface, namely that which contains all points with 

abscissae from x to x+ tx and from y to y+ d y. s therefore depends 

upon x and y, and on the nature of the surface itself in this region, 

therefore on the equations z= f(x, y) y' =tj'x and the constant 

quantity a, as well as the distance E. We can therefore say s is a 

function of x and y which must be determinable from the nature of the 

functions V/x and f(x, y) and from the constants a and E. We shall 

denote it by F(x, y). 

5. Let the abscissa x= ap (Fig. 12) increase by Ax = prr 

and abscissa y= aq increase by iy= qk, then the total increase 

of the surface = F(x +A x, y + Ay) - F(x, y) is a piece of surface which 

consists of three parts which can bedistinguished as follows. The 

points of one part are all those vertically above the rectangle n r, 

those of the other above the rectangle re and finally those of the 

third vertically above the rectangle rk. The middle piece, namely that 

which is above r(! contains merely those points which belong to the 

abscissa from x to x+ Ax and from y to y+ A y. From this it follows 

that its area, which we shall denote by P, depends only on those 

values which the function z= f(x+ mAx, y +n0 y) takes if one puts 

for m, n in it every conceivable proper fraction together with 0 and 1. 

Further, suppose a new co-ordinate system is adopted with x and y axes 

parallel to the previous ones so that all z co-ordinates are reduced 

by an equal quantity d while the x and y co-ordinates remain unaltered. 

Then it is quite understandable that nothing alters in the function 

F(x, y) nor, therefore, in the quantity P. From this it follows, as in 

132 no. 5, that P really depends merely on the values which ' 
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f(x +mAx, y +nd y) -d takes, or if we put d= f(x, y), on the 

values which f (x +mQx, y +n Ay) - f(x, y) takes, if m and n are 

put equal to every conceivable proper fraction together with 0 and 1. 

Finally if one considers two or more surfaces of such a nature that 

the quotient 
f (x +m Qx, 

myQ x 
+ ni y) - f(x, y) as well as 

f(x + max, y+n Ey) - f(x, y) is always of equal magnitude for the 
nAy 

same m and n, however different the absolute sizes of 6x, L1 y, etc. 

are in these surfaces, then it is known that the surfaces are similar 

to each other and it therefore follows from J49 that also the area of 

this surface, = P, always has the'same ratio to the area of a surface 

determined from it in a similar way, for example re4Ax. 1 y, i. e. 

that is of equal magnitude in all these surfaces. Now 

this shows us that-the function Qy depends only on the values 

which the two functions f (x +m Ax, y+ nAy) - f(x, y) and 
mAx 

f (x + m1 x, y+ nay) -f (x, y) take if one puts for m, n every nLey 

conceivable proper fraction together with 0 and 1. 

6 Now let _ cp(x, y) be an equation for another surface for 

which the auxiliary equation y' = !x and the quantities a and E are 

the same as before. Let its area be =' I(x, y), and let the quantity 

which is derived from 4ý(x, y) in just the way that P was derived from 

F(x, y) be rperesented by %T 
." Therefore F(x, y) and 

ý (x, y) denote 

things of the same kind namely areas of surfaces,. and since by no. 4 

F(x, y) and J (x, y) must be determinable for the same y'x, a and E 

merely from the nature of the functions f(x, y) and ¶)(x, y) theh there 
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is certainly some general rule according to which for every kind of 

surface the functions F(x, y), ýi (x, y) can be derived from the 

functions f(x, y), C? (x, y). But by no. 5 the quantities 

p T-F 
AXA IQA AY will be determined only by the values 

which f(x + mAx, y+ nay) - f(x, y) f(x + max, y+ nQy) -f (x, y) 
m Lx x' npy 

and (p(x + mAx, y + nay) - (x, y) ! 2(x + mix, y+ nAy) - q(x, y) 
mIx 11 nAy 

take if one puts for m and n every conceivable proper fraction together 

with 0 and 1. Therefore this determination is made from some rule 

which holds equally for all surfaces, because the quantities just 

mentioned are derived from the previous ones, namely from F(x, y) and 

cI (x, y); f(x, y) and cp(x, y) themselves according to a rule which 

holds equally for both cases. 

7. One can deduce from §43 that the functions f (x, y) , CQ(x, y) 

must be continuous and consequently the values 

f (x + mA x, y+ nAy) -f (x, y) 
m L4 x 

d 'f (x, y) 
approach the values 

d'f (x, y) +m , 6x. d" f (x, y) 
dy n dy dx 

and f (x +mAx, y+ n4y) -f (x, y) 
nAy 

+ nAy. d2 f(x, y). and 
m Ox dy 

and the values 

cp(x + mAx, y+ nAy) q(x, y) and 
? (x + MAX, y+ nAy) - iq(x, y) 

MAX n4y 
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d" 4' (x, y) nA . d5 cQ(x, y) ' approach the values dx + 
m Ax and dy 

mix. dI 4' (x, Y) dx 4, (x, Y) + 
dy n Ay as closely as desired if one 

takes the quantities Ax, dy small enough. Finally, at least for 

certain surfaces, the function c)(x, y) is also continuous and 

therefore by Taylor's well-known theorem: 

I (x +px, y+0 y) -I (X, Y) =QX. 
d "' (x, y) +L1 y. dy (x, y) 

dx dy 

L1xa d41", 72 (X, Y) 4 d513 I (x, y) + Qx. Ay 
d'3 (I (x, Y 

+)+ 2 dx + 2 dy 1 dxdy 

By the remark of no. 5 this is the area of the three-fold piece of 

surface that is over the rectangles lir, re , rk. If one puts 

Ay = O'then there remains of this piece of surface only the part 

over 7r r. But in the formula just given, when Qy=0 there 

remain only those terms which contain no Ay, i. e. only these, 

ax. d" (X, Y) +Q 21 
d"" (x . Y) + ... which give the 

area of the piece of surface over W r. In the same way it can be 

proved that the terms containing no Ax: Ay. d3 (x, y) + 
dy 

2" 
dyýdy 

z 
(x, y) +.. represent the area of the piece over 

rk. Hence it evidently follows that the remaining terms, namely 

those in which 6x and Ay are multiplied together give the 

r 
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area of the piece over r e, therefore that 

C 
X! 5 11 N, Y) 

. 
ýj d TT =Q XA y dxdy + and therefore 

7-1 d X5 
Ax Ay = dxäy'Y) + .... Therefore Ax 

Ay 
is a 

function which approaches the value 
d X!, ý (dyx, Y) as closely as 

desired if one takes Lex, Ly small enough. It follows that the 

same relationship must hold between the functions p 

4 X4Ay 

and 
d'b F(x, y) and hence all the conditions för the application dxdy 

of §9 are present. Consequently if one has, for some x and y, the 

d" f (x, y. ) d" q7 (x, y) dy f (x, y) dy CQ (x, y) 
equations " dx _ dx and dy = dy 

d"`ý3 F(x, y) then the determining pieces of the functions 
dxdy and 

d 
dxdy 

(x'y) 
into which AXAY and Ax 

Ly 
go for 

Ax = O, Ay = 0, namely the quantities 
d "f(x, Y) + dx 

nAy. d5 f(x, Y) 
and 

d" CQ (x, y) + nAy" d CQ (x, y) 
mAx dy dx max dy 

d-5 f (x, y) + MA X. df (x, y) and 
dy Gp (x, y) + max. 0 GQ (x, y) 

dy P &Y dx dy ndy dx 
"y F(x, y) 

are obviously equal to one another. 
d 

Therefore is dxdy 

composed from the quantities 
dx f(x') 

and 
dJ f(x, y) in exactly 

-A! 5 
the same way as 

d dy(x'y) 
is composed from the quantities 

dx' (x, Y-) d5 q7 (x, Y) 
dx and dy 

8. Let _ 4'(x, y) be the equation for a plane surface and 

therefore of the form = a +ßx+Yy. For such a surface we know 

how to calculate (x, y): - But without entering into this calculation, 
dd (x. Y) 

and to derive first (by differentiation) which is all dxdy 

-ý ,ý 
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we need, we can calculate the latter directly if we remember that 

jd 'X: 5 (x, Y) 
.. 

] 
TT = xy dxdy + is the area of that 

piece of the plane that is over re . This piece of area is clearly 

a parallelogram* whose four vertices are at the four ordinates, 

z, z+P. a x, z+ 1(. Q y, z+P. Qx+Y. A y. Thus the sides 

and a diagonal of it can easily be calculated and hence finally its 

area which will be found to be = dx4y (1 + 6Z + Yi )/ 

Therefore 
d" (x, y) _ (1 +: + '« ). But from 

dxdy 
C (,? (x, y) =a+ ßx + Vy it follows that 

d" cp(x, y) 
dx 

and 
0 (x, y) 

= i. Therefore 
d"n C1 (x, y) 

dy dxdy 

as r1 
+(d 

äx (x, y)jZ +fdä 
(x'y), 

Consequently, we must 

df (x, Y) i V2. 

also have 
d' Fdxdy(xY) 

= 
Cl 

+)+f 
(x, Y) l 

dy 
)] 

Whence by integration, if one suitably determines the constant 

quantities by means of the auxiliary equation y' =''x and the 

given a and E, one can find F(x, y) itself. 

51. 

Note The plane surface, the consideration of which has helped 

us here for the calculation of the area of every other surface is, if 

one takes its co-ordinates on the same axes as the latter, a plane of 

contact through the point m which belongs to x, y, z: either 

parallel to it or identical with it. This circumstance gives rise to 

similar remarks to those in f34. 

* Due to an oversight du Bourguet in the work quoted before (Preface 

p. 1 describes this parallelogram ( 1534) as a rectangle. 
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52. 
0 

Definitions 1. A spatial object at each point of which, 

starting from. a certain distance and for all smaller distances, 

there exists at least one absolutely connected surface full of 

points, is called a solid in general (Fig. 20 and 21)., 

2. A spatial object every part of which can be viewed as a solid 

according to the previous definition and which has at least one 

surface in common with the other parts which can be viewed as 

solids, is called a single absolutely connected solid (Fig. 21). 

3. A solid in which there are points which, starting from a 

certain distance and for all smaller distances, have only a bounded 

surface full of points for theLr neighbours is called a bounded 

solid (Fig. 21). 

4. Those points themselves e. g. e, e,... are the boundary 

points of the solid; theothers, e. g. m, n,.. which have a closed 

surface, namely a sphere around them, are therefore called inner 

points 

J53. 

Problem To specify the most appropriate method of determining 

every determinable solid from a sufficient number of given points. 

Solution Considerations like those inJ17 and J43 show that 

for every solid there must be infinitely many x and at each of 

them'(with at most only a finite set of exceptions) infinitely many y; 

and at each of these (with the same restriction) infinitely many z. 

This is because the equation (6xl +41 +Az"" )/=u for the same 

x, y, z and umust allow so many values of 4x, Ay, Az that all the 

points belonging to x+dx, y +Ay, z+z form a complete surface. 

Furthermore, x-must not only generally have infinitely many values but 
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,, 
all which are between certain limits, and similarly for y for each 

value of x, and for z for each value of y. This becomes clear in 

the same way as the similar assertions in J17 and 143. Finally, 

if the solid is to be determined then all these (infinitely many) 

limits must be determined. Therefore firstly there must be given 

a finite set of limits within which all the x are contained , e. g. 

a and a+b, then a+b+c and a+b+c+d etc., then a finite set of 

equations of the form y' =arc which determine the boundary values 

of all y belonging to each x. It must also be indicated within which 

values of x each of these equations is to apply. Finally, a finite 

set of equations of the form z' = f(x, y) [143 which establish the 

boundary values of all z belonging to every x and y, with which again 

it must be noted within which values of x and y each of them holds. 

j 54. 

Note Thus the equations which are required for the 

determination of a solid are exactly of the same form as those for a 

surface and this can easily be understood. It is also just as easy to 

show that the points which belong to the boundary values of z, i. e. to 

the ordinate z' = f(x, y) are boundary points of the solid which also, 

together, form a surface, in fact a closed surface. Hence it follows 

that every determinable solid must be bounded by a closed surface and 

is determined by the specification of this surface. 

j 55. 

Definition A prism is a spatial object which contains all the 

following points and no others: 

1. those which lie in two geometrically equal plane surfaces A and 

B whose sides are parallel to one another and in the spatial object C 

that joins all corresponding boundary points of A and B by straight lines; 
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2. All the points which are enclosed by the spatial object consisting 

of the combination of A, B, C. 

f 56. 

Theorem Every prism is a solid and indeed, if A (or B) is 

determinable, a determinable solid. 

Proof It can be shown, 

1. that the spatial object C is a surface; 

2. that the surface consisting of the three surfaces A, B, C is a 

self-returning surface which therefore encloses* [15] points and in 

fact the following points: 

3. points of a solid, i. e. points of a kind which have the property 

described in J52. 

4. that also the points of the surfaces A, B, C are points of this 

solid and in fact, 

5, boundary points. Hence it follows by §54 that if A (or B), 

consequently also C, is determinable then also this whole solid is 

determinable. 

1 57. 

Definition The volume of a solid is a quantity which is derivable 

from the nature of the solid, with respect to a given distance E, by 

a rule such that if the volume for a certain solid =s and for another 

cr , then for the solid which contains the two as integral parts it 

will' be found to be = s+- a' . 

158. 

Theorem Solids which are geometrically equal are also of equal 

volume. 

Proof As f 2l . 

*A point is said to be enclosed by a surface if every straight line 

passing through the point has, in both directions, an odd number of points 

in common with the surface.. 
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c 59. 
,: A. 

Theorem The volumes of equiangular parallelepiped& are in 

joint proportion to the lengths of their sides. 

Proof In a similar way to '47. 

E60. 

Theorem The volumes of similar solids are in proportion to 

the volumes of other solids derived from them in a similar way. 

Proof As that of the similar propositionc30. 

J61. 

Problem To'find the volume of every determinable solid if a 

sufficient number of equations between rectangular co-ordinates are 

given together with the distance E to which this volume is to be 
f 

referred. 

Solution 1. We need only show how to calculate the volume of a 

piece of solid for which the same equation z' = f(x, y) holds for 

the determination of the boundary values of all z and the one 

auxiliary equation y' = wx holds for the determination of the 

boundary values of y belonging to each x. For if one knows the volume 

of each such piece then the sum of all of them, by c57, gives the 

volume of the whole solid. 

2. Accordingly let the equation z' = f(x, y) hold for the boundary 

volue of z and hold for all values of x which do not lie outside 

the limits a and a+b, and for all values of y which do not lie outside 

the limits determined by the equation y' =Wx. 

3. In order to find the volume of the piece of solid belonging to 

all these values of x, y, z, we firstly consider the volume s of a 

variable part of it. In fact of that part which one obtains if one 

takes for x, y, z the following values: 

(a) for x, all from a to one which we determine no more closely than 
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that it is to be < a+b and which we call simply x. 

(b) for each of these x, all y which : cC) are greater than the 

smaller of the two corresponding boundary values which the equation 

y' ='tx gives, and ß) are smaller than a certain value which 

we call simply y and only determine in that it is to be smaller 

than the greater boundary value belonging to the last x which the 

equation y' =?, x gives. 

(c) Finally, for each of these x and y all z which are not outside 

the pairs of boundary values determined by the equation z' = f(x, y), 

i. e. all z which for the x and y mentioned are possible in consequence 

of the-equation z' =f (x, y) . 

4. Obviously this volume is a variable quantity. If, for example, 

x increases by A x, y increases by Ay then also a part is added to 

the former piece of solid, namely that which contains all points 

with abscissae from x to x+ Ax and from y to y+ Ay. s therefore 

depends on x and y but then also on the nature of the solid itself 

in this region, i. e. on the equations y' = y'x and z' = f(x, y) and 

on the constant quantity a as well as on the distance E. One can 

therefore say s is a function of x and y which must be determinable 

from the nature of the functions lPx, f(x, y) and the constants a and 

E. We shall denote it by F (x, y) . 

5. Let the abscissa x (Fig. 12) = ap increase by Ax = p7r , and 

the abscissa y= aq increase by Ay = qk then the total increase in 

the solid = F(x +ix, y + Ay); this represents a piece of solid which 

consists of three parts which are distinguished in that the points of 

one of them are vertically above the rectangle Trr, those'of the other 

vertically above that of re and those of the third vertically above 

the rectangle rk. The middle piece, namely thatwhich is over re , 

contains only those points which belong to theabscissa from x to x +fix 

and from y to y. + 4y whence it follows that its volume 
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which we shall denote by P, depends only on those values which the 

function z' = f(x + max, y+nA y) takes if one puts for m, n 

every conceivable proper fraction together with 0 and 1. On the 

other hand, the mere increase of z' or f (x + mix, y+ nAy)- f(x, y) 

[16] would obviously be insufficient for the determination of this 

piece of solid because the points which belong to each x+ mQx and 

y+ nay are not simply determined by the magnitude of the difference 

L z' but by the different values which z' has for one and the 

same x+ mI. x and y+ ni y, and of course only the function 

f(x +m Ax, y+nA y) itself can give us these. But if the function 

P is determined merely from the values which f(x + m4 x, y+ na y) 

takes if one puts for m, n every conceivable proper fraction together 

with 0 andl, then certainly the function OX AY is also 

determined by L x, Qy and the values just mentioned of 

f (x + mLx, y+ n1 y) . 

6. Now let ý/= CQ(x, y) be the equation of another kind of solid 

for which the auxiliary equation y' = Y'x and the quantities a and E 

are the same as before. Let the volume of this solid be =' (x, y) 

and the quantity which is derived from c5(x, y) in the same way as P 

was derived from F(x, y) is to be represented by IT 
. Therefore 

F(x, y) and 1(x, y) denote things of the same kind, namely volumes of 

solids, and since by no. 4 with the same 4-x, a and E the functions 

F(x, y) and 
J(x, y) depend only on the nature of the functions f(x, y) 

and 4(x, y) there is surely some general rule by which the functions 

F(x, y), ý(x, y) for every kind of solid, can be derived from f(x, y), 
p lt 

4) (x, y). But by no. 5 the functions and 
W 

s 
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are determined merely by the values which f(x +m Ax, y+n Ay) and 

q )(x + mAx, y+ ndy) take if one puts for m, n every conceivable 

proper fraction together with 0 and 1, therefore this determination 

also certainly results from some rule which holds equally for all 

solids. For the quantities just mentioned are derived from the 

previous F(x, y) and 4(x, y); f(x, y) and q(x, y) themselves by the same 

rule. 

7. It is to be concluded from §53 that the functions f(x, y), 

Cp(x, y) must be continuous, so that the values of f(x + rntx, y +ndy) 

and 4(x + mLx, y+ ndy) can come as close to the values f(x, y) and 

q (x, y) as desired if oje takes Ax, Ay small enough. Finally, 

also at least for certain solids, e. g. for those which are bounded 

by planes, ý(x, y) is a continuous function and therefore by Taylor's 

theorem, 6 

(x +Qx, y+A Y) - ii (x, y) _ 
&xd x (x, Y) + Ay. d' ä (x, y) + 

Axt dxIx (X, Y) + 
Ay". d5y ýP(x. Y) +Axdy. 

d"- (x. )+.. 
` 

2 dx- 2 dyI dxdy 

which by the remark of no. 5 is the volume of the three-fold piece 

of solid which is above the rectangles irr, re and rk. One may now 

be convinced in the same way as in J5O, No. 7 that the volume of the 

piece of solid above re is represented merely by those terms of the 

formula just quoted in which Qx and Ley are multiplied together. 

d"3 ? (x, y) + ... Therefore 7r adx&y 
f 

dxdy 
I 

and consequently 
-ff 

- 
']T 

'_ d"-" (x, y) + The function 
6x lay dxdy ... LI xpy 

d SP (x, y) 
therefore approaches as close as desired to dxdy 

if one takes 46x, , Ay small enough. Consequently the same relation 
xy 

holds between the functions ax 'a y and 
d 

dxdy " 

14 
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Therefore here again all the conditions of 19 are present. The 

quantities which the functions QxPO Ay and QQ assume 
y 

for Ax=0, Ay = 0, namely d "ý F(x, y) and d (x, y) 
dxdy dxdy 

therefore depend only on the values into which the quantities 

f(x + m4 x, y+ ndy) and q(x + m. x, y+ nAy) go for Ax = 0, 

AY - 0, i. e. on f(x, y and Cp(x, y). Consequently if for some x 

and y, f(x, y) = 4'(x, y) then the' determining pieces of the 

functions 
d"3F(x, y) 

dxdy 

Therefore F (X, y) 
dxdy 

exactly the way that 

4(x, y) . 

"y ý (x. Y) 
and 

d 
dxdy are equal to one another. 

is composed out of the quantity f(x, y) in 

d x5 4 (x, y) is composed out of the quantity dxdy 

8. Now if the surface in which the end-points of the ordinates 

t/ = CQ(x, y) lie, consists of one or several Planes 

then we shall very easily be able to calculate (x, y) or 
d xý 

dxdy 
(x, y) if we consider that 7- px ay Ld 

(X'y) +" ""I 

is the volume of just that piece of solid which is over re 

Therefore let us assume (because this is the simplest) that the 

planes just mentioned, in which the points belonging to lie, are 

parallel to the plane of x and y so that the value of is 

constant for all x and y. But in order to be able to put 

= z'= f(x, y) one must assume as many pairs of parallel 

planes in this solid as pairs of values of the quantity z' in the 

equation z' = f(x, y). Now if we denote these different values from 

the greatest positive to the smallest negative (or conversely) 

by z' , z" Z'", z'V then the piece of solid above re is 

a sum of parallelepipeds whose base-areas =rC= Ax Ay 
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and whose heights are = z' - z", z"" - z"", .. The volume of them 

is therefore by § 59 Ax Ay [ (z' - z") + (z"' - z"' )+.... 3 

"-5 ]T Therefore 
dd 

dy(xy) , or the quantity into which 

'AX 

I 
goes for Ax = O, Ly=0, = (z' - z") + (z"' - z", ) + 

'ay 
c1 F(x, y) Therefore also dxdy must be = (z' - z") + (z"ý- zI + ... 

173 whence, since the values z', z", z, z"' , are given by the 

equation z' = f(x, y), one can find by integration the function 

F(x, y) itself, provided the additional constants are suitably 

determined by means of the equation y', = ytx and the given a and 

E. 

J62" 

Note In general it is said that d xD F(x, y) = z'; 

a formula which arises from ours in the special case when the 

solid to be calculated is not an absolutely connected solid 

of the kind that each of the ordinates z' cuts its surface in 

only two points of which one always lies in the plane of x and y. 

In other words, this is the special case when one seeks the 

volume only of such a piece of solid as is bounded on one side by the 

plane of x and y. In this case, of course z" =0 and the quantities 

zA" , z`V ,.... are not present; therefore (z' - z") + 

(z"' - z"' )+... simply goes to z'. Moreover, since the 

parallelepiped with which the comparison has helped us here for the 

calculation of the volume of all other solids, goes through the point 

m which belongs to x, y, z, here again considerations can be put 

forward like those of S34. 

f 63. 

Concluding note. The conspicuous analogy which occurs in 

the definitions of line (§11 ), surface (§ 35) and solid 

It 
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( §52); holds just as much for the definitions of the length of 

a line (119), the area of a surface 145) and the volume of- a 

solid ( 157). Also notice the ease and uniformity with which 

the formulae for the measurement of these three kinds of 

geometrical extension can be derived in their greatest 

generality from these six definitions merely by the application 

of the most simple . methods of g9.. All these things should 

arouse I believe, the most favourable opinion for the theory 

expounded here. But the more strictly the reader examines it and 

the more consideration he gives to it the more completely will 

he be convinced of its correctness. 

I 
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APPENDIX 

The foregoing work had been ready for printing for a long 

time when the paper of Dr AL Crelle (Royal Prussian Chief 

Adviser) appeared, Über die Anwendung der Rechnung mit veränderlichen 

Gressen auf Geometrie und Mechanik [On the Application of 

Calculation with variable quantities to Geometry and Mechanics] 

Berlin 1816, in which a new attempt is made at the three problems 

of rectification, complanation and cubature, together with those 

two theorems of mechanics which we presented as examples in 

10 of our paper, as well as the theory of contact and Taylor's 

theorem. In fact the author, in his concern for the truth, 

discovered certain defects in his earlier presentation of this 

theory (Versuch einer Darstelling der Rechnung mit veränderlichen 

Grössen [Attempt at a Presentation of Calculation with variable 

quantities] Vol. i Göttingen 1813) which he endeavours now to 

rectify. Whether this is achieved in respect of the last two items 

is a question which is not appropriate here, but it certainly is 

appropriate to investigate whether the first five sections are 

presented so satisfactorily in this latest version as to make any 

further effort superfluous. 

I. Here again the rectification of the curve in the plane is 

based by'Crelle on the proposition, 'that every line which 

encloses another one that is convex along its whole length on one 

and the same side, and with which it has two points in common, 

is longer than the enclosed line' (p. 51). About his proof for 

this proposition he says (p. 51) that it is in substance the one 

which Legendre has given (Elemens de Geometrie Bk. IV Propos. IX 

5th ed p. -116) but which he did not express completely clearly. 

Crelle begins it in, the following way. 'If the enclosed line is 

I 
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not itself the shortest of all lines by which AMID is enclosed on 

the convex side, then among these enclosing lines there is some 

other which is the shortest. ' 

Now it is shown in the known way that there can be no such 

shortest line on the convex side of AMB, because for each one 

which might be taken for it there can be another still shorter and 

it is then deduced, because this assumed line is not to lie on the 

convex side of AMB, that AMB itself is this shortest line. In this 

proof, the expression 'the shortest line among those which enclose 

AMB' is ambiguous because it is left vague whether one is to 

understand by it a line which itself belongs to the class of 

enclosing lines, or not. If it should be the former, then it is 

absurd to say AMB itself is this line for AMB does not enclose AMB. 

But if by, 'the shortest line of all those which enclose AMID' is 

to be understood only a line in general which has the property of 

being shorter than all lines enclosing AMB, then it is absurd to 

look for it in the class of those enclosing lines. For how can a 

line which encloses AMB be shorter than every line which encloses 

AMB, and therefore also be shorter than itself? Nevertheless these 

contradictions only lie in the way the proof is expressed and 

could easily be avoided with a different presentation. However, the 

most crucial mistake is in the first proposition where the following 

is stated: 'If the enclosed line is not shorter than every line 

enclosing it then among the latter there must be one which is 

shorter than all the rest'. This is exactly the same assumption 

which Legendre also made and we have already explained in detail 

why it is inadmissable in the Preface P. XI ff. 

e 
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It was encouraging for us to find that in Crelle's opinion 

the proposition that has to be accepted in this proof as a second 

assumption, namely that the straight line is the shortest between 

two points, is not an axiom but is in need of a proof. But we 

could not approve of the kind of proof which he subsequently 

offers on p. 53 ff. 

If some curved line AMB were shorter than the straight line AB 

then all kinds of broken lines AQPB could be formed which (by 

Euclid I, 20) are greater than AB and consequently would exceed 

AIR still more. 'Now', says Crelle, 'among these lines joining 

AMB which exceed AMB there will necessarily be one which exceeds 

AMB the most. ' But this cannot be the case as he correctly 

shows. 'Consequently it is impossible that the straight line AB 

is longer than some other convex line between A and B, therefore it 

is the shortest among all of them. ' This proof, as everyone may 

see, is even more mistaken than the previous one. Firstly, from 

the fact that the straight line AB is not longer than AMB it 

certainly does not follow that it must be shorter. Further, how 

arbitrary is the assumption, 'among the lines which join AMB 

and exceed it there must necessarily be one which exceeds it the 

most'. ! This proposition is just as absurd as the one rejected 

before which we have dealt with in our Preface. In fact its 

subject is something which is self-contradictory. Therefore it 

would be quite wrong to accept it without proof as an axiom, 

instead it must atraight away be removed from those propositions 

which may be put forward in science because in general it does 

not even express any truth. 

N 
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II, Crelle derives the rectification of curved lines of double 

curvature' from that of lines of simple curvature by considering 

(p. 60) surfaces of a cylindrical kind in which all the z ordinates 

lie and this is then stretched out into a plane. Such a 

stretching out is, as everyone can see, a kind of motion and all 

ideas of motion are to be avoided in geometry as something alien. 

Also one would first have to prove that by the stretching of these 

cylindrical surfaces into a plane the curved line which is drawn 

on them undergoes no change in its length. To express this purely 

geometrically: If in two lines, one of which is a straight 

abscissa line and the other a curved abscissa line (but of simple 

curvature) there always belong, for equal lengths of abscissa, 

equal ordinates, then these lines are also of equal length. The 

condition that the curved abscissa line may only be of simple 

curvature is essential in this proposition. Now whoever would want 

us to admit this as an axiom without proof? 

III. For the complanation of surfaces Crelle refers (p. 61) to an 

argument which he claims to be similar to that used for the 

rectification of lines but here space prevents him following it 

through. But it would doubtless have therefore been open to the 

same object ions with which we condemned the former. 

IV. The author proves the two theorems of mechanics in exactly 

the way which we have already indicated as unsatisfactory in our 

work f lO, p. 49. 

V. The Quadrature of plane surfaces and the cubature of solids 

Crelle achieves in a way rather, different from the usual method 
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(p. 42-48). However, the objection regarding the introduction 

of fortuitous associated concepts which we have already made to 

the method of limits (Preface p. XVII) also applies here. 

Anyone can see that the consideration of an ordinate lying 

between the smallest and largest, which is just so large that 

a rectangle formed from it and the increase in abscissa 

equals the increase in surface bounded by a curved line, is a 

very alien kind of consideration if one only wishes to calculate 

the latter. It is another mistake that the author permits an 

equation, whose validity is proved only for cases where the 

variable quantity has a value not equal to zero, to be applied 

exactly in the case when this value is equal to zero. However, 

this mistake would be easy to rectify in the well-known way 

which is followed in S28 of Der Binomische Lehrsatz. 
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Notes 

[1] It is assumed here that the two curved lines have common 

end-points which are joined by a straight line. Hence 

the 'enclosed one' is the less concave and the 'enclosing 

one' is the more concave. For the full statements of 

these hypotheses (which occur in Archimedes' work 'On the 

Sphere and Cylinder') see Greek Mathematical Works (Loeb 

Classical Library, translation by Ivor Thomas) Vol. II p. 45. 

Boizano sometimes refers to these hypotheses or postulates 

as the 'axioms of Archimedes' (e. g. p. X). Note that what is 

known now as the axiom of Archimedes is the fifth of these 

postulates and is not referred to here at all by Bolzano. 

[2] I make these postulates 

[3] Hypotheses 

[4] The German here, 'die Art, wie Ax verschwindet' is liter- 

ally 'the species (or kind) [of quantity], as 6x vanishes' 

[5] Men believe what they want to believe. 

[6] An enthymeme is a syllogism in which one premiss is 

omitted. 

[7] Literally, 'the quantity which F(x + Ax) - Fx goes over 
Ax 

for As x= 0'. 

[8] Mis-printed in Bolzano's Schriften Vol. 5 p. 77 as x= (Px . 
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[9] German 'Sucht' (sickness; passion, addiction) is mis- 

printed as 'Suche' (search, endeavour) in Bolzano's 

Schriften Vol. 5 p. 79. 

[10] The German text has 'p. III' instead of 'p. IV'. 

[11] Boizano is , of course, thinking of this in three dimensions. 

[12] Throughout this paragraph (and elsewhere) the words 

'magnitude' and'quantity' are translations of the same 

German word 'Grösse'. 

ý13ý There is much confusion of notation throughout this para- 

graph. We have not made corrections because it is possible 

as it stands but presumably the equation whould be 

"q =m+ dy, t ' and then ' where are.... ' (Bolzano 
dx 

uses 9 on p. 47)`From the equations at the end of this 

sentence and those on p. 51 it appears that Bolzano is using 

x, y, z as the co-ordinates of the given point while 

are variables. Hence dy, dz mean the appropriate 
dx dx 

partial derivatives evaluated at (x? y, z). 

[141 f(x, z) must be a mis-print for f(x, y). 

[153 German 'umschliesst' is given a technical definition in 

the footnote. In the definition at the top of this page 

'eingeschlossen' has also been translated 'enclosed'. 

[16] The 'n' is missing from the German text. 

[17] The '=' is mis-printed '+' in the German text and'F(x, y)' 

is mis-printed ' e(x, y) ' inBolzano's Schriften Vol. 5 p. 135. 


